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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1

INTRODUCTION

The City of Long Beach (City) has directed the preparation of this Program Environmental
Impact Report (PEIR) to address the potential environmental effects that may result from the
adoption and implementation of the proposed Long Beach Downtown Plan. Figure 1-1 shows
the boundaries of the proposed Downtown Plan Project area of approximately 719 acres and its
regional location within Los Angeles County. Figure 1-2 is a U.S. Geological Survey map of the
Project area.
The Downtown Plan provides development standards and design guidelines for an expected
increase in the density and intensity of existing Downtown land uses by allowing up to: (1)
approximately 5,000 new residential units; (2) 1.5 million square feet of new office, civic,
cultural, and similar uses; (3) 384,000 square feet of new retail; (4) 96,000 square feet of
restaurants; and (5) 800 new hotel rooms. The development assumed in the Downtown Plan
would occur over a 25-year time period. The City will evaluate, assess, and monitor
development in the Downtown Plan area on an on-going basis.
1.2

PURPOSE AND LEGAL AUTHORITY

This document has been prepared in accordance with the provisions of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and Section 15168 of the CEQA Guidelines, which provides
for the preparation of a PEIR “[i]n connection with issuance of rules, regulations, plans, or other
general criteria to govern the conduct of a continuing program.” The City of Long Beach is the
Lead Agency for the adoption and implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan as defined in
Section 15367 of the CEQA Guidelines.
1.3

ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESS

1.3.1

Environmental Impact Report Background

A Notice of Preparation (NOP) was prepared for the Project and was released on July 1, 2009,
for comment by responsible agencies, trustee agencies, the State Office of Planning and
Research (OPR), and by individuals and organizations to provide guidance on the scope and
content of the environmental information to be included in this document. The NOP identified
the following environmental factors that would potentially be affected by the proposed Project:
Aesthetics; Air Quality; Cultural Resources; Geology and Soils; Greenhouse Gas Emissions;
Hazards and Hazardous Materials; Hydrology and Water Quality; Land Use and Planning;
Noise; Population and Housing; Public Services; Recreation; Transportation/Traffic; and Utilities
and Service Systems. A copy of the NOP and of the comments that were received between July
1 and August 14, 2009, are included as Appendix A to this PEIR.
1.3.2

Type of EIR

This document was prepared as a PEIR in accordance with Section 15168(a) of the State
CEQA Guidelines, which provides for the preparation of a PEIR to cover “a series of actions that
can be characterized as one large project and are related in the following ways:
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1. Geographically:
2. As logical parts in the chain of contemplated actions;
3. In connection with the issuance of rules, regulations, plans, or other general criteria to
govern the continuing program; or
4. As individual activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or regulatory
authority and having generally similar environmental effects which can be mitigated in
similar ways.”
Included in the PEIR are descriptions of physical changes in the environment that may result
from development in accordance with the Downtown Plan and mitigation measures that are
available to avoid or minimize significant environmental impacts. These mitigation measures are
intended to be implemented as future development projects occur. Each proposed development
project will be reviewed to determine whether potential project impacts have been adequately
addressed in the PEIR; and to identify appropriate mitigation measures identified in the PEIR
and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) that would be required to be
implemented by the proposed development project.
1.3.3

Purpose and Intended Uses of the Program EIR

This PEIR has been prepared to achieve the following purposes:


Serve as environmental clearance for adoption of the Downtown Plan;



Identify the purpose of the Project and the objectives desired to be accomplished by the
approval and implementation of the Downtown Plan;



Inform the Lead Agency, other responsible agencies, and the general public of the
Project’s potential environmental consequences and the alternatives and/or mitigation
measures that are available to avoid or reduce potential significant environmental
impacts;



Serve as a basis for streamlined environmental review of all subsequent public and
private actions that may be subject to CEQA review for land development projects,
infrastructure improvements, and other ordinances, programs, and actions that the Lead
Agency determines to be necessary to implement the Downtown Plan; and



Provide environmental documentation for use by other lead or responsible agencies with
jurisdiction over future actions that may be associated with future development within the
Downtown Plan Project area.

Because the Project is an adoption of a plan, not an individual or series of development
projects, subsequent environmental review will be subject to the provisions of Section 15183 of
the State CEQA Guidelines, under which projects that are consistent with the development
density or intensity of the plan “shall not be subject to additional environmental review, except
as might be necessary to examine whether there are project-specific significant effects which
are peculiar to the project or its site.” Section 15183 provides additional guidance for
preparation of an Initial Study for subsequent projects to determine whether there are project- or
site-specific impacts; environmental effects that were not analyzed as significant effects in the
PEIR; as offsite or cumulative impacts; or as more severe impacts than were identified in the
PEIR.

City of Long Beach
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As identified in Section 1.1, the PEIR analyzes the impacts of an estimated buildout scenario of
residential units, offices, retail uses, restaurants, and hotel rooms. However, subsequent CEQA
review may use this PEIR to determine and accommodate an alternative buildout scenario
based on an equivalent yield of vehicle trips and other impacts identified for the proposed
Project in the PEIR. Mitigation measures would be applied to the alternative buildout scenario
as would be required for the proposed Project.
During subsequent review of future development projects, the City may use an Initial Study or
require additional project-specific environmental documentation to analyze the relationship of
the proposed development to the significant environmental impacts identified in this PEIR. This
analysis may determine that the potential environmental effects were anticipated in the PEIR
and that no additional environmental documentation is required. If the City or the
Redevelopment Agency determines that the environmental effects of a proposed project have
not been addressed in the PEIR, exceed the level of impact for any environmental issue
identified in the PEIR, or do not propose to adequately implement mitigation measures identified
in the PEIR, an additional project-specific environmental document in compliance with CEQA
and the State CEQA Guidelines would be required. The subsequent use of this PEIR for future
development projects will continue as long as the project-level analyses conclude that
environmental conditions in Downtown remain substantially in compliance the conditions
anticipated by the Downtown Plan.
This PEIR may also be used by the City or the Redevelopment Agency for other actions
necessary to implement the Downtown Plan, including funding of public improvements,
acquisition and disposition of property, demolition, blight-removal, constructing or providing
funds for development projects, or approval of subsequent general plan or Downtown Plan
amendments or other policy or regulatory actions.
1.4

ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS

This Draft PEIR identifies the Project’s potentially significant direct, indirect, cumulative, and
growth-inducing environmental effects. The impacts are determined by comparing the Project’s
impacts to the baseline condition of the area that existed in 2009 when the NOP was issued.
Table ES-1 lists each of these environmental effects and identifies mitigation measures
proposed to be adopted to avoid or reduce the significant Project impacts. Per City Council
action on November 9, 2010, this Draft PEIR is released for a minimum 115-day public review
period. Public notice of its availability for public comment was published in the Long Beach
Press-Telegram, a mailed notice was provided to individuals and organizations that have
requested notification, and a notice was sent via the City’s electronic notification (e-notify)
system. Meetings for public input are also to be held during the PEIR public review period.
Written responses will be provided by the City to all comments received during the public review
period and this document will be presented to the Planning Commission and the City Council for
adoption of a Final PEIR. For each significant effect identified in the PEIR, the City is required to
make one of the following findings pursuant to CEQA Section 21081, if it determines to approve
the Project:
(1)

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which
mitigate or avoid the significant effects on the environment.

(2)

Those changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
public agency and have been, or can and should be, adopted by that other agency.
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(3)

Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations make infeasible
the mitigation measures or alternatives identified in the environmental impact report.

A determination under finding (3) would require that the City find that specific overriding
economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits of the Project outweigh the significant
effects on the environment.
1.5

ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

In considering the appropriateness of a proposed project, CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6
requires the discussion of a range of reasonable alternatives that would feasibly attain most of
the basic objectives of the project, but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the proposed project. The CEQA Guidelines also require that the specific alternative
of “no project” be evaluated. Because the Project is the revision of an existing land use plan, the
no project alternative would be the continued implementation of the existing land use plan. For
this reason, the PEIR analyzes the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative. As described in
Section 6.4.1 of the PEIR, a similar buildout scenario as the proposed Project could occur under
the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative because the existing zoning allows residential
development ranging from 30 dwelling units per acre (dua) to 249 dua; and high-rise
commercial development under the existing PD-29 and PD-30 zones also allow a similar
intensity of office and other commercial uses as would the proposed Project. Also analyzed in
Chapter 6.0 is the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative that would reduce building heights
and residential densities to respond to significant and unavoidable aesthetics impacts and
transportation and traffic impacts. Under the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative, residential,
office, retail, and restaurant uses would be reduced by approximately 30 percent and hotel use
would remain at 800 rooms. An additional alternative studied to reduce transportation and traffic
impacts is the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative that would retain residential use at
5,000 dwelling units and reduce office, retail, restaurant, and hotel uses by approximately 30
percent. Building heights under this alternative would remain the same as the proposed Project.
1.6

MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

The City Council’s action to adopt a Final PEIR would include adoption of a mitigation
monitoring and reporting program (MMRP) that identifies each mitigation measure for the
Project, specifies the monitoring schedule, and defines the procedures and conditions required
to be followed to verify compliance. This program will be in place as long as the Downtown Plan
and this PEIR remain in effect.
1.7

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Table ES-1 identifies each of the environmental issues that were addressed in the PEIR,
whether the issue results in a significant impact, whether mitigation is available or required, and
whether there is a residual impact that cannot be fully mitigated. Class I impacts are defined as
significant, unavoidable adverse impacts that require a statement of overriding considerations
per Section 15093 of the CEQA Guidelines if the project is to be approved. Class II impacts are
significant adverse impacts for which feasible mitigation has been identified to reduce the
impact to a less-than-significant level. Class III impacts were determined to be less than
significant and no mitigation would be required.
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts
Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
Class I Significant and Unavoidable Impacts

Aesthetics
High-rise structures would cast
shadows onto adjacent properties.

Air Quality
Construction and operational
activities would generate air pollutant
emissions of VOCs, NOX, PM10, and
PM2.5.

Residual Impact

AES-3 Shadow Impacts. Prior to the
issuance of building permits for any
structure exceeding 75 feet in height,
the applicant shall submit a shading
study that includes calculations of the
extent of shadowing arches for winter
and equinox conditions. If notification
is not required per CEQA or the
project approval process, owners and
tenants of sensitive receptor
properties shall be notified of the
pending shadowing impacts.

Avoidance of shading impacts
cannot be assured at this program
level of analysis and potential
impacts would be significant and
unavoidable.

AQ-1(a) To reduce short-term
construction emissions, the City shall
require that all construction projects
that would require use of heavy-duty
(50 horsepower [hp] or more) offroad vehicles to be used during
construction shall require their
contractors to implement the
Enhanced Exhaust Control Practices
(listed below) or whatever mitigation
measures are recommended by
SCAQMD at the time individual
portions of the site undergo
construction.
Enhanced Exhaust Control Practices

Operations-related and mobilesource emissions from
implementation of the proposed Plan
would exceed all applicable South
Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD)-recommended
thresholds and the impact would be
significant and unavoidable.

 The project applicant shall provide
a plan for approval by the City,
demonstrating that the heavy-duty
(50 hp or more) off-road vehicles
to be used in the construction
project, including owned, leased,
and subcontractor vehicles, will
achieve a project-wide fleetaverage 20 percent NOX
reduction, 20 percent VOC
reduction, and 45 percent
particulate reduction compared to
the 2011 ARB fleet average, as
contained in the URBEMIS output
sheets in Appendix C. Acceptable
options for reducing emissions
may include use of late-model
engines, low-emission diesel
products, alternative fuels, engine
retrofit technology, after-treatment
products, and/or other options as
they become available. SCAQMD,
which is the resource agency for
air quality in the Project area, can
be used in an advisory role to
demonstrate fleet-wide reductions.
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
SCAQMD’s mitigation measures
for off-road engines can be used
to identify an equipment fleet that
achieves this reduction (SCAQMD
2007b).

Residual Impact

 The project applicant shall submit
to the City a comprehensive
inventory of all off-road
construction equipment, equal to
or greater than 50 hp, that would
be used an aggregate of 40 or
more hours during any portion of
the construction project. The
inventory shall include the hp
rating, engine production year,
and projected hours of use for
each piece of equipment. The
inventory shall be updated and
submitted monthly throughout the
duration of the project, except that
an inventory shall not be required
for any 30-day period in which no
construction activity occurs. At
least 48 hours prior to the use of
heavy-duty off-road equipment,
the project representative shall
provide the City with the
anticipated construction timeline
including start date and name and
phone number of the project
manager and onsite foreman. A
visual survey of all in-operation
equipment shall be made at least
weekly, and a monthly summary of
the visual survey results shall be
submitted throughout the duration
of the project, except that the
monthly summary shall not be
required for any 30-day period in
which no construction activity
occurs. The monthly summary
shall include the quantity and type
of vehicles surveyed and the dates
of each survey. SCAQMD staff
and/or other officials may conduct
periodic site inspections to
determine compliance.
 If, at the time of construction,
SCAQMD, CARB, or the EPA has
adopted a regulation or new
guidance applicable to
construction emissions,
compliance with the regulation or
new guidance may completely or
partially replace this mitigation if it
is equal to or more effective than
the mitigation contained herein,
and if the City so permits. Such a
determination must be supported
by a project-level analysis and be
approved by the City.
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
AQ-1(b) Prior to construction of
each development phase of onsite
land uses that are proposed within
1,500 feet of sensitive receptors,
each project applicant shall perform a
project-level CEQA analysis that
includes a detailed LST analysis of
construction-generated emissions of
NO2, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 to assess
the impact at nearby sensitive
receptors. The LST analysis shall be
performed in accordance with
applicable SCAQMD guidance that is
in place at the time the analysis is
performed. The project-level analysis
shall incorporate detailed parameters
of the construction equipment and
activities, including the year during
which construction would be
performed, as well as the proximity of
potentially affected receptors,
including receptors proposed by the
project that exist at the time the
construction activity would occur.

Residual Impact

AQ-2 Mitigation to reduce mobile
source emissions due to
implementation of the Plan
addresses reducing the number of
motor vehicle trips and reducing the
emissions of individual vehicles
under the control of the project
applicant(s). The following measures
shall be implemented by project
applicant(s) unless it can be
demonstrated to the City that the
measures would not be feasible.
 The project applicant(s) for all
project phases shall require the
commercial development
operator(s) to operate, maintain,
and promote a ride-share program
for employees of the various
businesses.
 The project applicant(s) for all
project phases shall include one or
more secure bicycle parking areas
within the property and encourage
bicycle riding for both employees
and customers.
 The proposed structures shall be
designed to meet current Title 24
+ 20 percent energy efficiency
standards and shall include
photovoltaic cells on the rooftops
to achieve an additional 25
percent reduction in electricity use
on an average sunny day.
 The City shall ensure that all new
commercial developments include
December 2010
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
or have access to convenient
shower and locker facilities for
employees to encourage bicycle,
walking, and jogging as options for
commuting.

Residual Impact

 The project applicant(s) for all
project phases shall require that
all equipment operated by the
businesses within the facility be
electric or use non-diesel engines.
 All truck loading and unloading
docks shall be equipped with one
110/208-volt power outlet for every
two-dock door. Diesel trucks shall
be prohibited from idling more
than 5 minutes and must be
required to connect to the
110/208-volt power to run any
auxiliary equipment. Signs
outlining the idling restrictions
shall be provided.

Toxic air contaminants from Port of
Long Beach, offsite stationary
sources, and onsite mobile sources
would exceed Air Resources Board
standards for health risk.

 If, at the time of construction,
SCAQMD, CARB, or EPA has
adopted a regulation or new
guidance applicable to mobileand area-source emissions,
compliance with the regulation or
new guidance may completely or
partially replace this mitigation if it
is equal to or more effective than
the mitigation contained herein,
and if the City so permits. Such a
determination shall be supported
by a project-level analysis that is
approved by the City.
AQ-4(a) The following measures
shall be implemented to reduce
exposure of sensitive receptors to
operational emissions of TACs:
 Proposed commercial land uses
that have the potential to emit
TACs or host TAC-generating
activity (e.g., loading docks) shall
be located away from existing and
proposed onsite sensitive
receptors such that they do not
expose sensitive receptors to TAC
emissions that exceed an
incremental increase of 10 in 1
million for the cancer risk and/or a
noncarcinogenic Hazard Index of
1.0.

Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Plan would result in
exposure of sensitive receptors to
short- and long-term emissions of
toxic air contaminants (TACs) from
onsite and offsite stationary and
mobile sources. Impacts from Port of
Long Beach (POLB) and offsite
stationary sources, and onsite mobile
sources would be significant and
unavoidable.

 Where necessary to reduce
exposure of sensitive receptors to
an incremental increase of 10 in 1
million for the cancer risk and/or a
noncarcinogenic Hazard Index of
1.0, proposed commercial and
industrial land uses that would

City of Long Beach
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
host diesel trucks shall incorporate
idle-reduction strategies that
reduce the main propulsion engine
idling time through alternative
technologies such as IdleAire,
electrification of truck parking, and
alternative energy sources for
TRUs to allow diesel engines to be
completely turned off.

Residual Impact

 Signs shall be posted in at all
loading docks and truck loading
areas to indicate that dieselpowered delivery trucks must be
shut off when not in use for longer
than 5 minutes on the premises.
This measure is consistent with
the ATCM to Limit Diesel-Fueled
Commercial Motor Vehicle Idling,
which was approved by the
California Office of Administrative
Law in January 2005.
 Proposed facilities that would
require the long-term use of diesel
equipment and heavy-duty trucks
shall develop a plan to reduce
emissions, which may include
such measures as scheduling
activities when the residential uses
are the least occupied, requiring
equipment to be shut off when not
in use, and prohibiting heavy
trucks from idling.
 When determining the exact type
of facility that would occupy the
proposed commercial space, the
City shall take into consideration
its toxic-producing potential.
 Commercial land uses that
accommodate more than 100
trucks per day, or 40 trucks
equipped with TRUs, within 1,000
feet of sensitive receptors (e.g.,
residences or schools) shall
perform a site-specific project-level
HRA in accordance with SCAQMD
guidance for projects generating
or attracting vehicular trips,
especially heavy-duty dieselfueled vehicles (SCAQMD 2003b).
If the incremental increase in
cancer risk determined by the
HRA exceeds the threshold of
significance recommended by
SCAQMD or ARB at the time (if
any), then all feasible mitigation
measures shall be employed to
minimize the impact.
AQ-4(b) The City shall verify that the
following measures are implemented
December 2010
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
by new developments to reduce
exposure of sensitive receptors to
emissions of TACs from POLB and
stationary sources in the vicinity of
the Downtown Plan Project area:

Residual Impact

 All proposed residences in the
Downtown Plan Project area shall
be equipped with filter systems
with high Minimum Efficiency
Reporting Value (MERV) for
removal of small particles (such as
0.3 micron) at all air intake points
to the home. All proposed
residences shall be constructed
with mechanical ventilation
systems that would allow
occupants to keep windows and
doors closed and allow for the
introduction of fresh outside air
without the requirement of open
windows.
 The heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems shall
be used to maintain all residential
units under positive pressure at all
times.
 An ongoing education and
maintenance plan about the
filtration systems associated with
HVAC shall be developed and
implemented for residences.
 To the extent feasible, sensitive
receptors shall be located as far
away from the POLB as possible.
AQ-5 The following additional
guidelines, which are recommended
in ARB’s Land Use Handbook: A
Community Health Perspective (ARB
2005) shall be implemented. The
guidelines are considered to be
advisory and not regulatory:
 Sensitive receptors, such as
residential units and daycare
centers, shall not be located in the
same building as dry-cleaning
operations that use
perchloroethylene. Dry-cleaning
operations that use
perchloroethylene shall not be
located within 300 feet of any
sensitive receptor. A setback of
500 feet shall be provided for
operations with two or more
machines.
Cultural Resources
The Project may result in
redevelopment of properties eligible
for listing on the National or
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CR-1a The City shall encourage the
designation as local landmarks of 14
properties identified in Table 4.3-3

Potential loss of historic properties is
considered significant and
unavoidable.
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Impact/Potential Impact
California historic properties
registers, or as local landmarks.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
with the “Desired Outcome” of
“Pursue Local Designation.” The City
will encourage the on-going
maintenance and appropriate
adaptive reuse of all properties in
Table 4.3-2 (existing landmarks), and
Table 4.3-3 as historic resources.

Residual Impact

CR-1b The following procedures
shall be followed prior to issuance of
a demolition permit or a building
permit for alteration of any property
listed in the Historic Survey Report
(ICF Jones & Stokes 2009) by Status
Code 3S, 3CS, 5S1, or 5S3;
designated as a Historic Landmark
(City of Long Beach 2010a); listed in
Tables 4.3-2 and 4.3-3 of this PEIR,
or other property 45 years of age or
older that was not previously
determined by the Historic Survey
Report to be ineligible for National
Register, California Register, or Local
Landmark (Status Code 6L and 6Z):
Notification of Historic Preservation
Staff
Historic Preservation staff in the City
Development Services Department
shall be notified upon receipt of any
demolition permit or building permit
for alteration of any property listed in
the Historic Survey Report or other
property 45 years of age or older that
was not previously determined by the
Historic Survey Report to be
ineligible for National Register,
California Register, or Local
Landmark (Status Code 6L and 6Z)
Determination of Need for Historic
Property Survey
In consultation with Historic
Preservation staff, the City
Development Services Department
shall determine whether a formal
historic property survey is needed
and may require that the owner or
applicant provide photographs of the
property, including each building
façade, with details of windows,
siding, eaves, and streetscape views,
and copies of the County Assessor
and City building records, in order to
make this determination.
Determination of Eligibility
If City Development Services
Department staff determines that the
property may be eligible for
designation, the property shall be
referred to the Cultural Heritage
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Impact/Potential Impact

City of Long Beach
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Mitigation Measures/Findings
Commission, whose determination of
eligibility shall be considered as part
of the environmental determination
for the project in accordance with
CEQA.
Documentation Program
If the Cultural Heritage Commission
determines that the property is
eligible for historic listing, the City
Development Services Department
shall, in lieu of preservation, require
that prior to demolition or alteration a
Documentation Program be prepared
to the satisfaction of the City
Development Services Department,
which shall include the following:
A. Photo Documentation
Documentation shall include
professional quality photographs
of the structure prior to demolition
with 35 mm black and white
photographs, 4" x 6" standard
format, taken of all four elevations
and with close-ups of select
architectural elements, such as
but not limited to, roof/wall
junctions, window treatments,
decorative hardware, any other
elements of the building’s exterior
or interior, or other property
features identified by the City
Development Services
Department to be documented.
Photographs shall be of archival
quality and easily reproducible.
B. Required drawings
Measured drawings of the
building’s exterior elevations
depicting existing conditions or
other relevant features shall be
produced from recorded,
accurate measurements. If
portions of the building are not
accessible for measurement or
cannot be reproduced from
historic sources, they should not
be drawn, but clearly labeled as
not accessible. Drawings shall be
produced in ink on translucent
material or archivally stable
material (blueline drawings are
acceptable). Standard drawing
sizes are 19" x 24" or 24" x 36"
and standard scale is ¼" = 1 foot.
C. Archival Storage
Xerox copies or CD of the
photographs and one set of the
measured drawings shall be
submitted for archival storage

Residual Impact
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Impact/Potential Impact

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2)
and other greenhouse gases may
result from construction of individual
developments allowed by the
proposed Project.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
with the City Development
Services Department; and one
set of original photographs,
negatives, and measured
drawings shall be submitted for
archival storage with such other
historical repository identified by
the City Development Services
Department.
GHG-1(a) Implement Mitigation
Measure AQ-1. Implementation of
the mitigation measures described in
Section 4.2, Air Quality, of this PEIR,
which would reduce construction
emissions of criteria air pollutants
and precursors, would also act to
reduce GHG emissions associated
with implementation of the Project.
The construction mitigation measures
for exhaust emissions are relevant to
the global climate change impact
because both criteria air pollutant
and GHG emissions are frequently
associated with combustion
byproducts.

Residual Impact

The Project’s incremental
contribution to global warming is
considered significant and
unavoidable.

GHG-1(b) Implement Additional
Measures to Control ConstructionGenerated GHG Emissions. To
further reduce constructiongenerated GHG emissions, the
project applicant(s) of all public and
private developments shall
implement all feasible measures for
reducing GHG emissions associated
with construction that are
recommended by the City and/or
SCAQMD at the time individual
portions of the site undergo
construction. Such measures may
reduce GHG exhaust emissions from
the use of onsite equipment, worker
commute trips, and truck trips
carrying materials and equipment to
and from the project site, as well as
GHG emissions embodied in the
materials selected for construction
(e.g., concrete). Other measures may
pertain to the materials used in
construction. Prior to the construction
of each development phase, the
project applicant(s) shall obtain the
most current list of GHG-reduction
measures that are recommended by
the City and/or SCAQMD and
stipulate that these measures be
implemented during the appropriate
construction phase. The project
applicant(s) for any particular
development phase may submit to
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
the City a report that substantiates
why specific measures are
considered infeasible for construction
of that particular development phase
and/or at that point in time. The
report, including the substantiation
for not implementing particular GHGreduction measures, shall be
approved by the City.
The City’s recommended measures
for reducing construction-related
GHG emissions at the time of writing
this PEIR are listed below and the
project applicant(s) shall, at a
minimum, be required to implement
the following:

Residual Impact

 Improve fuel efficiency from
construction equipment:
o reduce unnecessary idling
(modify work practices, install
auxiliary power for driver
comfort),
o perform equipment
maintenance (inspections,
detect failures early,
corrections),
o train equipment operators in
proper use of equipment,
o use the proper size of
equipment for the job, and
o use equipment with new
technologies (repowered
engines, electric drive trains).
 Use alternative fuels for electricity
generators and welders at
construction sites such as propane
or solar, or use electrical power.
 Use an ARB-approved low-carbon
fuel, such as biodiesel or
renewable diesel for construction
equipment (emissions of NOX from
the use of low carbon fuel must be
reviewed and increases
mitigated). Additional information
about low-carbon fuels is available
from ARB’s Low Carbon Fuel
Standard Program (ARB 2010a).
 Encourage and provide carpools,
shuttle vans, transit passes and/or
secure bicycle parking for
construction worker commutes.
 Reduce electricity use in the
construction office by using
compact fluorescent bulbs,
powering off computers every day,
and replacing heating and cooling
units with more efficient ones.
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
 Recycle or salvage non-hazardous
construction and demolition debris
(goal of at least 75 percent by
weight).

Residual Impact

 Use locally sourced or recycled
materials for construction
materials (goal of at least 20
percent based on costs for
building materials, and based on
volume for roadway, parking lot,
sidewalk, and curb materials).
 Minimize the amount of concrete
used for paved surfaces or use a
low carbon concrete option.
 Produce concrete onsite if
determined to be less emissive
than transporting ready mix.
 Use EPA-certified SmartWay
trucks for deliveries and
equipment transport. Additional
information about the SmartWay
Transport Partnership Program is
available from ARB’s Heavy-Duty
Vehicle GHG Measure (ARB
2010b) and EPA (EPA 2010).

Emissions of CO2 and other
greenhouse gases would result from
operation of individual developments
allowed by the proposed Project.

 Develop a plan to efficiently use
water for adequate dust control.
This may consist of the use of
non-potable water from a local
source.
GHG-2(a) Implement Mitigation
Measure AQ-3. Implementation of
the mitigation measures described in
Section 4.2, which would reduce
operational emissions of criteria air
pollutants and precursors, would also
act to reduce GHG emissions
associated with implementation of
the Project. The operational
mitigation measures for exhaust
emissions are relevant to the global
climate change impact because both
criteria air pollutant and GHG
emissions are frequently associated
with combustion byproducts.

The Project’s incremental
contribution to global warming is
considered significant and
unavoidable.

GHG-2(b) Implement Additional
Measures to Reduce Operational
GHG Emissions. For each increment
of new development within the
Project area requiring a discretionary
approval (e.g., tentative subdivision
map, conditional use permit,
improvement plan), measures that
reduce GHG emissions to the extent
feasible and to the extent appropriate
with respect to the state’s progress at
the time toward meeting GHG
emissions reductions required by the
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
California Global Warming Solutions
Act of 2006 (AB 32) shall be
imposed, as follows:

Residual Impact

 The project applicant shall
incorporate feasible GHG
reduction measures that, in
combination with existing and
future regulatory measures
developed under AB 32, will
reduce GHG emissions associated
with the operation of future project
development phases and
supporting roadway and
infrastructure improvements by an
amount sufficient to achieve the
goal of 6.6 CO2e/SP/year, if it is
feasible to do so. The feasibility of
potential GHG reduction measures
shall be evaluated by the City at
the time each phase of
development is proposed to allow
for ongoing innovations in GHG
reduction technologies and
incentives created in the
regulatory environment.
 For each increment of new
development, the project applicant
shall obtain a list of potentially
feasible GHG reduction measures
to be considered in the
development design from the City.
The City’s list of potentially
feasible GHG reduction measures
shall reflect the current state of the
regulatory environment, which will
continuously evolve under the
mandate of AB 32. The project
applicant(s) shall then submit to
the City a mitigation report that
contains an analysis
demonstrating which GHG
reduction measures are feasible
for the associated reduction in
GHG emissions, and the resulting
CO2e/SP/year metric. The report
shall also demonstrate why
measures not selected are
considered infeasible. The
mitigation report must be reviewed
and approved by the City for the
project applicant(s) to receive the
City’s discretionary approval for
the applicable increment of
development. In determining what
measures should appropriately be
imposed by a local government
under the circumstances, the
following factors shall be
considered:

City of Long Beach
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Mitigation Measures/Findings
o The extent to which rates of
GHG emissions generated by
motor vehicles traveling to,
from, and within the Project site
are projected to decrease over
time as a result of regulations,
policies, and/or plans that have
already been adopted or may
be adopted in the future by ARB
or other public agency pursuant
to AB 32, or by EPA;
o The extent to which mobilesource GHG emissions, which
at the time of writing this PEIR
comprise a substantial portion
of the state’s GHG inventory,
can also be reduced through
design measures that result in
trip reductions and reductions in
trip length;
o The extent to which GHG
emissions emitted by the mix of
power generation operated by
SCE, the electrical utility that
will serve the Project site, are
projected to decrease pursuant
to the Renewables Portfolio
Standard required by SB 1078
and SB 107, as well as any
future regulations, policies,
and/or plans adopted by the
federal and state governments
that reduce GHG emissions
from power generation;
o The extent to which
replacement of CCR Title 24
with the California Green
Building Standards Code or
other similar requirements will
result in new buildings being
more energy efficient and
consequently more GHG
efficient;
o The extent to which any
stationary sources of GHG
emissions that would be
operated on a proposed land
use (e.g., industrial) are already
subject to regulations, policies,
and/or plans that reduce GHG
emissions, particularly any
future regulations that will be
developed as part of ARB’s
implementation of AB 32, or
other pertinent regulations on
stationary sources that have the
indirect effect of reducing GHG
emissions;
o The extent to which the
feasibility of existing GHG

Residual Impact
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Mitigation Measures/Findings
reduction technologies may
change in the future, and to
which innovation in GHG
reduction technologies will
continue, effecting cost-benefit
analyses that determine
economic feasibility; and
o Whether the total costs of
proposed mitigation for GHG
emissions, together with other
mitigation measures required
for the proposed development,
are so great that a reasonably
prudent property owner would
not proceed with the project in
the face of such costs.

Residual Impact

 In considering how much, and
what kind of, mitigation is
necessary in light of these factors,
the following list of options shall be
considered, though the list is not
intended to be exhaustive, as
GHG-emission reduction
strategies and their respective
feasibility are likely to evolve over
time. These measures are derived
from multiple sources including the
Mitigation Measure Summary in
Appendix B of the California Air
Pollution Control Officer’s
Association (CAPCOA) white
paper, CEQA & Climate Change
(CAPCOA 2008); CAPCOA’s
Model Policies for Greenhouse
Gases in General Plans (CAPCOA
2009); and the California Attorney
General’s Office publication, The
California Environmental Quality
Act: Addressing Global Warming
Impacts at the Local Agency Level
(California Attorney General’s
Office 2010).
Energy Efficiency
o Include clean alternative energy
features to promote energy selfsufficiency (e.g., photovoltaic
cells, solar thermal electricity
systems, small wind turbines).
o Design buildings to meet CEC
Tier II requirements (e.g.,
exceeding the requirements of
Title 24 [as of 2007] by 20
percent).
o Site buildings to take advantage
of shade and prevailing winds
and design landscaping and
sun screens to reduce energy
use.
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o Install efficient lighting in all
buildings (including residential).
Also install lighting control
systems, where practical. Use
daylight as an integral part of
lighting systems in all buildings.
o Install light-colored “cool”
pavements, and strategically
located shade trees along all
bicycle and pedestrian routes.
Water Conservation and
Efficiency
o With the exception of
ornamental shade trees, use
water-efficient landscapes with
native, drought-resistant
species in all public area and
commercial landscaping. Use
water-efficient turf in parks and
other turf-dependant spaces.
o Install the infrastructure to use
reclaimed water for landscape
irrigation and/or washing cars.
o Install water-efficient irrigation
systems and devices, such as
soil moisture-based irrigation
controls.
o Design buildings and lots to be
water efficient. Only install
water-efficient fixtures and
appliances.
o Restrict watering methods (e.g.,
prohibit systems that apply
water to non-vegetated
surfaces) and control runoff.
Prohibit businesses from using
pressure washers for cleaning
driveways, parking lots,
sidewalks, and street surfaces.
These restrictions should be
included in the Covenants,
Conditions, and Restrictions of
the community.
o Provide education about water
conservation and available
programs and incentives.
o To reduce storm water runoff,
which typically bogs down
wastewater treatment systems
and increases their energy
consumption, construct
driveways to single-family
detached residences and
parking lots and driveways of
multi-family residential uses,
with pervious surfaces. Possible
designs include Hollywood
drives (two concrete strips with

Residual Impact
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vegetation or aggregate in
between) and/or the use of
porous concrete, porous
asphalt, turf blocks, or pervious
pavers.
Solid Waste Measures
o Reuse and recycle construction
and demolition waste (including,
but not limited to, soil,
vegetation, concrete, lumber,
metal, and cardboard).
o Provide interior and exterior
storage areas for recyclables
and green waste at all
buildings.
o Provide adequate recycling
containers in public areas,
including parks, school
grounds, golf courses, and
pedestrian zones in areas of
mixed-use development.
o Provide education and publicity
about reducing waste and
available recycling services.
Transportation and Motor
Vehicles
o Promote ride-sharing programs
and employment centers (e.g.,
by designating a certain
percentage of parking spaces
for ride-sharing vehicles,
designating adequate
passenger loading zones and
waiting areas for ride-share
vehicles, and providing a
website or message board for
coordinating ride-sharing).
o Provide the necessary facilities
and infrastructure in all land use
types to encourage the use of
low- or zero-emission vehicles
(e.g., electric vehicle charging
facilities and conveniently
located alternative fueling
stations).
o At industrial and commercial
land uses, all forklifts, “yard
trucks,” or vehicles that are
predominately used onsite at
non-residential land uses shall
be electric-powered or powered
by biofuels (such as biodiesel
[B100]) that are produced from
waste products, or shall use
other technologies that do not
rely on direct fossil fuel
consumption.

Residual Impact
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Noise
Construction vibrations, such as
from pile driving, would generate
ground-borne vibrations that would
impact adjacent properties.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
Noise-2 The City shall review all
construction projects for potential
vibration-generating activities from
demolition, excavation, pile– driving,
and construction within 100 feet of
existing structures and shall require
site-specific vibration studies to be
conducted to determine the area of
impact and to identify appropriate
mitigation measures. The studies
shall, at a minimum, include the
following:

Residual Impact
The potential impact of construction
vibrations would be significant and
unavoidable.

 Identification of the project’s
vibration compaction activities, pile
driving, and other vibrationgenerating activities that have the
potential to generate ground-borne
vibration; and the sensitivity of
nearby structures to ground-borne
vibration. This task should be
conducted by a qualified structural
engineer.
 A vibration monitoring and
construction contingency plan to
identify structures where
monitoring would be conducted;
establish a vibration monitoring
schedule; define structure-specific
vibration limits; and address the
need to conduct photo, elevation,
and crack surveys to document
before and after construction
conditions. Construction
contingencies shall be identified
for actions to be taken when
vibration levels approached the
defined vibration limits.
 Maintain a monitoring log of
vibrations during initial demolition
activities and during pile driving
activities. Monitoring results may
indicate the need for a more or
less intensive measurement
schedule.
 Vibration levels limits for
suspension of construction
activities and implementation of
contingencies to either lower
vibration levels or secure the
affected structures.
 Post-construction survey on
structures where either monitoring
has indicated high vibration levels
or complaints of damage have
been made. Make appropriate
repairs or compensation where
damage has occurred as a result
of construction activities.

December 2010
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Population and Housing
The Project could induce substantial
population growth.

The Project could displace
substantial existing housing or
population necessitating construction
of replacement housing elsewhere.

Public Services
Parks and Recreation: Based on the
City standard of 8 acres of parkland
per 1,000 residents, the Project
would generate demand for about
108 acres of parkland.
Transportation and Traffic
The Project would cause an increase
in traffic that is substantial in relation
to existing traffic and capacity of the
street system.

City of Long Beach
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Mitigation Measures/Findings

Residual Impact

Project objectives of the proposed
Long Beach Downtown Plan include
increasing the residential population
and promoting job growth in
Downtown. Based on the City
average of 2.90 persons per
household (California Department of
Finance 2009), the proposed 5,000
dwelling units would generate a net
increase of approximately 13,500
new residents.
The Project could result in removal of
existing housing in older apartment
buildings not suitable for
rehabilitation. While, implementation
of the Long Beach Downtown Plan
could add approximately 5,000 new
residential units over the existing
conditions, since the 1990s the
increase in housing stock has not
kept pace with the City’s population
growth. This has resulted in fewer
vacancies, upward pressure on
housing prices, and more people
crowded into too few housing units.
The Project could result in reduced
opportunity for displaced residents to
find equivalent housing in the local
area.

The potential impact from population
growth would be significant and
unavoidable.

Developers would be required to pay
park and recreation facilities in-lieu
fees. However, it is not feasible for all
of this open space to be provided in
the Downtown Plan Project area.

The Project impacts are considered
significant and unavoidable.

Traf-1(a) As the system’s capacity is
reached, it will become important to
manage the street system in a more
efficient and coordinated manner.
Improvements to the Project area
transportation system are proposed
as part of the overall Downtown
development, including
improvements that have been
required of other area projects
previously approved by the City.
Therefore, the mitigation focuses on
improvements that would not require
significant additional rights-of-way
and are achievable within the life of
the Plan. There are five proposed
mitigation measures for the
Downtown Plan, as follows:
1. Implement traffic control system
improvements in Downtown on
selected arterials.
2. Improve the Alamitos Avenue
corridor via removal of selected

Implementation of the mitigation
measures would improve operations
at seven of the 16 impacted
intersections to level of service
(LOS) D or better, but no other
feasible mitigation measures are
available and the Project impacts are
considered significant and
unavoidable.

The Project impacts to availability of
housing are considered significant
and unavoidable.
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Mitigation Measures/Findings
parking spaces and the
implementation of additional
travel lanes plus bike lanes in
each direction.
3. Reconfigure the 6th Street and
7th Street intersections with
Martin Luther King Avenue and
Alamitos Avenue for safety and
traffic flow enhancements.
4. Enhance freeway access to I-710
to and from Downtown Long
Beach.
5. Implement transit facilities and
programs to encourage public
transit usage and Transportation
Demand Management Policies.

Residual Impact

Traf-1(b) A series of traffic signal
system improvements are
recommended in Downtown to
accommodate the anticipated growth
in travel. The following traffic signal
system improvements are
recommended as part of this
mitigation measure:
1. Implement Adaptive Traffic Signal
Control System (ATCS)
improvements throughout
Downtown consistent with
currently planned improvements
on Ocean Boulevard and Atlantic
Avenue. Streets that are
proposed to be included in the
ATCS as a mitigation measure for
the Downtown Long Beach
Strategic Plan include the
following:
 Alamitos Avenue north of
Ocean Boulevard
 Pine Avenue north of Ocean
Boulevard
 Pacific Avenue north of Ocean
Boulevard
 7th Street from I-710 to
Alamitos Avenue
 6th Street from I-710 to
Alamitos Avenue
 Broadway from I-710 to
Alamitos Avenue
 Ocean Boulevard from
Shoreline to Alamitos Avenue
(to join the proposed system
starting at Alamitos Avenue)
 Others as needed, to be
determined by the City Traffic
Engineer and Public Works
Director

December 2010
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2. Implement pan/tilt/zoom Closed
Circuit Television Camera
(CCTV) surveillance and
communications with power and
control capability to the
Department of Public Works to
monitor real-time traffic
operations from rooftops of
selected new buildings as needed
and to be determined based on
the location of appropriate new
high-rise structures along the
Alamitos Avenue, Shoreline
Drive, and Ocean Boulevard
corridors.
3. Implement transit signal priority
for Long Beach Boulevard and
upgrade traffic signal system
equipment and operations along
the Blue Line light rail route.
4. Upgrade and improve traffic
signal equipment throughout
Downtown for safety and
operational enhancements.

Residual Impact

Traf-1(c) As part of this mitigation
measure, a number of intersections
would receive major or minor signal
modifications, depending on their
current status. In addition to the
enhancements listed, other potential
improvements that can be included
are:
 Bicycle improvements (detection,
signalization, etc.)
 In-pavement LED crosswalk lights
 Automatic pedestrian detection
(i.e., infrared, microwave, or video
detection)
 Illuminated push buttons
 Countdown pedestrian signals
 Adaptive pedestrian clearance
(increasing the flashing DON’T
WALK time based on location of
pedestrians in the crosswalk)
 Enhanced signal equipment
including mast arms, poles, signal
heads, and other necessary
enhancements for safety and
operations
 Communications enhancements
as needed to tie the system
together with the Traffic Control
Center in City Hall
Traf-1(d) Traffic Calming and
Pedestrian Amenities. Appropriate
traffic calming and pedestrian
City of Long Beach
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The Project would cause an increase
of more than 2 percent at
Congestion Management Program
intersections of Alamitos Avenue
with 7th Street and with Ocean
Avenue.
Utilities and Service Systems
Solid waste generation from
cumulative projects would increase
the need for waste disposal capacity.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
amenities shall be provided in
conjunction with development
projects. Potential improvements
include corner curb extensions,
enhanced paving of crosswalks, and
pedestrian-activated signals at midblock crossings to make it easier for
pedestrians to cross the street and to
make them more visible to motorists.
Other potential improvements include
wider sidewalks in locations where
the existing sidewalks are less than
10 feet wide, pedestrian-scale street
lights, and street furniture (City of
Long Beach 2005).
City staff has determined that there
are no feasible physical measures
that could be developed at either
intersection that would mitigate the
Project impact.

Residual Impact

The Project impacts are considered
significant and unavoidable.

Future development projects would
Even with implementation of the
be required to participate in recycling
prescribed mitigation measures,
programs to reduce the amount of
cumulative solid waste impacts are
solid waste disposed of at landfills.
considered significant and
However, the precise solutions to
unavoidable.
meeting the need for additional
landfill capacity are not known and
are the responsibility of other
agencies, Therefore, the incremental
contribution of solid waste from
development within the Plan, in
addition to solid waste generated by
related cumulative projects, would be
cumulatively considerable.
Class II Significant but Mitigable Impacts

Aesthetics
Extensive use of glass and reflective
materials on building façades for
new development would cause light
and glare impacts on nearby
properties.

December 2010

AES-2(a) Lighting Plans and
Specifications. Prior to the issuance
of building permits for new large
development projects, the applicant
shall submit lighting plans and
specifications for all exterior lighting
fixtures and light standards to the
Development Services Department
for review and approval. The plans
shall include a photometric design
study demonstrating that all outdoor
light fixtures to be installed are
designed or located in a manner as
to contain the direct rays from the
lights onsite and to minimize spillover
of light onto surrounding properties or
roadways. All parking structure
lighting shall be shielded and
directed away from residential uses.
Rooftop decks and other similar
amenities are encouraged in the
Plan. Lighting for such features shall
be designed so that light is directed

Less than significant with mitigation
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Mitigation Measures/Findings
so as to provide adequate security
and minimal spill-over or nuisance
lighting.

Residual Impact

AES-2(b) Building Material
Specifications. Prior to the issuance
of any building permits for
development projects, applicants
shall submit plans and specifications
for all building materials to the
Development Services Department
for review and approval. The Plan
provides measures to ensure that the
highest quality materials are used for
new development projects. This is an
important consideration, since highquality materials last longer. Quality
development provides an impression
of permanence and can encourage
additional private investment in
Downtown Long Beach.
AES-2(c) Light Fixture Shielding.
Prior to the issuance of building
permits for development projects
within the Downtown Plan Project
area, applicants shall demonstrate to
the Development Services
Department that all night lighting
installed on private property within
the project site shall be shielded,
directed away from residential and
other light-sensitive uses, and
confined to the project site. Rooftop
lighting, including rooftop decks,
security lighting, or aviation warning
lights, shall be in accordance with
Airport/Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) requirements.
Additionally, all lighting shall comply
with all applicable Airport Land Use
Plan (ALUP) Safety Policies and FAA
regulations.
AES-2(d) Window Tinting. Prior to
the issuance of any building permits,
the applicant shall submit plans and
specifications showing that building
windows are manufactured or tinted
to minimize glare from interior lighting
and to minimize heat gain in
accordance with energy conservation
measures.
Air Quality
Odors from delivery truck idling and
from restaurants could impact
persons on adjacent properties.

City of Long Beach
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AQ-6 The following mitigation
measures shall be implemented to
control exposure of sensitive
receptors to operational odorous
emissions. The City shall ensure that
all project applicant(s) implement the
following measures:

Less than significant with mitigation
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 The City shall consider the odorproducing potential of land uses
when reviewing future
development proposals and when
the exact type of facility that would
occupy areas zoned for
commercial, industrial, or mixeduse land uses is determined.
Facilities that have the potential to
emit objectionable odors shall be
located as far away as feasible
from existing and proposed
sensitive receptors.

Residual Impact

 Before the approval of building
permits, odor-control devices shall
be identified to mitigate the
exposure of receptors to
objectionable odors if a potential
odor-producing source is to
occupy an area zoned for
commercial land use. The
identified odor-control devices
shall be installed before the
issuance of certificates of
occupancy for the potentially odorproducing use. The odorproducing potential of a source
and control devices shall be
determined in coordination with
SCAQMD and based on the
number of complaints associated
with existing sources of the same
nature.
 Truck loading docks and delivery
areas shall be located as far away
as feasible from existing and
proposed sensitive receptors.
 Signs shall be posted at all loading
docks and truck loading areas to
indicate that diesel-powered
delivery trucks must be shut off
when not in use for longer than 5
minutes on the premises in order
to reduce idling emissions. This
measure is consistent with the
ATCM to Limit Diesel-Fueled
Commercial Motor Vehicle Idling,
which was approved by
California’s Office of
Administrative Law in January
2005. (This measure is also
required by Mitigation Measure
AQ-4 to limit TAC emissions.)
 Proposed commercial and
industrial land uses that have the
potential to host diesel trucks shall
incorporate idle-reduction
strategies that reduce the main
propulsion engine idling time
through alternative technologies
December 2010
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Cultural Resources
Potential impacts to archaeological
and Native American resources
could occur during construction.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
such as, IdleAire, electrification of
truck parking, and alternative
energy sources for TRUs to allow
diesel engines to be completely
turned off. (This measure is also
required by Mitigation Measure
AQ-4 to limit TAC emissions.)
In addition, mitigation measures
identified under AQ-4(b) to reduce
indoor exposure to TACs would also
result in a reduction in the intensity of
offensive odors from the surrounding
odor sources.
CR-2(a) A qualified project
archaeologist or archaeological
monitor approved by the City in
advance of any ground-disturbing
activities shall be present during
excavation into native sediments and
shall have the authority to halt
excavation for inspection and
protection of cultural resources. The
archaeological monitor shall be
empowered to halt or redirect
ground-disturbing activities to allow
the find to be evaluated. If the
archaeological monitor determines
the find to be significant, the project
applicant and the City shall be
notified and an appropriate treatment
plan for the resources shall be
prepared. The treatment plan shall
include notification of a Native
American representative and shall
consider whether the resource
should be preserved in place or
removed to an appropriate repository
as identified by the City.

Residual Impact

Less than significant with mitigation

CR-2(b) The project archaeologist
shall prepare a final report of the find
for review and approval by the City
and shall include a description of the
resources unearthed, if any,
treatment of the resources, and
evaluation of the resources with
respect to the California Register of
Historic Resources and the National
Register of Historic Places. The
report shall be filed with the
California Historic Resources
Information System South Central
Coastal Information Center. If the
resources are found to be significant,
a separate report including the
results of the recovery and evaluation
process shall be prepared.
CR-2(c) If human remains are
encountered during excavation and
City of Long Beach
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Potential impacts to paleontological
resources could occur during
construction.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
grading activities, State Health and
Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires
that no further disturbance shall
occur until the County Coroner has
made the necessary findings as to
origin and disposition pursuant to
Public Resources Code Section
5097.98. If the remains are
determined to be of Native American
descent, the corner is to notify the
Native American Heritage
Commission (NAHC) within 24 hours.
The NAHC will then identify the
person(s) thought to be the Most
Likely Descendent, who will help
determine what course of action
should be taken in dealing with the
remains. Preservation in place and
project design alternatives shall be
considered as possible courses of
action by the project applicant, the
City, and the Most Likely
Descendent.
CR-3(a) A qualified paleontologist
approved by the City in advance of
any ground-disturbing activities shall
be present during excavation into
native sediments and shall have the
authority to halt excavation for
inspection and protection of
paleontological resources. Monitoring
shall consist of visually inspecting
fresh exposures of rock for fossil
remains and, where appropriate,
collection of sediment samples for
further analysis. The frequency of
inspections shall be based on the rate
of excavation and grading activities,
the materials being excavated, the
depth of excavation, and, if found, the
abundance and type of fossils
encountered.

Residual Impact

Less than significant with mitigation

CR-3(b) If a potential fossil is found,
the paleontologist shall be allowed to
temporarily divert or redirect
excavation and grading in the area of
the exposed fossil to evaluate and, if
necessary, salvage the find. All fossils
encountered and recovered shall be
prepared to the point of identification
and catalogued before they are
donated to their final repository. Any
fossils collected shall be donated to a
public, non-profit institution with a
research interest in the materials,
such as the Natural History Museum
of Los Angeles County and shall be
accompanied by a report on the
fossils collected and their significance,
and notes, maps, and photographs of
the salvage effort.

December 2010
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Geology and Seismicity
Seismically-induced ground shaking
could damage existing and future
structures and risk injury to
inhabitants.

Seismically-induced liquefaction
could cause structural failure of
buildings and risk injury to
inhabitants.

Potential expansive or structurally
unstable soils may be encountered
during construction.
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Mitigation Measures/Findings
Geo-1 New construction or structural
remodeling of buildings proposed
with the Project area shall be
engineered to withstand the expected
ground acceleration that may occur
at the project site. The calculated
design base ground motion for each
project site shall take into
consideration the soil type, potential
for liquefaction, and the most current
and applicable seismic attenuation
methods that are available. All onsite
structures shall comply with
applicable provisions of the most
recent UBC adopted by the City of
Long Beach.
Geo-2 Prior to issuance of a building
permit for new structures, the City
Department of Development Services
shall determine, based on building
height, depth, and location, whether
a comprehensive geotechnical
investigation and geo-engineering
study shall be completed to
adequately assess the liquefaction
potential and compaction design of
the soils underlying the proposed
bottom grade of the structure. If a
geotechnical investigation is
required, borings shall be completed
to at least 50 feet below the lowest
proposed finished grade of the
structure or 20 feet below the lowest
caisson or footing (whichever is
deeper). If these soils are confirmed
to be prone to seismically induced
liquefaction, appropriate techniques
to minimize liquefaction potential
shall be prescribed and implemented.
All onsite structures shall comply with
applicable methods of the UBC and
California Building Code. Suitable
measures to reduce liquefaction
impacts could include specialized
design of foundations by a structural
engineer, removal or treatment of
liquefiable soils to reduce the
potential for liquefaction, drainage to
lower the groundwater table to below
the level of liquefiable soils, in-situ
densification of soils, or other
alterations to the sub-grade
characteristics.
Geo-3 Prior to issuance of a building
permit for new structures, the City
Department of Development Services
shall determine the need for soil
samples of final sub-grade areas and
excavation sidewalls to be collected
and analyzed for their expansion

Residual Impact
Less than significant with mitigation

Less than significant with mitigation

Less than significant with mitigation
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Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Asbestos and lead-based paints may
be encountered during rehabilitation
or demolition of existing buildings.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
index. For areas where the
expansion index is found to be
greater than 20, grading and
foundation designs shall be
engineered to withstand the existing
conditions. The expansion testing
may be omitted if the grading and
foundations are engineered to
withstand the presence of highly
expansive soils.
Haz-1(a) Prior to issuance of a
demolition or renovation permit, a
lead-based paint and asbestos
survey shall be performed by a
licensed sampling company. The
lead-based paint survey shall be
prepared for any structures predating 1982; an asbestos survey
shall be performed for asbestoscontaining insulation for any structure
pre-dating 1986; and an asbestos
survey shall be performed for
asbestos-containing drywall for all
structures for which drywall is to be
removed. All testing procedures shall
follow California and federal protocol.
The lead-based paint and asbestos
survey report shall quantify the areas
of lead-based paint and asbestoscontaining materials pursuant to
California and federal standards.

Residual Impact

Less than significant with mitigation

Haz-1(b) Prior to any demolition or
renovation, onsite structures that
contain asbestos must have the
asbestos-containing material
removed according to proper
abatement procedures
recommended by the asbestos
consultant. All abatement activities
shall be in compliance with California
and federal OSHA and SCAQMD
requirements. Only asbestos trained
and certified abatement personnel
shall be allowed to perform asbestos
abatement. All asbestos-containing
material removed from onsite
structures shall be hauled to a
licensed receiving facility and
disposed of under proper manifest by
a transportation company certified to
handle asbestos. Following
completion of the asbestos
abatement, the asbestos consultant
shall provide a report documenting
the abatement procedures used, the
volume of asbestos-containing
material removed, where the material
was moved to, and transportation
and disposal manifests or dump

December 2010
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Rehabilitation or demolition of
existing buildings near schools could
expose children to release of
hazardous materials.

Historic activity involving industrial
uses and storage of hydrocarbons,
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tickets. The abatement report shall
be prepared for the property owner or
other responsible party and a copy
shall be submitted to the City of Long
Beach prior to issuance of a
demolition or construction permit.
Haz-1(c) Prior to the issuance of a
permit for the renovation or
demolition of any structure, a
licensed lead-based paint consultant
shall be contracted to evaluate the
structure for lead-based paint. If leadbased paint is discovered, it shall be
removed according to proper
abatement procedures
recommended by the consultant. All
abatement activities shall be in
compliance with California and
federal OSHA and SCAQMD
requirements. Only lead-based paint
trained and certified abatement
personnel shall be allowed to perform
abatement activities. All lead-based
paint removed from these structures
shall be hauled and disposed of by a
transportation company licensed to
transport this type of material. In
addition, the material shall be taken
to a landfill or receiving facility
licensed to accept the waste.
Following completion of the leadbased paint abatement, the leadbased paint consultant shall provide
a report documenting the abatement
procedures used, the volume of leadbased paint removed, where the
material was moved to, and
transportation and disposal manifests
or dump tickets. The abatement
report shall be prepared for the
property owner or other responsible
party, with a copy submitted to the
City of Long Beach prior to issuance
of a demolition or construction
permit.
Mitigation Measure Haz-1 would
require that all demolition,
renovation, and excavation projects
perform surveys to determine
whether hazardous materials exist on
the project sites and remove the
materials in accordance with proper
abatement procedures.
Implementation of Mitigation
Measure Haz-1 would reduce
potential impacts from demolition,
renovation, or excavation near
schools to less than significant.
Haz-3(a) All excavation and
demolition projects conducted within

Residual Impact

Less than significant with mitigation

Less than significant with mitigation
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Impact/Potential Impact
heavy metals, and acids on
properties within the Project area
may have contaminated onsite soils
and/or groundwater quality.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
the Project area shall be required to
prepare a contingency plan to identify
appropriate measures to be followed
if contaminants are found or
suspected or if structural features
that could be associated with
contaminants or hazardous materials
are suspected or discovered. The
contingency plan shall identify
personnel to be notified, emergency
contacts, and a sampling protocol to
be implemented. The excavation and
demolition contractors shall be made
aware of the possibility of
encountering unknown hazardous
materials and shall be provided with
appropriate contact and notification
information. The contingency plan
shall include a provision stating
under what circumstances it would
be safe to continue with the
excavation or demolition, and shall
identify the person authorized to
make that determination.

Residual Impact

Haz-3(b) If contaminants are
detected, the results of the soil
sampling shall be forwarded to the
local regulatory agency (Long
Beach/Signal Hill Certified Unified
Program Agency [CUPA],
LARWQCB, or the state DTSC). Prior
to any other ground disturbing
activities at the site, the regulatory
agency shall have reviewed the data
and signed off on the property or
such additional investigation or
remedial activities that are deemed
necessary have been completed and
regulatory agency approval has been
received.
Haz-3(c) If concentrations of
contaminants warrant site
remediation, contaminated materials
shall be remediated either prior to
construction of structures or
concurrent with construction. The
contaminated materials shall be
remediated under the supervision of
an environmental consultant licensed
to oversee such remediation. The
remediation program shall also be
approved by a regulatory oversight
agency (Long Beach/Signal Hill
CUPA, LARWQCB, or the state
DTSC). All proper waste handling
and disposal procedures shall be
followed. Upon completion of the
remediation, the environmental
consultant shall prepare a report
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
summarizing the project, the
remediation approach implemented,
the analytical results after completion
of the remediation, and all waste
disposal or treatment manifests.

Residual Impact

Haz-3(d) If during the soil sampling,
groundwater contamination is
suspected or soil contamination is
detected at depths at which
groundwater could be encountered
during demolition or construction, a
groundwater sampling assessment
shall be performed. If contaminants
are detected in groundwater at levels
that exceed maximum contaminant
levels for those constituents in
drinking water, or if the contaminants
exceed health risk standards such as
Preliminary Remediation Goals, 1 in
1 million cancer risk, or a health risk
index above 1, the results of the
groundwater sampling shall be
forwarded to the appropriate
regulatory agency (Long
Beach/Signal Hill CUPA, LARWQCB,
or the State DTSC). Prior to any
other ground-disturbing activities at
the site, the regulatory agency shall
have reviewed the data and signed
off on the property or such additional
investigation or remedial activities
that are deemed necessary have
been completed and regulatory
agency approval has been received.
Hydrology and Water Quality
Urban pollutants could be
discharged during construction
activities or from operation of some
land uses.

Hydro-1 Prior to issuance of a
grading permit, the City Department
of Development Services shall
determine the need for the developer
to prepare a SWPPP for the site. If
required, the SWPPP shall be
submitted for review and approval by
the Department of Development
Services prior to the issuance of any
grading or building permits. The
SWPPP shall fully comply with City
and LARWQCB requirements and
shall contain specific BMPs to be
implemented during project
construction to reduce erosion and
sedimentation to the maximum extent
practicable. The following BMPs or
equivalent measures to control
pollutant runoff shall be included
within the project’s grading and
construction plans, if applicable:

Less than significant with mitigation

Pollutant Escape: Deterrence
 Cover all storage areas, including
soil piles, fuel and chemical
City of Long Beach
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
depots. Protect from rain and wind
with plastic sheets and temporary
roofs.

Residual Impact

 Implement tracking controls to
reduce the tracking of sediment
and debris from the construction
site. At a minimum, entrances and
exits shall be inspected daily and
controls implemented as needed.
 Implement street sweeping and
vacuuming as needed and as
required.
Pollutant Containment Areas
 Locate all construction-related
equipment and related processes
that contain or generate pollutants
(i.e., fuel, lubricants, solvents,
cement dust, and slurry) in
isolated areas with proper
protection from escape.
 Locate construction-related
equipment and processes that
contain or generate pollutants in
secure areas, away from storm
drains and gutters.
 Place construction-related
equipment and processes that
contain or generate pollutants in
bermed and plastic-lined
depressions to contain all
materials within that site in the
event of accidental release or spill.
 Park, fuel, and clean all vehicles
and equipment in one designated,
contained area.
Pollutant Detainment Methods
 Protect downstream drainages
from escaping pollutants by
capturing materials carried in
runoff and preventing transport
from the site. Examples of
detainment methods that retard
movement of water and separate
sediment and other contaminants
are silt fences, hay bales, sand
bags, berms, and silt and debris
basins.
Recycling/Disposal
 Develop a protocol for maintaining
a clean site. This includes proper
recycling of construction-related
materials and equipment fluids
(i.e., concrete dust, cutting slurry,
motor oil, and lubricants).
 Provide disposal facilities. Develop
a protocol for cleanup and
disposal of small construction
wastes (i.e., dry concrete).
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
Hazardous Materials Identification
and Response

Residual Impact

 Develop a protocol for identifying
risk operations and materials.
Include protocol for identifying
source and distribution of spilled
materials.
 Provide a protocol for proper
clean-up of equipment and
construction materials, and
disposal of spilled substances and
associated cleanup materials.
 Provide an emergency response
plan that includes contingencies
for assembling response teams
and immediately notifying
appropriate agencies.

Increased intensity of future land
uses could exceed existing storm
drain capacities.

City of Long Beach
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Hydro-2 Prior to issuance of a
building permit, the Department of
Development Services shall
determine the need for the developer
to prepare a SUSMP for the site. If
required, the SUSMP shall be
submitted for review and approval by
the Department of Development
Services prior to the issuance of any
building permits. The City’s review
shall include a determination of
whether installation of pollutant
removal technology in existing or
proposed storm drains adjacent to
the project site should be required.
The City’s review is required to
confirm that the SUSMP is consistent
with the City’s NPDES Permit No.
CAS 004003 or a subsequently
issued NPDES permit applicable at
the time of project construction. A
SUSMP consistent with the City’s
NPDES permit shall be incorporated
into the project design plans prior to
issuance of any building permits.
Hydro-3 Prior to issuance of a
building permit, the City Stormwater
Management Division shall
determine the need for the developer
to conduct an analysis of the existing
stormwater drainage system and to
identify improvements needed to
accommodate any projected
increased runoff that would result
from the proposed Project. The
evaluation conducted by the
developer shall include a
determination of whether Low Impact
Development (LID) practices and
strategies should be incorporated
into the project to reduce postdevelopment peak stormwater runoff

Less than significant with mitigation
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Noise
Construction activities could subject
nearby residents to excessive noise
levels.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
discharge rates to not exceed the
estimated pre-development
discharge rates.
Noise-1(a) The following measures
shall be applied to proposed
construction projects that are
determined to have potential noise
impacts from removal of existing
pavement and structures, site
grading and excavation, pile driving,
building framing, and concrete pours
and paving:

Residual Impact

Less than significant with mitigation

 All internal combustion-enginedriven equipment shall be
equipped with mufflers that are in
good operating condition and
appropriate for the equipment.
 “Quiet” models of air compressors
and other stationary construction
equipment shall be employed
where such technology exists.
 Stationary noise-generating
equipment shall be located as far
as reasonable from sensitive
receptors when sensitive
receptors adjoin or are within 150
feet of a construction site.
 Unnecessary idling of internal
combustion engines (i.e., in
excess of 5 minutes) shall be
prohibited.
 Foundation pile holes shall be
predrilled, as feasible based on
geologic conditions, to minimize
the number of impacts required to
seat the pile.
 Construction-related traffic shall
be routed along major roadways
and away from noise-sensitive
receptors.
 Construction activities, including
the loading and unloading of
materials and truck movements,
shall be limited to the hours
specified in the City Noise
Ordinance (Section 8.80.202).
 Businesses, residences, and
noise-sensitive land uses within
150 feet of construction sites shall
be notified of the construction. The
notification shall describe the
activities anticipated, provide
dates and hours, and provide
contact information with a
description of the complaint and
response procedure.
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Impact/Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures/Findings
 Each project implemented as part
of the Plan shall designate a
“construction liaison” that would be
responsible for responding to any
local complaints about
construction noise. The liaison
would determine the cause of the
noise complaints (e.g., starting too
early, bad muffler, etc.) and
institute reasonable measures to
correct the problem. A telephone
number for the liaison shall be
conspicuously posted at the
construction site.

Residual Impact

 If a noise complaint(s) is
registered, the liaison, or project
representative, shall retain a Cityapproved noise consultant to
conduct noise measurements at
the location that registered the
complaint. The noise
measurements shall be conducted
for a minimum of 1 hour and shall
include 1-minute intervals. The
consultant shall prepare a letter
report summarizing the
measurements and potential
measures to reduce noise levels
to the maximum extent feasible.
The letter report shall include all
measurement and calculation data
used in determining impacts and
resolutions. The letter report shall
be provided to code enforcement
for determining the adequacy and
if the recommendations are
adequate.
Noise-1(b) The City will require the
following measures, where applicable
based on noise level of source,
proximity of receptors, and presence
of intervening structures, to be
incorporated into contract
specifications for construction
projects within 150 feet of existing
residential uses implemented under
the proposed Plan:
 Temporary noise barriers shall be
constructed around construction
sites adjacent to, or within 150 feet
of, operational business,
residences, or other noisesensitive land uses. Temporary
noise barriers shall be constructed
of material with a minimum weight
of 4 pounds per square foot with
no gaps or perforations. Noise
barriers may be constructed of,
but are not limited to, 5/8-inch
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Impact/Potential Impact

The Plan would allow additional
residences in areas where traffic
noise levels could exceed
acceptable standards.

December 2010

Mitigation Measures/Findings
plywood, 5/8-inch oriented strand
board, or hay bales.
 If a project-specific noise analysis
determines that the barriers
described above would not be
sufficient to avoid a significant
construction noise impact, a
temporary sound control blanket
barrier, shall be erected along
building façades facing
construction sites. This mitigation
would only be necessary if
conflicts occurred that were
irresolvable by proper scheduling
and other means of noise control
were unavailable. The sound
blankets are required to have a
minimum breaking and tear
strength of 120 pounds and 30
pounds, respectively. The sound
blankets shall have a minimum
sound transmission classification
of 27 and noise reduction
coefficient of 0.70. The sound
blankets shall be of sufficient
length to extend from the top of
the building and drape on the
ground or be sealed at the ground.
The sound blankets shall have a
minimum overlap of 2 inches.
Noise-5 In areas where new
residential development would be
exposed than Ldn of greater than 65
dBA, the City will require site-specific
noise studies prior to issuance of
building permits to determine the
area of impact and to present
appropriate mitigation measures,
which may include, but are not
limited to the following:
 Utilize site planning to minimize
noise in shared residential outdoor
activity areas by locating the areas
behind the buildings or in
courtyards, or orienting the
terraces to alleyways rather than
streets, whenever possible.
 Provide mechanical ventilation in
all residential units proposed along
roadways or in areas where noise
levels could exceed 65 dBA Ldn so
that windows can remain closed at
the choice of the occupants to
maintain interior noise levels
below 45 dBA Ldn.
 Install sound-rated windows and
construction methods to provide
the requisite noise control for
residential units proposed along
roadways or in areas where noise
levels could exceed 70 dBA Ldn.

Residual Impact

Less than significant with mitigation
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Impact/Potential Impact
Development of new residences
near stationary noise sources could
subject nearby residents to
excessive noise levels.

Mitigation Measures/Findings
Noise-6 In areas where new
residential development would be
located adjacent to commercial uses,
the City will require site-specific noise
studies prior to issuance of building
permits to determine the area of
impact and to present appropriate
mitigation measures, which may
include, but are not limited to the
following:

Residual Impact
Less than significant with mitigation

 Require the placement of loading
and unloading areas so that
commercial buildings shield
nearby residential land uses from
noise generated by loading dock
and delivery activities. If
necessary, additional sound
barriers shall be constructed on
the commercial sites to protect
nearby noise sensitive uses.
 Require the placement of all
commercial HVAC machinery to
be placed within mechanical
equipment rooms wherever
possible.

Solid Waste: Adequate capacity
exists within the Los Angeles County
Sanitation Districts’ Mesquite
Regional Landfill in Imperial County.
Mitigation measures are to be
implemented to reduce the volume
of solid waste disposed of in a
landfill.

 Require the provision of localized
noise barriers or rooftop parapets
around HVAC, cooling towers, and
mechanical equipment so that
line-of-sight to the noise source
from the property line of the noise
sensitive receptors is blocked.
Utilities-3(a) All construction related
to Project implementation shall
include verification by the
construction contractor that all
companies providing waste disposal
services recycle all demolition and
construction-related wastes. The
contract specifying recycled waste
service shall be submitted to the City
Building Official prior to approval of
the certificate of occupancy.

Less than significant with mitigation.

Utilities-3(b) In order to facilitate
onsite separation and recycling of
construction related wastes, all
construction contractors shall provide
temporary waste separation bins
onsite during demolition and
construction.
Utilities-3(c) All future
developments in the Project area
shall include recycling bins at
appropriate locations to promote
recycling of paper, metal, glass, and
all other recyclable materials.
Materials from these bins shall be
collected on a regular basis
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Mitigation Measures/Findings
consistent with the City’s refuse
disposal program.

Residual Impact

Utilities-3(d) All Project area
residents and commercial tenants
shall be provided with educational
materials on the proper management
and disposal of household hazardous
waste, in accordance with
educational materials made available
by the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works.
Class III Less-than-Significant Impacts
Aesthetics
The visual character of the Project
area would be altered by new highrise structures and full-block
developments.
Air Quality
Local mobile-source carbon
monoxide (CO) emissions could
result in a CO “hotspot” caused by
traffic congestion.

Land Use and Planning
Future land uses could conflict with
applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation.
Noise
The proposed Downtown Plan would
include land uses that would create
vibration sources.

Increased noise levels from
increased traffic could impact
residents near high-volume streets.

Public Services
Schools: The Downtown Plan would
generate an estimated 670 schoolage students.

December 2010

The proposed Project would be
consistent with the existing highdensity and mixed-use visual
character of the Project area and no
mitigation would be required.

Less than significant

Intersection operations in the Project
area would not exceed vehicles-perhour thresholds at which CO
emissions could reach unhealthy
levels and no mitigation would be
required.

Less than significant

Existing plans and regulations allow
high-density residential and
commercial uses and no mitigation
would be required.

Less than significant

Heavy trucks used for delivery and
distribution of materials to and from
commercial sites generally operate at
very low speeds while on the
commercial site; and the operational
characteristics of mechanical
equipment and distribution methods
used for general commercial land
uses would not result in excessive
ground-borne vibration levels.
The Plan would facilitate an increase
in traffic along area roadways, which
could permanently increase existing
traffic noise levels. As shown in
Tables 4.9-7 and 4.9-8, while noise
levels would increase by 3 dBA along
segments of 7th Street, Pine Avenue,
and 3rd Street, the project would not
cause this 3 dBA increase. The traffic
noise level increases directly
attributable to the project are
estimated to be no greater than 1
dBA, which would not be perceptible
and would be less than the 3-dBA
significance criterion.

Less than significant

Payment of required school impact
fees would avoid a significant impact
to school services.

Less than significant

Less than significant
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Impact/Potential Impact
Fire Protection: The proposed
Project would incrementally increase
demands on the Long Beach Fire
Department.
Police protection: The proposed
Project would incrementally increase
demands on the Long Beach Police
Department.
Libraries: The proposed Project may
cause demands for library services
to exceed the capacity of the Main
Library.

Transportation and Traffic
The Project could result in
inadequate emergency access.

The Project could result in
inadequate parking.

Utilities and Service Systems
Water Supply and Demand: Buildout
of the proposed Project would
incrementally increase water
demand in the City.
Wastewater: Buildout of the
proposed Project would
incrementally increase wastewater
treatment demand in the City.

City of Long Beach
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Mitigation Measures/Findings
The increased demands on the Long
Beach Fire Department would not
require the construction of new fire
protection facilities.
The incrementally increased
demands on the Long Beach Police
Department would not require the
construction of new police protection
facilities.
The City has the authority to
construct new facilities to serve the
Downtown Plan Project area and the
environmental impact of such
construction would not have a
significant environmental impact not
addressed in this PEIR.

Residual Impact
Less than significant

The Downtown Plan would not alter
through-traffic operations for
emergency vehicles and would not
create additional impacts to
emergency vehicles.
There is an adequate supply of
Downtown parking spaces and the
Downtown Parking Study offers goals
and policies for continuing to provide
adequate parking.

Less than significant

City water supplies are sufficient to
meet the projected demand.

Less than significant

The added daily wastewater caused
by the proposed Project would not
result in citywide wastewater flows
that would exceed total wastewater
treatment capacity.

Less than significant

Less than significant

Less than significant

Less than significant
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.1

PROJECT SUMMARY

The proposed Project is the adoption and implementation of the Long Beach Downtown Plan
(attached as Appendix B) that would replace the existing land use, zoning, and planned
development districts as the land use and design document for all future development in the
proposed Downtown Plan Project area. The Downtown Plan incorporates zoning, development
standards, and design guidelines to be followed in implementing the Plan. Full implementation
of the Downtown Plan could increase the density and intensity of existing Downtown land uses
by allowing up to: (1) approximately 5,000 new residential units; (2) 1.5 million square feet of
new office, civic, cultural, and similar uses; (3) 384,000 square feet of new retail; (4) 96,000
square feet of restaurants; and (5) 800 new hotel rooms. The additional development assumed
in the Downtown Plan could occur over a 25-year time period.
The NOP prepared for the Project (see Appendix A) included an estimate of approximately
9,200 new residential units; (2) 1.5 million square feet of new office, civic, cultural, and similar
uses; (3) 384,000 square feet of new retail; (4) 96,000 square feet of restaurants; and (5) 3,200
new hotel rooms. A Potential Downtown Project Area Expansion was identified in Figure 1 of the
NOP for an area north of 7th Street, between Elm and Pine avenues. An additional area of 55
acres was also added to the Project, which extended the north boundary from 10th Street to
Anaheim Street. This added area includes both sides of Pacific Avenue, both sides of Long
Beach Boulevard, and the west side of Elm Avenue between 11th Street and Anaheim Street.
The original buildout projections for the proposed Downtown Plan that were estimated in the
NOP have been reduced after further study and the additional areas described above have
been included in the impact analysis contained in this PEIR.
2.2

PROJECT APPLICANT

City of Long Beach
Department of Development Services
333 West Ocean Boulevard, 5th Floor
Long Beach, California 90802
(562) 570-6194
E-mail: DTCommunityPlan@LongBeach.gov
2.3

PROJECT LOCATION

As was shown in Figure 1-1, the proposed Downtown Plan would encompass an area of
approximately 719 acres bounded by the Los Angeles River on the west and Ocean Boulevard
on the south. The north boundary generally follows portions of 7th, Anaheim, and 10th streets;
and the east boundary includes land on both sides of Alamitos Avenue. Figure 2-1 is an aerial
photograph of the Project area.
The Downtown Plan Project area has expanded since the release of the NOP (provided in
Appendix A). The expansion area is primarily in the north and northeast, adding the area toward
Alamitos Avenue and 10th Street, and Anaheim Street between Pacific Avenue and Long Beach
Boulevard to the original Downtown Plan area. This additional area was included in response to
comments from the community and Council Districts representing Downtown Long Beach that
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this area should be considered part of Downtown and to include Subarea 5 of PD-29, which has
similar development standards to those in Downtown. The height and zoning designations for
these areas are being maintained by the proposed Downtown Plan to conform to the existing
development potential, so no additional development beyond what would be allowed by existing
zoning will occur. However, the urban design guidelines and other requirements will now apply
to projects proposed in this expanded Project area.
2.4

EXISTING LAND USE

2.4.1

Project Area

The Project area contains a variety of commercial, residential, civic, and cultural uses that exist
within six unique “Character Areas,” as shown in Figure 2-2. Each of these areas has unique
characteristics and contains a variety of residential, commercial, and civic uses that are not
strictly contained within distinct land use districts.
Business and Entertainment Area. This commercial core of Downtown Long Beach is
generally located between Pacific Avenue and Elm Avenue, extending from Ocean
Boulevard north to 6th Street, and contains modern office buildings, hotels, restaurants,
shopping, and night spots, and includes Long Beach City Place, a mixed-use district of
high-density residential, shopping, and entertainment venues. The Metro Blue Line fixedrail transit service loops through this area, as do several Long Beach Transit and Metro
bus routes. It is the business, retail, and tourism hub of the City, and also the home of
many of the City’s historic and cultural treasures.
North Pine. The northern portion of Pine Avenue has a neighborhood residential
character and contains newer mid-rise condominiums, older one- and two-story
apartment buildings, and single-family homes. Neighborhood services such as markets,
drug stores, restaurants, and other commercial uses and office buildings are also
located in this area, as are schools and churches. Saint Mary’s Medical Center is located
just north of 10th Street on Atlantic Avenue and several affiliated medical buildings and
other medical service facilities are located within the Project area south of 10th Street.
Civic Center. The Long Beach Civic Center, public library, and Lincoln Park anchor this
area located on the north side of Ocean Boulevard, west of Pacific Avenue, east of
Golden Shore Drive, and south of Broadway. Also located in this area are the Long
Beach Graduate Campuses of Pepperdine University, Federal Building, existing
Superior Courthouse, Hilton Hotel, and World Trade Center Long Beach. Several bank
and office buildings are also located along both sides of this portion of Ocean Boulevard.
West End. The West End is located at the west side of Downtown, east of Interstate-710
(I-710), north of Broadway, and south of 7th Street. This area is defined by low-rise,
single- and multi-family residential uses, and neighborhood amenities such as churches
and schools. Several newer mid-rise multi-family residences are located north of
Broadway along Maine and Golden avenues, including Gallery 421, and the proposed
new Superior Courthouse building, and Cesar Chavez Park is located on Golden
Avenue. A bed and breakfast inn and a boutique hotel are also located in the West End.
This area represents traditional neighborhoods with walkable streets and diverse
housing types that characterize much of the City.
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Willmore Historic District. This historic district, which includes the Drake Park
neighborhood, features residences from the early 1900s and pleasant tree-lined streets.
Most of this historic district is located offsite to the northwest of the Project area. As
shown in Figure 2-2, the southern boundary of this district extends into the Project area
along 4th Street and on Magnolia Avenue and Crystal Court. The eastern historic district
boundary is Pacific Avenue.
East Village. East Village is the center of local arts and culture in the City, primarily in
the area from Ocean Boulevard to 4th Street and from Elm Avenue to Alamitos Avenue.
This eclectic neighborhood boasts a collection of privately owned businesses, galleries,
and shops, and a complementary street experience. Its nostalgic charm and diversity of
uses attract both tourists and locals. Low- and mid-rise apartment buildings provide most
of the housing in this area, which also contains many well-established tourist motels,
several schools and churches, and neighborhood-serving markets and eateries.
The Project area also includes the following Long Beach Unified School District facilities: Edison
and Chavez elementary schools located in the west Project area on Maine Avenue;
International Elementary School and Renaissance High School located in the north Project area
on 8th Street; Stevenson Elementary School on Atlantic Avenue between 5th and 6th streets;
and Franklin Middle School outside and adjacent to the east Project boundary on 5th Street.
The locations of these facilities are shown in Figure 2-1.
2.4.2

Surrounding Area

Ocean Boulevard marks the south boundary of the proposed Downtown Plan and is also the
north boundary of the California Coastal Zone. Land uses located along the south side of Ocean
Boulevard are high-density residential, mixed-use retail and residential, commercial office uses,
and financial institutions. South of these uses are visitor-serving facilities, including the
Aquarium of the Pacific, Long Beach Convention Center, Performing Arts Center, and Long
Beach Arena. The Pike at Rainbow Harbor, Shoreline Village shopping, dining and
entertainment areas, hotels, recreational facilities, parks, beaches, and marinas are also located
in this waterfront district.
Land uses to the north of the Project area, generally located between Pine and Atlantic
avenues, are primarily commercial, hospital, and medical services; multi-family residential;
schools; and churches. Northeast of 10th Street and Atlantic Avenue, land uses are primarily a
mix of single-family and low-rise multi-family. The Willmore City/Drake Park Historic District
abuts the Project site to the northwest and primarily contains older single-family homes and
multi-family residences.
Land uses to the east are primarily a mix of single-family and low-rise multi-family and also
include retail and restaurant uses along the main commercial corridors of 7th and 4th streets
and Broadway. The Los Angeles River channel borders the Project area on the west.
2.5

REGULATORY SETTING

The most common existing General Plan Land Use District (LUD) within the Project area is LUD
7 Mixed-Use; and the most common zones are Planned Development (PD)-30 and PD-29.
Table 2-1 provides a summary of the existing zoning districts and the acreage of each zone
contained with the Project area.
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2.6

PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The proposed Project involves adoption of the Downtown Plan and rezoning of properties within
the Downtown Plan Project area. This action would replace the existing development standards
for the PD-30, PD-29, and other existing zoning within the Downtown Plan Project area in order
to provide more up-to-date guidance to respond to Downtown’s current development context
and trends; and to provide more specific direction regarding the type, character, and standard of
quality desired for development in the Downtown Plan Project area. As described in Section 1 of
the proposed Plan, the guiding principles for the Project area are as follows:


Promote the development of a distinctive downtown skyline and a vibrant,
compact City core attracting cosmopolitan and creative people. An intense and
attractive Downtown is key to developing a vibrant City center and minimizing growth
pressures on surrounding existing mature neighborhoods. The increased residential
population and the mix of uses envisioned by the Plan, as well as the walkability,
connectivity, and the convenience of transit, will contribute to Downtown's vitality by
offering easy access to business, entertainment, dining, shopping, cultural attractions,
and residences. The urban design guidelines encourage unique and innovative
architectural design that contributes to the collection of buildings that make up the
distinctive skyline. The Plan calls for the use of high quality building materials that
embody permanence and encourage continued investment in Downtown Long Beach.
The vibrant urban environment envisioned for Downtown Long Beach includes a dense
mix of residential, commercial, institutional, and other uses. Having all of these uses
intertwined within the Downtown will create the vitality that the community has called for.
This vibrancy will result in an urban environment that is unique within Long Beach. The
24-hour community that many people desire Downtown, therefore, will include conditions
within Downtown that are more intense, with higher levels of traffic and parking
congestion, shared parking areas, ambient noise, including nighttime entertainment and
street activities, and shading from the taller structures that contain that intensity. These
are the likely and expected conditions within a vibrant compact City core.



Position downtown as the lively heart of the City, connecting with neighborhoods
and the coastline. Downtown Long Beach is the heart of Long Beach and is its
commercial, civic, and tourism center. With a strong historic street grid, and a rich multimodal transit system, the Downtown Plan will maintain and strengthen connections to
surrounding neighborhoods, the region, and the waterfront.



Develop in a way that is less dependent on fossil fuels and more focused on
walking, bicycling, and public transportation. The Downtown Plan intends to build on
concepts of smart growth to position Downtown as a pedestrian-friendly mixed-use
center. Walkable and bicycle-friendly streets, accessible transit, and pedestrian-oriented
uses are all crucial ingredients for creating a vibrant mixed-use community that allows
people to live, work, and play within the Downtown area. Regardless of how people
arrive in Downtown Long Beach, once there the desired experience is that of an
integrated compact neighborhood.



Support new industries to continue to diversify the economy and promote job
growth while strengthening the existing backbone of convention, tourism, and
port businesses. The Downtown Plan encourages a range of uses to support a diverse
economy and a wealth of jobs and housing in Downtown, while continuing to support the
hub of convention, tourist, and port activity for which Long Beach is known.
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Encourage bold architecture, planning, and construction utilizing green building
technology and incorporating sustainable energy. Well-designed buildings are the
foundation for achieving great streets and neighborhoods. The Plan encourages
innovative buildings that are urban in nature, with high quality materials and designs.
The plan encourages the integration of green building design and energy efficiency. New
buildings will be constructed of long-lasting high quality materials as are the existing
historic structures that define Downtown Long Beach.



Demand quality in building practices in order to ultimately create historical
masterpieces. The design of new development projects should attempt to distinguish
their own place in time and ultimately achieve the same level of distinction as past eras
without replication. The Plan calls for the use of best practices for high quality design
and construction.



Value buildings of historic merit and seek to preserve or restore them through
adaptive reuse. Downtown Long Beach is composed of buildings that reflect a rich
history and a range of architectural periods, from Craftsman to Spanish, and Art Deco to
Modern. All of these styles represent design innovations and have a distinct place in the
history of Long Beach. The Plan encourages the retention of the many quality historic
properties within the Downtown Plan area.



Include the best aspects of an innovative global City: dynamic architecture, strong
public spaces and open space, celebration of this unique culture, and respect for
the natural environment. Downtown Long Beach will provide an intense, yet livable,
environment. The Downtown Plan provides direction for creating new public spaces and
incorporating accessible open space within new development and for strengthening and
respecting the character of existing places and neighborhoods while encouraging
innovative new development.

2.7

PROPOSED PROJECT

The proposed Project is the adoption of zone reclassifications and design guidelines that would
implement development and design standards of the Long Beach Downtown Plan in place of
the existing land use plans and zoning regulations for the Project area. The Downtown Plan
incorporates zoning, development standards, and design guidelines that are required of all new
development within the Project area. The proposed project is an area-wide plan to shape and
direct future development with the Downtown Plan Project area.
No new development projects would be entitled or built as a direct result of adopting the Plan.
Future development projects would require individual development application processes for
approval. These development projects are expected to occur over the next several decades.
The exact type, pace, and intensity of new development cannot be assured through the
adoption of the Plan, as the level of activity will be determined largely by private investment in
Downtown and the state of the local economy.
2.7.1

Proposed Land Uses

Land Use Designations
The Downtown Plan proposes to establish two land use districts, Downtown-General District
and Downtown Neighborhood Overlay, with the intent of providing additional housing,
employment, shopping, and entertainment opportunities while preserving intact residential
December 2010
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neighborhoods that provide a wide mix of historic and more recent housing types. These two
districts would be supplemented by designating certain main and secondary streets shown in
Figure 2-3, where pedestrian-oriented uses are required to be located on ground-floor street
fronts. Table 3-1 of the Downtown Plan (see Appendix B), Land Uses and Permit Requirements,
is from the Development Standards section of the Downtown Plan and lists uses that are
permitted in each of the two Downtown zones, uses requiring conditional or administrative use
permits, accessory and temporary uses, and prohibited uses.
Downtown-General District. The Downtown-General District encompasses the entire
Downtown Plan Project area. It is intended to accommodate mid- and high-rise
residential development; financial and professional offices; personal services facilities;
hotels and motels; and retail, cultural, entertainment, and dining destinations. Most
automotive-related uses are prohibited or require special review through a conditional or
administrative use permit. Single-family residences would not be permitted within the
Downtown-General District unless located within the Downtown Neighborhood Overlay.
Table 3-1 of the Downtown Plan provides an extensive listing of the land uses allowed
by right and by use permit for the majority of the Downtown Plan area, with notations
and clarifications.
Downtown Neighborhood Overlay. The Downtown Neighborhood Overlay is
established within the Plan area to ensure that primarily residential uses are maintained
within specific areas identified in Figure 2-3. This overlay is intended to preserve a range
of housing types at lower densities that are within walking distance of employment and
services available within Downtown’s commercial core. Table 3-1 of the Downtown Plan
identifies land uses that, while permitted in the Downtown-General District, would not be
permitted in the Downtown Neighborhood Overlay, or would require an additional level of
discretionary review. In addition to residential uses, other uses permitted in the
Neighborhood Overlay include shopkeeper or artist studios accessory to residential use,
day care or pre-school up to 14 children, flower stand or newsstand, and park or
community gardens. Most neighborhood-serving commercial uses would require an
administrative use permit, such as for restaurants, retail sales, dry cleaners, professional
and medical offices, barber/beauty shops, small appliance and bicycle repair, and pet
grooming. Uses that would require a conditional use permit in the Neighborhood Overlay
include on- and off-premise alcoholic beverage sales, motorcycle/scooter sales, internet
café, live or movie theaters (less than 100 seats only), fitness center or dance studio,
laundromat, churches, schools, and youth hostels.
Additional Zoning Standards: Ground-Floor Pedestrian-Oriented Uses. In areas
designated as Main Streets in Figure 2-3, a minimum of 80 percent of the ground-floor
street fronts are required to contain active uses such as building lobbies, restaurants and
on-premise alcoholic beverage sales, retail sales, dry cleaners, banks, professional and
medical offices, barber/beauty shops, small appliance and bicycle repair, pet grooming,
computer arcade or internet café, live or movie theaters, clubs and pool halls, financial,
professional, and personal services, fitness center or dance studio, churches, museums,
and business schools. In areas designated as Secondary Streets, 60 percent of the
ground-floor street fronts are required to contain these active uses. Percentages would
be based on building frontage and determined on a parcel-by-parcel basis. Proposed
uses would also be required to conform to the list of uses allowed in the DowntownGeneral District Neighborhood Overlay districts.
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2.7.2

Proposed Development Standards

The proposed development standards specify permitted residential density, height
requirements, floor area ratios, setbacks, parking, and open space. In addition, the Plan
provides incentives that allow additional floor area and height for projects that propose to
provide sustainable design features or public open space, or that propose to rehabilitate existing
buildings.
Residential Density
In the Downtown-General District, residential density is regulated by compliance with the
building height limits and floor area ratio specified for each height district as shown in Figure 24. In the Downtown Neighborhood Overlay, residential density is regulated by lot size as follows:
Downtown Neighborhood Overlay
Lot Size

Density

0 to 3,200 square feet

1 unit per lot

3,201 to 15,000 square feet

1 unit per 1,500 square feet

15,001 to 22,500 square feet

1 unit per 1,200 square feet

22,501 square feet or more

1 unit per 975 square feet

The minimum dwelling unit size is proposed to be 600 square feet throughout the Downtown
Plan Project area. This is increased from the 450 square-foot minimum allowed by current
regulations to promote more appropriately-sized units for future Downtown residents and
improve the quality of the design for new residential complexes, while still maintaining
affordability.
Height Requirements, Floor Area Ratios, and Incentives
Figure 2-4 shows the specified maximum heights of 38 feet, 80 feet, and 150 feet in three height
districts. Maximum floor area ratios (FARs) in the three height districts would be 2.25 FAR in the
38-foot height area, 4.0 FAR in the 80-foot height area, and 5.0 FAR in the 150-foot height area.
A project’s FAR is determined by dividing the total gross area of all floors above grade
(including above-grade parking floors) by the lot area. For example, a 10-story building with
1,000 square feet per floor and located on a 4,000-square-foot lot would be a 2.5 FAR.
A “Height Incentive Area” would be established in the southern portion of the Plan Project area,
bounded on the north by 7th Street, on the west by Pacific and Golden avenues, on the south
by Ocean Boulevard, and on the east by Elm Avenue. The maximum permitted height would be
240 feet in the Height Incentive Area and the FAR would be 8.0. In addition, the Height
Incentive Area would allow increases in maximum height and FAR up to a maximum height of
500 feet and a FAR of 11.0, based on the criteria specified in Table 2-2 for Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) certification, provision of public open space,
rehabilitation of historic buildings, and providing 10 percent of the total residential units as threebedroom units.
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Parking
Per the adopted parking plans for Downtown, the goal for parking is based on communitydeveloped Guiding Principles for Downtown Long Beach that support the development of a
vibrant, accessible, 24-hour urban core. Parking and transportation resources would be planned
and managed to promote and support automobile, transit, bike, and pedestrian access modes
into and around Downtown. The Downtown Parking and Access Strategic Plan also promotes a
“park once” strategy that emphasizes “linkages” to other forms of transportation. The Downtown
core should provide an access system that supports its role as the central point from which
customers and visitors are connected to all Downtown districts.
Setbacks
Required front yard setbacks are illustrated in Figure 2-5 and vary from areas where 0-foot
setbacks are permitted in the most active shopping, dining, and entertainment districts, to
maximum 12-foot setbacks. Setbacks are intended as “build-to” lines where new buildings are
required to be built to the required setback line. Portions of buildings may be set back, provided
that the additional setback does not exceed 20 feet in width or 5 feet in depth. Greater setbacks
for entry plazas or courtyards, or to coincide with the setback of an adjacent structure, may be
permitted subject to additional design review.
All building entrances are required to open onto a public right-of-way or a public courtyard.
Ground-floor commercial and residential uses, including lobbies, recreation areas, and
community rooms, are required to provide large windows at the ground floor and at entries.
Open Space
All new development in Downtown is required to provide open space. Specific standards for
common outdoor open space, common indoor open space, and private open space are
prescribed in Table 3-10 of the Plan (see Appendix B).
2.7.3

Proposed Design Guidelines and Standards

Chapters 3 and 4 of the Downtown Plan contain standards and guidelines based on guiding
principles that were developed through a community visioning process. The basic structure of
Downtown would continue to be based on the established block sizes and provide mid-block
alleys or paseos wherever possible if development does not occupy the entire block.
Another required design element is to maintain a minimum required height for building walls
located adjacent to the sidewalk (i.e., “streetwalls”), particularly on Long Beach Boulevard, Pine
Avenue, Pacific Avenue, and most other pedestrian-oriented blocks identified in Figure 2-3,
Zoning Standards Map. The horizontal alignment of existing streetwalls should be maintained
when adjacent property is developed. Other street frontage design guidelines address entries
and patios; windows and doors; awnings, canopies, and marquees; landscape design within
setback areas; and design of pedestrian-oriented uses.
Guidelines and standards are also provided for different building types: low-rise residential, midrise residential, and towers; and for private open space and parking structures. More specific
guidelines and standards address streetscapes, including street trees and landscape or
hardscape materials, site furnishings and lighting, public open space, pedestrian connectivity,
public art, and signage.
City of Long Beach
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2.7.4

Historic Preservation

The Plan seeks to preserve historic buildings and other reminders of the heritage and
development of the City, some of which have been officially designated as landmarks and
others that have been identified through surveys as being significant historic resources but do
not rise to the level of landmark status. The recently completed historic resources survey of the
Downtown Project area (ICF Jones & Stokes 2009) is attached as Appendix D. A complete list
of the City’s designated historic landmarks is contained in Chapter 16.52 of the Long Beach
Municipal Code.
Applications to alter designated landmarks must obtain a Certificate of Appropriateness from the
City’s Cultural Heritage Commission. This would include projects that propose additions,
exterior remodeling, painting or resurfacing, exterior signs, window alterations or awnings, or
relocation or demolition. Interior alterations may also require a Certificate of Appropriateness
review if they are publicly accessible and architecturally significant and, specifically, if the
interior was an element of the building’s landmark designation.
The environmental analysis for historic structures (see Section 4.3) lists the designated historic
properties and encourages the preservation and restoration of those structures. For properties
that are potentially historic and could be worthy of designation in the future, the intent is to seek
designation from property owners and to pursue restoration or adaptive reuse of those
structures. For all other older structures, the PEIR determines that these properties do not merit
designation or restoration and may be demolished when new projects are developed in
Downtown.
2.7.5

Downtown Mobility Network

The mobility network in Downtown Long Beach consists of a combination of highways, streets,
transit, and pedestrian connections. This network is illustrated in Figure 2-6.
Key Mobility Streets
These streets provide direct regional access to and from the Downtown Core and are significant
for being major thoroughfares, retail corridors, or because they provide iconic character and
recognizable centers for neighborhood districts. They generally provide multiple traffic lanes and
carry high traffic volumes. Most also provide public transit access. Others, such as Pine
Avenue, Ocean Boulevard, Linden Avenue, and Alamitos Avenue, provide pedestrian
experiences because of ground-floor retail, public spaces, and other features representative of
neighborhood culture and identity.
Pedestrian Connections
In several places, the public right-of-way is reserved for pedestrians, most notably the
Promenade, which links City Place to the Transit Mall. Routes such as Maple Way and other
publicly owned pedestrian alleys, particularly along Pine Avenue, provide connectivity and offer
art, fountains, and other amenities. Additional connections occur within privately owned
courtyards that open to the street. For example, the Civic Center features a pedestrian-only
route between Broadway and Ocean Boulevard; and Ocean Boulevard features wide setbacks
that create a comfortable pedestrian environment.
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Transit
The Blue Line of the Los Angeles Metro Rail system provides a light rail connection from Long
Beach to the 7th Street Metro Center in Los Angeles and, from there, to surrounding cities via
Metro Rail and to Union Station for Metrolink and Amtrak service. The entire central portion of
the Project area is within a 5-minute walk of one of four Blue Line stops. The Long Beach
Transit Mall at 1st Street and Pacific Avenue is at the junction of the Blue Line and several bus
lines operated by Long Beach Transit and the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority.
Bikeways
Class I bikeways provide access to and from Long Beach along the Los Angeles River channel
and through Shoreline Village and continuing along the beachfront. The other principal bike
route connection to Downtown is along Pacific Avenue.
2.8

LIKELY DEVELOPMENT AREAS

The Downtown Plan envisions a substantial amount of new development within the Project
area, as described in Section 2.1 above. While no specific sites for this future development can
be identified at this time, the Plan defines height districts, including the height incentive area,
and urban design guidelines to shape development to best fit into the existing Downtown urban
environment.
Given that the Downtown Plan area is largely developed and is a dynamically changing area,
there are sites within Downtown that are more or less likely to develop in the coming decades.
The following general considerations define where this development is expected:


Existing Site Condition: Development is more likely to occur on sites that are largely not
developed, such as surface parking lots, or where the existing development is obsolete
or low-intensity compared with the potential development allowed by the PD-30 zone or
the proposed Downtown Plan.



Ownership: Properties owned by the Long Beach Redevelopment Agency (RDA), or that
have been purchased more recently by private entities, are more likely to be developed
in the future. The RDA seeks to foster new development and the elimination of blight.
For this reason, the RDA has purchased or otherwise taken control of parcels and whole
blocks in Downtown with the intent of encouraging new development of those properties.
Similarly, properties that have been purchased recently by the private sector are more
likely to be developed to provide a return on the investment in those properties.
Properties that have recently been developed with new structures are not likely to be
developed with other new uses in the foreseeable future. Properties held by long-time
owners with functional, even marginally viable uses are more likely to remain in their
current condition if they generate positive economic returns.



Proximity: Properties in the historic Downtown Core and other activity centers are more
likely to develop with land uses that gravitate to places where customers are to be found.
New development is more likely to occur on more heavily traveled thoroughfares, such
as roadways that connect to freeways, including the key mobility streets, and near major
transit nodes.



Historic status: Properties that are designated as historic landmarks or are potentially
historic and worthy of designation, are not likely to redevelop in the foreseeable future
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due to legal and procedural requirements for historic properties. Properties that are not
potentially historic and that contain obsolete or low intensity development are likely to be
developed with new uses. The intent of the Downtown Plan is to adaptively reuse
historic structures as a preferred option to demolition.
2.9

DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL PROCESS

Proposed zoning, development standards, and design guidelines described above are intended
to ensure that new development is consistent with the vision for Downtown. These standards
and guidelines of the Downtown Plan will be used in the review of development plans through a
Site Plan review process that is required for all nonresidential projects of 1,000 square feet or
more and for new residential construction of five dwelling units or more. For land uses identified
in Table 3-1 of the Plan (see Appendix B) that require approval of a Conditional Use Permit or
an Administrative Use Permit, the development review procedures in Divisions I and IV of
Chapter 21.25 of the Long Beach Municipal Code would also apply.
This PEIR will be used to comply with the requirements of CEQA for the following proposed
actions to be taken by the City:


Integration and coordination of the proposed Downtown Plan with the upcoming LB2030
General Plan Update Project; and



A zone reclassification to replace existing PD-30, PD-29, and other existing zones to be
replaced by the Downtown Plan.

Subsequent to the adoption of the Downtown Plan, a broad range of actions by private
developers and landowners, the City and Redevelopment Agency, subject to City approvals, are
expected to be taken to implement the Downtown Plan, including:


Construction of new projects consistent with the Plan;



Infrastructure upgrades;



New parking areas, paseos, public plazas, and other open space amenities;



Conditional Use Permits and Site Plan reviews for projects;



Designations of local historic landmarks;



Adaptive reuse of local historic resources; and



Demolition of obsolete structures that are not potentially historic.

While the adoption of the proposed Downtown Plan will establish the allowable uses and
intensity of development within the Project area, the economy and private sector largely will
drive the pace and intensity of that future development. The individual projects will be consistent
with the development standards and design guidelines contained with the Downtown Plan, but
adoption of the Plan itself will not induce new growth. Every effort has been made to estimate
and characterize the nature of future development in this Program EIR. Still, even after the
adoption of the Plan and this EIR, each future development project will have to complete an
Initial Study subject to CEQA requirements. In addition, a requirement to track and assess the
progress of the Downtown Plan on an on-going basis is incorporated into the Administrative
section of the Downtown Plan to ensure that the Plan and this EIR remain valid and relevant.
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Table 2-1
Existing Land Use Districts and Zoning
Land Use Districts
LUD No. 3B

Moderate Density Residential (30 dua)

LUD No. 4

High Density Residential (44 dua)

LUD No. 5

Acres

Zoning Districts

Acres

PD-30

Planned Development

467.33

<0.01

PD-29

Planned Development

68.41

Urban High Density Residential (108
dua)

0.22

CO

Office Commercial

38.81

LUD No. 6

High-Rise Residential (249 dua)

<0.01

CT

Tourist and Entertainment Commercial

3.1

LUD No. 7

Mixed-Use

426.38

CCN

Community R-4-N Commercial

4.45

LUD No. 8A

Traditional Retail Strip Commercial

CCA

Community Commercial AutomobileOriented

3.75

LUD No. 8M

Mixed Office/Residential Strip

<0.01

CNR

Neighborhood Commercial and
Residential

4.11

LUD No. 8N

Shopping Nodes

<0.01

R-3-S

Low-Density Multi-Family Residential

12.7

LUD No. 8P

Pedestrian-Oriented Retail Strip

R-4-N

Medium-Density Multiple Residential

53.97

LUD No. 8R

Mixed Retail/Residential Strip

0.01

R-4-R

Moderate-Density Multiple Residential

40.82

LUD No. 9R

Restricted Industry

0.9

I

Institutional

19.39

LUD No. 10

Institutional and School District

LUD No. 11

Open Space and Park

PR

Public Right-of-Way

8.47
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Incentives for Height Incentive Area

Maximum FAR per
Incentive

LEED®
LEED® Silver, or Equivalent

0.5

LEED® Gold, Platinum, or Equivalent

1.0

Green Roof or Eco-Roof
Option 1: 30% of footprint
Option 2: 31–60% of footprint

0.25
0.5

Option 3: Above 61% of footprint
Renewable Energy
Option 1: Meet minimum 25% of energy needs

1.0

Option 2: Exceed 25% of energy needs
Provision of Public Open Space
Option 1: 10% of site

1.0

Option 2: 20% of site
Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings

1.0

Gross area (or percentage thereof) of existing building is removed from
FAR calculation

0.5

0.5

1.0

Notes: The total combined development bonus shall not exceed an FAR of 3.0.
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
3.1

REGIONAL SETTING

The City of Long Beach is located on the Pacific Ocean in southern Los Angeles County.
Regional access is provided by I-710 on the west, I-405 on the north, and I-605 on the east.
Access for more distant travel is provided by Long Beach Airport and the Port of Long Beach.
Adjacent cities are Los Angeles and the community of Wilmington to the west, the City of
Carson to the west, the cities of Signal Hill and Lakewood to the north, and Seal Beach within
Orange County to the southeast. A regional and location map is provided in Figure 1-1.
3.2

PROJECT AREA SETTING

The proposed Downtown Plan would encompass an area of up to approximately 719 acres
bounded by the Los Angeles River on the west and Ocean Boulevard on the south. The north
boundary generally follows portions of 7th and 10th streets, and the east boundary includes land
on both sides of Alamitos Avenue.
Downtown Long Beach is a modern, cosmopolitan area that adjoins a vibrant seaport and
waterfront district that provides numerous venues for entertainment, shopping, and tourism.
Both sides of Ocean Boulevard are lined with high-rise and mid-rise residential, hotel,
commercial, and corporate office buildings, including the Civic Center complex. As described in
the proposed Downtown Plan, distinct neighborhood “character areas” within Downtown include
the Business and Entertainment Area centered on Pine Avenue, which primarily functions as
Downtown’s entertainment corridor with many shops, restaurants, and theaters; the West End,
containing low-rise single- and multi-family residences and neighborhood amenities of churches,
schools, and Cesar Chavez Park; the Willmore City/Drake Park historic district to the northwest
that features residences of the early 1900s and tree-lined streets; the North Pine neighborhood
that has a variety of housing types, including modern high-rise and mid-rise residential and
mixed-use buildings and neighborhood businesses; and East Village, which is the center of local
arts and culture with small businesses, galleries, and shops that attract both tourists and local
residents.
The Plan and surrounding areas are developed with a variety of commercial and residential
uses in buildings generally ranging from one story to more than 20 stories in height. Uses
include historic structures that reflect various eras of development extending back more than
100 years. Historic buildings are frequently intermixed with more contemporary structures.
Densities range from open space and surface parking, to the most intensive development found
within Long Beach, such as the World Trade Center and other skyscrapers and full-block
developments.
More detailed descriptions of the environmental setting are found in the introduction to each of
the environmental issues in Chapter 4.0 of the PEIR.
3.3

CUMULATIVE PROJECTS SETTING

The cumulative project area is generally the City of Long Beach and the scope of the cumulative
analysis is buildout of the Downtown Plan and projected City growth through year 2035.
However, the Project’s cumulative increase in vehicle trips would affect adjacent communities;
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and associated impact to air quality and from greenhouse gas emissions would affect the entire
South Coast Air Basin. As described in Section 4.10, Population and Housing, of the PEIR, the
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) provides estimates of future
population and employment growth, with the most recent estimates provided through 2035. The
relevant SCAG document is the Regional Transportation Plan: Adopted Growth Forecast
(SCAG 2008), which is available at the SCAG office at 818 West Seventh Street, 12th Floor,
Los Angeles, CA 92008; or online at http://www.scag.ca.gov/forecast/index.htm. Therefore, the
cumulative analysis for each environmental topic in Chapter 4.0 has considered the impacts
from regional growth projections affecting the region, as well as the more localized cumulative
effects of the projects listed in Table 3-1.
The projects listed in Table 3-1 were identified for the purpose of evaluating near-term traffic
impacts, which are addressed in Section 4.12, Transportation and Traffic, of the PEIR. These
projects would result in a total of 3,087 new dwelling units, 875,000 square feet of offices,
90,850 square feet of retail uses, 22,710 square feet of restaurants, and 456 hotel rooms. The
cumulative projects listed in Table 3-1 were active and expected to be built at the time the NOP
for the proposed project was prepared. The significant impacts anticipated for active cumulative
projects are provided. These projects (or similar developments on the same sites in the case of
the PT Lofts and Long Beach Promenade projects) are still anticipated to be built in the
foreseeable future. If new development proposals are received by the City for these cumulative
project sites, the individual CEQA review for the original projects will continue to be used to
analyze the environmental impact of the new development proposals to the extent feasible.
However, any increase in land use intensity, such as an increase in vehicle trip generation or
other new or increased environmental impacts that were not evaluated by the individual project
EIR, will be reviewed for CEQA compliance pursuant to the Downtown Plan PEIR. Table 3-1
identifies the project sites located within the Downtown Plan Project area that may use this
PEIR for CEQA compliance.
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Table 3-1
Cumulative Project List
Residential
Office
Shopping
Restaurant
Hotel
(DUs)
(KSF)
Center (KSF)
(KSF)
(Rooms)
*Superior Court Phase 1 – Gallery 421 (Lyon) Apartments
291
535.00
8.00
2.00
*Press Telegram Site
624
16.74
4.18

Land Use Types

Significant Impacts
Anticipated

Residential Condos
Office
Shopping Center
Restaurant

Air Quality (shortterm, long-term and
cumulative),
Schools, Cultural
Resources, and
Recreation

Residential Condos
Shopping Center
Restaurant

Entitlement process
is considered
inactive and project
likely to be replaced.

*Lyon Promenade Condos
166

Residential Condos
Shopping Center
3.72
Restaurant
*Future Promenade Development Projects (residential and mixed-use projects)
96
Residential Condos
3.70
Shopping Center
0.92
Restaurant
191
Hotel
*Shoreline Gateway (Alamitos Avenue and Ocean Boulevard)
365
Residential Condos
10.10
Shopping Center
2.53
Restaurant
14.90

South of Ocean: Golden Shore, Ocean Aire, Hotel Sierra, Inn at Pike
1,586
Residential Condos
340.00
Office
37.42
Shopping Center
9.36
Restaurant
265
Hotel
3,087
875.00
90.85
22.71
456
Total

Project is now built
and occupied.

Entitlement process
is considered
inactive and project
likely to be replaced.
Shade and
Shadows,
Aesthetics/Light &
Glare, Air Quality,
Noise, and Cultural
Resources
Air Quality, Noise
(construction), and
Traffic

*Project located within Downtown Plan
DUs = dwelling units
KSF = thousand square feet
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The environmental topics discussed in this Chapter were identified as potentially significant
impacts in the Initial Study prepared for the Project, which is attached in Appendix A. The
analyses in the following sections discuss both impacts associated with the proposed Downtown
Plan, as well as cumulative impacts associated with the Project.
4.1

AESTHETICS

The focus of the aesthetics analysis in this section is to assess whether the Downtown Plan and
those projects that are built to conform to the Plan would be consistent with policies and
standards of the General Plan that have been established to avoid adverse effects to the City’s
visual character and quality. Potential light and glare impacts are also addressed in this section.
4.1.1

Setting

a. Affected Environment. As one of the original Long Beach neighborhoods,
Downtown has had many iterations of development since the City’s founding. These various
eras of development can be seen in the many intensities and types of buildings. The distinctive
skyline of Downtown Long Beach can be seen from many directions, including the highlands of
Central Long Beach and Signal Hill and the South Waterfront and Port.
In its current configuration, the Downtown Plan Project area is bordered to the south by the Pike
and Long Beach Aquarium, Shoreline Village, South Waterfront, and Port of Long Beach; to the
east by the Alamitos Beach neighborhood; to the west by the Los Angeles River, Port of Long
Beach, and West Long Beach; and to the north by the West Central Long Beach and Long
Beach Boulevard Planned Development District (PD-29).
The Plan and surrounding areas are developed with a variety of commercial and residential
uses in buildings generally ranging from one story to more than 20 stories in height. Uses
include historic development that reflects various eras of development extending for more than
100 years. Historic buildings are located next to more contemporary structures. Densities range
from open space and surface parking to the most intensive development found within Long
Beach, such as the World Trade Center and other skyscrapers and full-block developments.
Newer condominium developments with ground-floor commercial uses are located along the
Promenade and Ocean Boulevard. Entertainment districts center on Pine Avenue in the
Downtown core and 1st Street in the East Village, and extend to other portions of Downtown
such as CityPlace and the Pike/Shoreline Village area south of the Project area.
Existing Shadow Conditions
As indicated above, the Project area is currently developed with a number of tall buildings and
full-block development projects, resulting in one of the most densely developed areas in
Southern California. Tall towers in Downtown Long Beach reach more than 20 stories high and
cast morning and afternoon winter shadows on a variety of uses, from commercial offices, retail
districts, schools, public parks, and plazas, to residential development of all types and
intensities.
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b. Regulatory Setting. Citywide policies on scenic vistas focus on protecting views of
the City’s natural resources and views along significant streets and boulevards. Neighborhood
aesthetics and character are addressed in several City policies, especially those policies
contained in the Conclusions and Policy Directions section of the Land Use Element’s Urban
Design Analysis, and several policies in the Conservation and Scenic Routes elements. These
issues are further addressed in the City’s Zoning Ordinance through a range of development
standards that are applied by district. Policies and design standards related to aesthetics that
are applicable to the proposed plan are discussed below.
Land Use Element
Downtown Revitalization: Long Beach will build its downtown into a multi-purpose activity
center of regional significance, emphasizing a quality physical environment, a pedestrian
focus, and a wide variety of activities and architectural styles.
Neighborhood Emphasis: Long Beach recognizes the strong neighborhood to be the
essential building block of a City-wide quality living environment and will assist and
support the efforts of residents to maintain and strengthen their neighborhoods.
Facilities Maintenance: Long Beach will maintain its physical facilities and public rights-ofway at a high level of functional and aesthetic quality, manifesting the pride of the citizens
in their City and ensuring that future generations need not bear the burden of deferred
maintenance.
Conservation Element
To create and maintain a productive harmony between man and his environment through
conservation of natural resources and protection of significant areas having environmental
and aesthetic value.
To identify and preserve sites of outstanding scenic, historic, and cultural significance or
recreational potential.
Scenic Routes Element
The Scenic Routes Element was adopted by the City Council in 1975. The purpose of the
Scenic Routes Element is to protect and enhance the scenic resources of Long Beach by
establishing a system of scenic routes along existing roadways that traverse areas of scenic
beauty and interest. The Scenic Routes Element proposes five scenic route systems within the
City. The one adopted Scenic Corridor within the Downtown Plan Project area is Ocean
Boulevard, which extends to Livingston Drive and 2nd Street to the east.
Long Beach 2030 (LB2030) General Plan Update
The Land Use, Mobility, Scenic Routes, and other elements of the Long Beach General Plan
are being updated at present. This project is ongoing and is expected to result in the adoption of
a new General Plan by mid-year 2011. All of the components of the General Plan are supportive
of creating a vibrant Downtown. While LB2030 involves the entire City of Long Beach, included
within the LB2030 document are neighborhood strategies for 10 portions of the City.
Neighborhood strategies provide guidance for future development at a scale that is appropriate
for the unique conditions of each neighborhood. The neighborhood strategy for Downtown Long
City of Long Beach
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Beach and the Port complex is being prepared in conjunction with the Plan for consistency and
support of the vision for Downtown from the planning policy documents at all levels.
Downtown Mixed-Use Planning District
The proposed Downtown Plan Project is a replacement of the existing designation of Downtown
Planned Development District (PD-30) and portions of the Long Beach Boulevard Planned
Development District (PD-29), as well as existing zoning for areas within the Plan that are not
contained within those existing planned development districts. The Downtown Plan, once
adopted, will replace these zoning designations for the entire Plan area.
The development potential of the existing zoning is comparable to what would be allowed under
the proposed Plan. The existing zoning includes unlimited height areas and other provisions that
allow intensification of development within Downtown. Chapter 6.0 of this PEIR discusses the
“no project” alternative, which considers the implications of leaving the existing PD zoning in
place instead of adopting the Downtown Plan to replace it.
The standards contained within the existing PD-30 regulations have been modified and
strengthened by incorporating them into the Downtown Plan in furtherance of the future
development of Downtown Long Beach as a vibrant urban neighborhood. In addition to height
limits, setbacks and street frontage standards, sign standards, various screening requirements,
and landscaping standards, new urban design standards have been included in the proposed
Plan, as well as updates and clarification to the zoning and land use regulations. These urban
design standards provide an additional level of specificity to the Site Plan review process in
order to achieve a higher level of aesthetic and architectural merit for new development within
the Project area.
4.1.2

Impact Analysis

The primary purpose of the Downtown Plan is to create a higher quality urban environment;
therefore, aesthetic impacts would be expected to include beneficial effects as new
development projects are proposed and built within the Plan area. The intent of the Plan is to
provide additional incentives and requirements for new development projects. The ultimate
determination of whether the Plan and proposed projects within the Plan area are consistent
with the design standards of the General Plan is a decision that resides exclusively with the
decision-making body (i.e., the City Council) for adoption of the Plan and for approval of
subsequent development proposals, and not with this program-level environmental document.
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Aesthetic effects of the proposed
Downtown Plan were evaluated in the Initial Study included with the NOP prepared for the
Project (see Appendix A). The following potential effects were determined to have a less than
significant impact or no impact and are not further evaluated in this EIR:


Adversely affect a viewshed from a public viewing area (such as a park, scenic highway,
roadway, or other scenic vista).



Substantially damage an existing visual or scenic resource, including but not limited to
trees, rock outcroppings, or historic buildings.

The Initial Study identified that visual or shading impacts would be considered significant if the
Project would:
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a) Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings.
b) Create a new source of light or glare that substantially alters the nighttime lighting
character of the area.
Evaluation of Shadow Effects
Because of the high-rise development anticipated in the Downtown Plan, and without
knowledge of exactly where all of these structures are likely to occur within the project
boundary, shade and shadow impacts on existing and potential future sensitive receptor land
uses are likely to occur. Therefore, the environmental analysis for the proposed project includes
discussion of this issue. In determining shadow effects, the following factors are considered:


Affected land use (i.e., is it a light-sensitive use whereby sunlight is essential to its use).



Duration (i.e., how many hours per day might a use be shadowed).



Time of day (i.e., is it in shadow at a time of day when sunlight is most important).



Season (i.e., what time of year might a particular use be in shadow).



Extent (i.e., what percentage of a particular use may be in shadow).



Nature of the shadows (i.e., is the shadow more solid or more dappled).



Pre-existing conditions (i.e., are there existing buildings, landscaping, or other features
that currently shadow the use).

For a project to generate a significant shadow impact, it must increase shadows cast upon
shadow-sensitive uses. Shadow impacts are considered significant if shadow-sensitive uses
would be shaded by proposed structures for more than 3 hours between late October and early
April (including Winter Solstice), or for more than 4 hours between early April and late October
(including Summer Solstice). This significance criterion has been used in EIRs prepared for
other projects in Downtown Long Beach in recent years and has become the standard by which
shadow impacts are determined. Facilities and operations sensitive to the effects of shading
include solar collectors; nurseries; primarily outdoor-oriented commercial uses (e.g., certain
restaurants); or routinely useable outdoor spaces associated with recreational, institutional (e.g.,
schools), or residential land uses. These uses are considered sensitive because sunlight is
important to their function, physical comfort, and/or commerce.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Visual Character
Visual corridors in Downtown Long Beach include Ocean Boulevard (a designated scenic
highway per the existing General Plan) and Alamitos Avenue (which is proposed for scenic
highway designation in the LB2030 General Plan update, based on views available from the
right-of-way). These corridors have been determined to be visual amenities.
Several other locations within the Downtown Plan Project area contain visual resources or
viewsheds that require protection. These include roadways that approach the coastal bluff from
the north and connect Downtown to the Pike and Shoreline Village, such as Linden and Pine
avenues and Magnolia Avenue/Queens Way. In addition, sites where streets terminate at local
City of Long Beach
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designated historic landmarks such as the Villa Riviera, or iconic buildings such as the City Hall
building at the western terminus of 1st Street, and the termination of Long Beach Boulevard at
the Long Beach Performing Arts Center, are visually significant.
Views of designated historic landmarks within Downtown identified in Section 4.3 as potentially
historic structures, are considered to be visual amenities.
Impact AES-1

The visual character of the Downtown Plan Project area would be
altered through the introduction of additional high-rise structures
and full-block complexes at locations within the Project area.
However, due to the design framework provided by the Plan for
future development projects, and the desire for quality
development to occur over time by the Plan to be compatible with
existing development patterns and enhance the visual
environment, including the Downtown skyline, the aesthetic
change within Downtown is expected to be beneficial, and is
considered a Class III, less-than-significant impact.

The Project area is greater Downtown Long Beach. Within this area, existing development
consists of one- to two-story structures and taller buildings up to 20 stories in height from early
in the 20th Century and the post-modern era. Development of future projects consistent with the
Downtown Plan would change the visual condition of Downtown, including demolition of the
existing structures, replacement with new structures of all types and configurations, new private
and public open spaces and plazas, and updating and adaptive reuse of existing structures.
Although Downtown is urbanized, the development projects that would occur in conformance
with the proposed Plan represent significant changes in the type of development and would
introduce increased intensity of development in some neighborhoods. In addition, the new
construction would introduce contemporary styles and materials to areas where main street
frontages are largely characterized by architecture from the 1920s through the 1950s. This
would result in changes to the visual character of Downtown. Design review as outlined in the
Downtown Plan would ensure that these new developments contribute to the vision for
Downtown as a vibrant urban place and add to, rather than detract from, the urban fabric of this
unique area of Long Beach.
Light and Glare
Impact AES-2
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Development of future projects within the Downtown Plan Project
area would result in new sources of light and glare due to the
increased height and scale of future development, as well as from
the increased proportion of glazing on building façades and
potential use of reflective materials such as aluminum and glass
typical of contemporary design in comparison to existing styles of
development from previous eras. This is, in part, a desired
outcome in creating a vibrant urban environment, a key objective
of the proposed Project. This is considered a Class II, significant
but mitigable impact. The mitigation comes in the form of existing
Site Plan review and design review procedures.
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Lighting
Implementation of the Downtown Plan would eliminate some existing light and glare sources
and introduce new ones. Potential sources of lighting include the windows of the residential
units and ground-floor commercial/institutional space, and spillover of light onto the street from
the illumination of the high-rise structures and podium development during the nighttime hours.
Economic development and tourism attraction programs will continue to light the exteriors of
buildings and provide additional lighting such as from tree wells and sparkle lights in street
trees, to add to the ambience of the entertainment district and other areas within Downtown.
Any new parking structures and ingress and egress points would also be lighted, and headlights
of vehicles entering and exiting the structure at night would cast light onto roadways and
surrounding properties. In addition, building signs, including those used to identify the groundfloor uses, could result in light and glare impacts. Because Downtown Long Beach is intended
to be a vibrant urban neighborhood, including the Downtown-Pine Avenue Activity Center, sign
proposals must be consistent with the Redevelopment Agency’s Sign Program Guidelines and
coordinated with the sign regulations (Long Beach Municipal Code Section 21.44.100).
The existing development character in Downtown is urban, with high levels of existing lighting.
New development consistent with the Plan would not substantially alter this condition. Design
considerations are required to minimize the potential for nighttime lighting of proposed
development projects to adversely affect neighboring properties, particularly adjacent
residences and other light-sensitive uses.
Glare
Potential sources of glare would consist of glazing (windows) and other reflective materials
proposed to be used in the façades of new structures within Downtown. Due to the increased
height and scale expected of new Downtown development, this potential would be greater than
from existing structures and would, therefore, be a substantial new source of glare when
compared to existing development in the area. Glare sources also include the sun’s reflection
from metallic or glass surfaces on vehicles parked in surface parking lots and along the
roadways.
It is expected that the sources of glare described above would continue to occur from new
development as the Plan is implemented in the future. The Downtown is an urban environment
with numerous existing sources of glare. Adoption of the Plan would not substantially alter this
condition, but would add additional opportunity for the reduction of excessive glare through
design review of individual development projects. Design considerations and possible mitigation
measures for individual projects may be required to minimize the glare effects on neighboring
properties, particularly residences, schools, and other light-sensitive uses. The following
mitigation measures applied to future development projects would reduce potential lighting and
glare impacts associated with development projects proposed within the Downtown Plan. These
are measures currently employed during Site Plan review and other design review processes for
development projects Citywide and within the Downtown Plan project area, but will be enhanced
through the consideration of design standards and guidelines in the Plan.
Mitigation AES-2(a) Lighting Plans and Specifications. Prior to the issuance of building
permits for new large development projects, the applicant shall
submit lighting plans and specifications for all exterior lighting
fixtures and light standards to the Development Services
Department for review and approval. The plans shall include a
City of Long Beach
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photometric design study demonstrating that all outdoor light
fixtures to be installed are designed or located in a manner as to
contain the direct rays from the lights onsite and to minimize
spillover of light onto surrounding properties or roadways. All
parking structure lighting shall be shielded and directed away from
residential uses. Rooftop decks and other similar amenities are
encouraged in the Plan. Lighting for such features shall be
designed so that light is directed so as to provide adequate
security and minimal spill-over or nuisance lighting.
Mitigation AES-2(b) Building Material Specifications. Prior to the issuance of any
building permits for development projects, applicants shall submit
plans and specifications for all building materials to the
Development Services Department for review and approval. The
Plan provides measures to ensure that the highest quality
materials are used for new development projects. This is an
important consideration, since high-quality materials last longer.
Quality development provides an impression of permanence and
can encourage additional private investment in Downtown Long
Beach.
Mitigation AES-2(c) Light Fixture Shielding. Prior to the issuance of building permits for
development projects within the Downtown Plan Project area,
applicants shall demonstrate to the Development Services
Department that all night lighting installed on private property
within the project site shall be shielded, directed away from
residential and other light-sensitive uses, and confined to the
project site. Rooftop lighting, including rooftop decks, security
lighting, or aviation warning lights, shall be in accordance with
Airport/Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requirements.
Additionally, all lighting shall comply with all applicable Airport
Land Use Plan (ALUP) Safety Policies and FAA regulations.
Mitigation AES-2(d) Window Tinting. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the
applicant shall submit plans and specifications showing that
building windows are manufactured or tinted to minimize glare
from interior lighting and to minimize heat gain in accordance with
energy conservation measures.
Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measures AES-2(a) through AES2(d) would reduce impacts from night lighting and glare to less than significant.
Shading
Impact AES-3
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Development projects that include high-rise structures as
encouraged by the Downtown Plan would cast shadows onto
adjacent properties, particularly in the wintertime when shadows
extend the farthest from a tall structure and are the most extreme.
Because shadows from these development projects would fall on
sensitive residential, public gathering, and school uses within the
Downtown Plan Project area for more than 3 hours during the
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winter months, shadow impacts would be Class I, significant and
unavoidable.
A variety of new development projects are expected to occur as a result of the adoption of the
Downtown Plan. These projects would include high-rise and podium developments and many
other types of buildings. Many of these structures are expected to be substantially taller than the
existing buildings being replaced, and the massing of structures on some blocks would be
greater; therefore, the Project would result in substantially longer and broader shadows than do
the existing buildings, especially at the street level. Shadows cast by buildings are typically
longest at the winter solstice and shorten through the equinox seasons until their shortest length
during the peak of summer.
For any substantial new structure proposed in Downtown, project design and conformance with
the urban design standards of the Plan would reduce shading impacts to the extent feasible and
practical while enabling development to occur in accordance with the land use designations and
the development standards and design guidelines and standards of the Plan. However, specific
mitigation to avoid potential shading impacts of future projects cannot be assured at this
program level of environmental review.
Taller structures are encouraged in the Downtown Plan, particularly in the height incentive area
in the Downtown Core. While particular development sites have not been identified, sites are
more likely to be developed in areas where recent development has occurred (see PEIR
Section 2.8, Likely Development Areas).
It is likely that at least some of the new buildings built under the Downtown Plan will impact
sensitive receptors, including existing residential development and schools, with new or
additional shading. The significance of these impacts will depend on the height and location of
the new structures, which cannot be determined at this time. However, given the height allowed
by existing and proposed zoning regulations, these impacts are expected to be similar to recent
development under the existing PD-29 and PD-30 zoning.
Mitigation AES-3

Shadow Impacts. Prior to the issuance of building permits for any
structure exceeding 75 feet in height, the applicant shall submit a
shading study that includes calculations of the extent of
shadowing arches for winter and equinox conditions. If notification
is not required per CEQA or the project approval process, owners
and tenants of sensitive receptor properties shall be notified of the
pending shadowing impacts.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measures AES-3 would make
sensitive receptors aware of shadowing impacts but would not reduce impacts, which
would remain significant and unavoidable.
c. Cumulative Impacts. In general, the proposed Project combined with other planned
or pending projects in and near Downtown Long Beach would contribute toward creating a
denser and “taller” urban environment in the Downtown. Most of the approved projects,
including the Press-Telegram, Shoreline Gateway, and Golden Shore projects, include taller
structures that alter the existing visual environment, and cast significant shadows. Given the
City’s current regulations and guidelines on the scale and design of new projects, the
cumulative impact of the proposed Project and other projects in the surrounding area would be
to further the City’s goal of a more intensely developed and vibrant urban environment with a
City of Long Beach
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stronger pedestrian orientation for Downtown Long Beach. These projects would be required to
adhere to specific urban design and development standards in the City’s Zoning Ordinance,
which will be the Downtown Plan once adopted, and the General Plan (existing and LB2030
update), and to protect and enhance the area’s aesthetic and visual resources. Though
cumulative development would alter the visual character of the Project area, the overall visual
effect of cumulative development in the Project area would be less than significant.
Cumulative development of buildings of greater height and massing within Downtown would
increase shadowing within the Downtown Plan. The shadow effects of individual buildings on
light-sensitive uses would need to be addressed on a case-by-case basis since shading is
dependent on building height, massing, and site location, as well as the existing conditions in
the immediately surrounding uses, particularly to the north of a project site. However, the only
mitigation available is to lower the height of proposed buildings, which would not be feasible in
every instance and could require heights that would be below the height allowed by the
proposed Plan. These shadowing impacts are expected to occur in the denser, taller, and most
vibrant urban settings, which would be consistent with the goals of the Plan but cannot be
mitigated at this PEIR level of analysis. Shade and shadow impacts from the proposed Project
are expected to be significant and unavoidable, as discussed above for Mitigation Measure
AES-3. Adding potential shade and shadow impacts from the cumulative projects, all of which
include high-rise structures, will likely exacerbate this impact in locations near these cumulative
project sites, particularly for areas north of the cumulative project sites. Therefore, the
cumulative shade and shadow impacts are considered significant and unavoidable.
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4.2

AIR QUALITY

The following evaluation of air quality impacts is based on the Air Quality Analysis prepared by
AECOM and attached as Appendix C. The Downtown Plan Project area is located in Los
Angeles County, which is under the jurisdiction of the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD). SCAQMD is the primary local agency with respect to air quality for the
Project area. Air quality is also regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and the California Air Resources Board (ARB). Each of these agencies develops rules,
regulations, policies, and/or goals to comply with applicable legislation. Although EPA
regulations may not be superseded, both state and local regulations may be more stringent.
Applicable regulations associated with criteria air pollutants, toxic air contaminants (TACs), and
odor emissions are described separately below. Air quality in this area is determined by such
natural factors as topography, climate, and meteorology, in addition to the presence of existing
air pollution sources and conditions. These factors are discussed below.
4.2.1

Setting

a. Affected Environment. The Project area is located in Los Angeles County, which
lies within the South Coast Air Basin (Basin), a 6,600-square-mile coastal plain bounded by the
Pacific Ocean to the southwest and the San Gabriel, San Bernardino, and San Jacinto
mountains to the north and east. The Basin includes all of Orange County and the non-desert
portions of Los Angeles, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties. The ambient concentrations
of air pollutants are determined by the amount of emissions released by sources and the
atmosphere’s ability to transport and dilute such emissions. Natural factors that affect transport
and dilution include terrain, wind, atmospheric stability, and sunlight. Therefore, existing air
quality conditions in the area are determined by such natural factors as topography,
meteorology, and climate, in addition to the amount of emissions released by existing air
pollutant sources, as discussed below.
The distinctive climate of the Basin is determined by its terrain and geographic location. The
Basin is a coastal plain with connecting broad valleys and low hills, bounded by the Pacific
Ocean to the southwest and high mountains around the rest of its perimeter. The general region
lies in the semi-permanent high-pressure zone of the eastern Pacific, resulting in a mild climate
tempered by cool sea breezes with light average wind speeds. The usually mild climatological
pattern is interrupted occasionally by periods of extremely hot weather, winter storms, or Santa
Ana winds.
Winds in the Project area are usually driven by the dominant land/sea breeze circulation
system. Regional wind patterns are dominated by the daytime onshore sea breezes. At night,
the wind generally slows and reverses direction, traveling toward the sea. Local canyons in the
Basin can also alter wind direction, with wind tending to flow parallel to the canyons.
The vertical dispersion of air pollutants in the Basin is hampered by the presence of persistent
temperature inversions. High-pressure systems, such as the semi-permanent high-pressure
zone in which the Basin is located, are characterized by an upper layer of dry air that warms as
it descends, restricting the mobility of cooler, marine-influenced air near the ground surface, and
resulting in the formation of subsidence inversions. Such inversions restrict the vertical
dispersion of air pollutants released into the marine layer and, together with strong sunlight, can
produce worst-case conditions for the formation of photochemical smog. The Basin-wide
occurrence of inversions at 3,500 feet above mean sea level or less averages 191 days per
year (SCAQMD 1993).
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The atmospheric pollution potential of an area is largely dependent on winds, atmospheric
stability, solar radiation, and terrain. The combination of low wind speeds and low inversions
produces the greatest concentration of air pollutants. On days without inversions, or on days of
winds averaging faster than 15 miles per hour (mph), smog potential is greatly reduced.
Existing Air Quality―Criteria Air Pollutants
ARB and EPA currently focus on the following air pollutants as indicators of ambient air quality:
ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), particulate matter
(PM), and lead. Because these are the most prevalent air pollutants known to be deleterious to
human health and extensive health-effects criteria documents are available, they are commonly
referred to as “criteria air pollutants.”
EPA has established primary and secondary National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
for the following criteria air pollutants: ozone, CO, NO2, SO2, respirable particulate matter
(PM10), fine particulate matter (PM2.5), and lead. The primary standards protect the public health
and the secondary standards protect public welfare. In addition to the NAAQS, ARB has
established California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) for sulfates, hydrogen sulfide,
vinyl chloride, visibility-reducing particulate matter, and the above-mentioned criteria air
pollutants. In most cases, the CAAQS are more stringent than the NAAQS. Differences in the
standards are generally explained by the health-effects studies considered during the standardsetting process and the interpretation of the studies. In addition, the CAAQS incorporate an
additional margin of safety to protect sensitive receptors, particularly children and infants. A
discussion of each criteria air pollutant, including source types, health effects, future trends, and
ambient air quality standards is provided in Appendix C, Air Quality Analysis (AECOM 2010a).
Criteria air pollutant concentrations are measured at 36 monitoring stations in the Basin. The
Project area is located in Source Receptor Area (SRA) 4 – South Los Angeles County Coastal.
The most representative monitoring stations in the Project area are the North and South Long
Beach monitoring stations. Air quality data for the most recent 3 years are summarized in the air
quality analysis provided in Appendix C.
Both ARB and EPA use this type of monitoring data to designate areas according to their
attainment status for criteria air pollutants. The purpose of these designations is to identify the
areas with air quality problems and thereby initiate planning efforts for improvement. The three
basic designation categories are non-attainment, attainment, and unclassified. Unclassified is
used in an area that cannot be classified on the basis of available information as meeting or not
meeting the standards. In addition, the California designations include a subcategory of nonattainment-transitional, which is given to non-attainment areas that are progressing and nearing
attainment.
The Basin is currently classified as a federal non-attainment area for ozone (severe-17), PM10
(serious), and the 2006 PM2.5 standard, and a federal attainment/maintenance area for CO (EPA
2009). The Basin is classified as a state non-attainment area for ozone, PM10, and PM2.5, and an
attainment area for CO. The Basin currently meets the federal and state standards for NO2,
SO2, and lead, and is classified as an attainment area for these pollutants (ARB 2009a).
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Existing Air Quality―Toxic Air Contaminants
A TAC, or in federal terms a hazardous air pollutant (HAP), is defined as an air pollutant that
may cause or contribute to an increase in mortality or in serious illness, or that may pose a
hazard to human health. TACs are usually present in minute quantities in the ambient air;
however, their high toxicity or health risk may pose a threat to public health even at low
concentrations. In general, for those TACs that may cause cancer, there is no concentration that
does not present some risk. In other words, there is no threshold level below which adverse
health impacts may not be expected to occur. This contrasts with the criteria air pollutants, for
which acceptable levels of exposure can be determined and for which the ambient standards
have been established.
According to The California Almanac of Emissions and Air Quality, the majority of the estimated
health risk from TACs can be attributed to relatively few compounds, the most important being
particulate matter from diesel-fueled engines (diesel PM) (ARB 2009b). Diesel PM differs from
other TACs in that it is not a single substance, but rather a complex mixture of hundreds of
substances. Although diesel PM is emitted by diesel-fueled internal-combustion engines, the
composition of the emissions varies depending on engine type, operating conditions, fuel
composition, lubricating oil, and whether an emission control system is present. Unlike the other
TACs, no ambient monitoring data are available for diesel PM because no routine measurement
method currently exists. However, ARB has made preliminary concentration estimates based on
a PM exposure method. This method uses the ARB emissions inventory’s PM10 database,
ambient PM10 monitoring data, and the results from several studies on chemical speciation to
estimate concentrations of diesel PM. Of the TACs for which data are available in California,
diesel PM, benzene, 1,3-butadiene, acetaldehyde, carbon tetrachloride, hexavalent chromium,
para-dichlorobenzene, formaldehyde, methylene chloride, and perchloroethylene pose the
greatest existing ambient risks.
Diesel PM poses the greatest health risk among these 10 TACs. Based on receptor modeling
techniques, ARB estimated the diesel PM health risk in the Basin in 2000 to be 720 excess
cancer cases per million people. Although the health risk is higher than the statewide average, it
represents a 33 percent health risk decrease between 1990 and 2000 (ARB 2009b).
A list of existing sources of TACs within 5 miles of the Project area is provided in the air quality
analysis (Appendix C). Existing sources include diesel engine-powered ocean-going ships,
harbor craft, cargo handling equipment, trucks, and locomotives at the Port of Long Beach
(POLB), and various stationary sources and vehicles on roadways in the Project area.
SCAQMD published the third Basin-wide Multiple Air Toxics Exposure Study (MATES III) in
September 2008. The MATES III study characterized the ambient TAC concentrations and
potential exposures in the Basin. Two years of ambient monitoring for TACs was conducted as
part of the study. The study included updated TAC emissions inventory and conducted air
dispersion modeling to estimate ambient levels and the potential health risks of TACs. MATES
III focused on the carcinogenic risks from TACs and did not estimate other health effects from
particulate matter exposures. The study estimated the 70-year lifetime carcinogenic risk in the
Basin to be approximately 1,200 in 1 million based on average measurements at 10 fixed
monitoring sites. Approximately 84 percent of the total risk was attributed to diesel particulate
matter. Using the MATES III methodology, about 94 percent of the risk was attributed to
emissions associated with mobile sources, and about 6 percent of the risk was attributed to
TACs emitted from stationary sources, which include industries, and businesses such as dry
cleaners and chrome plating operations (SCAQMD 2008).
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SCAQMD estimates that the carcinogenic risk in the Project area is from 1,201 to 2,904 in 1
million. This includes risk from the diesel engine-powered ocean-going ships, harbor craft, cargo
handling equipment, trucks, and locomotives at POLB, as well as other TAC sources in the area
as described above.
Existing Air Quality―Odors
Odors are generally regarded as an annoyance rather than a health hazard. However,
manifestations of a person’s reaction to foul odors can range from psychological (e.g., irritation,
anger, or anxiety) to physiological (e.g., circulatory and respiratory effects, nausea, vomiting,
and headache).
With respect to odors, the human nose is the sole sensing device. The ability to detect odors
varies considerably among the population and overall is quite subjective. Some individuals have
the ability to smell very minute quantities of specific substances; others may not have the same
sensitivity, but may have sensitivities to odors of other substances. In addition, people may have
different reactions to the same odor; an odor that is offensive to one person may be perfectly
acceptable to another (e.g., fast-food restaurant). It is important to also note that an unfamiliar
odor is more easily detected and is more likely to cause complaints than a familiar one. This is
because of the phenomenon known as odor fatigue, in which a person can become
desensitized to almost any odor and recognition only occurs with an alteration in the intensity.
Quality and intensity are two properties present in any odor. The quality of an odor indicates the
nature of the smell experience. For instance, if a person describes an odor as flowery or sweet,
then the person is describing the quality of the odor. Intensity refers to the strength of the odor.
For example, a person may use the word strong to describe the intensity of an odor. Odor
intensity depends on the odorant concentration in the air. When an odorous sample is
progressively diluted, the odorant concentration decreases. As this occurs, the odor intensity
weakens and eventually becomes so low that the detection or recognition of the odor is quite
difficult. At some point during dilution, the concentration of the odorant reaches a detection
threshold. An odorant concentration below the detection threshold means that the concentration
in the air is not detectable by the average human.
There are no existing concentrated sources of objectionable odors such as agriculture (farming
and livestock), wastewater treatment plants, composting operations, landfills, rendering plants,
dairies, or rail yards within 1 mile of the Downtown Plan Project area. However, the TAC
sources identified above, including the POLB, refineries, and other industrial sources, represent
sources of objectionable odors.
b. Regulatory Framework. Air quality in the Project area is regulated by EPA, ARB,
and SCAQMD.
Criteria Air Pollutants
Federal Plans, Policies, Regulations, and Laws
At the federal level, EPA has been charged with implementing national air quality programs.
EPA’s air quality mandates are drawn primarily from the federal Clean Air Act (CAA), which was
enacted in 1970. The most recent major amendments to the CAA were made by Congress in
1990.
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The CAA requires EPA to establish NAAQS. EPA has established primary and secondary
NAAQS for ozone, CO, NO2, SO2, PM10, PM2.5, and lead. The CAA also requires each state to
prepare an air quality control plan, referred to as a state implementation plan (SIP). The federal
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) added requirements for states with non-attainment
areas to revise their SIPs to incorporate additional control measures to reduce air pollution. The
SIP is modified periodically to reflect the latest emissions inventories, planning documents, and
rules and regulations of the air basins, as reported by their jurisdictional agencies. EPA is
responsible for reviewing all SIPs to determine whether they conform to the mandates of the
CAA and its amendments, and to determine whether implementing the SIPs will achieve air
quality goals. If EPA determines a SIP to be inadequate, a federal implementation plan that
imposes additional control measures may be prepared for the non-attainment area. If an
approvable SIP is not submitted or implemented within the mandated time frame, sanctions may
be applied to transportation funding and stationary sources of air pollution in the air basin.
State Plans, Policies, Regulations, and Laws
ARB is responsible for coordination and oversight of state and local air pollution control
programs in California and for implementation of the California Clean Air Act (CCAA). The
CCAA, which was adopted in 1988, requires ARB to establish CAAQS. ARB has established
CAAQS for sulfates, hydrogen sulfide, vinyl chloride, visibility-reducing particulate matter, and
the above-mentioned criteria air pollutants.
The CCAA requires all local air districts in the state to endeavor to achieve and maintain the
CAAQS by the earliest practical date. The act specifies that local air districts shall focus
particular attention on reducing the emissions from transportation and areawide emission
sources, and provides districts with the authority to regulate indirect sources.
Among ARB’s other responsibilities are overseeing compliance by local air districts with
California and federal laws; approving local air quality plans; submitting SIPs to EPA; monitoring
air quality; determining and updating area designations and maps; and setting emissions
standards for new mobile sources, consumer products, small utility engines, off-road vehicles,
and fuels.
Local Plans, Policies, Regulations, and Laws
SCAQMD attains and maintains air quality conditions in the Basin through a comprehensive
program of planning, regulation, enforcement, technical innovation, and promotion of the
understanding of air quality issues. The clean air strategy of SCAQMD includes preparation of
plans for attainment of ambient air quality standards, adoption and enforcement of rules and
regulations concerning sources of air pollution, and issuance of permits for stationary sources of
air pollution. SCAQMD also inspects stationary sources of air pollution and responds to citizen
complaints; monitors ambient air quality and meteorological conditions; and implements
programs and regulations required by the CAA, CAAA, and CCAA. Air quality plans applicable
to the proposed Plan are discussed below.
Air Quality Management Plan
SCAQMD and SCAG are responsible for preparing the air quality management plan (AQMP),
which addresses federal and state CAA requirements. The AQMP details goals, policies, and
programs for improving air quality in the Basin. Two versions (2003 and 2007) of the AQMP are
in different stages of approval. The 2003 AQMP is an update to the 1997 AQMP. The 2003
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AQMP employs up-to-date science and analytical tools and incorporates a comprehensive
strategy aimed at controlling pollution from all sources, including stationary sources, on-road
and off-road mobile sources, and area sources.
The 2003 AQMP proposes policies and measures to achieve federal and state standards for
healthy air quality in the Basin. The 2003 AQMP updates the demonstration of attainment for
the federal ozone and PM10 standards; replaces the 1997 attainment demonstration for the
federal CO standard and provides a basis for a maintenance plan for CO for the future; and
updates the maintenance plan for the federal NO2 standard that the Basin has met since 1992.
The 2003 AQMP was adopted by SCAQMD in August 2003 and approved, with modifications,
by ARB in October 2003 (SCAQMD 2006). ARB submitted the South Coast SIP to EPA on
January 9, 2004; however, this SIP has not been approved, and the 1997 AQMP with 1999
amendments remains the federally approved AQMP.
A draft version of the 2007 AQMP was released to the public, and public workshops were held
in October, November, and December 2006 (SCAQMD 2007a). The 2007 AQMP was adopted
by the SCAQMD Governing Board on June 1, 2007. The purpose of the 2007 AQMP for the
Basin is to set forth a comprehensive program that will lead the region into compliance with
federal 8-hour ozone and PM2.5 air quality standards. ARB adopted the State Strategy for the
2007 SIP, and the 2007 AQMP as part of the SIP on September 27, 2007. On November 28,
2007, ARB submitted a SIP revision to EPA for ozone, PM2.5, CO, and NO2 in the Basin; this
revision is identified as the 2007 South Coast SIP. The 2007 AQMP/2007 South Coast SIP
demonstrates attainment of the federal PM2.5 standard in the Basin by 2014, and attainment of
the federal 8-hour ozone standard by 2023. The SIP also includes a request of reclassification
of the ozone attainment designation from “severe” to “extreme” (ARB 2007). On February 1,
2008, ARB submitted additional technical information relative to the 2007 South Coast SIP to
EPA (ARB 2008a).
The PM2.5 strategy outlined in the AQMP is of interest. Since PM2.5 in the Basin is
overwhelmingly formed secondarily, the overall draft control strategy focuses on reducing
precursor emission of sulfur oxides (SOX), directly emitted PM2.5, nitrogen oxides (NOX), and
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) instead of fugitive dust (SCAQMD 2007a). Based on
SCAQMD’s modeling sensitivity analysis, SOX reductions, followed by directly emitted PM2.5 and
NOX reductions, provide the greatest benefits in terms of reducing the ambient PM2.5
concentrations.
As a result of state and local control strategies, the Basin has not exceeded the federal CO
standard since 2002. In March 2005, SCAQMD adopted a CO Redesignation Request and
Maintenance Plan that provides for maintenance of the federal CO air quality standard until at
least 2015 and commits to revising the Redesignation Request and Maintenance Plan in 2013
to ensure maintenance through 2025 (SCAQMD 2005). SCAQMD also adopted a CO emissions
budget that covers 2005 through 2015. On February 24, 2006, ARB transmitted the
Redesignation Request and Maintenance Plan (including the CO budgets) to EPA for approval.
On June 11, 2007, EPA redesignated the Basin as attainment for the federal CO standard and
approved the maintenance plan amendment to the SIP for the Basin (Federal Register 2007).
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SCAQMD Rules and Regulations
All projects are subject to SCAQMD rules and regulations in effect at the time of construction.
Specific rules applicable to the construction anticipated under the Plan may include the
following:
Rule 401 – Visible Emissions. A person shall not discharge into the atmosphere from
any single source of emission whatsoever any air contaminant for a period or periods
aggregating more than 3 minutes in any 1 hour that is as dark or darker in shade as that
designated No. 1 on the Ringelmann Chart, as published by the United States Bureau of
Mines.
Rule 402 – Nuisance. A person shall not discharge from any source whatsoever such
quantities of air contaminants or other material that cause injury, detriment, nuisance, or
annoyance to any considerable number of persons or to the public, or that endanger the
comfort, repose, health, or safety of any such persons or the public, or that cause, or
have a natural tendency to cause, injury or damage to business or property. The
provisions of this rule do not apply to odors emanating from agricultural operations
necessary for the growing of crops or the raising of fowl or animals.
Rule 403 – Fugitive Dust. This rule is intended to reduce the amount of particulate
matter entrained in the ambient air as a result of anthropogenic (human-made) fugitive
dust sources by requiring actions to prevent, reduce, or mitigate fugitive dust emissions.
Rule 403 applies to any activity or human-made condition capable of generating fugitive
dust.
Rule 1113 – Architectural Coatings. No person shall apply or solicit the application of
any architectural coating within the SCAQMD with VOC content in excess of the values
specified in a table incorporated in the Rule.
Federal Hazardous Air Pollutant Programs
EPA has programs for identifying and regulating HAPs. Title III of the CAAA directed EPA to
promulgate national emissions standards for HAPs (NESHAP). The NESHAP may differ for
major sources than for area sources of HAPs. Major sources are defined as stationary sources
with potential to emit more than 10 tons per year (TPY) of any HAP or more than 25 TPY of any
combination of HAPs; all other sources are considered area sources. The emissions standards
are to be promulgated in two phases. In the first phase (1992–2000), EPA developed
technology-based emission standards designed to produce the maximum emission reduction
achievable. These standards are generally referred to as requiring Maximum Available Control
Technology (MACT). For area sources, the standards may be different, based on generally
available control technology. In the second phase (2001–2008), EPA is required to promulgate
health-risk-based emissions standards, where deemed necessary, to address risks remaining
after implementation of the technology-based NESHAP standards.
The CAAA also required EPA to promulgate vehicle or fuel standards containing reasonable
requirements that control toxic emissions of, at a minimum, benzene and formaldehyde.
Performance criteria were established to limit mobile-source emissions of toxics, including
benzene, formaldehyde, and 1,3-butadiene. In addition, Section 219 required the use of
reformulated gasoline in selected areas with the most severe ozone non-attainment conditions
to further reduce mobile-source emissions.
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State and Local Toxic Air Contaminant Programs
Toxic Air Contaminants
Air quality regulations also focus on TACs. In general, for those TACs that may cause cancer,
there is no concentration that does not present some risk. In other words, there is no safe level
of exposure. This contrasts with the criteria air pollutants, for which acceptable levels of
exposure can be determined and for which the ambient standards have been established.
Instead, EPA and ARB regulate HAPs and TACs, respectively, through statutes and regulations
that generally require the use of the MACT or Best Available Control Technology (BACT) for
toxics and to limit emissions. These statutes and regulations, in conjunction with additional rules
set forth by the districts, establish the regulatory framework for TACs.
TACs in California are regulated primarily through the Tanner Air Toxics Act (Assembly Bill [AB]
1807 [Chapter 1047, Statutes of 1983]) and the Air Toxics Hot Spots Information and
Assessment Act (Hot Spots Act) (AB 2588 [Chapter 1252, Statutes of 1987]). AB 1807 sets forth
a formal procedure for ARB to designate substances as TACs. This includes research, public
participation, and scientific peer review before ARB can designate a substance as a TAC. To
date, ARB has identified more than 21 TACs and adopted EPA’s list of HAPs as TACs. Most
recently, diesel PM was added to the ARB list of TACs.
Once a TAC is identified, ARB then adopts an Airborne Toxics Control Measure (ATCM) for
sources that emit that particular TAC. If there is a safe threshold for a substance at which there
is no toxic effect, the control measure must reduce exposure below that threshold. If there is no
safe threshold, the measure must incorporate BACT to minimize emissions.
The Air Toxics Hot Spots Information and Assessment Act requires existing facilities emitting
toxic substances above a specified level to prepare a toxic-emission inventory, prepare a risk
assessment if emissions are significant, notify the public of significant risk levels, and prepare
and implement risk reduction measures.
ARB has adopted diesel-exhaust control measures and more stringent emission standards for
various on-road mobile sources of emissions, including transit buses and off-road diesel
equipment (e.g., tractors, generators). In February 2000, ARB adopted a new public-transit bus
fleet rule and emissions standards for new urban buses. These new rules and standards
provide (1) more stringent emission standards for some new urban bus engines beginning with
2002 model year engines, (2) zero-emission bus demonstration and purchase requirements
applicable to transit agencies, and (3) reporting requirements under which transit agencies must
demonstrate compliance with the public-transit bus fleet rule. New milestones include the lowsulfur diesel fuel requirement, and tighter emission standards for heavy-duty diesel trucks
(2007) and off-road diesel equipment (2011) nationwide. Over time, the replacement of older
vehicles will result in a vehicle fleet that produces substantially lower levels of TACs than
current vehicles.
Mobile-source emissions of TACs (e.g., benzene, 1-3-butadiene, diesel PM) have been reduced
significantly over the last decade, and they will be reduced further in California through a
progression of regulatory measures (e.g., Low Emission Vehicle/Clean Fuels and Phase II
reformulated gasoline regulations) and control technologies. With implementation of ARB’s riskreduction plan, it is expected that diesel PM concentrations will be reduced by 75 percent in
2010 and 85 percent in 2020 from the estimated year 2000 level. Adopted regulations are also
expected to continue to reduce formaldehyde emissions from cars and light-duty trucks. As
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emissions are reduced, it is expected that risks associated with exposure to the emissions will
also be reduced.
ARB published the Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective
(Handbook), which provides guidance concerning land use compatibility with TAC sources (ARB
2005). Although it is not a law or adopted policy, the Handbook offers advisory
recommendations for the siting of sensitive receptors near uses associated with TACs, such as
freeways and high-traffic roads, commercial distribution centers, rail yards, ports, refineries, dry
cleaners, gasoline stations, and industrial facilities, to help keep children and other sensitive
populations out of harm’s way. A number of comments on the Handbook were provided to ARB
by air districts, other agencies, real estate representatives, and others. The comments included
concern about whether ARB was playing a role in local land use planning, the validity of relying
on static air quality conditions over the next several decades in light of technological
improvements, and support for providing information that can be used in local decision making.
At the local level, air pollution control or management districts may adopt and enforce ARB
control measures. Under SCAQMD Regulation XIV (Toxics and Other Non-Criteria Pollutants),
and in particular Rule 1401 (New Source Review), all sources that possess the potential to emit
TACs are required to obtain permits from SCAQMD. Permits may be granted to these
operations if they are constructed and operated in accordance with applicable regulations,
including new source review standards and air toxics control measures. SCAQMD limits
emissions and public exposure to TACs through a number of programs. SCAQMD prioritizes
TAC-emitting stationary sources based on the quantity and toxicity of the TAC emissions and
the proximity of the facilities to sensitive receptors.
Odors
SCAQMD has identified some common types of facilities that have been known to produce
odors: agriculture (farming and livestock), wastewater treatment plants, food processing plants,
chemical plants, composting operations, refineries, landfills, rendering plants, dairies, rail yards,
and fiberglass molding operations. This list is not meant to be entirely inclusive, but to act as
general guidance. Because offensive odors rarely cause any physical harm and no
requirements for their control are included in federal or state air quality regulations, SCAQMD
does not have rules or standards related to odor emissions other than Rule 402 (Nuisance) and
Rule 410 (Odors from Transfer Stations and Material Recovery Facilities). Any actions related to
odors are based on citizen complaints to local governments and SCAQMD.
Two situations increase the potential for odor problems. The first occurs when a new odor
source is located near existing sensitive receptors. The second occurs when new sensitive
receptors are developed near existing sources of odor. In the first situation, SCAQMD
recommends operational changes, add-on controls, process changes, equipment relocation, or
changes in stack heights where feasible to address odor complaints. In the second situation, the
potential conflict is considered significant if the project site is at least as close as any other site
that has already experienced significant odor problems related to the odor source. For projects
locating near a source of odors, and for odor sources locating near existing sensitive receptors,
SCAQMD recommends that the determination of potential conflict be based on variables such
as wind speed, wind direction, and the distance and frequency at which odor complaints from
the public have occurred in the vicinity of the facility (SCAQMD 1993).
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4.2.2

Impact Analysis

a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The following analysis is based on the
air quality analysis prepared for the Plan, which is included as Appendix C of this PEIR
(AECOM 2010a). Adverse air quality effects of the proposed Downtown Plan were evaluated in
the Initial Study included with the NOP prepared for the Project (see Appendix A) and would be
considered significant if the Project would:


Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan



Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation



Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is in non-attainment under an applicable NAAQS or CAAQS (including
releasing emissions that exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)



Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations



Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people

As stated in Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, the significance criteria established by
the applicable air quality management or air pollution control district may be relied upon to make
the above determinations. SCAQMD has established thresholds, as shown in Table 4.2-1.
Analysis Methodology
Short-term construction-generated emissions of criteria air pollutants and ozone precursors
were assessed in accordance with methods recommended by SCAQMD. Where quantification
is required, emissions were modeled using the URBEMIS 2007 Version 9.2.4 computer program
(Rimpo and Associates 2008), as recommended by SCAQMD. URBEMIS was used to
determine whether short-term construction-related emissions of criteria air pollutants associated
with development anticipated under the Plan would exceed applicable thresholds and where
mitigation would be required. Modeling was based on project-specific data, when available.
However, when project-specific information (e.g., amount of land to be disturbed/graded per
day, types of equipment to be used, number of construction employees) was not available,
reasonable assumptions and default settings were used to estimate criteria air pollutant and
ozone precursor emissions. A detailed list of modeling assumptions is provided in Appendix C.
Predicted short-term construction-generated emissions were compared with applicable
SCAQMD thresholds for determination of significance.
Long-term (i.e., operational) regional emissions of criteria air pollutants and precursors,
including mobile- and area-source emissions, were also quantified using the URBEMIS
computer model (Rimpo and Associates 2008). It was assumed that full buildout of the
Downtown Plan would occur in 2035. Area-source emissions were modeled according to the
size and type of land uses proposed under the Plan. Mass mobile-source emissions were
modeled based on the net increase in daily vehicle trips that would result from full buildout of the
Plan over the trips generated in 2009. Project trip generation rates were available from the
traffic impact analysis prepared for the Plan (Iteris 2010). Predicted long-term operational
emissions were compared with applicable SCAQMD thresholds for determination of
significance.
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At this time, SCAQMD has not adopted a methodology for analyzing short-term constructionrelated emissions of TACs and/or the exposure thereof. Therefore, construction-related
emissions of TACs were assessed in a qualitative manner. SCAQMD recommends that lead
agencies for projects generating or attracting vehicular trips, especially heavy-duty diesel-fueled
vehicles, perform a mobile source health risk assessment (HRA). However, the types of tenants
that would occupy commercial space in the Project area and the number of trucks that would
visit these facilities on any given day are not known at this time. Therefore, operational TAC
emissions were assessed qualitatively in accordance with ARB guidance as described below.
The ARB Handbook provides guidance concerning land use compatibility with sources of TAC
emissions (ARB 2005). The Handbook offers recommendations for the siting of sensitive
receptors near uses associated with TACs, such as freeways and high-traffic roads, commercial
distribution centers, rail yards, ports, refineries, dry cleaners, gasoline stations, and industrial
facilities. The following recommendations from the ARB Handbook are pertinent to the Plan and
to existing and potential uses within and near the Project area:


Avoid siting of new sensitive land uses immediately downwind of ports in the most
heavily impacted zones.



Avoid siting new commercial trucking facilities that accommodate more than 100 trucks
per day, or 40 trucks equipped with transportation refrigeration units (TRUs), within
1,000 feet of sensitive receptors (e.g., residences, schools, or parks).



Avoid siting new sensitive land uses immediately downwind of petroleum refineries.



Avoid siting new sensitive land uses within 300 feet of any dry-cleaning operation using
perchloroethylene (perc). For operations with two or more machines, provide 500 feet.
For operations with three or more machines, consult the local air district. Do not site new
sensitive land uses in the same building with dry-cleaning operations that use perc.



Obtain facility-specific information where there are questions about siting a sensitive
land use close to an industrial facility, including the amount of pollutant emitted and its
toxicity, distance to nearby receptors, and types of emissions controls in place.



Avoid siting new sensitive land uses within 500 feet of a freeway, urban roads carrying
100,000 vehicles per day, or rural roads carrying 50,000 vehicles per day.

The ARB Handbook reports that adverse health effects from the sources identified above
diminish with distance from the source. The distance recommendations in the ARB Handbook
range from avoiding the siting of sensitive receptors immediately downwind of a source to a
recommended separation of 1,000 feet, depending upon the source-type. As was stated above,
the air quality analysis in Appendix C provides a list of existing sources of TACs within 5 miles
of the Downtown Plan Project area. Existing sources include diesel engine-powered oceangoing ships, harbor craft, cargo handling equipment, trucks, and locomotives at the POLB, and
various stationary sources and vehicles on roadways in the Project area. The land use
compatibility with TAC-generating traffic volumes on area roadways is assessed according to
guidance provided by ARB’s Handbook. It is important to note that ARB’s Handbook is
considered screening level guidance and does not contain recommended thresholds of
significance. All other air quality impacts (i.e., local mobile-source emissions, exposure of
sensitive receptors to TAC, and odorous emissions) were assessed in accordance with
methodologies recommended by SCAQMD.
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As part of the SCAQMD’s environmental justice program, attention has been focused on
localized effects of air quality. The SCAQMD staff has developed localized significance
threshold (LST) methodology that can be used to determine whether a project may generate
significant adverse localized air quality impacts (both short-term and long-term). LSTs represent
the maximum emissions from a project that will not cause or contribute to an exceedance of the
most stringent applicable federal or State ambient air quality standard, and are developed
based on the ambient concentrations of a particular pollutant for each SRA (SCAQMD 2003a).
SCAQMD has provided lookup tables for estimating maximum allowable emissions. The
estimates are provided for distances of 25, 50, 100, 200, and 500 meters from the boundary of a
proposed project site to the nearest offsite pollutant source. The maximum allowable emissions
increase rapidly with increasing downwind distance and are higher than SCAQMD’s regional
thresholds of significance (Table 4.2-1) at 500 meters (approximately 1,640 feet) for
construction activities. Additionally, SCAQMD states that these screening procedures are by
design conservative, that is, the predicted impacts tend to overestimate the actual impacts.
Therefore, based on the information from the ARB Handbook and SCAQMD, a distance of
1,500 feet is used as a criterion for analyzing impacts to sensitive receptors.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. As discussed in the Project Initial
Study, the proposed Project could result in significant air quality impacts if the goals, policies,
objectives, or regulations established by the proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent
development in accordance with those documents, would cause any of the following impacts.
Criteria Air Pollutants from Project Construction
Impact AQ-1

Construction activities associated with development envisioned
under the proposed Downtown Plan would generate emissions of
criteria air pollutants and ozone precursors. Because of the large
size of the Plan area, construction-generated emissions of VOCs
and NOX, both ozone precursors, and PM10 and PM2.5 would
exceed SCAQMD-recommended thresholds and would
substantially contribute to emissions concentrations that exceed
the NAAQS and CAAQS. Thus, construction-related emissions of
criteria air pollutants and precursors could violate or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation,
expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations,
and/or conflict with air quality planning efforts. This would result in
a significant adverse impact on air quality. Impacts would be Class
I, significant and unavoidable.

Construction emissions are considered short term and temporary, but have the potential to
represent a significant impact with respect to air quality. PM10 and PM2.5 are among the
pollutants of greatest localized concern with respect to construction activities. Particulate
emissions from construction activities can lead to adverse health effects and nuisance
concerns, such as reduced visibility and soiling of exposed surfaces. Particulate emissions can
result from a variety of construction activities, including excavation, grading, demolition, vehicle
travel on paved and unpaved surfaces, and vehicle and equipment exhaust. Construction
emissions of PM can vary greatly depending on the level of activity, the specific operations
taking place, the number and types of equipment operated, local soil conditions, weather
conditions, and the amount of earth disturbance.
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Emissions of ozone precursors VOC and NOX are primarily generated from mobile sources and
vary as a function of vehicle trips per day associated with delivery of construction materials, the
importing and exporting of soil, vendor trips, and worker commute trips, and the types and
number of heavy-duty, off-road equipment used and the intensity and frequency of their
operation. A large portion of construction-related VOC emissions also result from the application
of asphalt and architectural coatings and vary depending on the amount of coatings and paving
applied each day.
Development in the Downtown Plan Project area would occur over a very large area
(approximately 719 acres), and several sites could undergo construction at one time. However,
a detailed schedule describing the timing and location of construction activities anticipated
under the Plan is not available at the time of this writing. The additional development assumed
in the Plan would occur over a 25-year period, with 2035 being the buildout year. Given that
exhaust emission rates of the construction equipment fleet in California are expected to
decrease over time due to state and SCAQMD-led efforts, maximum daily construction
emissions were estimated using the earliest calendar when construction is expected to begin
(i.e., 2011) in order to generate conservative estimates. It is anticipated, however, that in later
years, advancements in engine technology, retrofits, and turnover in the equipment fleet would
result in lower levels of emissions.
Accordingly, maximum daily construction emissions for the Plan were estimated using
URBEMIS (Rimpo and Associates 2008). URBEMIS is designed to model construction
emissions for land use development projects based on building size, land use and type, and
disturbed acreage, and allows for the input of project-specific information. Project-generated
emissions of criteria air pollutants (e.g., PM10) and precursors (i.e., VOC and NOX) were
modeled based on general information provided in the Project description and default
SCAQMD-recommended settings and parameters attributable to the proposed land use types
and site location.
Without detailed information about the phasing of construction, it was assumed that 10 percent
of the development envisioned under the Plan could occur in a single year. Since the estimated
build out is actually 25 years, if the construction were to occur evenly over the years, each year
would have only 4 percent of the construction activity. Thus, for example, the assumption is that
500 dwelling units (10 percent of 5,000 additional units) would be constructed in any one year
rather than 125 dwelling units (4 percent of 5,000 additional units). This is in addition to 10
percent of the other anticipated development. This is a very conservative assumption. All
construction activity phases were assumed to occur simultaneously over the course of 1 year.
Because of the size of the Plan and the extended period until full buildout, it is likely that all four
construction phases could occur simultaneously at various locations in the Plan area. In other
words, site grading, asphalt paving, building construction, and the application of architectural
coatings could take place at different locations in the Project area at the same time.
Construction emissions associated with development anticipated under the Plan would differ
according to the total number of residential units, office, retail, and restaurant square footage,
and hotel rooms to be developed.
Table 4.2-2 summarizes the modeled worst-case daily emissions of criteria air pollutants and
ozone precursors associated with construction activities. Refer to Appendix C for a detailed
summary of the URBEMIS modeling assumptions, inputs, and outputs.
As shown above in Table 4.2-2, the maximum daily level of construction-generated emissions of
VOC, NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 would exceed the applicable SCAQMD-recommended thresholds. It
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should be noted that the maximum daily emissions estimates displayed in Table 4.2-2 assume
that 10 percent of the development envisioned under the Plan could occur in a single year. It is
more likely, however, that some period of construction (and associated emissions) would be
more or less intense than other periods due to changes in market conditions and according to
preferences of the City and the project applicants. Therefore, the maximum daily emissions
could be proportionally greater or lesser than presented in Table 4.2-2 if a greater or lesser
percentage of development envisioned under the Plan were to occur in a single year.
Because mass emissions of criteria air pollutants and ozone precursors would exceed
SCAQMD’s recommended threshold of significance, construction-generated emissions of
criteria air pollutants and precursors could violate or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation. Also, construction emissions of criteria air pollutants and
precursors could expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations, particularly
when grading and other ground-disturbance activities occur near land uses that have already
been developed (and where people are already living or working) in the Project area. This would
be a potentially significant impact.
SCAQMD’s guidance states that LSTs are applicable at the project-specific level and generally
are not applicable to regional projects. Since the development parameters (construction
schedule, size, footprint, onsite emissions) of specific projects under the Plan are not known at
this time, an LST analysis was not performed.
Mitigation AQ-1(a)

To reduce short-term construction emissions, the City shall require
that all construction projects that would require use of heavy-duty
(50 horsepower [hp] or more) off-road vehicles to be used during
construction shall require their contractors to implement the
Enhanced Exhaust Control Practices (listed below) or whatever
mitigation measures are recommended by SCAQMD at the time
individual portions of the site undergo construction.
Enhanced Exhaust Control Practices
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The project applicant shall provide a plan for approval by
the City, demonstrating that the heavy-duty (50 hp or
more) off-road vehicles to be used in the construction
project, including owned, leased, and subcontractor
vehicles, will achieve a project-wide fleet-average 20
percent NOX reduction, 20 percent VOC reduction, and 45
percent particulate reduction compared to the 2011 ARB
fleet average, as contained in the URBEMIS output sheets
in Appendix C. Acceptable options for reducing emissions
may include use of late-model engines, low-emission
diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit
technology, after-treatment products, and/or other options
as they become available. SCAQMD, which is the resource
agency for air quality in the Project area, can be used in an
advisory role to demonstrate fleet-wide reductions.
SCAQMD’s mitigation measures for off-road engines can
be used to identify an equipment fleet that achieves this
reduction (SCAQMD 2007b).
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Mitigation AQ-1(b)



The project applicant shall submit to the City a
comprehensive inventory of all off-road construction
equipment, equal to or greater than 50 hp, that would be
used an aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion
of the construction project. The inventory shall include the
hp rating, engine production year, and projected hours of
use for each piece of equipment. The inventory shall be
updated and submitted monthly throughout the duration of
the project, except that an inventory shall not be required
for any 30-day period in which no construction activity
occurs. At least 48 hours prior to the use of heavy-duty offroad equipment, the project representative shall provide
the City with the anticipated construction timeline including
start date and name and phone number of the project
manager and onsite foreman. A visual survey of all inoperation equipment shall be made at least weekly, and a
monthly summary of the visual survey results shall be
submitted throughout the duration of the project, except
that the monthly summary shall not be required for any 30day period in which no construction activity occurs. The
monthly summary shall include the quantity and type of
vehicles surveyed and the dates of each survey. SCAQMD
staff and/or other officials may conduct periodic site
inspections to determine compliance.



If, at the time of construction, SCAQMD, CARB, or the
EPA has adopted a regulation or new guidance applicable
to construction emissions, compliance with the regulation
or new guidance may completely or partially replace this
mitigation if it is equal to or more effective than the
mitigation contained herein, and if the City so permits.
Such a determination must be supported by a project-level
analysis and be approved by the City.

Prior to construction of each development phase of onsite land
uses that are proposed within 1,500 feet of sensitive receptors,
each project applicant shall perform a project-level CEQA analysis
that includes a detailed LST analysis of construction-generated
emissions of NO2, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 to assess the impact at
nearby sensitive receptors. The LST analysis shall be performed
in accordance with applicable SCAQMD guidance that is in place
at the time the analysis is performed. The project-level analysis
shall incorporate detailed parameters of the construction
equipment and activities, including the year during which
construction would be performed, as well as the proximity of
potentially affected receptors, including receptors proposed by the
project that exist at the time the construction activity would occur.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Compliance with applicable SCAQMD rules,
described in detail in the Air Quality Analysis in Appendix C and Mitigation Measures
AQ-1(a) and AQ-1(b) would reduce construction-related emissions of criteria air
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pollutants and ozone precursors. However, emissions associated with the development
envisioned under the Plan would still exceed SCAQMD’s applicable significance
thresholds. The impact would be significant and unavoidable.
Criteria Air Pollutants from Project Operations
Impact AQ-2

Operational area- and mobile-source emissions from
implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan would exceed all
applicable SCAQMD-recommended thresholds, and would result
in or substantially contribute to emissions concentrations that
exceed the NAAQS or CAAQS. This would result in a significant
adverse impact on air quality. Impacts would be Class I, significant
and unavoidable.

Implementation of the Plan would result in long-term regional emissions of criteria air pollutants
and ozone precursors associated with area sources, such as natural gas consumption,
landscaping, applications of architectural coatings, and consumer products, in addition to
operational vehicle-exhaust emissions. According to the traffic impact analysis prepared for the
Plan, full buildout would result in approximately 91,439 additional vehicle trips per day (Iteris
2010). The trip rate includes reductions to account for pass-by and non-auto trips based on
various sources, including information in the ITE Trip Generation publications, Year 2000 US
Census Journey to Work and empirical studies of transit mode split in Downtown Long Beach
(Iteris 2010).
Operations emissions were modeled using URBEMIS (Rimpo and Associates 2008), as
recommended by SCAQMD. Model defaults were adjusted to reflect project-specific data, where
available, including the sizes and types of proposed land uses. Modeled operations emissions
are presented in Table 4.2-3. Refer to Appendix C for a detailed summary of the URBEMIS
modeling assumptions, inputs, and outputs.
Based on the modeling conducted, and as summarized in Table 4.2-3, implementation of the
Plan would result in a net increase in unmitigated long-term regional emissions of criteria air
pollutants and ozone precursors that exceed SCAQMD’s applicable thresholds, and would
result in or substantially contribute to emissions concentrations that exceed the NAAQS and
CAAQS. In preparation of the AQMP, SCAQMD and SCAG use land use designations
contained in General Plan documents to forecast, inventory, and allocate regional emissions
from land use and development-related sources. For purposes of analyzing consistency with the
AQMP, it may be assumed that if a proposed project would have vehicle trip generation
substantially greater than anticipated in the General Plan, then the proposed project would
conflict with the AQMP. High residential densities are currently allowed by the existing General
Plan land use districts, which permit residential densities from 30 dwelling units per acre (dua)
to 108 dua; two of the Project area districts allow up to 249 dua. The proposed Plan would not
increase the allowable density in the Downtown area. Therefore, operational emissions
associated with land use development on the site, including vehicle trip generation would have
been accounted for in the AQMP. However, operational area- and mobile-source emissions
from implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan would result in or substantially contribute
to emissions concentrations that exceed the NAAQS or CAAQS. This would be a significant and
unavoidable impact.
Mitigation AQ-2
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motor vehicle trips and reducing the emissions of individual
vehicles under the control of the project applicant(s). The following
measures shall be implemented by project applicant(s) unless it
can be demonstrated to the City that the measures would not be
feasible.


The project applicant(s) for all project phases shall require
the commercial development operator(s) to operate,
maintain, and promote a ride-share program for employees
of the various businesses.



The project applicant(s) for all project phases shall include
one or more secure bicycle parking areas within the
property and encourage bicycle riding for both employees
and customers.



The proposed structures shall be designed to meet current
Title 24 + 20 percent energy efficiency standards and shall
include photovoltaic cells on the rooftops to achieve an
additional 25 percent reduction in electricity use on an
average sunny day.



The City shall ensure that all commercial developments
include shower and locker facilities for employees to
encourage bicycle, walking, and jogging as options for
commuting.



The project applicant(s) for all project phases shall require
that all equipment operated by the businesses within the
facility be electric or use non-diesel engines.



All truck loading and unloading docks shall be equipped
with one 110/208-volt power outlet for every two-dock
door. Diesel trucks shall be prohibited from idling more
than 5 minutes and must be required to connect to the
110/208-volt power to run any auxiliary equipment. Signs
outlining the idling restrictions shall be provided.



If, at the time of construction, SCAQMD, CARB, or EPA
has adopted a regulation or new guidance applicable to
mobile- and area-source emissions, compliance with the
regulation or new guidance may completely or partially
replace this mitigation if it is equal to or more effective than
the mitigation contained herein, and if the City so permits.
Such a determination shall be supported by a project-level
analysis that is approved by the City.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-2
would reduce criteria air pollutant and ozone precursor emissions associated with
implementation of the Plan. However, the exact reduction achieved by implementation of
these measures cannot be reasonably quantified. The traffic analysis for the Plan
accounts for some of the unique attributes of the proposed land use plans (such as the
proximity of residential and commercial land uses to activity centers and to transit
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service). Nonetheless, operational emissions due to implementation of the Plan would
remain well above the SCAQMD significance thresholds. As a result, this impact would
be significant and unavoidable.
Local Mobile-source CO Emissions
Impact AQ-3

Local mobile-source CO emissions associated with
implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan would not result
in or substantially contribute to concentrations that exceed the 1hour ambient air quality standard of 20 parts per million (ppm) or
the 8-hour standard of 9 ppm. Impacts would be Class III, less
than significant.

CO concentration is a direct function of motor vehicle activity (e.g., idling time and traffic flow
conditions), particularly during peak commute hours and certain meteorological conditions.
Under specific meteorological conditions (e.g., stable conditions that result in poor dispersion),
CO concentrations may reach unhealthy levels with respect to local sensitive land uses such as
residential areas, schools, and hospitals. As a result, SCAQMD recommends analysis of CO
emissions at a local and regional level.
An appropriate qualitative screening procedure is provided in the procedures and guidelines
contained in Transportation Project-Level Carbon Monoxide Protocol (the Protocol) to determine
whether a project poses the potential for a CO hotspot (UCD ITS 1997). This is the protocol
recommended by Caltrans for project-level air quality analysis needed for federal conformity
determinations, NEPA, and CEQA. The Protocol is the standard method for project-level CO
analysis used by Caltrans. A CO hotspot is an area of localized CO pollution that is caused by
severe vehicle congestion on major roadways, typically near intersections. According to the
Protocol, projects may worsen air quality if they increase the percentage of vehicles in cold start
modes by 2 percent or more; significantly increase traffic volumes (by 5 percent or more) over
existing volumes; or worsen traffic flow, defined for signalized intersections as increasing
average delay at intersections operating at Level of Service (LOS) E or F or causing an
intersection that would operate at LOS D or better without the project, to operate at LOS E or F.
The Plan’s traffic analysis (Iteris 2010) indicates that some of the signalized intersections that
were analyzed would operate at LOS E or LOS F under year 2035 cumulative conditions.
Various air quality agencies in California have developed conservative screening methods,
though the SCAQMD has not developed quantitative CO screening criteria. Therefore, the
methods of the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) are used
(SMAQMD 2009). SMAQMD’s recommended screening methodology states that the project
would result in a less-than-significant impact to air quality for local CO if the following criteria are
met:


The project would not result in an affected intersection experiencing more than 31,600
vehicles per hour; and



The mix of vehicle types at the intersection is not anticipated to be substantially different
from the County average (as identified by the EMFAC or URBEMIS models).

The maximum cumulative traffic, including traffic generated by the Downtown Plan land uses, at
an affected intersection is approximately 6,000 vehicles per hour. Therefore, none of the
intersections would be anticipated to accommodate volumes of traffic that would exceed 31,600
City of Long Beach
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vehicles per hour and all affected roadways would be at-grade. Furthermore, due to stricter
vehicle emissions standards in newer cars, new technology, and increased fuel economy, future
CO emissions would be substantially lower than those under the existing conditions. Thus, even
though there would be more vehicle trips under the Plan at buildout than under existing
conditions, project-generated local mobile-source CO emissions would not result in or
substantially contribute to concentrations that exceed the 1-hour or 8-hour ambient air quality
standards for CO.
Toxic Air Contaminants
Impact AQ-4

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan would result in
exposure of receptors to short- and long-term emissions of TACs
from onsite and offsite stationary and mobile sources. Impacts
from short-term construction, long-term onsite stationary sources,
and offsite mobile-sources would be Class III, less than significant.
Impacts from Port of Long Beach and offsite stationary sources,
and onsite mobile sources would be Class I, significant and
unavoidable.

Construction-Related Emissions. Implementation of the Downtown Plan would result in shortterm emissions of diesel exhaust from heavy-duty construction equipment. Emissions of
particulate exhaust from diesel-fueled engines were identified as a TAC by ARB in 1998.
Construction activities would result in the generation of diesel PM emissions from the use of offroad diesel equipment required for site grading and excavation, building construction, paving,
and other construction activities. According to ARB, the potential cancer risk from the inhalation
of diesel PM, which is discussed below, outweighs the potential non-cancer health impacts
(ARB 2003).
It is important to note that emissions from construction equipment would be reduced over the
period of buildout of the Plan. In January 2001, EPA promulgated a final rule to reduce
emissions standards for heavy-duty diesel engines in 2007 and subsequent model years. These
emissions standards represent a 90 percent reduction in NOX emissions, 72 percent reduction
of non-methane hydrocarbon emissions, and 90 percent reduction of PM emissions in
comparison to the emissions standards for the 2004 model year. In December 2004, ARB
adopted a fourth phase of emission standards (Tier 4) in the Clean Air Non-road Diesel Rule
that are nearly identical to those finalized by EPA on May 11, 2004. As such, engine
manufacturers are now required to meet after-treatment-based exhaust standards for NOX and
PM starting in 2011 that are more than 90 percent lower than current levels, putting emissions
from off-road engines virtually on par with those from on-road heavy-duty diesel engines.
More specifically, the dose to which receptors are exposed (a function of concentration and
duration of the exposure period) is the primary factor used to determine health risk (i.e.,
potential exposure to TAC emission levels that exceed applicable standards). According to the
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, health risk assessments, which determine
the exposure of sensitive receptors to TAC emissions, should be based on a 70-year exposure
period; however, such assessments should be limited to the period/duration of activities
associated with the project (Salinas, pers. comm., 2004). Thus, because the use of off-road
heavy-duty diesel equipment would be temporary, the fact that diesel PM is highly dispersive
(Zhu et al. 2002), and that future EPA and ARB reductions in exhaust emissions would be
mandated, construction-related TAC emissions would not expose sensitive receptors to
substantial emissions of TACs. As a result, this impact would be less than significant.
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Operations-Related Stationary-Source Emissions. Long-term operation of commercial uses
developed under the Plan would likely include the installation of stationary sources of TACs,
such as dry cleaning establishments, diesel-fueled backup generators, and/or restaurants using
charbroilers. These and other types of stationary sources may also be developed at locations
near the Plan area in future years. All stationary sources that may emit TACs would be subject
to SCAQMD permitting regulations and BACT requirements. Pursuant to SCAQMD Regulation
XIV (Toxics and Other Non-Criteria Pollutants), and in particular Rule 1401 (New Source
Review), SCAQMD would analyze such sources (e.g., in a health risk assessment) based on
their potential to emit TACs. If it is determined that the sources would emit TACs in excess of
SCAQMD’s applicable threshold of significance, BACT would be implemented to reduce
emissions. If the implementation of BACT would not reduce the risk below the applicable
threshold, then SCAQMD would deny the required permit. As a result, operation of any
stationary sources would not result in the exposure of sensitive receptors to TACs at levels
exceeding SCAQMD’s significance threshold. Therefore, this impact is considered less than
significant.
Operations-Related Mobile-Source Emissions. Within the Project area, operational mobile
sources of TAC emissions would be associated with the operation of diesel-powered delivery
trucks at the loading docks and delivery areas of commercial land uses. Some sensitive land
uses within the Project area could be located within 100 feet of commercial uses. Operational
activities that require the use of diesel-fueled vehicles, such as delivery areas or loading docks,
could expose nearby sensitive receptors to diesel PM emissions. The diesel PM emissions
generated by these uses would be produced primarily at discrete locations on a regular basis.
Idling trucks at these locations, including TRUs, could result in the exposure of nearby residents
to increased diesel PM levels on a recurring basis.
As referenced above, the ARB Handbook recommends avoiding the siting of new commercial
trucking facilities that accommodate more than 100 trucks per day, or 40 trucks equipped with
TRUs, within 1,000 feet of sensitive receptors (e.g., residences or schools) (ARB 2005). The
types of tenants that would occupy commercial space in the Plan area and the number of trucks
that would visit these facilities on any given day is not known at this time; however, it is
anticipated that the types of commercial uses proposed for the Project area would not involve
large-scale trucking operations. For the purposes of the Plan, it is not anticipated that the
combination of commercial land uses proposed in the Project area would exceed these
screening limits.
ARB adopted an idling restriction Airborne Toxics Control Measure (ATCM) for large
commercial diesel-powered vehicles, which became effective February 1, 2005. In accordance
with this measure, affected vehicles are required to limit idling to no longer than 5 minutes under
most circumstances. ARB is also evaluating additional ATCMs intended to further reduce TACs
associated with commercial operations, including a similar requirement to limit idling of smaller
diesel-powered commercial vehicles.
Nonetheless, given that proposed commercial land uses have not yet been identified and could
potentially involve substantial volumes of truck activity occurring in close proximity to nearby
sensitive receptors, exposure of nearby receptors within the Project area to mobile-source TACs
associated with commercial and industrial activities is considered a potentially significant and
unavoidable impact.
Offsite Emissions from Mobile Sources. ARB’s Handbook includes the recommendation to avoid
the siting of new sensitive land uses (e.g., residences, schools) within 500 feet of freeways,
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urban roads with 100,000 vehicles/day, or rural roads with 50,000 vehicles/day. The projected
2035 average daily traffic volume on roadways in the Project area is less than ARB’s specified
criteria. Therefore, the location of the proposed sensitive uses would be in concurrence with
ARB recommendations.
Based on the criteria in the ARB guidance document, it can be ascertained that the
development envisioned under the Plan would not have the potential to expose sensitive
receptors to TACs from mobile sources to an extent that health risks could result. This impact is
considered less than significant.
Land Use Compatibility with Port of Long Beach and Stationary Sources. The Project would
place sensitive receptors within close proximity to the POLB. ARB’s Handbook does not provide
specific siting recommendations for ports. As described above in Section 4.2.1c, Existing Air
Quality-Toxic Air Contaminants, the cumulative carcinogenic risk in the Project area ranges from
1,201 to 2,904 potential cases per 1 million population. This includes risk from emissions
sources at the POLB and other TAC sources in the Project area.
As shown in Table 4.2-1, SCAQMD recommends a maximum incremental risk of 10 in 1 million
population as a threshold for exposure of sensitive receptors. The Project would potentially
place sensitive receptors in an area that exceeds this threshold. The POLB has adopted the
San Pedro Bay Ports Clean Air Action Plan (CAAP) aimed at reducing the health risks posed by
air pollution from port-related ships, trains, trucks, terminal equipment, and harbor craft. The
CAAP was created with the cooperation and participation of SCAQMD, ARB, and EPA. The 5year CAAP proposes to cut particulate matter pollution from all port-related sources by at least
47 percent by 2012. Under the CAAP, the POLB proposes to eliminate older diesel trucks from
San Pedro Bay cargo terminals within 5 years by helping to finance a new fleet of clean or
retrofitted vehicles. The CAAP also calls for all major container cargo and cruise ship terminals
at the ports to be equipped with shore-side electricity within 5 to 10 years so that vessels at
berth can shut down their diesel-powered auxiliary engines. To reduce emissions of air
pollutants, ships would also be required to reduce their speeds when entering or leaving the
harbor region, use low-sulfur fuels, and employ other emission-reduction measures and
technologies. Under the CAAP, diesel PM from all port-related sources would be reduced by a
total of 1,200 TPY (POLB 2006).
However, even with the emission reductions expected from the CAAP, the siting of residential
uses within the Project area would result in a potentially significant impact with regard to
exposure of sensitive receptors to the TAC emission sources identified in ARB’s siting
recommendations.
In summary, development envisioned under the Plan would not expose sensitive receptors to
excessive TAC concentrations associated with short-term construction-generated emissions,
onsite long-term operational-generated emissions, or offsite mobile-source emissions; therefore,
this potential TAC impact would be less than significant. However, the impact with respect to
onsite mobile source emissions and emissions from surrounding TAC sources, including the
POLB, is potentially significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation AQ-4(a)

The following measures shall be implemented to reduce exposure
of sensitive receptors to operational emissions of TACs:
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docks) shall be located away from existing and proposed
onsite sensitive receptors such that they do not expose
sensitive receptors to TAC emissions that exceed an
incremental increase of 10 in 1 million for the cancer risk
and/or a noncarcinogenic Hazard Index of 1.0.

Mitigation AQ-4(b)
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Where necessary to reduce exposure of sensitive
receptors to an incremental increase of 10 in 1 million for
the cancer risk and/or a noncarcinogenic Hazard Index of
1.0, proposed commercial and industrial land uses that
would host diesel trucks shall incorporate idle-reduction
strategies that reduce the main propulsion engine idling
time through alternative technologies such as IdleAire,
electrification of truck parking, and alternative energy
sources for TRUs to allow diesel engines to be completely
turned off.



Signs shall be posted in at all loading docks and truck
loading areas to indicate that diesel-powered delivery
trucks must be shut off when not in use for longer than 5
minutes on the premises. This measure is consistent with
the ATCM to Limit Diesel-Fueled Commercial Motor
Vehicle Idling, which was approved by the California Office
of Administrative Law in January 2005.



Proposed facilities that would require the long-term use of
diesel equipment and heavy-duty trucks shall develop a
plan to reduce emissions, which may include such
measures as scheduling activities when the residential
uses are the least occupied, requiring equipment to be
shut off when not in use, and prohibiting heavy trucks from
idling.



When determining the exact type of facility that would
occupy the proposed commercial space, the City shall take
into consideration its toxic-producing potential.



Commercial land uses that accommodate more than 100
trucks per day, or 40 trucks equipped with TRUs, within
1,000 feet of sensitive receptors (e.g., residences or
schools) shall perform a site-specific project-level HRA in
accordance with SCAQMD guidance for projects
generating or attracting vehicular trips, especially heavyduty diesel-fueled vehicles (SCAQMD 2003b). If the
incremental increase in cancer risk determined by the HRA
exceeds the threshold of significance recommended by
SCAQMD or ARB at the time (if any), then all feasible
mitigation measures shall be employed to minimize the
impact.

The City shall verify that the following measures are implemented
by new developments to reduce exposure of sensitive receptors to
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emissions of TACs from POLB and stationary sources in the
vicinity of the Downtown Plan Project area:

Mitigation AQ-5



All proposed residences in the Downtown Plan Project
area shall be equipped with filter systems with high
Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) for removal
of small particles (such as 0.3 micron) at all air intake
points to the home. All proposed residences shall be
constructed with mechanical ventilation systems that would
allow occupants to keep windows and doors closed and
allow for the introduction of fresh outside air without the
requirement of open windows.



The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems shall be used to maintain all residential units
under positive pressure at all times.



An ongoing education and maintenance plan about the
filtration systems associated with HVAC shall be
developed and implemented for residences.



To the extent feasible, sensitive receptors shall be located
as far away from the POLB as possible.

The following additional guidelines, which are recommended in
ARB’s Land Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective
(ARB 2005) shall be implemented. The guidelines are considered
to be advisory and not regulatory:


Sensitive receptors, such as residential units and daycare
centers, shall not be located in the same building as drycleaning operations that use perchloroethylene. Drycleaning operations that use perchloroethylene shall not be
located within 300 feet of any sensitive receptor. A setback
of 500 feet shall be provided for operations with two or
more machines.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-4(a),
AQ-4(b), and AQ-5 would reduce concentrations that sensitive receptors would be
exposed to for time spent indoors. Implementation of the above mitigation measures
would also disclose to those considering residing in the Plan Project area the potential
risks involved. However, the mitigation would not reduce exposure of sensitive receptors
to substantial pollutant concentrations for time spent outdoors. The impact cannot be
shown to be reduced to a less-than-significant level and, therefore, is considered
significant and unavoidable.
Odors
Impact AQ-6
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Temporary, short-term construction and long-term operation of the
Project could result in the frequent exposure of sensitive receptors
to substantial objectionable odor emissions. Impacts from shortterm construction would be Class III, less than significant. Impacts
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from long-term operation would be Class II, significant and
mitigable.
The occurrence and severity of odor impacts depend on numerous factors, including the nature,
frequency, and intensity of the source; wind speed and direction; and the presence of sensitive
receptors. Although offensive odors rarely cause any physical harm, they still can be very
unpleasant, leading to considerable distress and often generating citizen complaints to local
governments and regulatory agencies. The exposure of sensitive receptors to odorous
emissions from construction and operation of the Project is discussed under separate headings
below.
Construction. Project construction activities associated with the development of onsite land uses
could result in odorous emissions from diesel exhaust generated by construction equipment.
During some periods of the 25-year buildout of the Project, intense levels of construction activity
could potentially occur in close proximity to existing or future-planned sensitive receptors or
construction activity could potentially occur near sensitive receptors for an extended period of
time. However, because of the temporary nature of these emissions and the highly diffusive
properties of diesel exhaust, nearby receptors would not be affected by diesel exhaust odors
associated with Project construction. The impact would be less than significant.
Onsite Operations. No common sources of nuisance odors, such as wastewater treatment
facilities, waste disposal facilities, or agricultural operations, are proposed as part of the Project.
With regular maintenance and proper design, residential land uses are typically not considered
a major source of odors. However, truck deliveries to commercial uses could intermittently and
temporarily emit diesel odors. Additionally, commercial uses could provide development of
convenience uses that may include sources of odorous emissions (e.g., fast-food restaurants)
that would be perceived as offensive to some individuals. The operation of such sources could
expose a substantial number of proposed onsite receptors to objectionable odorous emissions.
Also, due to the Project’s proximity to the POLB and other stationary sources, the Project could
expose sensitive receptors to odors from diesel exhaust emissions. As a result, this would be
considered a significant and mitigable impact.
Mitigation AQ-6
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The following mitigation measures shall be implemented to control
exposure of sensitive receptors to operational odorous emissions.
The City shall ensure that all project applicant(s) implement the
following measures:


The City shall consider the odor-producing potential of land
uses when reviewing future development proposals and
when the exact type of facility that would occupy areas
zoned for commercial, industrial, or mixed-use land uses is
determined. Facilities that have the potential to emit
objectionable odors shall be located as far away as
feasible from existing and proposed sensitive receptors.



Before the approval of building permits, odor-control
devices shall be identified to mitigate the exposure of
receptors to objectionable odors if a potential odorproducing source is to occupy an area zoned for
commercial land use. The identified odor-control devices
shall be installed before the issuance of certificates of
occupancy for the potentially odor-producing use. The
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odor-producing potential of a source and control devices
shall be determined in coordination with SCAQMD and
based on the number of complaints associated with
existing sources of the same nature.


Truck loading docks and delivery areas shall be located as
far away as feasible from existing and proposed sensitive
receptors.



Signs shall be posted at all loading docks and truck
loading areas to indicate that diesel-powered delivery
trucks must be shut off when not in use for longer than 5
minutes on the premises in order to reduce idling
emissions. This measure is consistent with the ATCM to
Limit Diesel-Fueled Commercial Motor Vehicle Idling,
which was approved by California’s Office of Administrative
Law in January 2005. (This measure is also required by
Mitigation Measure AQ-4 to limit TAC emissions.)



Proposed commercial and industrial land uses that have
the potential to host diesel trucks shall incorporate idlereduction strategies that reduce the main propulsion
engine idling time through alternative technologies such
as, IdleAire, electrification of truck parking, and alternative
energy sources for TRUs to allow diesel engines to be
completely turned off. (This measure is also required by
Mitigation Measure AQ-4 to limit TAC emissions.)

In addition, mitigation measures identified under AQ-4(b) to
reduce indoor exposure to TACs would also result in a reduction
in the intensity of offensive odors from the surrounding odor
sources.
Level of Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-6
would provide adequate controls for minor odor sources. As a result, this impact would
be reduced to a level of less than significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Implementation of the Downtown Plan would result in direct
significant and unavoidable long-term regional air quality impacts. Construction- and operationsrelated emissions attributable to development envisioned under the Plan, along with emissions
from other reasonably foreseeable future projects in the Basin as a whole, would continue to
contribute to long-term increases in emissions that would exacerbate existing and projected
non-attainment conditions. Significant air quality impacts were identified for the Superior Court
Phase 1–Gallery 421 (Lyon) Apartments, Shoreline Gateway, and Golden Shore, Ocean Aire,
Hotel Sierra, Inn at Pike cumulative projects in Table 3-1 of this PEIR. Thus, the Project would
contribute to a significant and unavoidable cumulative air quality impact.
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Table 4.2-1
SCAQMD Air Quality Significance Thresholds
Mass Daily Thresholdsa
Pollutant
Constructionb
Operationc
NOX
100 lbs/day
55 lbs/day
VOC
75 lbs/day
55 lbs/day
PM10
150 lbs/day
150 lbs/day
PM2.5
55 lbs/day
55 lbs/day
SOX
150 lbs/day
150 lbs/day
CO
550 lbs/day
550 lbs/day
Lead
3 lbs/day
3 lbs/day
Toxic Air Contaminants (TACs) and Odor Thresholds
TACs
Maximum Incremental Cancer Risk
(including carcinogens
≥ 10 in 1 million
and noncarcinogens)
Cancer Burden > 0.5 excess cancer cases (in
areas ≥ 1 in 1 million)
Hazard Index ≥ 1.0 (project increment)
Odor
Project creates an odor nuisance
pursuant to SCAQMD Rule 402
Ambient Air Quality for Criteria Pollutantsd
NO2
SCAQMD is in attainment; project
is significant if it causes or contributes
to an exceedance of the following
attainment standards:
1-hour average
0.18 ppm (state)
annual average
0.03 ppm (state)
PM10
3
e
24-hour average
10.4 g/m (construction)
3
& 2.5 g/m (operation)
3
annual average
1.0 g/m
PM2.5
24-hour average
10.4 g/m3 (construction)e
3
& 2.5 g/m (operation)
Sulfate
24-hour average
1 g/m3
CO
SCAQMD is in attainment; project
is significant if it causes or contributes
to an exceedance of the following
attainment standards:
1-hour average
20 ppm (state)
8-hour average
9.0 ppm (state/federal)
a

Source: SCAQMD 2009a
Construction thresholds apply to both the South Coast Air Basin and Coachella Valley (Salton Sea Air Basin
and Mojave Desert Air Basin).
c
For Coachella Valley, the mass daily thresholds for operation are the same as the construction thresholds.
d
Ambient air quality thresholds for criteria pollutants based on SCAQMD Rule 1303, Table A-2 unless
otherwise stated.
e
Ambient air quality threshold based on SCAQMD Rule 403.
KEY: lbs/day = pounds per day
ppm = parts per million
3
g/m = micrograms per cubic meter
≥ greater than or equal to
b
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Table 4.2-2
Estimated Construction-Related Daily Emissions of Criteria
Air Pollutants and Precursors (Unmitigated)
Emissions
Pounds Per Day (lb/day)

Phase (Year)
Worst-Case Total Daily Emissions (Unmitigated)
SCAQMD Significance Threshold; see Table 4.2-1
Exceeds Threshold?

VOC

NOX

CO

PM10

PM2.5

191.3

146.6

118.1

287.0

65.2

75

100

550

150

55

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Refer to Appendix C for detailed assumptions and modeling output files.
Source: Data modeled by AECOM 2010a.

Table 4.2-3
Estimated Project-Generated Operations Emissions
Emissions
Pounds Per Day (lbs/day)

Source
VOC

NOX

CO

PM10

PM2.5

Area Sources

285.9

97.7

46.3

2.4

2.4

Mobile Sources

274.2

277.5

2800.8

1538.1

297.3

Total Emissions

560.1

375.2

2847.0

1540.5

299.6

SCAQMD Significance Threshold; see Table 4.2-1

55

55

550

150

55

Exceeds Threshold?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2035

Bold indicates an exceedance of SCAQMD CEQA significance thresholds.
Totals may not add due to rounding.
Maximum daily emissions of VOC, NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 occur in winter; maximum daily emissions of CO occur in summer.
Refer to Appendix C for detailed assumptions and modeling output files.
Source: Data modeled by AECOM 2010a.
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4.3

CULTURAL RESOURCES

ICF Jones & Stokes was retained by the City to determine the presence of potentially historic
resources in the Downtown Plan Project area. The company conducted a field survey of
approximately 340 properties that had been identified by City staff as being potential historic
resources. In addition, it conducted archival research and consulted secondary sources in
updating and expanding the existing historic context report for Long Beach prepared by
Sapphos Environmental (2009). Primary sources were researched to supplement this
information where necessary and to account for gaps in documentation. These primary sources
include original building permits, city directories, tract maps, Sanborn maps, historic photos and
postcards, and archival tax assessor records. From the survey and research of existing
documents, ICF Jones & Stokes prepared a Survey of Historic Properties Within Downtown
Long Beach (2009) (Historic Survey Report), which is attached as Appendix D. This section is
based on the results of this report. Table 4.3-1 provides a glossary of standard terms used in
the evaluation of potentially historic properties.
4.3.1

Setting

a. Affected Environment. The affected environment from a historic perspective is best
described by following the guidelines of the National Park Service, which define “historic
context” as a body of information about historic properties organized by theme, place, and time.
This process of analysis provides a description of the historical development of a community or
geographic area and identifies historical trends, building types, use patterns, transportation
issues, and other infrastructure development over time. The purpose of a context statement is to
provide decision makers and the community with a framework for the identification of historical
resources and the determination of their relative significance.
Residential Context
Rancho Period to Early Settlement
Downtown Long Beach has a long and well-known history that reflects prominent events in the
settlement and growth of California and the local region. Rancho Los Cerritos was created from
a grant of 300,000 acres in 1784 by the Spanish governor of California, Pedro Feges, to Manuel
Nieto who constructed an adobe near present-day Anaheim Road and raised sheep, horses,
and cattle. The transition from large-scale agricultural pursuits to small-scale residential
development began on a portion of the Rancho along the Los Angeles River in 1875 and
continued with the founding of Willmore City in 1881.
Early Settlement, Pre-incorporation to 1900
By the mid-1880s, railroad fare wars lured tourists from across the country to Long Beach,
which was becoming a seaside resort destination. After the City incorporated in 1888, growth in
the Downtown area continued and housing was built to accommodate visiting tourists. This
period saw the construction of small cottages, one- and two-story houses, and a few multi-story
apartment buildings, as well as an increase in transient lodgings. One of the best remaining
dwellings from this era is a vernacular farmhouse erected in 1900 located at 439 Olive Avenue.
Also still existing from this period is a Queen Anne cottage built in 1901 and now located behind
a large Craftsman duplex at 326 Daisy Avenue, a Colonial Revival style house at 503 East 6th
Street, a restored Hipped Roof cottage circa 1900 at 331 Bonito Avenue, and a 1902 American
Foursquare dwelling located at 754 Linden Avenue.
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Streetcar Suburbanization, 1900 to 1920
This early residential settlement period was closely followed by a residential boom period when
the first streetcar line was extended from Los Angeles and tracts were developed adjacent to
the streetcar routes. Neighborhood features located along the route included commercial
businesses such as groceries, bakeries, and drugstores, as well as apartment buildings and
courtyard housing. Early subdivision of Knoll Park (later Drake Park) and the Alamitos Townsite
(of which the Carroll Park Historic District is now a part) were under development during this
time, which consisted primarily of Craftsman-style residences of which there are significant
numbers scattered throughout Downtown Long Beach. In fact, due to their prevalence, only the
finest examples representing each of the various types of Craftsman buildings rise to the level of
architectural significance necessary for local, state, or federal designation. Other residential
styles from the period of Streetcar Suburbanization include a Colonial Revival property located
at 234 4th Street (1906); a Dutch Colonial Revival style house at 732 East 3rd Street (1912);
and Hipped Roof cottages at 1028 East 6th Street (1907), 422 Lime Avenue (1905), and a
grouping from 1904-1905 with addresses at 209, 211, 218, and 220 Linden Avenue.
In response to the City’s population boom, Vernacular Prairie Style fourplexes and larger
apartment buildings began appearing in great numbers at the end of the 1910s and became the
defining style for two-story fourplexes in Downtown Long Beach. While a substantial number of
these Vernacular Prairie Style properties have experienced harmful alterations primarily to their
exterior sheathing (from smooth to stucco) and to their fenestration (replacing wood-framed
sash with vinyl sash or sliders), good examples can be found at 9 Bonito Avenue (a fourplex
from 1919) and a trio of fourplexes at 701 Pacific Avenue.
Oil Boom Town, 1920 to 1930
As the demand for housing increased proportionately with the surging population growth of
Long Beach during the 1920s, so did the appearance of large numbers of multi-family properties
such as apartment courts, fourplexes, and apartment buildings. Starting in the 1910s and
accelerating in the 1920s, the pattern of building out the front or rear portions of already
improved parcels began in earnest in residential neighborhoods throughout the Project area. At
326 Daisy Avenue, a large, circa 1910, Craftsman style duplex that fronts a 1901 Queen Anne
style cottage situated at the rear of the parcel is indicative of the trend. An especially large
cluster of these multi-dwelling parcels can be found in the block bordered by West 6th Street,
Magnolia Avenue, Maine Avenue, and West 4th Street within the Project area.
At the same time, numerous single-family dwellings were being converted into multi-family
residences, particularly duplexes (such as at 1070 East 7th Street and 705 East 8th Street).
Both of these trends are typical of working class neighborhoods where the additional income
was necessary to supplement family finances, or by absentee landlords eager to take
advantage of the high demand for housing.
Architecturally, the styles applied to these new multi-family dwellings in Downtown Long
Beach were typically Vernacular Prairie or Period Revival corresponding with similar
construction trends in the new suburbs of Los Angeles during the 1920s. These revival styles
included American Colonial Revival, Mission Revival, Spanish Colonial Revival, and the all
inclusive Mediterranean Revival. Excellent specimens can be found at 938 East Appleton
Street, at 9 and 135 Bonito Avenue, and at 725 East 6th Street. Larger apartment buildings from
the era include the Mediterranean Revival style Ambassador Apartments at 35 North Alboni
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Place (1925), and the French Eclectic multi-story apartment buildings at 919 East Broadway
(1923) and 915 East Ocean Boulevard (1929).
Military Boom Town, 1930 to 1945
The Great Depression had a noticeable impact on the development of Downtown Long Beach,
as did the Long Beach Earthquake of 1933, which led to the proliferation of new architectural
styles of Art Deco, Streamline Moderne, and Moderne styles that were inspired by the machine
age and advances in transportation. In particular, multi-story apartment buildings (as well as
commercial buildings) that had experienced extensive earthquake damage often had their
original facades replaced with new, more modern skins. There is a substantial number of these
façade alterations in Downtown Long Beach, with some of the best located at 800 Atlantic
Avenue, 320 Maine Avenue, and 501 East Broadway.
Construction picked up after 1936 with the discovery of oil in nearby Wilmington, an increasing
Navy presence in the City, and the booming military aircraft industry. As a result, an increase in
the demand for moderately priced housing motivated developers to build utilitarian apartment
buildings designed in a Minimal Traditional style in parts of the Project area. This rather austere
style, endorsed by the Roosevelt Administration’s Federal Housing Authority, would come to
dominate residential development throughout Southern California in the decade after World War
II. Unfortunately, because this architectural style has fallen out of favor in recent decades, a
considerable number of Minimal Traditional buildings have been substantially altered through
the application of rough-textured stucco over smooth stucco sheathing and the installation of
aluminum or vinyl sliders in place of original wood-framed or steel casement windows.
Emblematic of this tendency are apartment buildings located at 310 Lime Avenue (1946) and 50
Elm Avenue (1951). However, one excellent unaltered example from 1953 is at 82 Lime
Avenue.
Postwar Suburbanization, 1945 to 1965
During this period of tremendous economic and population growth in undeveloped areas
surrounding Southern California’s cities, development in the built-out Downtown Long Beach
consisted primarily of replacing existing dwellings with new construction or building new
residences on previously improved parcels. Most of the Minimal Traditional, Vernacular Modern,
and Dingbat apartment buildings that predominated during this period in Downtown Long Beach
fell out of favor starting in the 1970s and most have since been substantially modified. An
unmodified high-rise from 1964 exists at 250 Linden Avenue that also represents a rare
example of the International Style as applied to a condominium building.
Economic Context
Tourism, Recreation, and Leisure, 1885 to 1967
During its many decades as a tourist destination, a majority of properties catering to visitors in
Long Beach were constructed within walking distance of the ocean and its various amusements.
Almost all of these buildings disappeared in tandem with the declining tourism industry and from
urban renewal projects. However, from the postwar era, the best example of tourist lodging is
the Vernacular Modern City Center Motel erected in 1962 on the southwest corner of Atlantic
Avenue and 3rd Street.
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Commercial Development, 1888 to 1945
Many busy thoroughfares were transformed from primarily residential to almost exclusively
commercial throughout Downtown Long Beach in the early decades of the 20th century. This
occurred throughout the Project area along streets such as the 200 block of Atlantic Avenue, the
500 block of East 3rd Street, the 600 block of East 5th Street, and the numerous blocks located
between Ocean Avenue and First Street and along both sides of American Avenue from Ocean
Boulevard north beyond the boundaries of the Project area.
In some cases, property owners on busy thoroughfares constructed commercial buildings on
vacant portions of their parcels that incorporated the existing dwelling into the new commercial
space. An excellent example of this practice can be found at 458 Cedar Avenue where a twostory Queen Anne style dwelling was subsumed by the later construction of a Commercial
Vernacular building that met the property line at the sidewalk.
Commercial and mixed-use buildings constructed in the 1920s and 1930s were generally
clothed in the same popular period revival styles as residential properties, especially Spanish
Colonial Revival, Italian Renaissance Revival, and the all-encompassing Mediterranean Revival.
Superb examples with high levels of integrity can be found at 757 Pacific Avenue (the former
Automobile Club of Southern California), 340 East 4th Street, 732 East 7th Street, and a French
Eclectic mixed-use property at 919 East Broadway. Following the 1933 earthquake, commercial
and mixed-use buildings with façade replacements reflecting the Art Deco, Moderne, or
Streamline Moderne include 501 East Broadway and 210 The Promenade (the former Long
Beach Athletic Club), both of which exhibit high levels of integrity. There are a few Regency
style retail stores in the Survey Area, with the two best located at 701 and 930 Pine Avenue.
In addition, more modest commercial and mixed-use properties that are often described as
Commercial Vernacular in style were constructed throughout Downtown from the turn of the
20th century through the 1920s. Not surprisingly, as with the vast majority of retail buildings
throughout the City, their storefronts have been considerably altered such that few retain
sufficient integrity to qualify as representative examples of their type. Nonetheless, a fine mixeduse Commercial Vernacular building can be found at 415 Olive Avenue.
Of the many types of pre-World War II commercial buildings that were once found Downtown,
the only remaining good examples are a Spanish Colonial Revival service station at 762 Pacific
Avenue (built in 1938 and since adaptively reused as a commercial space) and a rare Moderne
style public market building at 940 Pine Avenue (1937). From the postwar period, the only
Googie style property in the Survey Area is a Vons Supermarket at 600 East Broadway (1965).
Institutional Context
Military Infrastructure and Development, 1919 to 1965
Within the Downtown Survey Area there appears to be only one major property related to
military infrastructure and development, the California National Guard Armory located at 854
East 7th Street. The Vernacular Modern building with Spanish Colonial Revival elements was
constructed in 1930 and survived the 1933 Long Beach earthquake apparently unscathed. It
remains a very good example of the type, with a high degree of physical and historical integrity.
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Religious, Social, and Cultural Institutions, 1885 to 1965
Religious buildings have existed in Downtown Long Beach since at least 1891 when a
Presbyterian Church was located on the north side of 1st Street between Pine and Locust
avenues, as depicted on the Sanborn Map of that year. Since that time, dozens of religious
buildings have been constructed in Long Beach corresponding with increases in population and
the expansion of the City’s boundaries. Within the Survey Area, there are a handful of
outstanding religious properties notable for architectural merit such as the Art Deco style
Seventh Day Adventist Church located at 1001 3rd Street and the Modern style Covenant
Presbyterian Church at 607 East 3rd Street. Many other religious buildings have experienced
substantial alterations such that they no longer represent good examples of their style or type.
As relates to specific social or cultural institutions, no properties not currently designated as
Historic Landmarks for their architectural or historic significance were identified within
Downtown Long Beach during the current survey process.
Ethnographic Context
As with many cities in Southern California over the past 120 years, the ethnic mix of Long
Beach has changed due to a combination of broad and localized historical trends. These include
the large inflow of Midwesterners to Long Beach in the 1920s, discovery of oil, Navy presence,
World War II, and elimination of racial covenants. In addition, evolution of preferences in
housing types (from bungalows to ranch style tract houses) and architectural styles (from
Craftsman and Spanish Colonial Revival to Minimal Traditional and neo-Mediterranean Revival)
occurred.
In Downtown Long Beach, the rise and fall of beach-related tourism led to the demolition of
ballrooms, hotels, movie theatres, restaurants, apartment courts, and other related properties
over the decades. The economic decline of the City’s traditional Downtown shopping district
centered along Pine and American avenues, Broadway, and 1st Street–due in part from the rise
of postwar shopping centers and auto malls far from the central core–was another factor in the
gradual departure of many middle class white residents from Downtown Long Beach. Yet
another reason was an older housing stock that not only had fallen out of fashion but also
required significant investments in upkeep and maintenance. As many middle class whites
departed Downtown Long Beach, in their place came a mix of ethnicities including AfricanAmericans, Mexicans and Mexican-Americans, Cambodians, Pacific Islanders, Vietnamese,
and newer generations of lower income whites.
The current survey process did not attempt to identify the racial or ethnic makeup of individual
residential properties or businesses within Downtown, but broad trends were observed. It
appears that Downtown neighborhoods west of Pine Avenue are home to African-American and
Mexican (and Mexican-American) communities. Historically, West Long Beach has been the
home of many of the City’s African-Americans due, in part, to racial bias in the middle decades
of the last century that consigned the community to low-cost housing in the area. The northeast
portion of the Survey Area in the general vicinity of Atlantic Avenue and 10th Streets appears to
contain a sizeable population of Cambodians. A property with an important ethnographic
association is the two-story building at 213 Broadway, which, when constructed in 1917, was
identified in City directories as the Nippon Pool Hall (now Edison Theatre), perhaps one of the
more important historical links to the Japanese population that once resided in Long Beach prior
to their forced relocation and internment in 1942.
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Of the various transformations in the ethnographic makeup of Downtown Long Beach over the
years, perhaps the most profound has been the relocation of Cambodians in large numbers to
the northeastern portion of the Survey Area. On April 17, 1975, the Cambodian capital city of
Phnom Penh was overtaken by Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge, forcing a desperate exodus of
refugees. Cambodian refugees relocating to the U.S. were housed at Camp Pendleton north of
San Diego, where they were assisted by a network of Cambodian professionals in California.
This network became the foundation of Long Beach’s Cambodian community.
A second wave of Cambodian refugees arrived in Long Beach after the Vietnamese overthrew
the Khmer Rouge in 1979. This population of refugees settled primarily in the newly established
Cambodian community in Long Beach. Property types associated with the Cambodian
community include single- and multi-family residences, Buddhist temples, churches, and
restaurants. On July 3, 2007, the City of Long Beach officially designated a 1-mile stretch of
Anaheim Street between Atlantic and Junipero avenues (just north of the Survey Area) as
“Cambodia Town,” which was a formal acknowledgement of the growth of Long Beach’s
Cambodian community, considered the largest outside of Southeast Asia.
Archaeological and Native American Resources
Archaeological evidence of prehistoric occupation has been identified in the Project area. Semipermanent settlements are believed to have been established at the mouth of the Los Angeles
River that was likely part of the Gabrielino village of “Ahwaanga” which is recorded as being on
the east bank of the river. Due to the lack of natural ground surfaces in the Project area, no
surveys can be conducted during the Plan preparation process to determine presence of
archaeological resources.
Paleontological Resources
Much of the Project area has been developed on fill soils and on sites originally developed in
the late 1800s through the 1920s. Paleontological resources have been discovered on
construction sites throughout Long Beach, including a fossil whale humerus from pile driving
activities at a depth of less than 100 feet near the intersection of Magnolia Avenue and Ocean
Boulevard. Other projects have produced fossil specimens from the Late Pleistocene age of sea
lion, camel, and bison from a depth of less than 48 feet below the surface.
b. Regulatory Setting
Long Beach Historic Preservation Review Procedures
City Municipal Code and Cultural Heritage Commission
Local landmarks and designated landmark districts in the City may be established by the Long
Beach Cultural Heritage Commission under Long Beach Municipal Code (LBMC) Title 2,
Chapter 2.63. The City recognizes a “cultural resource” as meaning “areas, districts, streets,
places, buildings, structures, permanent works of art, natural features and other objects having
a special historical, cultural, archeological, architectural, community or aesthetic value.” To be
eligible for listing as a Long Beach Landmark or Landmark District, a cultural resource must
manifest one or more of the following criteria:
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A. It possesses a significant character, interest or value attributable to the development,
heritage, or cultural characteristics of the city, the Southern California region, the state,
or the nation; or
B. It is the site of an historic event with a significant place in history; or
C. It is associated with the life of a person or persons significant to the community, city,
region or nation; or
D. It portrays the environment in an era of history characterized by a distinctive architectural
style; or
E. It embodies those distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type or engineering
specimen; or
F. It is the work of a person or persons whose work has significantly influenced the
development of the city or the Southern California region; or
G. It contains elements of design, detail, materials, or craftsmanship that represent a
significant innovation; or
H. It is a part of or related to a distinctive area and should be developed or preserved
according to a specific historical, cultural, or architectural motif; or
I.

It represents an established and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood or community
due to its unique location or specific distinguishing characteristic; or

J. It is, or has been, a valuable information source important to the prehistory or history of
the city, the Southern California region, or the state; or
K. It is one of the few remaining examples in the city, region, state, or nation possessing
distinguishing characteristics of an architectural or historical type (LBMC Section
2.63.050).
Similar to National Register of Historic Places (National Register), Long Beach Landmark
Districts are areas containing groups of resources that have good integrity and are historically
significant as a cohesive group. While each resource in a landmark district may not be
individually worthy of landmark status, collectively they are recognized for their historical
significance, visual qualities, and ambiance of the past.
The City has not adopted formal guidelines for evaluating the integrity of individual historical
resources or historic districts. Because of the diversity of types and characteristics of the City’s
historical resources, potential resources are evaluated for local eligibility using the integrity
guidelines established by the National Register of Historic Places and the California Register of
Historical Resources, and taking into consideration the area’s period of significance and historic
context.
Within the City, historic preservation staff in the development services department evaluates
and recommends buildings and neighborhoods for landmark designation, and staffs the Cultural
Heritage Commission. Design regulations (Historic Guidelines) for designated properties have
been established and all permits for alteration, addition, and demolition of designated landmarks
and buildings in historic districts must receive a Certificate of Appropriateness before the
property owner is allowed to initiate the alteration, addition, or demolition.
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LBMC Section 2.63.070 specifies that the Cultural Heritage Commission or, as appropriate, the
Director of Development Services, shall only issue a Certificate of Appropriateness if it is
determined that the proposed alteration does the following:
1. Will not adversely affect any significant historical, cultural, architectural or aesthetic
feature of the concerned property or of the landmark district in which it is located and
that issuance of the certificate is consistent with the spirit and intent of this chapter;
2. Will remedy any condition determined to be imminently dangerous or unsafe by the fire
department or the Development Services Department;
3. The proposed change is consistent with or compatible with the architectural period of the
building;
4. The proposed change is compatible in architectural style with existing adjacent
contributing structures in a historic landmark district;
5. The scale, massing, proportions, materials, colors, textures, fenestration, decorative
features, and details proposed are consistent with the period and/or compatible with
adjacent structures; and
6. Is consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings of the U.S. Department of the Interior.
The City’s adopted Historic Context Statement (Sapphos Environmental 2009) is to be used by
field surveyors and others to identify, evaluate, and document historic resources in the City. It is
also used by the City to evaluate proposed projects that may have a significant impact on
cultural resources under CEQA.
Historic Preservation Element
The Historic Preservation Element (City of Long Beach 2010a), prepared for the City by Historic
Resources Group, outlines a vision for future historic preservation efforts and the actions that
need to be taken to better integrate historic preservation into City procedures and
interdepartmental decisions. Currently, 127 properties throughout the City have been
designated as Historic Landmarks and are listed in the LBMC, Chapter 13.52. The Historic
Preservation Element identified 58 of the Historic Landmarks that are within the Downtown Plan
Project area, and three additional properties that are located on the south side of Ocean
Boulevard adjacent to the Plan Project area. The Historic Landmark name, address, and year
built are listed in Table 4.3-2.
California Environmental Quality Act
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a) requires evaluation of project impacts on historic
resources, including properties “listed in, or determined eligible by the State Historical
Resources Commission, for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources [or]
included in a local register of historical resources … or identified as significant in an historical
resource survey meeting the requirements of Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code
….” If cultural resources are identified as being within a proposed Project area, the sponsoring
agency must take those resources into consideration when evaluating project effects and may
require mitigation measures, including the adoption of an alternative project, to avoid a
significant impact on a property determined to be a significant historic resource. For an historic
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building, this may include a redesign of the project to preserve the building or to retain historic
elements of the building in the new construction.
To be eligible for listing in the California Register of Historic Resources (California Register), a
property must meet one or more of the criteria established in California Public Resources Code
(PRC) Section 5024.1:
A. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of California’s history and cultural heritage;
B. Is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;
C. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses
high artistic values; or
D. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.
National Historic Preservation Act
The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) establishes a program for the preservation of
historic properties throughout the nation, including buildings, sites, structures, objects, and
historic districts. Section 106 of the NHPA requires that federal projects, projects under federal
jurisdiction, or local projects receiving federal funding take into account the effect of an
undertaking on properties eligible for or included in the National Register. The NHPA also
establishes the National Register, which is used by federal, state, and local governments;
private groups; and citizens “to identify the nation’s cultural resources and to indicate what
properties should be considered for protection from destruction or impairment.” To be eligible for
listing in the National Register, a property must be at least 50 years of age (or have reached 50
years old by the project completion date) and possess significance in American history and
culture, architecture, or archaeology to meet one or more of four established criteria, similar to
the California criteria listed above.
c. Potential Historic Properties in the Survey Area. Historic resources are divided
into five basic categories of relative significance, based on the California Office of Historic
Preservation’s system of Historical Resource Status Codes and according to recommended
National and California Register eligibility criteria. Categories 1 and 2 are those properties listed
in or determined eligible for listing in the National Register, and are automatically listed in the
California Register of Historical Resources. No properties had been previously identified as
Categories 1 or 2 within the Survey Area. Category 3 properties are those appearing eligible for
listing in the National Register or California Register through survey evaluation. These include
individually eligible properties and those identified as contributors to potential National Register
or California Register historic districts. Only two Category 3 properties had been previously
identified within the Survey Area.
Long Beach City staff have identified in Table 4.3-3, 63 properties within the Downtown Plan
Project area that are not currently listed in Table 4.3-2 and that are considered to be historically
significant. The City-desired outcome for these properties–adaptive reuse and/or local
designation–are identified by address, assessor parcel number, survey code, description of
current use, and architectural style. Most of these properties were evaluated in the ICF Jones &
Stokes survey.
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For the ICF Jones & Stokes survey, 340 properties were pre-identified by the City for
consideration as potential historic resources and three more were identified as potential
resources by the survey team. Of these 343 properties, 63 were identified as potentially eligible
for local listing (a 5S3 status code), four were identified as appearing eligible for listing in the
National Register (a 3S status code), and six appeared eligible for the California Register (a
3CS status code.) In addition, nine of the ten 3S or 3CS status code properties also appeared
eligible for designation as City Landmarks. Table 4.3-4 provides a summary of the total
properties surveyed and landmark status codes. In addition, Appendix D contains a description
of the historic resource status codes, a map of the Downtown Survey Area and properties
identified, and a complete listing of all 343 properties surveyed.
Among the pre-identified and newly identified properties, the current survey identified 240
properties that do not appear to be historically significant and are not eligible for listing at any
level–federal, state or local. Of these, 181 were evaluated as having 6L status codes:
determined ineligible for local listing or designation through local government review process,
but may warrant special consideration in local planning. These properties may retain good
physical integrity or are representative examples of a particular building type, but lack the
characteristics and relative significance to be considered individually eligible or contributors to
an historic district. Of the remaining properties, 58 were assigned an evaluation of 6Z
(determined ineligible for National Register, California Register, or local designation through
survey evaluation) due to loss of physical integrity or because they did not meet applicable
criteria to be considered historically significant. Finally, one property (711 East 1st Street) was
given a 7R status code as a potential historic resource but was not evaluated because it was
not fully visible from the public right-of-way.
4.3.2

Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds

Methodology
As described above, the cultural resource analysis was based on the Historic Survey Report
prepared by ICF Jones & Stokes attached as Appendix D, and the City of Long Beach Historic
Context prepared by Sapphos Environmental, Inc. (2009). Each of these documents was based
on thorough evaluation of existing properties within the City and by records, maps, and other
primary sources of historic materials. Also cited in the Historic Survey Report is the Long Beach
Cultural Heritage Survey Phase I prepared for the Office of Cultural Heritage, Department of
Planning and Building in 1980 and the Expanded Downtown Long Beach Historic Survey
completed in July 1988 by Johnson Heumann Research Associates.
PRC Section 5020.1(q) defines a “substantial adverse change” to mean “demolition, destruction,
relocation, or alterations such that the significance of an historical resource would be impaired.”
In addition, for purposes of National Register eligibility, reductions in a resource’s integrity (the
ability of the property to convey its significance) should be regarded as potentially adverse
impacts. Further, CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b)(2) states that “an historical resource is
materially impaired when a project … materially alters in an adverse manner those physical
characteristics of an historical resource that convey its historical significance … [or] that account
for its inclusion in a local register of historical resources … [or] that justify its eligibility for
inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources as determined by a lead agency for
the purposes of CEQA.”
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Per CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b), the lead agency is responsible for the identification of
“potentially feasible measures to mitigate significant adverse changes in the significance of an
historical resource.” The methodology specified in the Guidelines for determining if impacts are
mitigated to less-than-significant levels are the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and
Reconstructing Historic Buildings and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (36 Code of Federal Regulations 67).
Significance Thresholds
Cultural resource effects of the proposed Downtown Plan were evaluated in the Initial Study
included with the NOP prepared for the project (see Appendix A) and would be considered
significant if the project would:


Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource that is
listed on, or determined to be eligible for, listing on the National Register or the California
Register, or that is determined eligible for listing as a City Landmark or landmark district.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.

Historic Resources
Impact CR-1

Adoption of the proposed Downtown Plan may result in
redevelopment of properties considered to be eligible for listing on
the National Register or the California Register, or that is
determined eligible for listing as a City Landmark or Landmark
District. Compliance with mitigation measures identified herein
would provide an opportunity to avoid or reduce impacts to historic
properties. However, it may not be feasible to fully implement the
Downtown Plan without impacting historic resources. Therefore,
the impact would be Class I, significant and unavoidable.

One of the Downtown Plan’s “Guiding Principles for Downtown Long Beach” states, “We value
our buildings of historic merit and seek to preserve or restore them through adaptive reuse.”
Section 7, Historic Preservation, of the proposed Plan addresses historic resources in the
Project area and states that “Downtown is the historic heart of Long Beach and contains a large
collection of buildings and structures that stand as present-day reminders of the heritage and
development of the City.”
Of the properties surveyed, two are currently designated as Long Beach Landmarks, one of
which appears eligible for the National Register; three were identified as potentially eligible for
the National Register; six were identified as potentially eligible for the California Register. Table
4.3-2 lists these 58 properties. Through the survey, 63 properties were identified as potentially
eligible for designation as Long Beach Landmarks (see Table 4.3-3). This is in addition to 58
properties presently listed as local landmarks. The remaining 240 properties surveyed for the
Historic Survey Report were determined to not be historically significant and not eligible for
listing at any level.
However, the potentially eligible properties listed in Table 4.3-3 are not currently listed as
historic landmarks. These properties are considered to be historically significant and eligible for
adaptive reuse and/or local designation. The table identifies 14 properties for which local
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designation is the preferred option. While the City cannot impose historic designation of
privately held property, the intent of the Plan is to encourage voluntary designation of these
structures, with adaptive reuse of them as a secondary option. Adaptive reuse of all of the listed
properties will be encouraged during any plans for modification or new construction per the
mitigation measures listed in this section.
Most of the properties in Table 4.3-3 were evaluated in the ICF Jones & Stokes survey and
would be subject to further project-level review should they be proposed for alteration or
demolition. Therefore, the properties listed in Tables 4.3-2 and 4.3-3 would be subject to the
further review pursuant to Mitigation Measure CR-2 should they be proposed for alteration or
demolition.
Mitigation CR-1a

The City shall encourage the designation as local landmarks of 14
properties identified in Table 4.3-3 with the “Desired Outcome” of
“Pursue Local Designation.” The City will encourage the on-going
maintenance and appropriate adaptive reuse of all properties in
Table 4.3-2 (existing landmarks), and Table 4.3-3 as historic
resources.

Mitigation CR-1b

The following procedures shall be followed prior to issuance of a
demolition permit or a building permit for alteration of any property
listed in the Historic Survey Report (ICF Jones & Stokes 2009) by
Status Code 3S, 3CS, 5S1, or 5S3; designated as a Historic
Landmark (City of Long Beach 2010a); listed in Tables 4.3-2 and
4.3-3 of this PEIR, or other property 45 years of age or older that
was not previously determined by the Historic Survey Report to be
ineligible for National Register, California Register, or Local
Landmark (Status Code 6L and 6Z):
Notification of Historic Preservation Staff
Historic Preservation staff in the City Development Services
Department shall be notified upon receipt of any demolition permit
or building permit for alteration of any property listed in the Historic
Survey Report or other property 45 years of age or older that was
not previously determined by the Historic Survey Report to be
ineligible for National Register, California Register, or Local
Landmark (Status Code 6L and 6Z)
Determination of Need for Historic Property Survey
In consultation with Historic Preservation staff, the City
Development Services Department shall determine whether a
formal historic property survey is needed and may require that the
owner or applicant provide photographs of the property, including
each building façade, with details of windows, siding, eaves, and
streetscape views, and copies of the County Assessor and City
building records, in order to make this determination.
Determination of Eligibility
If City Development Services Department staff determines that the
property may be eligible for designation, the property shall be
referred to the Cultural Heritage Commission, whose determination
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of eligibility shall be considered as part of the environmental
determination for the project in accordance with CEQA.
Documentation Program
If the Cultural Heritage Commission determines that the property
is eligible for historic listing, the City Development Services
Department shall, in lieu of preservation, require that prior to
demolition or alteration a Documentation Program be prepared to
the satisfaction of the City Development Services Department,
which shall include the following:
A. Photo Documentation
Documentation shall include professional quality
photographs of the structure prior to demolition with 35 mm
black and white photographs, 4" x 6" standard format,
taken of all four elevations and with close-ups of select
architectural elements, such as but not limited to, roof/wall
junctions, window treatments, decorative hardware, any
other elements of the building’s exterior or interior, or other
property features identified by the City Development
Services Department to be documented. Photographs shall
be of archival quality and easily reproducible.
B. Required drawings
Measured drawings of the building’s exterior elevations
depicting existing conditions or other relevant features
shall be produced from recorded, accurate measurements.
If portions of the building are not accessible for
measurement or cannot be reproduced from historic
sources, they should not be drawn, but clearly labeled as
not accessible. Drawings shall be produced in ink on
translucent material or archivally stable material (blueline
drawings are acceptable). Standard drawing sizes are 19"
x 24" or 24" x 36" and standard scale is ¼" = 1 foot.
C. Archival Storage
Xerox copies or CD of the photographs and one set of the
measured drawings shall be submitted for archival storage
with the City Development Services Department; and one
set of original photographs, negatives, and measured
drawings shall be submitted for archival storage with such
other historical repository identified by the City
Development Services Department.
Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measures CR-1(a) and CR-1(b)
would reduce potential impacts to historical resources but not to a level of less than
significant.
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Archaeological and Native American Resources
Impact CR-2

Due to the lack of natural ground surfaces in the Project area, no
surveys can be conducted prior to onset of demolition or other
ground-disturbing activities. The potential exists for such activities
to encounter and damage archaeological resources. This impact
would be Class II, significant and mitigable.

The Downtown Plan Project area has been known to contain prehistoric resources from Native
American occupation of semi-permanent villages near the mouth of the Los Angeles River.
Individual development projects may encounter these resources during demolition and
excavation activities.
Mitigation CR-2(a)

A qualified project archaeologist or archaeological monitor
approved by the City in advance of any ground-disturbing
activities shall be present during excavation into native sediments
and shall have the authority to halt excavation for inspection and
protection of cultural resources. The archaeological monitor shall
be empowered to halt or redirect ground-disturbing activities to
allow the find to be evaluated. If the archaeological monitor
determines the find to be significant, the project applicant and the
City shall be notified and an appropriate treatment plan for the
resources shall be prepared. The treatment plan shall include
notification of a Native American representative and shall consider
whether the resource should be preserved in place or removed to
an appropriate repository as identified by the City.

Mitigation CR-2(b)

The project archaeologist shall prepare a final report of the find for
review and approval by the City and shall include a description of
the resources unearthed, if any, treatment of the resources, and
evaluation of the resources with respect to the California Register
of Historic Resources and the National Register of Historic Places.
The report shall be filed with the California Historic Resources
Information System South Central Coastal Information Center. If
the resources are found to be significant, a separate report
including the results of the recovery and evaluation process shall
be prepared.

Mitigation CR-2(c)

If human remains are encountered during excavation and grading
activities, State Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires
that no further disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner
has made the necessary findings as to origin and disposition
pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. If the
remains are determined to be of Native American descent, the
corner is to notify the Native American Heritage Commission
(NAHC) within 24 hours. The NAHC will then identify the person(s)
thought to be the Most Likely Descendent, who will help determine
what course of action should be taken in dealing with the remains.
Preservation in place and project design alternatives shall be
considered as possible courses of action by the project applicant,
the City, and the Most Likely Descendent.
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Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measures CR-2 would reduce
potential impacts to archaeological resources to a level of less than significant.
Paleontological Resources
Impact CR-3

Due to the lack of natural ground surfaces in the Project area, no
surveys can be conducted prior to onset of demolition or other
ground-disturbing activities. The potential exists for such activities
to encounter and damage paleontological resources. This impact
would be Class II, significant and mitigable.

The Downtown Plan Project area has been known to contain paleontological resources
including fossils from the Late Pleistocene age. Individual development projects may encounter
these resources during demolition and excavation activities.
Mitigation CR-3(a)

A qualified paleontologist approved by the City in advance of any
ground-disturbing activities shall be present during excavation into
native sediments and shall have the authority to halt excavation
for inspection and protection of paleontological resources.
Monitoring shall consist of visually inspecting fresh exposures of
rock for fossil remains and, where appropriate, collection of
sediment samples for further analysis. The frequency of
inspections shall be based on the rate of excavation and grading
activities, the materials being excavated, the depth of excavation,
and, if found, the abundance and type of fossils encountered.

Mitigation CR-3(b)

If a potential fossil is found, the paleontologist shall be allowed to
temporarily divert or redirect excavation and grading in the area of
the exposed fossil to evaluate and, if necessary, salvage the find.
All fossils encountered and recovered shall be prepared to the
point of identification and catalogued before they are donated to
their final repository. Any fossils collected shall be donated to a
public, non-profit institution with a research interest in the
materials, such as the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles
County and shall be accompanied by a report on the fossils
collected and their significance, and notes, maps, and
photographs of the salvage effort.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measures CR-3 would reduce
potential impacts to paleontological resources to a level of less than significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Significant Cultural Resource impacts were identified for the
Superior Court Phase 1–Gallery 421 (Lyon) Apartments and Shoreline Gateway cumulative
projects in Table 3-1 of this PEIR. In general, the proposed Project combined with other planned
and pending projects in and near Downtown Long Beach would contribute toward creating a
more modern Downtown environment. This can be expected to result in proposals to replace or
alter potentially historic properties and would require that the procedures of Mitigation Measure
CR-1(b) be applied. Evaluation of individual projects and the historic character of properties
impacted by development would provide the opportunity to avoid or reduce impacts during
project-specific environmental analyses. Because no specific development sites are identified
as part of this PEIR level of analysis, it would be speculative to conclude that significant impacts
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to cultural resources and the cumulative impact would be considered significant and
unavoidable.
Cumulative development in the Plan Project area would be expected to include excavations
and/or pile driving into native soils and deeper rock structures where archaeological or
paleontological resources could be encountered. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-2
and Mitigation Measure CR-3 would require that resources discovered during excavation and
grading activities would be protected for evaluation and, if significant, would be preserved.
Therefore, potential cumulative impacts to archaeological and paleontological resources would
be significant and mitigable.
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Table 4.3-1
Glossary of Historic Terms1
This glossary provides definitions of historic resource terms collected from recognized literature in the
field of cultural resources.
California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) is “an authoritative guide in California to be used
by state and local agencies, private groups, and citizens to identify the state’s historical resources and to
indicate what properties are to be protected, to the extent prudent and feasible, from substantial adverse
change.” 2
Character-defining feature includes the overall shape of the building; its materials, craftsmanship,
decorative details, interior spaces, and features; and the various aspects of its site and environment.
Character refers to all those visual aspects and physical features that make up the appearance of every
historic building.
Contributor refers to a site, building, or structure in a historic district that generally has historic,
architectural, cultural, or archaeological significance.
Designation is the act of formally listing a property as being historic through the establishment of a law or
ordinance that identifies the property as historically significant.
Historic context is an organizing structure for interpreting history that groups information about historic
properties that share a common theme, a common geographical area, and a common time period. The
development of a historic context serves as a foundation for decisions about the planning, identification,
evaluation, registration, and treatment of historic properties, based on comparative historic significance.
Historic district is an area that generally includes within its boundaries a significant concentration of
properties linked by architectural style, historic development, or a past event. According to the U.S.
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, a district possesses a significant concentration, linkage,
or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects, united historically or aesthetically by plan or
physical development. Districts may be either contiguous or noncontiguous. According to the City of Long
Beach, a landmark district refers to a designated area that contains a number of structures or natural
features having special character or special historical, cultural, architectural, community, or aesthetic
value.
Historic significance refers to the importance of a property to the history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering, or culture of a community, state, or the nation. Significance is achieved through association
with events, activities, or patterns; association with important persons; distinctive physical characteristics
of design, construction, or form; or potential to yield important information.
Integrity refers to the authenticity of physical characteristics from which properties obtain their
significance. According to the U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, it is the “ability of a
property to convey its significance.” 3
1
City of Long Beach. Historic Context Statement. Prepared by Sapphos Environmental, Inc. July 10,
2009.
2
State of California. California Public Resources Code, Division 5, Chapter 1, Article 2, Section
5024.1(a).
3
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service. How to Apply the National Register Criteria for
Evaluation. National Register Bulletin, No. 15.
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Table 4.3-2
Designated Landmarks Within Downtown Plan Project Area
Property Name
Acres of Books
Ambassador Apartment Building
American Hotel
Art Deco Building
Artaban Apartments
Atlantic Studio
Baker Building
Barker Brothers (demolished)
Bay Hotel
Blackstone Hotel
The Breakers
Buffums Autoport
Californian Apartments
Casa Aitken
Casa De La Cultura
Christian Outreach Appeal
Coffee Pot Café
Cooper Arms Apartments
Crest Apartments
Dolly Varden Rooftop Sign
Famous Department Store/Rite Aid
Farmers & Merchants Bank Tower
First Christian Church
First Congressional Church
First National Bank Building (Enloe Building)
First United Presbyterian Church
Insurance Exchange Building
Jergins Trust Building (demolished)
Kale House
Kelly House
Kress Building
Lafayette Complex
Le Grande Apartments
Linden House
Long Beach Municipal Auditorium Mural
Long Beach Skating Palace
Lord Mayor’s Inn (Windham House)
Masonic Temple
Merrill Building
Pacific Tower
James E. Porter Residence
Residential Home #1
Residential Home #2
Rowan/Bradley Building
Saint Anthony’s Church
Saint John Missionary Baptist Church
Saint Luke’s Episcopal Church
Scottish Rite Cathedral
Security Pacific National Bank Building
Silver Bow Apartments
The Sovereign
Unity Church
Walkers Department Store
The Willmore
York Rite Masonic Temple
City of Long Beach
4.3-18

Address
240 Long Beach Blvd.
35 Alboni Place
224–230 E. Broadway
312–316 Elm Avenue
10 Atlantic Avenue
226 Atlantic Avenue
112 E. 7th Street
141 E. Broadway / 215 Promenade
318 Elm Avenue
330 W. Ocean Blvd.
200–220 E. Ocean Blvd.
119–121 W. 1st Street
325 W 3rd Street
725 E. 8th Street
629 Atlantic Avenue
503–515 E. 3rd Street
955 E. 4th Street
455 E. Ocean Blvd.
321 Chestnut Avenue
335 Pacific Avenue
601–609 Pine Avenue
320 Pine Avenue
440 Elm Avenue
241 Cedar Avenue
101 Pine Avenue
600 E. 5th Street
201–205 E. Broadway
120 E. Ocean Blvd.
853 Linden Avenue
705 E. Broadway
445–455 Pine Avenue
130–140 Linden Avenue
635 East 9th Street
847 Linden Avenue
3rd / Promenade
278 Alamitos Avenue
435 Cedar Avenue
230 Pine Avenue
810–812 Long Beach Blvd.
205–215 Long Beach Blvd.
351 Magnolia Avenue
453 Cedar Avenue
629 Atlantic Avenue
201–209 Pine Avenue
540 Olive Avenue
732 E. 10th Street
703 Atlantic Avenue
855 Elm Avenue
102–110 Pine Avenue
330 Cedar Avenue
354–360 W. Ocean Avenue
935 E. Broadway
401–432 Pine Avenue
315 W. 3rd Street
835 Locust Avenue

Year Built
1924, 1933
1925
1905
1930
1921, 1922
1933
1924
1929
1924
1923
1925–1926
1940–1941
1923
1932
1906
1924
1932
1923
1922–23
1933
1928–1929
1925
1913
1914
1906
1939
1924–25
1917–1919, 1929
1907
1915
1923, 1929
1828, 1929, 1948
1926
1908
1936–38
1930
1906
1903
1922, 1933
1923
1902
1905
1906
1930
1933, 1953
1923
1917, 1934
1926
1924
1915
1922
1941
1929
1924
1927
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Property Name

Address

Year Built

Properties Located on South Side of Ocean Boulevard
Adelaide Tichenor House
852 E. Ocean Blvd.
Saint Regis
1030 E. Ocean Blvd.
Villa Riviera
800 E. Ocean Blvd.
Source: City of Long Beach 2010a

1904–05
1926
1929

Table 4.3-3
Historically Significant Properties Identified for Local Designation
and/or Adaptive Re-use
Desired
Outcome

Survey
Code*

Property Description and
Architectural Style

Address

APN

1001 E. 3rd Street

7275-001-040

1085 Long Beach Blvd

7273-007-013

135 Bonito Avenue

7265-001-040

210 The Promenade

7280-019-011

213 East Broadway

7280-019-905

229 Atlantic Ave

7281-015-029

230 E. 3rd Street

7280-019-004

234 Elm Avenue

7281-016-009

255 Atlantic Ave

7281-015-027

322 Daisy Avenue

7278-022-034

325 Elm Avenue

7281-009-013

328 Elm Avenue

7281-010-006

331 Bonito Avenue

7275-001-008

335 E. 9th Street

7273-011-022

340 E. 4th Street

7281-009-001

351 E. 7th Street

7273-020-017

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

5S3

Commercial retail building
Commercial Vernacular

40 Atlantic Ave

7281-023-011

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

5S3

Commercial office building
Modern style

403 E. 3rd Street

7281-010-009

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

5S3

Mixed-use Commercial building
Vernacular style

405 W. 3rd Street

7280-013-032

5S3

Apt Bldg - Moderne

406 E. 7th Street

7273-028-004

5S3

Triplex - American Foursquare
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Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Pursue Local
Designation
Pursue Local
Designation

3S/5S3

Church - Art Deco

Not
Surveyed

Flower Shop

3CS/5S3

Apt Bldg - Vernacular Prairie style

Pursue Local
Designation

5S3

Pursue Local
Designation
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Pursue Local
Designation
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Pursue Local
Designation

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

5S3

Commercial building ("Blue Café")
features elements of Art Deco and
Streamline Moderne
Theatre - Vernancular Prairie style
("Edison Theatre")

6L

Apt Bldg - Art Deco

5S3

Commercial building - Art Deco
("The Arts Building")

5S3

Apt Bldg - Italianate

3CS/5S3

Motel - Vernancular Modern

5S3

Apt Bldg - Moderne

5S3

Apt Bldg - Mediterranean Revival

5S3

Apt Bldg - Spanish Colonial
Revival

5S3

SFR - Queen Anne

5S3
5S3

Apt Bldg - Spanish Colonial
Revival
Commercial building
Spanish Colonial Revival style
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Address

APN

413 E. 5th Street

7281-002-022

414 Olive Avenue

7281-005-014

415 Olive Avenue

7281-006-036

415-417 Olive Avenue

7281-006-036

419 Olive Avenue

7281-006-037

439 Olive Avenue

7281-006-022

501 E. Broadway

7281-015-031

536 Lime Avenue

7281-003-004

607 E. 3rd Street

7281-011-114

641 W. 4th Street

7278-025-023

642 E. 10th Street

7274-015-023

Desired
Outcome

Survey
Code*

Property Description and
Architectural Style

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

5S3

SFR - American Foursquare

5S3

Fourplex - Craftsman

5S3

Mixed-use commercial building
Vernacular style

5S3

Commercial building
Vernacular style

5S3

SFR - Aeroplane Bungalow

5S3

SFR - Vernacular Farmhouse

5S3

Apt Bldg with commercial
Art Deco/Moderne style

5S3

SFR - Craftsman

5S3

Church - Modern

5S3

Fourplex - Craftsman

5S3

SFR Craftsman

5S3

High school building
Mediterranean Revival with
Minimal Traditional inclinations
(“St. Anthony's High School”)

5S3

Apt Bldg - Vernacular Prairie

5S3

Apt Bldg - Vernacular Prairie

5S3

SFR - Queen Anne

6L

Fourplex - Vernacular Prairie

3S/5S3

Apt Bldg - Vernacular Prairie

5S3

Apt Bldg - Craftsman

5S3

SFR - Dutch Colonial Revival

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Pursue Local
Designation
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Pursue Local
Designation
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

650 Olive Avenue

7274-019-023

Pursue Local
Designation

701 Pacific Avenue

7272-020-017

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

711 E. 4th Street

7281-006-031

715 Long Beach Blvd

7273-021-010

724 E. 5th Street

7281-006-017

725 E. 6th Street

7274-019-018

727 Locust Avenue

7273-022-014

732 E. 3rd Street

7281-013-005

732 E. 5th Street

7281-006-016

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

5S3

Fourplex - Vernacular Prairie

735 Locust Avenue

7273-022-008

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

5S3

Fourplex - Vernacular Prairie

740 E. 5th Street

7281-006-015

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

5S3

Fourplex - Vernacular Prairie

757 Pacific Avenue

7272-020-004

Pursue Local
Designation

5S3

762 Pacific Avenue

7273-023-005

Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

5S3
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Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

Commercial building
Spanish Colonial Revival style
(“Auto Club”)
Commercial retail building
Spanish Colonial Revival
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Address

APN

800 Atlantic Ave

7274-016-028

817 Washington Place

7274-021-027

820 Lime Avenue

7274-021-008

825 Atlantic Ave

7274-016-042

850 Atlantic Ave

7274-016-036

854 E. 7th Street

7274-019-900

87 Lime Avenue

7281-023-002

9 Bonito Ave

7265-003-026

909 Locust Avenue

7273-013-011

915 E. Ocean Blvd

7265-003-029

917 E. 1st Street

7265-001-029

919-927 E. Broadway

7275-002-026

920 Atlantic Avenue

7274-015-027

930 Pine Avenue

7273-013-008

938 E. Appleton Street

7275-002-022

940 Pine Avenue

7273-013-004

959 E. 5th Street

7266-007-023

961 E. 5th Street

7266-007-024

97 Lime Avenue

7281-023-001

Desired
Outcome
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Pursue Local
Designation
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Pursue Local
Designation
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Pursue Local
Designation
Pursue Local
Designation
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged
Adaptive Reuse
Encouraged

Survey
Code*

Property Description and
Architectural Style

5S3

Apt Bldg - Moderne

5S3

Duplex - Spanish Colonial Revival

5S3

Apt Bldg - Spanish Colonial
Revival

5S3

Fourplex - Mission Revival

5S3

Church - Neoclassical

5S3

California National Guard
Armory building

5S3

Apt Bldg - Art Deco

5S3

Fourplex - Vernacular Prairie

5S3

SFR - Craftsman

3S/5S3

Apt Bldg - French Eclectic

5S3

Apt Bldg - Streamline Moderne

5S3
5S3
5S3
5S3
5S3

Mixed-use building
French Eclectic style
Commercial building
Vernacular Modern
Commercial office building
Regency style
Fourplex - Italian Renaissance
Revival
Commercial retail building
Moderne

3CS/5S3

SFR - Queen Anne

3CS/5S3

SFR - Queen Anne

5S3

Apt Bldg - Art Deco

* See Table 4.3-4 for a description of the survey codes
APN: Assessor Parcel Number
Apt Bldg: Apartment Building
SFR: Single-family Residence
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Table 4.3-4
Total Properties Surveyed and Landmark Status Codes
National Register, California Register, and/or Long Beach Landmark Status Codes

Number of
Properties

3S; 5S1

Appears eligible for National Register as an individual property through survey
evaluation; Designated as a Long Beach Landmark

1

3S; 5S3

Appears eligible for National Register as an individual property through survey
evaluation; Appears to be individually eligible for listing as a Long Beach Landmark

3

3CS; 5S3

Appears eligible for California Register as an individual property through survey
evaluation; Appears to be individually eligible for listing as a Long Beach Landmark

6

5S1

Designated Long Beach Landmark

1

5S3

Appears to be individually eligible as a Long Beach Landmark through survey
evaluation

91

Total Identified Historic Resources in Survey Area

102

6L

Determined ineligible for National Register, California Register, or local designation
through survey evaluation

181

6Z

Found ineligible for the National Register, California Register, or as a Long Beach
Landmark through survey evaluation

59

7R

Indentified in reconnaissance level survey; Not evaluated

1

Total Ineligible Properties

241

Total of All Properties with Status Codes

343

Source: ICF Jones & Stokes 2009
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4.4

GEOLOGY AND SEISMICITY

4.4.1

Setting

a. Affected Environment. The Downtown Plan Project area is located within the Long
Beach Plain in the coastal portion of California’s Peninsular Range geomorphic province. This
province extends from Baja California into the Los Angeles Basin and westerly to include the
Santa Catalina, Santa Barbara, San Clemente, and San Nicholas islands. The Peninsular
Range is characterized by northwest/southeast-trending alignments of mountains, hills, and
basins that reflect the alignment of major faults and folds. The Newport-Inglewood fault zone is
located within approximately 2 miles north and northeast of the Project area. Soil types within
downtown Long Beach and much of the City consists of alluvial fan and valley deposits. The
areas south of Ocean Boulevard and adjacent to the Los Angeles River are composed of
artificial fill.
b. Regulatory Setting. The Seismic Safety Element of the General Plan (City of Long
Beach 1988) describes the City’s experiences with damaging earthquakes and its susceptibility
to further damage. The Long Beach Earthquake of 1933 was associated with the NewportInglewood fault zone and was one of the most destructive earthquakes in the history of
Southern California, causing extensive structural damage and 120 deaths in downtown Long
Beach. Earthquakes in 1920, 1940, and 1941 on this fault zone also caused extensive damage,
though the major impacts of those events occurred outside of the Downtown area. The State
Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones Act was adopted in 1973 and resulted in the designation of
special studies zones along the Newport-Inglewood fault zone east and north of downtown.
While these special studies zone designations are not within the Plan area, the potential exists
for seismic events to damage existing and future downtown buildings. The Palos Verdes Fault
Zone, which lies offshore of Long Beach parallel with the Newport-Inglewood fault zone, also
has the potential to cause damage in the Project area.
The 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC) ranks different regions of the United States according to
the seismic hazard potential of four seismic zones, with Zone 1 having the least seismic
potential and Zone 4 having the highest seismic potential. Per Figure 16-2 in Chapter 16 of the
1997 UBC, the Project area is located within Seismic Zone 4.
In addition to the impacts from seismic ground shaking, the presence of dredged fill soils in
former low-lying areas of the historic Los Angeles River bed along the west side of downtown
creates conditions of increased susceptibility to movement during seismic events. Depth to
groundwater in this area is estimated to vary from less than 10 feet to 20 feet along the western
edge of the Project area. Within the remainder of the Plan area, the depth to groundwater is
estimated at 20 to 40 feet (City of Long Beach 1988).
The presence of relatively unconsolidated fill and high groundwater can increase the potential
for liquefaction from saturated soils during seismic ground shaking. Of four categories of
liquefaction potential, the Seismic Safety Element maps the Downtown area immediately
adjacent to the Los Angeles River channel and the area west of Ocean Boulevard as having the
highest potential impact and the remainder of the Plan Project area as “Liquefaction Potential
Minimal.”
Damage from a tsunami wave generated from a large offshore earthquake also has the
potential to occur in the Long Beach Harbor areas. To date, only the 1964 Alaska earthquake
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and a 1960 earthquake in Chile have caused tidal damage to the Long Beach area, which was
limited to the impacts from tidal surges in the harbor areas.
4.4.2

Impact Analysis

The impact analysis in this section includes data contained in the Seismic Safety Element of the
Long Beach General Plan that was prepared by Woodward-Clyde Consultants (City of Long
Beach 1988). More recent data was obtained from review of the Press-Telegram Mixed Use
Development Project PEIR prepared by the City Department of Development Services with the
assistance of Rincon Consultants, Inc. (City of Long Beach 2006).
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Geology and seismicity effects of the
proposed Downtown Plan were evaluated in the Initial Study included with the NOP prepared for
the Project (see Appendix A) and would be considered significant if the Project would:
a) Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the
risk of loss, injury, or death involving:
i)

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent AlquistPriolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or
based on other substantial evidence of a known fault,

ii) Strong seismic ground shaking,
iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction, and/or
iv) Landslides.
b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.
c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable
as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse.
d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building
Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property.
e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
waste water disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of
waste water.
As discussed in the Project Initial Study, the proposed Project could result in significant impacts
related to criteria a-i) to a-iii) and criteria c) and d) listed above. As such, analyses of impacts
related to these geology and seismicity significance criteria are included in this section of the
PEIR. The Initial Study determined that the relatively level site conditions and extent of
developed lands in the Plan area would avoid potential impacts associated with landslides, soil
erosion, or loss of topsoil, and also determined that all development in the Project area would
be served by the City’s sewage disposal system. Therefore, criteria a-iv) and criteria b) and e)
listed above would not apply and these issues are not further discussed in this section.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Adoption and implementation of the
proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances would result in a significant adverse
impact related to Geology and Seismicity if the goals, policies, objectives, or regulations
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established by the proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent development in
accordance with those documents, would cause any of the following impacts.
Seismically Induced Ground Shaking
Impact Geo-1

Seismically induced ground shaking could damage existing and
proposed structures in the Plan area and could expose people or
structures to potential substantial risk of loss, injury, or death.
Compliance with mitigation measures identified herein would reduce
impacts to a Class II, significant and mitigable impact.

Faults associated with the Newport-Inglewood Fault Zone, which is mapped as an Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zone, is located within approximately 2 miles of the Downtown Plan Project
area. The 1920 Inglewood earthquake (estimated magnitude 4.9) and the 1933 Long Beach
earthquake (estimated magnitude 6.3) are thought to be the result of movement of this fault.
Several other fault zones located within approximately 5 to 30 miles have the potential to impact
the project area. The Plan area is located at an elevation of approximately 30 feet above mean
sea level with essentially flat topography. Groundwater associated with sea level has recently
been encountered at between 29 and 35 feet below ground level (City of Long Beach 2006).
These conditions create the potential for substantial adverse effects associated with seismic
activity.
Mitigation Geo-1

New construction or structural remodeling of buildings proposed
within the Plan area shall be engineered to withstand the expected
ground acceleration that may occur at the project site. The
calculated design base ground motion for each project site shall
take into consideration the soil type, potential for liquefaction, and
the most current and applicable seismic attenuation methods that
are available. All onsite structures shall comply with applicable
provisions of the most recent UBC adopted by the City of Long
Beach.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measure Geo-1 would reduce
impacts from seismically induced ground shaking to less than significant.
Liquefaction
Impact Geo-2

Seismic activity could induce ground shaking that results in
liquefaction that could cause structural failure and potential
substantial risk of loss, injury, or death. Compliance with mitigation
measures identified herein would reduce impacts to a Class II,
significant and mitigable impact.

The presence of relatively unconsolidated fill and high groundwater can increase the potential
for liquefaction from saturated soils during seismic ground shaking. The Seismic Safety Element
maps a portion of the Plan area immediately adjacent to the Los Angeles River channel as an
area of the highest potential impact and the remainder of the Downtown area as having a
minimal potential for liquefaction. However, even within the central Downtown area,
groundwater may occur at depths of 20 feet and subterranean structures, such as basements
and parking garages, could extend to depths at which groundwater could be encountered. If
soils below a subterranean structure are loose to semi-dense granular material, then
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liquefaction could occur. Therefore, the depth and design of proposed subterranean structures
would need to be evaluated in a liquefaction analysis. According to recommendations of the
Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC 1999), borings completed for liquefaction
analysis should extend down to at least 50 feet below the lowest proposed finished grade of the
structure or 20 feet below the lowest caisson or footing (whichever is deeper).
Mitigation Geo-2

Prior to issuance of a building permit for new structures, the City
Department of Development Services shall determine, based on
building height, depth, and location, whether a comprehensive
geotechnical investigation and geo-engineering study shall be
completed to adequately assess the liquefaction potential and
compaction design of the soils underlying the proposed bottom
grade of the structure. If a geotechnical investigation is required,
borings shall be completed to at least 50 feet below the lowest
proposed finished grade of the structure or 20 feet below the lowest
caisson or footing (whichever is deeper). If these soils are confirmed
to be prone to seismically induced liquefaction, appropriate
techniques to minimize liquefaction potential shall be prescribed and
implemented. All onsite structures shall comply with applicable
methods of the UBC and California Building Code. Suitable
measures to reduce liquefaction impacts could include specialized
design of foundations by a structural engineer, removal or treatment
of liquefiable soils to reduce the potential for liquefaction, drainage
to lower the groundwater table to below the level of liquefiable soils,
in-situ densification of soils, or other alterations to the sub-grade
characteristics.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measure Geo-2 would reduce
impacts from seismically induced liquefaction to less than significant.
Expansive or Unstable Soils
Impact Geo-3

The potential exists within the Plan area to encounter expansive
soils or soils that are unstable or would become unstable as a result
of new development. These conditions could result in onsite or
offsite lateral spreading or subsidence. Compliance with mitigation
measures identified herein would reduce impacts to a Class II,
significant and mitigable impact.

Although native soils in the Downtown Plan Project area typically have low expansion potential,
the characteristics of soils can vary widely and could include clay deposits. Potentially
expansive clay deposits or unstable soils may also occur in the dredged fill areas adjacent to
the Los Angeles River. Impacts related to potential expansion, particularly in proximity to
groundwater, or unstable fill soils, are presumed to be potentially significant. Soil analyses are
needed prior to development to evaluate the potential for expansive soils and to determine the
appropriate foundation design.
Mitigation Geo-3

City of Long Beach
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Prior to issuance of a building permit for new structures, the City
Department of Development Services shall determine the need for
soil samples of final sub-grade areas and excavation sidewalls to be
collected and analyzed for their expansion index. For areas where
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the expansion index is found to be greater than 20, grading and
foundation designs shall be engineered to withstand the existing
conditions. The expansion testing may be omitted if the grading and
foundations are engineered to withstand the presence of highly
expansive soils.
Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measure Geo-3 would reduce
impacts from the potential presence of expansive soils to less than significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts. While cumulative development in the Project area and
throughout the City would result in an increase in population that would be exposed to
potentially hazardous seismic conditions, the mitigation measures provided in this section would
be applied to future Downtown Plan development projects and are standard practices for
development throughout the City where impacts from seismically-induced ground shaking,
liquefaction, and expansive or unstable soils could occur. The site investigation, testing, and
structural design that would be required in accordance with Mitigation Measures Geo-1, Geo-2,
and Geo-3 would reduce potential geology and soils impacts to significant and mitigable.
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4.5

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) have the potential to adversely affect the environment
because such emissions contribute, on a cumulative basis, to global climate change. The proper
context for addressing this issue in an EIR is as a discussion of cumulative impacts, because
although the emissions of one single project would not cause global climate change, GHG
emissions from multiple projects throughout the world could result in a cumulative impact with
respect to global climate change. In turn, global climate change has the potential to result in
rising sea levels, which can inundate low-lying areas; to affect rainfall and snowfall, leading to
changes in water supply; to affect habitat, leading to adverse effects on biological resources;
and to result in other effects.
4.5.1

Setting

This section presents a discussion of existing climate conditions, the current state of climate
change science, and GHG emissions sources in California; a summary of applicable
regulations; and a description of project-generated GHG emissions and their contribution to
global climate change.
a. Affected Environment
Climate
Climate is the accumulation of daily and seasonal weather events over a long period of time,
whereas weather is defined as the condition of the atmosphere at any particular time and place
(Ahrens 2003). The Downtown Plan site is located in a climatic zone characterized as drysummer subtropical or Mediterranean.
The South Coast Air Basin is a 6,600-square-mile coastal plain bounded by the Pacific Ocean to
the southwest and the San Gabriel, San Bernardino, and San Jacinto mountains to the north
and east. The distinctive climate of the Basin is determined by its terrain and geographic
location. The general region lies in the semi-permanent high-pressure zone of the eastern
Pacific, resulting in a mild climate tempered by cool sea breezes with light average wind
speeds. The usually mild climate is interrupted occasionally by periods of extremely hot
weather, winter storms, or Santa Ana winds. More details on the existing climate in the Project
area are discussed in Section 4.2.1 of the Air Quality chapter.
Attributing Climate Change―The Physical Scientific Basis
Certain gases in Earth’s atmosphere, classified as GHGs, play a critical role in determining
Earth’s surface temperature. Solar radiation enters the earth’s atmosphere from space. A
portion of the radiation is absorbed by Earth’s surface, and a smaller portion of this radiation is
reflected back toward space. This absorbed radiation is then emitted from Earth as lowfrequency infrared radiation. The frequencies at which bodies emit radiation are proportional to
temperature. Earth has a much lower temperature than the sun; therefore, Earth emits lower
frequency radiation. Most solar radiation passes through GHGs; however, infrared radiation is
absorbed by these gases. As a result, radiation that otherwise would have escaped back into
space is instead “trapped,” resulting in a warming of the atmosphere. This phenomenon, known
as the greenhouse effect, is responsible for maintaining a habitable climate on Earth. Without
the greenhouse effect, Earth would not be able to support life as we know it.
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Prominent GHGs contributing to the greenhouse effect are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). Much of the scientific literature suggests
that human-caused emissions of these GHGs in excess of natural ambient concentrations are
responsible for intensifying the greenhouse effect and have led to a trend of unnatural warming
of Earth’s climate, known as global climate change or global warming. While there is some
debate regarding this issue, it is unlikely that global climate change of the past 50 years can be
explained without contribution from human activities (IPCC 2007).
Climate change is a global problem. GHGs are global pollutants, unlike criteria air pollutants and
TACs, which are pollutants of regional and local concern. Whereas pollutants with localized air
quality effects have relatively short atmospheric lifetimes (about 1 day), GHGs have long
atmospheric lifetimes (1 year to several thousand years). GHGs persist in the atmosphere for
long enough time periods to be dispersed around the globe. Although the exact lifetime of any
particular GHG molecule is dependent on multiple variables and cannot be pinpointed, it is
understood that more CO2 is emitted into the atmosphere than is sequestered by ocean uptake,
vegetation, and other forms of sequestration. Of the total annual human-caused CO2 emissions,
approximately 54 percent is sequestered through ocean uptake, uptake by northern hemisphere
forest regrowth, and other terrestrial sinks within 1 year, whereas the remaining 46 percent of
human-caused CO2 emissions remains stored in the atmosphere (Seinfeld and Pandis 1998).
Similarly, impacts of GHGs are borne globally, as opposed to localized air quality effects of
criteria air pollutants and TACs. The quantity of GHGs that it takes to ultimately result in climate
change is not precisely known; suffice it to say, the quantity is enormous, and no single project
would measurably contribute to a noticeable incremental change in the global average
temperature, or to global, local, or micro climates. From the standpoint of CEQA, GHG impacts
to global climate change are inherently cumulative.
Attributing Climate Change―Greenhouse Gas Emission Sources
According to much of the scientific literature on this topic, emissions of GHGs contributing to
global climate change are attributable in large part to human activities associated with the
transportation, industrial/manufacturing, utility, residential, commercial, and agricultural sectors
(ARB 2009c). In California, the transportation sector is the largest emitter of GHGs, followed by
electricity generation (ARB 2009c). Emissions of CO2 are byproducts of fossil fuel combustion.
CH4, a highly potent GHG, results from off-gassing (the release of chemicals from nonmetallic
substances under ambient or greater pressure conditions) and is largely associated with
agricultural practices and landfills. N2O is also largely attributable to agricultural practices and
soil management. CO2 sinks, or reservoirs, include vegetation and the ocean, which absorb CO2
through sequestration and dissolution, respectively, two of the most common processes of CO2
sequestration.
California is the 12th to 16th largest emitter of CO2 in the world (CEC 2006). California produced
484 million gross metric tons of CO2 equivalent (CO2e) in 2004 (ARB 2009c). CO2e is a
measurement used to account for the fact that different GHGs have different potential to retain
infrared radiation in the atmosphere and contribute to the greenhouse effect. Expressing
emissions in CO2e takes the contributions to the greenhouse effect of all GHG emissions and
converts them to the equivalent effect that would occur if only CO2 were being emitted. This
measurement, known as the global warming potential (GWP) of a GHG, is dependent on the
lifetime, or persistence, of the gas molecule in the atmosphere. For example, as described in
Appendix C, Calculation References, of the General Reporting Protocol of the California Climate
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Action Registry (CCAR 2009), 1 ton of CH4 has the same contribution to the greenhouse effect
as approximately 21 tons of CO2. Therefore, CH4 is a much more potent GHG than CO2.
Combustion of fossil fuel in the transportation sector was the single largest source of California’s
GHG emissions in 2004, accounting for 38 percent of total GHG emissions in the state (ARB
2009c). This sector was followed by the electric power sector (including both in-state and out-ofstate sources) (19 percent) and the industrial sector (23 percent) (ARB 2008b). See Figure 4.51.
b. Regulatory Framework. Numerous Federal, state, regional, and local laws, rules,
regulations, plans, and policies define the framework that regulates or will potentially regulate
climate change. The following discussion focuses on climate change requirements applicable to
the Project.
Federal Plans, Policies, Regulations, and Laws
Supreme Court Ruling
The EPA is the Federal agency responsible for implementing the federal CAA. The U.S.
Supreme Court ruled on April 2, 2007, that CO2 is an air pollutant as defined under the CAA,
and that EPA has the authority to regulate emissions of GHGs. However, there are no Federal
regulations or policies regarding GHG emissions applicable to the Project.
EPA Proposed Regulations
EPA has taken actions to regulate, monitor, and potentially reduce GHG emissions. Although
both actions discussed below are still in the proposal stage, they would have implications on the
regulation, monitoring, and reduction of GHG emissions from stationary and mobile sources.
Proposed Mandatory Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule
On September 22, 2009, EPA issued a final rule for mandatory reporting of GHGs from large
GHG emissions sources in the United States. In general, this national reporting requirement will
provide EPA with accurate and timely GHG emissions data from stationary facilities that emit
25,000 metric tons or more of CO2 per year. This publically available data will allow the
reporters to track their own emissions, compare them to similar facilities, and aid in identifying
cost effective opportunities to reduce emissions in the future. Reporting is at the facility level,
except that certain suppliers of fossil fuels and industrial greenhouse gases, and vehicle and
engine manufacturers will report at the corporate level. An estimated 85 percent of the total U.S.
GHG emissions, from approximately 10,000 facilities, are covered by this final rule.
Endangerment Finding for Greenhouse Gases under the Clean Air Act
On December 7, 2009, EPA adopted its Proposed Endangerment and Cause or Contribute
Findings for Greenhouse Gases under the CAA (Endangerment Finding). The Endangerment
Finding is based on Section 202(a) of the CAA, which states that the administrator (of EPA)
should regulate and develop standards for “emission[s] of air pollution from any class or classes
of new motor vehicles or new motor vehicle engines, which in [its] judgment cause, or contribute
to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.” The
rule addresses Section 202(a) in two distinct findings. The first addresses whether the
concentrations of the six key GHGs (CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, and SF6) in the atmosphere
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threaten the public health and welfare of current and future generations. The second addresses
whether the combined emissions of GHGs from new motor vehicles and motor vehicle engines
contribute to atmospheric concentrations of GHGs and, therefore, contribute to the threat of
climate change.
The administrator of EPA found that atmospheric concentrations of GHGs endanger the public
health and welfare within the meaning of Section 202(a) of the CAA. The evidence supporting
this finding consists of human activity resulting in “high atmospheric levels” of GHG emissions,
which are likely responsible for increases in average temperatures and other climatic changes.
Furthermore, the observed and projected results of climate change (e.g., higher likelihood of
heat waves, wild fires, droughts, sea level rise, higher intensity storms) are a threat to the public
health and welfare. Therefore, GHGs were found to endanger the public health and welfare of
current and future generations.
The administrator of EPA also found that GHG emissions from new motor vehicles and motor
vehicle engines are contributing to air pollution, which is endangering public health and welfare.
EPA’s final findings respond to the 2007 U.S. Supreme Court decision that GHGs fit within the
CAA definition of air pollutants. The findings do not in and of themselves impose any emission
reduction requirements but, rather, allow EPA to finalize the GHG standards proposed earlier in
2009 for new light-duty vehicles as part of the joint rulemaking with the Department of
Transportation.
State Plans, Policies, Regulations, and Laws
ARB is the agency responsible for coordination and oversight of state and local air pollution
control programs in California and for implementing the CCAA, which was adopted in 1988.
Various statewide and local initiatives to reduce the state’s contribution to GHG emissions have
raised awareness that, even though the various contributors to and consequences of global
climate change are not yet fully understood, global climate change is under way, and there is a
real potential for severe adverse environmental, social, and economic effects in the long term.
Because every nation emits GHGs and therefore makes an incremental cumulative contribution
to global climate change, cooperation on a global scale will be required to reduce the rate of
GHG emissions to a level that can help to slow or stop the human-caused increase in average
global temperatures and associated changes in climatic conditions.
Assembly Bill 1493
In 2002, then-Governor Gray Davis signed Assembly Bill (AB) 1493. AB 1493 requires that ARB
develop and adopt, by January 1, 2005, regulations that achieve “the maximum feasible
reduction of greenhouse gases emitted by passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks and other
vehicles determined by ARB to be vehicles whose primary use is noncommercial personal
transportation in the state.”
To meet the requirements of AB 1493, in 2004 ARB approved amendments to the California
Code of Regulations (CCR) adding GHG emissions standards to California’s existing standards
for motor vehicle emissions. Amendments to CCR Title 13, Sections 1900 and 1961 (13 CCR
1900, 1961), and adoption of Section 1961.1 (13 CCR 1961.1) require automobile
manufacturers to meet fleet-average GHG emissions limits for all passenger cars, light-duty
trucks within various weight criteria, and medium-duty passenger vehicle weight classes (i.e.,
any medium-duty vehicle with a gross vehicle weight rating less than 10,000 pounds that is
designed primarily for the transportation of persons), beginning with the 2009 model year. For
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passenger cars and light-duty trucks with a loaded vehicle weight (LVW) of 3,750 pounds or
less, the GHG emission limits for the 2016 model year are approximately 37 percent lower than
the limits for the first year of the regulations, the 2009 model year. For light-duty trucks with
LVW of 3,751 pounds to gross vehicle weight (GVW) of 8,500 pounds, as well as medium-duty
passenger vehicles, GHG emissions would be reduced approximately 24 percent between 2009
and 2016.
On September 15, 2009, EPA and the Department of Transportation’s National Highway Safety
Administration (NHTSA) proposed a national program to reduce GHG emissions and improve
fuel economy for new cars and trucks sold in the United States. The combined EPA and NHTSA
standards that make up the proposed national program would apply to passenger cars, lightduty trucks, and medium-duty passenger vehicles, covering model years 2012 through 2016.
They require these vehicles to meet an estimated combined average emissions level of 250
grams of CO2 per mile, equivalent to 35.5 miles per gallon (MPG) if the automobile industry
were to meet this CO2 level solely through fuel economy improvements. Under the proposed
national program, automobile manufacturers would be able to build a single light-duty national
fleet that satisfies all requirements under both the national program and the standards of
California and other states, while ensuring that consumers still have a full range of vehicle
choices. In order to promote the adoption of the national program, ARB has adopted
amendments to the GHG emissions standards for new passenger vehicles from 2009 through
2016.
Executive Order S-3-05
Executive Order S-3-05, which was signed by Governor Schwarzenegger in 2005, proclaims
that California is vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. It declares that increased
temperatures could reduce the Sierra’s snowpack, further exacerbate California’s air quality
problems, and potentially cause a rise in sea levels. To combat those concerns, the Executive
Order established total GHG emission targets. Specifically, emissions are to be reduced to the
2000 level by 2010, the 1990 level by 2020, and to 80 percent below the 1990 level by 2050.
The Executive Order directed the Secretary of the California Environmental Protection Agency
(CalEPA) to coordinate a multi-agency effort to reduce GHG emissions to the target levels. The
Secretary will also submit biannual reports to the governor and state legislature describing
progress made toward reaching the emission targets, impacts of global warming on California’s
resources, and mitigation and adaptation plans to combat these impacts. To comply with the
Executive Order, the Secretary of CalEPA created the California Climate Action Team (CCAT)
made up of members from various state agencies and commissions. CCAT released its first
report in March 2006. The report proposed to achieve the targets by building on voluntary
actions of California businesses, local government, and community actions, as well as through
state incentive and regulatory programs.
Assembly Bill 32, the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
In September 2006, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed AB 32, the California Global
Warming Solutions Act of 2006. AB 32 establishes regulatory, reporting, and market
mechanisms to achieve quantifiable reductions in GHG emissions and a cap on statewide GHG
emissions. AB 32 requires that statewide GHG emissions be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020.
This reduction will be accomplished through an enforceable statewide cap on GHG emissions
that will be phased in starting in 2012. To effectively implement the cap, AB 32 directs ARB to
develop and implement regulations to reduce statewide GHG emissions from stationary
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sources. AB 32 specifies that regulations adopted in response to AB 1493 should be used to
address GHG emissions from vehicles. However, AB 32 also includes language stating that if
the AB 1493 regulations cannot be implemented, then ARB should develop new regulations to
control vehicle GHG emissions under the authorization of AB 32.
AB 32 requires that ARB adopt a quantified cap on GHG emissions representing 1990
emissions levels and disclose how it arrives at the cap; institute a schedule to meet the
emissions cap; and develop tracking, reporting, and enforcement mechanisms to ensure that
the state achieves the reductions in GHG emissions necessary to meet the cap. AB 32 also
includes guidance to institute emissions reductions in an economically efficient manner and
conditions to ensure that businesses and consumers are not unfairly affected by the reductions.
AB 32 Climate Change Scoping Plan
In December 2008, ARB adopted its Climate Change Scoping Plan, which contains the main
strategies California will implement to achieve reduction of approximately 169 million metric tons
(MMT) of CO2e, or approximately 30 percent from the state’s projected 2020 emission level of
596 MMT of CO2e under a business-as-usual scenario (this is a reduction of 42 MMT CO2e, or
almost 10 percent, from 2002-2004 average emissions). The Scoping Plan also includes ARBrecommended GHG reductions for each emissions sector of the state’s GHG inventory. The
Scoping Plan calls for the largest reductions in GHG emissions to be achieved by implementing
the following measures and standards:


Improved emissions standards for light-duty vehicles (estimated reductions of 31.7 MMT
CO2e)



The Low-Carbon Fuel Standard (15.0 MMT CO2e)



Energy efficiency measures in buildings and appliances and the widespread
development of combined heat and power systems (26.3 MMT CO2e)



A renewable portfolio standard for electricity production (21.3 MMT CO2e).

ARB has not yet determined what amount of GHG reductions it recommends from local
government operations; however, the Scoping Plan does state that land use planning and urban
growth decisions will play an important role in the state’s GHG reductions because local
governments have primary authority to plan, zone, approve, and permit how land is developed
to accommodate population growth and the changing needs of their jurisdictions. (Meanwhile,
ARB is also developing an additional protocol for community emissions.) ARB further
acknowledges that decisions on how land is used will have large impacts on the GHG emissions
that will result from the transportation, housing, industry, forestry, water, agriculture, electricity,
and natural gas emission sectors. The Scoping Plan states that the ultimate GHG reduction
assignment to local government operations is to be determined (ARB 2008b). With regard to
land use planning, the Scoping Plan expects approximately 5.0 MMT CO2e will be achieved
associated with implementation of Senate Bill (SB) 375, which is discussed further below. What
actual effects these planned reductions will actually have on climate change is difficult to
determine because of the global nature of the problem.
Executive Order S-1-07
Executive Order S-1-07, which was signed by Governor Schwarzenegger in 2007, proclaims
that the transportation sector is the main source of GHG emissions in California, at more than
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40 percent of statewide emissions. It establishes a goal that the carbon intensity of
transportation fuels sold in California should be reduced by a minimum of 10 percent by 2020.
This order also directed ARB to determine if this Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) could be
adopted as a discrete early action measure after meeting the mandates in AB 32. ARB adopted
the LCFS on April 23, 2009.
Senate Bill 1368
SB 1368 is the companion bill of AB 32 and was signed by Governor Schwarzenegger in
September 2006. SB 1368 required the California Public Utilities Commission (PUC) to
establish a GHG emission performance standard for baseload generation from investor-owned
utilities. PUC adopted a GHG Emissions Performance Standard in January 2007. The California
Energy Commission (CEC) adopted consistent regulations for implementing and enforcing SB
1368 for the state’s publicly-owned utilities in August 2007. These standards cannot exceed the
GHG emission rate from a baseload combined-cycle natural gas-fired plant. The legislation
further requires that all electricity provided to California, including imported electricity, must be
generated from plants that meet the standards set by the PUC and CEC. In effect, SB 1368 will
prevent utilities from transmitting electricity from higher-emitting, coal-fired out-of-state plants
into California.
Senate Bills 1078 and 107 and Executive Order S-14-08
SB 1078 (Chapter 516, Statutes of 2002) requires retail sellers of electricity, including investorowned utilities and community choice aggregators, to provide at least 20 percent of their supply
from renewable sources by 2017. SB 107 (Chapter 464, Statutes of 2006) changed the target
date to 2010. In November 2008, Governor Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order S-14-08,
which expands the state’s Renewable Energy Standard to 33 percent renewable power by
2020. Governor Schwarzenegger plans to propose legislative language that will codify the new
higher standard (Office of the Governor 2008).
Senate Bill 97
SB 97, signed August 2007, directs California OPR to prepare, develop, and transmit to the
California Natural Resources Agency guidelines for the feasible mitigation of GHG emissions or
the effects of GHG emissions, as required by CEQA, by July 1, 2009. The Natural Resources
Agency was required to certify or adopt those guidelines by January 1, 2010. On April 13, 2009,
OPR submitted to the Secretary for Natural Resources its proposed amendments to the State
CEQA Guidelines for GHG emissions, as required by SB 97. On February 16, 2010, the Office
of Administrative Law (OAL) approved the amendments, and filed them with the Secretary of
State for inclusion in the California Code of Regulations. The amendments became effective on
March 18, 2010.
Senate Bill 375
SB 375, signed in September 2008, aligns regional transportation planning efforts, regional
GHG reduction targets, and land use and housing allocation. SB 375 requires Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) to adopt a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) or
Alternative Planning Strategy (APS), which will prescribe land use allocation in that MPO’s
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). ARB, in consultation with MPOs, will provide each affected
region with reduction targets for GHGs emitted by passenger cars and light trucks in the region
for the years 2020 and 2035. These reduction targets will be updated every 8 years, but can be
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updated every 4 years if advancements in emissions technologies affect the reduction strategies
to achieve the targets. ARB is also charged with reviewing each MPO’s SCS or APS for
consistency with its assigned targets. If MPOs do not meet the GHG reduction targets,
transportation projects would not be eligible for funding programmed after January 1, 2012.
This bill also extends the minimum time period for the Regional Housing Needs Allocation
(RNHA) cycle from 5 years to 8 years for local governments located within an MPO that meets
certain requirements. City or County land use policies (including general plans) are not required
to be consistent with the RTP (and associated SCS or APS). However, new provisions of CEQA
would incentivize qualified projects that are consistent with an approved SCS or APS,
categorized as “transit priority projects.”
Regional and Local Plans, Policies, Regulations, and Laws
The City Council adopted the Long Beach Sustainable City Action Plan on February 2, 2010
(City of Long Beach 2010b). This plan is intended to guide operational, policy, and financial
decisions to create a more sustainable City. The Sustainable City Action Plan includes
measureable goals and actions that are intended to be challenging, yet realistic. The
Sustainable City Action Plan includes the following sustainability goals:
1. Buildings and Neighborhoods
Initiatives


Accelerate the use of green building techniques in new development,
renovations, and retrofits to improve building efficiency and health



Enhance and enliven corridors and neighborhoods with green infrastructure and
public spaces



Enhance the community to encourage people to get out of their cars and into
their neighborhoods

Goals


100 percent of major City facilities are Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) certified (or equivalent) by 2020



At least 5 million square feet of privately developed LEED certified (or equivalent)
green buildings by 2020



Double the number of LEED accredited professionals (or equivalent) in the City
and community by 2012



100 percent of City-owned vacant lots are utilized with interim green uses by
2012



Create at least six new community gardens by 2012



Plant at least 10,000 trees in the City by 2020



100 percent of suitable alley and parking lot projects use permeable pavement by
2020



50 percent of City residents work within the City by 2020
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At least 60,000 residents in the downtown by 2020



By 2020, at least 30 percent of City residents use alternative transportation to get
to work

2. Energy
Initiatives


Shrink Long Beach’s carbon footprint by reducing GHG emissions



Ensure all of the City of Long Beach’s operational needs are met through energy
efficiency, conservation, and renewable energy sources



Reduce electricity and natural gas consumption of the Long Beach community

Goals


Reduce GHG emissions from City facilities and operations by 15 percent by 2020



Reduce electricity use in City operations by 25 percent by 2020



Reduce natural gas use in City operations by 15 percent by 2020



Facilitate the development of at least 2 Megawatts of solar energy on city
facilities by 2020



Reduce community electricity use by 15 percent by 2020



Reduce community natural gas use by 10 percent by 2020



Facilitate the development of at least 8 Megawatts of solar energy within the
community (private rooftops) by 2020

3. Green Economy and Lifestyle
Initiatives


Establish Long Beach as the leading California city for green business and green
job growth



Promote individual action that encourages active and green lifestyles, which
supports a green economy

Goals


Identify and develop at least 2,000 green collar jobs in Long Beach by 2012



Enroll 100 green businesses in the Long Beach Green Business Certification
Program by 2012



Target half of the business grants/loans for green business development by 2012



Increase City green spending to 100 percent by 2020



Annual increase in participation in Citywide green events
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4. Transportation
Initiatives


Reduce emissions and improve air quality by moving toward more fuel-efficient
and alternative fuel vehicles



Increase public transit ridership by expanding access, infrastructure, and
convenience



Provide an environment and culture where walking and biking are safe, viable,
and preferred modes of transportation in the City



Implement the Clean Air Action Plan (CAAP), designed to significantly reduce
port-related air emissions over a 5-year plan through a partnership with the
Harbor Department and its tenants

Goals


Increase the average fuel efficiency of the gasoline‐powered City fleet to 35 miles
per gallon (mpg) by 2020



100 percent of the City fleet is alternative fuel and/or low emission by 2020



Reduce Citywide vehicle emissions by 30 percent by 2020



Increase public transit ridership by 25 percent by 2016



Increase City employee average vehicle ridership to 1.5 by 2012



100 percent of taxi cab fleets are alternative fuel and/or low emissions by 2016



Increase bike ridership from 1 percent to 10 percent by 2016



Create a system of at least 200 miles of interconnected bike routes (Class 1‐3)
by 2020



Reduce future port‐related emissions by 47 percent reduction in diesel PM, 45
percent reduction in NOX, and 52 percent reduction in sulfur oxides (SOX) from
ocean going vessels (OGV), cargo handling equipment (CHE) and heavy duty
vehicles (HDV) source categories by 2011

5. Urban Nature
Initiatives


Create a more balanced network of open spaces through acquisition, restoration,
and greenway linkages, consistent with the 2002 Open Space and Recreation
Element of the General Plan



Promote biodiversity Citywide by encouraging the wide scale use of native or
edible landscapes



Increase awareness and promote the natural environment as a place to play,
learn, and be active
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Goals


Create 8 acres of open space per 1,000 residents by 2020



Create 100 miles of green linkages by 2020



Establish one or more Nature Centers along the Los Angeles River by 2016



Establish a native landscape demonstration in every park 1 acre or larger by
2020



Establish a community garden in every park 5 acres or larger by 2020



Convert 1,200 front yards to native or edible landscape by 2016



Train 500 Habitat Stewards by 2016



Annual increase in the number of youth who are trained as Long Beach
Bioengineers

6. Waste Reduction
Initiatives


Increase diversion by reducing waste and increasing recycling and reuse



Increase awareness and promote the concepts of reduce, reuse, and recycle



Utilize recyclable materials as a raw materials source for industrial development
to enhance the recycled-materials market in Long Beach

Goals


Annual reduction in average pounds of solid waste generated per person per day



Increase the number of students participating in the Traveling Recycling
Education Center (TREC) to 2,000 per year by 2016



Attract and retain of total of 20 Recycling Market Development Zone (RMDZ)
manufacturing companies by 2020

7. Water
Initiatives


Ensure a sustainable water supply through conservation and reduced
dependence of imported water



Implement low-impact development strategies to reduce runoff and pollution at
the source and increase the beneficial use of rainwater

Goals


Reduce per capita use of potable water, exceeding the state mandate to achieve
a demand reduction of 20 percent in per capita water use by the year 2020



Through a pilot program, facilitate the installation of rain catchment systems at
five City facilities by 2012



Facilitate the development of 50 green roofs communitywide by 2016
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The City has registered its GHG emissions inventory with the California Climate Action Registry
(CCAR), earning the distinction of Climate Action Leader. Long Beach is now publicly and
voluntarily reporting its 2007 GHG emissions under CCAR’s program. The inventory includes
emissions for City owned and operated sites, facilities, and operations. In calendar year 2007,
the City’s operations emitted 51,754 tons of CO2e. The City’s emissions come from energy use
associated with electricity, natural gas, and vehicle fuel Citywide, including all City facilities and
vehicles.
4.5.2

Impact Analysis

A report published by the California Climate Change Center (CCCC) summarizes the potential
impact of continued climate change on California (CCCC 2006). The report analyzed a range of
impacts that projected rising temperatures would have on California. A range of emissions
scenarios developed by IPCC were used to project potential warming ranges that may occur in
California. Three projected warming ranges were identified:


Lower warming range: projected temperature rises between 3 and 5.5°F



Medium warming range: projected temperature rises between 5.5 and 8°F



Higher warming range: projected temperature rises between 8 and 10.5°F

The report presents an analysis of future projected changes in California under each warming
scenario. The temperature increases would have widespread consequences including loss of
snow-pack, sea level rise, increased risk of wildfires, and reductions in the quality and quantity
of certain agricultural products.
Sea levels along California’s coast have risen about 7 inches in the last 100 years. Continuing
climate change poses a threat to California’s coastline due to rising sea levels, more intense
coastal storms, and warmer water temperatures. Sea level is anticipated to rise an additional 22
to 35 inches by the end of the century under the higher warming range. Sea level rise of this
magnitude would cause more frequent and severe flooding, erosion, damage to coastal
structures, threaten vital levees and inland water systems, and disrupt wetlands and natural
habitats. The Project area is located approximately 25 feet above mean sea level and therefore
would not be impacted by the sea level rise anticipated by the end of the century.
Higher temperatures are anticipated to increase the frequency, duration, and intensity of
conditions conducive to air pollution formation. For example, if temperatures rise to the medium
warming range, there will be 75 to 85 percent more days with weather conducive to ozone
formation in the Basin, relative to existing conditions. This is more than twice the increase
expected if temperature rises are kept in the lower warming range. Air quality could be further
compromised by increases in wildfires. Large wildfires could become up to 55 percent more
frequent by the end of the century if GHG emissions are not reduced significantly. The Plan
area is not located in a region susceptible to widespread wildfires.
Potential health effects from climate change would occur from temperature increases causing
dehydration, heat stroke/exhaustion, heart attack, stroke, and respiratory diseases; extreme
heat events; and poor air quality. The report indicates that there could be up to 100 more days
per year with temperatures above 90°F in the Basin by 2100 under the higher warming range.
Additionally, extreme heat events in urban centers could cause two to three times more heatrelated deaths than occur today. Development occurring in the Plan area is anticipated to be
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equipped with adequate air conditioning systems to reduce the heat exposure for future
residents.
Increased GHG emissions and associated increases in temperature are expected to cause
widespread changes to the agricultural industry, reducing the quantity and quality of agricultural
products statewide. The Plan does not include agricultural uses and therefore would not be
directly impacted by these changes.
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds
Thresholds of Significance
ARB and SCAQMD have not identified a significance threshold for analyzing GHG emissions
associated with land use development projects such as the proposed Project, or a methodology
for analyzing impacts related to GHG emissions or global climate change. By adoption of AB 32
the state has identified GHG emission reduction goals and that the effect of GHG emissions as
they relate to global climate change. While the emissions of one single project will not cause
global climate change, GHG emissions from multiple projects throughout the world could result
in a cumulative impact with respect to global climate change.
To meet AB 32 goals, California would need to generate less GHG emissions than current
levels. It is recognized, however, that for most projects, there is no simple metric available to
determine if a single project would substantially increase or decrease overall GHG emission
levels.
Although the text of AB 32 applies to stationary sources of GHG emissions, this mandate
demonstrates California’s commitment to reducing the rate of GHG emissions and the state’s
associated contribution to climate change without intent to limit population or economic growth
within the state. Thus, to achieve the goals of AB 32, which are tied to GHG emission rates of a
specific benchmark year (i.e., 1990), California would have to achieve a lower rate of emissions
per unit of population than its current rate. Further, to accommodate future population and
economic growth, the state would have to achieve an even lower rate of emissions per unit than
was achieved in 1990. The goal to achieve 1990 quantities of GHG emissions by 2020 means
that this will need to be accomplished in spite of 30 years of population and economic growth
beyond 1990. Thus, future planning efforts that would not encourage reductions in GHG
emissions or not enable land uses to operate in a GHG-efficient manner would conflict with the
policy decisions contained in the spirit of AB 32, thus impeding California’s ability to comply with
the mandate.
If a statewide context for addressing GHG emissions is applied, any net increase in GHG
emissions within state boundaries would be considered “new” emissions. For example, a land
development project, such as the Downtown Plan, does not create “new” emitters of GHGs, but
would theoretically accommodate a greater number of residents in the state. Some of the
residents that move to the project could already be residents in California, while others may be
from out-of-state or would “take the place” of in-state residents who “vacate” their current
residences to move to the new project. The out-of-state residents would be contributing new
emissions in a statewide context, but would not necessarily be generating new emissions in a
global context. Given the statewide context established by AB 32, the project would need to
accommodate an increase in population in a manner that would not inhibit the state’s ability to
achieve the goals of lower emissions overall.
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However, the state has established GHG emission-reduction targets and has determined that
GHG emissions as they relate to global climate change are a source of adverse environmental
impacts in California that should be addressed under CEQA. Although AB 32 did not amend
CEQA, it identifies the myriad of environmental problems in California caused by global warming
(California Health and Safety Code, Section 38501[a]). SB 97, however, did amend CEQA by
directing OPR to prepare revisions to the State CEQA Guidelines addressing the mitigation of
GHGs or their consequences. As an interim step toward development of required guidelines, in
June 2008, OPR published a technical advisory, entitled CEQA and Climate Change:
Addressing Climate Change through California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Review (OPR
2008). In this technical advisory, OPR recommends that the lead agencies under CEQA make a
good-faith effort, based on available information, to estimate the quantity of GHG emissions that
would be generated by a proposed project, including the emissions associated with vehicular
traffic, energy consumption, water usage, and construction activities, to determine whether the
impacts have the potential to result in a project or cumulative impact and to mitigate the impacts
where feasible mitigation is available.
The OPR’s technical advisory also acknowledges that “perhaps the most difficult part of the
climate change analysis will be the determination of significance,” and noted that “OPR has
asked ARB technical staff to recommend a method for setting thresholds which will encourage
consistency and uniformity in the CEQA analysis of GHG emissions throughout the state.” ARB
has not yet completed this task at the time of writing this PEIR.
OPR has provided amendments to the State CEQA Guidelines, including Appendix G, to
address impacts of GHG emissions, as directed by SB 97 (2007). These amendments were
approved by the California Natural Resources Agency (CRNA) on December 30, 2009, and
were codified in the California Code of Regulations on March 18, 2010. The thresholds for
determining the significance of the impact of projected GHG emissions generated by the Project
for this analysis are based on OPR’s additions to Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, as
follows:
Adoption and implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances
would result in a significant adverse impact related to GHG emissions if the goals, policies,
objectives, or regulations established by the proposed documents, or if anticipated
subsequent development in accordance with those documents, would do the following:


Generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
effect on the environment



Conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or regulation of an agency adopted for the
purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gas

For the purposes of this PEIR, the City decided to quantify total GHG emissions from
implementation of the Plan and determine whether the associated emissions would substantially
help or hinder the state’s ability to attain the goals identified in AB 32 (i.e., reduction of statewide
GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020). The analysis of GHG emissions in this PEIR
recognizes that the impact that GHG emissions have on global climate change does not depend
on whether they are generated by stationary, mobile, or area sources, or whether they are
generated in one region or another. As stated above, the mandate of AB 32 demonstrates
California’s commitment to reducing GHG emissions and the state’s associated contribution to
climate change without intending to limit population or economic growth within the State.
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Thus, to achieve the goals of AB 32, which are tied to mass GHG emission levels of the 1990
benchmark year, California would have to achieve a lower rate of emissions per unit of
population (per person) and/or per level of economic activity (e.g., per job) than its current rate.
Furthermore, to accommodate future population and economic growth, the state would have to
achieve an even lower rate of emissions per unit than it achieved in 1990. For this reason, land
uses need to be GHG “efficient” to attain AB 32 goals while accommodating population and job
growth. Thus, the program-level analysis of GHGs for this PEIR focuses on the annual
operational GHG emissions per service population (SP), or annual GHG/SP, where SP is the
number of residents accommodated by the project plus the number of jobs supported by the
project.
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) estimates the benchmark for this
metric to be approximately 6.6 metric tons CO2e/SP/year (see Table 4.5-1). The benchmark for
this metric was derived from the emission rates at the state level that would accommodate
projected population and employment growth under trend forecast conditions for the whole
state, and the emission rates needed to accommodate growth while allowing for consistency
with the goals of AB 32 (i.e., 1990 GHG emission levels by 2020). BAAQMD proposed this
threshold be used to determine the significance of proposed plans for GHGs (BAAQMD 2009).
The threshold was derived by considering all “land use-related” inventory sectors (e.g.,
transportation, energy consumption, etc.) from ARB’s emissions inventory and the population
and employment data for the State for 2020.
The statewide context allows GHG efficiency (GHG/SP) to be viewed independently from the
jurisdiction in which the plan is located. Expressing projected 2020 mass of emissions from
land-use related emissions sectors by comparison to a demographic unit (i.e., population and
employment) provides evaluation of the GHG efficiency of a plan in terms of what emissions are
allowable while meeting AB 32 targets. SCAQMD has proposed the same threshold (6.6
MTCO2e/SP) for analyzing GHG emissions at a plan level as part of its GHG Significance
Threshold Stakeholder Working Group recommendations (SCAQMD 2009b).
Additionally, the application of an efficiency-based metric in this analysis is consistent with the
discussion in ARB’s Scoping Plan of the importance of GHG efficiency in land use planning that
must be achieved to attain the mandated reductions in mass annual GHG emission levels (ARB
2008b). However, although the Scoping Plan discusses efficiency in terms of tons per person, it
does not explicitly discuss ways to account for projected growth in the state’s population or
projected growth in the state’s economy. Moreover, the metric of mass GHG emissions per
capita would not be useful for understanding the efficiency of nonresidential land uses (e.g.,
commercial, industrial, educational).
Because the CO2e/SP/year metric accounts for future population growth, future economic
growth, and mass emission targets, future land use development projects that would not be
more GHG efficient than “business as usual” would conflict with the spirit of AB 32. The State
CEQA Guidelines encourage public agencies to develop and publish thresholds of significance
that the agency uses in the determination of the significance of environmental effects. When
adopting thresholds of significance, a lead agency may consider thresholds of significance
previously adopted or recommended by other public agencies, or recommended by experts.
The Guidelines provide a lead agency with the discretion to determine whether a project’s
emissions exceed a threshold of significance that the lead agency determines applies to the
project. The lead agency may also consider the extent to which the project complies with
regulations or requirements adopted to implement a statewide, regional, or local plan for the
reduction or mitigation of GHG emissions. The GHG/SP metric used in this analysis determines
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the project’s compliance with the statewide GHG reduction goal established by AB 32 and
ARB’s Scoping Plan. Thus, the threshold is consistent with State CEQA Guidelines and
establishes the context to answer the Appendix G checklist questions.
Nonetheless, one of the primary challenges to establishing a reasonable threshold and
determining impacts (and mitigation) relates to enactment of AB 32 and other GHG emissionreduction legislations. As previously described, much of this legislation requires ARB and others
to establish standards that relate to energy efficiency, carbon levels in fuels, smokestack
emissions, and regional transportation planning (e.g., SB 375). These standards are in the
development process but may be a few to several years away from implementation.
The Project, however, would also be in development for multiple decades (approximately 25
years), and during its lifetime would be subject to these as-yet-undeveloped thresholds. There is
a lag time between enactment of these legislative fixes and the regulations that will implement
them. As a consequence, local governmental agencies are left to struggle with trying to discern
the extent to which their decisions can and will influence GHG emissions versus what still-to-bedeveloped regulations will achieve. For instance, a local lead agency can base a threshold on
generation of emissions below some business-as-usual target, but it is difficult to ascertain
whether these regulations will largely result in substantial reductions that hit the target, or
whether local agencies will need to impose additional measures. This challenge is discussed in
more detail in the “Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures” section below.
Analysis Methodology
At the time of writing this PEIR, neither ARB nor any air district in California (including
SCAQMD) has formally adopted a recommended methodology for evaluating GHG emissions
associated with new development. Pursuant to full disclosure and according to OPR’s CEQA
Guidelines that state, “A lead agency should make a good-faith effort, based to the extent
possible on scientific and factual data, to describe, calculate or estimate the amount of GHG
emissions resulting from a project,” the construction and operational emissions associated with
implementation of the Plan have been quantified using methods described below.
Construction-related GHG emissions were estimated using similar methodology to that
described for criteria air pollutants in Section 4.1, Air Quality. URBEMIS 2007 Version 9.2.4 also
estimates CO2 emissions associated with construction-related GHG sources such as off-road
construction equipment, material delivery trucks, soil haul trucks, and construction worker
vehicles (Rimpo and Associates 2008).
Operational emissions of GHGs, including GHGs generated by direct and indirect sources, are
estimated according to the recommended methodologies from ARB and CCAR. Direct sources
include emissions such as vehicle trips, natural gas consumption, and landscape maintenance.
Indirect sources include offsite emissions occurring as a result of the Project’s operations such
as electricity and water consumption. Direct emissions associated with area and mobile sources
were estimated using URBEMIS2007 (Rimpo and Associates 2008). Modeling was based on
Project-specific data (e.g., size and type of proposed uses) and vehicle trip information from the
traffic analysis prepared for the Project (Iteris 2010).
Indirect emissions associated with residential and nonresidential energy consumption were
estimated using electricity consumption rates from the CEC’s California Energy Demand 20002010 report (CEC 2000) and CCAR’s General Reporting Protocol Version 3.1 (CCAR 2009),
respectively. GHG emission factors associated with electricity production were obtained from
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the CCAR General Reporting Protocol (CCAR 2009). Indirect GHG emissions associated with
the consumption of water were calculated based on the estimated level of electricity required to
convey, treat, and distribute the Project’s estimated water usage and the aforementioned
emission factors for electricity production from CCAR. Water demand of proposed land uses
envisioned under the Project was obtained from Section 4.13, Utilities and Service Systems
(Water), of this PEIR, and the electricity use associated with water consumption was estimated
using an electricity consumption rate from the CEC’s Refining Estimates of Water-Related
Energy Use in California report (CEC 2007).
It is important to note that all CO2 emissions from Project implementation may not necessarily
be considered “new” emissions, given that a project itself does not create “new” emitters
(people) of GHGs, at least not in the traditional sense. In other words, the GHG emissions for a
residential project are not necessarily all new GHG emissions in the local area, state, or world.
To a large degree, a new residential development accommodates household relocations and, in
this sense, residential development projects can be seen as reacting to increased demand from
the growing population and economy and are not in themselves creators of economic or
population growth. Emissions of GHGs are, however, influenced by the location and design of
projects, to the extent that they can influence travel to and from the projects and to the degree
the projects are designed to maximize energy efficiency and GHG efficiency.
The methodology used in this PEIR to analyze the Project’s contribution to global climate
change includes a calculation of GHG emissions and a discussion about the context in which
they can be evaluated. The City’s purpose of calculating the Project’s GHG emissions is for
informational and comparison purposes, as neither ARB nor SCAQMD have adopted a
quantifiable threshold for evaluating whether Project-generated GHG’s would be considered a
significant impact.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Adoption and implementation of the
proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances would result in a significant adverse
impact related to GHG emissions if the goals, policies, objectives, or regulations established by
the proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent development in accordance with those
documents, would cause any of the following impacts.
Construction-related GHG Emissions
Impact GHG-1

Construction activities associated with implementation of the
proposed Downtown Plan would result in increased generation of
GHG emissions. These emissions would be temporary and shortterm and would decline over time as new regulations are developed
that address medium- and heavy-duty on-road vehicles and off-road
equipment under the mandate of AB 32. Impacts would be Class I,
significant and unavoidable.

Heavy-duty off-road equipment, materials transport, and worker commutes during construction
of land uses proposed under the Project would result in exhaust emissions of GHGs. Exact
Project-specific data (e.g., construction equipment types and number requirements) were not
available at the time of this analysis.
GHG emissions generated by construction would be primarily in the form of CO2. Although
emissions of other GHGs, such as CH4 and N2O, are important with respect to global climate
change, the emission levels of these other GHGs from on- and off-road vehicles used during
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construction are relatively small compared with CO2 emissions, even when factoring in the
relatively larger global warming potential of CH4 and N2O.
Accordingly, total construction emissions for the 25-year buildout period associated with
implementation of the Project were estimated using the URBEMIS 2007 Version 9.2.4 computer
program (Rimpo and Associates 2008). URBEMIS is designed to model construction emissions
for land use development projects based on building size, land use and type, and disturbed
acreage, and allows for the input of project-specific information. Construction-generated GHG
emissions were modeled based on general information provided in Chapter 2, Project
Description, and default SCAQMD-recommended settings and parameters attributable to the
proposed land use types and site location. In short, modeling was conducted using the same
assumptions for estimating construction-generated emissions of criteria air pollutants and
precursors, which are listed in the discussion under Impact AQ-1 of Chapter 4.2, Air Quality.
Development of the Project area would occur over a large area (approximately 719 acres), and
large portions of the project sites could undergo construction at any given time. However, the
timing and location of construction activities cannot be predicted. Construction of the site is
anticipated to commence in 2011 and last until approximately 2035. Given that exhaust
emission rates of the construction equipment fleet in the state are expected to decrease over
time due to ARB- and SCAQMD-led efforts, annual construction emissions were estimated
using the earliest calendar year when construction would begin (i.e., 2011) in order to generate
conservative estimates. It is anticipated, however, that in later years, advancements in engine
technology, retrofits, and turnover in the equipment fleet would result in increased fuel
efficiency, potentially more alternatively fueled equipment, and lower levels of GHG emissions.
Also, the URBEMIS model does not account for reductions in CO2 emission rates that would
affect future construction activity due to the regulatory environment that is expected to evolve
under AB 32. For instance, ARB’s Scoping Plan identifies the need to expand efficiency
strategies and low carbon fuels for heavy-duty and off-road vehicles (ARB 2008b).
A summary of the GHG emissions generated during buildout of the project is presented in Table
4.5-1. Refer to Appendix C for a detailed summary of the URBEMIS modeling assumptions,
inputs, and outputs.
As shown in Table 4.5-1, estimated GHG emissions from construction during the 25-year
buildout of the Project would be approximately 13,000 metric tons of CO2. However, this value
accounts only for exhaust emissions of GHGs that would be generated by heavy-duty
equipment, haul trucks, and vehicle trips. Additional GHG emissions would also be “embodied”
in the materials selected for construction, and the level of embodied GHG emission can vary
substantially according to which materials are selected. This is particularly the case for
construction of buildings and infrastructure that involve high quantities of cement, which is a key
ingredient of concrete, given that ARB has identified cement production as an energy-intensive,
GHG-intensive industry (ARB 2008b). In fact, ARB has included cement plants as a separate
emissions sector in its demand-based GHG inventory for the state (ARB 2008b).
Construction-generated exhaust emissions would be temporary and short-term in that they
would only occur during the buildout period; they would not continue on an ongoing basis year
after year throughout the operational life of the development, as is the case with large
stationary-source facilities or for the operation of most land use developments. In addition, the
regulatory environment that continues to evolve under the mandate of AB 32 is expected to
reduce some of the GHG emissions from construction activity. ARB’s Scoping Plan does not
directly discuss GHG emissions generated by construction activity; however, it does
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recommend measures for improving the efficiency of medium- and heavy-duty on-road vehicles
(1.4 MMT CO2e) and expanded efficiency strategies for off-road vehicles (e.g., forklifts,
bulldozers).
In addition, existing programs for air quality improvement in California, including the Diesel Risk
Reduction Plan and the 2007 State Implementation Plan, will result in the accelerated phase-in
of cleaner technology for virtually all of California’s diesel engine fleets, including construction
equipment (ARB 2008b). Measures implemented under these plans are likely to result in future
fleets of construction equipment that are more GHG-efficient than existing fleets. For these
reasons, levels of GHG emissions associated with construction activities are expected to
decrease over time as new regulations are developed under the mandate of AB 32.
Nonetheless, construction-generated GHG emission levels would make an incremental
contribution to GHGs that cause climate change. It is presumed that this level of constructiongenerated GHG emissions would be substantial particularly given the large size of the Plan area
(approximately 719 acres).
Although the construction-generated emissions would be temporary, a new regime of
regulations is expected to come into place under AB 32, and existing regulatory efforts will help
reduce GHG emissions generated by construction activity throughout the state, given the level
of information available today, and in order to be conservative, the EIR assumes that the GHG
emissions associated with construction activities would result in a cumulatively considerable
incremental contribution to this significant cumulative impact.
Mitigation GHG-1(a) Implement Mitigation Measure AQ-1. Implementation of the
mitigation measures described in Section 4.2, Air Quality, of this
PEIR, which would reduce construction emissions of criteria air
pollutants and precursors, would also act to reduce GHG
emissions associated with implementation of the Project. The
construction mitigation measures for exhaust emissions are
relevant to the global climate change impact because both criteria
air pollutant and GHG emissions are frequently associated with
combustion byproducts.
Mitigation GHG-1(b) Implement Additional Measures to Control ConstructionGenerated GHG Emissions. To further reduce constructiongenerated GHG emissions, the project applicant(s) of all public
and private developments shall implement all feasible measures
for reducing GHG emissions associated with construction that are
recommended by the City and/or SCAQMD at the time individual
portions of the site undergo construction. Such measures may
reduce GHG exhaust emissions from the use of onsite equipment,
worker commute trips, and truck trips carrying materials and
equipment to and from the project site, as well as GHG emissions
embodied in the materials selected for construction (e.g.,
concrete). Other measures may pertain to the materials used in
construction. Prior to the construction of each development phase,
the project applicant(s) shall obtain the most current list of GHGreduction measures that are recommended by the City and/or
SCAQMD and stipulate that these measures be implemented
during the appropriate construction phase. The project
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applicant(s) for any particular development phase may submit to
the City a report that substantiates why specific measures are
considered infeasible for construction of that particular
development phase and/or at that point in time. The report,
including the substantiation for not implementing particular GHGreduction measures, shall be approved by the City.
The City’s recommended measures for reducing constructionrelated GHG emissions at the time of writing this PEIR are listed
below and the project applicant(s) shall, at a minimum, be
required to implement the following:
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Improve fuel efficiency from construction equipment:
o

reduce unnecessary idling (modify work practices,
install auxiliary power for driver comfort),

o

perform equipment maintenance (inspections,
detect failures early, corrections),

o

train equipment operators in proper use of
equipment,

o

use the proper size of equipment for the job, and

o

use equipment with new technologies (repowered
engines, electric drive trains).



Use alternative fuels for electricity generators and welders
at construction sites such as propane or solar, or use
electrical power.



Use an ARB-approved low-carbon fuel, such as biodiesel
or renewable diesel for construction equipment (emissions
of NOX from the use of low carbon fuel must be reviewed
and increases mitigated). Additional information about lowcarbon fuels is available from ARB’s Low Carbon Fuel
Standard Program (ARB 2010a).



Encourage and provide carpools, shuttle vans, transit
passes and/or secure bicycle parking for construction
worker commutes.



Reduce electricity use in the construction office by using
compact fluorescent bulbs, powering off computers every
day, and replacing heating and cooling units with more
efficient ones.



Recycle or salvage non-hazardous construction and
demolition debris (goal of at least 75 percent by weight).



Use locally sourced or recycled materials for construction
materials (goal of at least 20 percent based on costs for
building materials, and based on volume for roadway,
parking lot, sidewalk, and curb materials).
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Minimize the amount of concrete used for paved surfaces
or use a low carbon concrete option.



Produce concrete onsite if determined to be less emissive
than transporting ready mix.



Use EPA-certified SmartWay trucks for deliveries and
equipment transport. Additional information about the
SmartWay Transport Partnership Program is available
from ARB’s Heavy-Duty Vehicle GHG Measure (ARB
2010b) and EPA (EPA 2010).



Develop a plan to efficiently use water for adequate dust
control. This may consist of the use of non-potable water
from a local source.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of Mitigation Measures GHG1(a) and GHG-1(b) would reduce construction vehicle emissions to the degree feasible
by requiring use of certain engines, following specific criteria, and other requirements. By
reducing emissions of criteria air pollutants, GHG emissions also would be reduced.
However, because of the uncertainty with respect to GHG reductions from regulations
that have not yet been developed, and because the GHGs generated by construction of
land uses envisioned under the Project could be considerable, the incremental
contribution of GHG emissions from Project-related construction would be cumulatively
considerable and significant and unavoidable.
Operations-related GHG Emissions
Impact GHG-2

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan over the long
term would result in increased generation of GHGs, which would
contribute considerably to cumulative GHG emissions. Impacts
would be Class I, significant and unavoidable.

GHG emissions by area, mobile, and stationary-sources would be generated throughout the
operational life of the Project. Area-source emissions would be associated with activities such
as combustion of natural gas for space and water heating, maintenance of landscaping and
grounds, waste disposal, and other sources. Mobile-source emissions of GHGs would include
Project-generated vehicle trips for residents, employees, and visitors. In addition, increases in
stationary-source emissions could occur at offsite utility providers from electricity generation that
would supply power to the proposed land uses. Thus, the GHGs associated with the
consumption of electricity by land uses developed under the Project are considered an indirect
source. Onsite consumption of water would also result in indirect GHG emissions because of
the electricity consumption associated with the offsite conveyance, treatment, and distribution of
that water.
GHG emissions generated by operation of the proposed land uses under the Project would be
primarily in the form of CO2. Although emissions of other GHGs, such as CH4 and N2O, are
important with respect to global climate change, the emissions levels of these other GHGs from
the sources considered for this Project are relatively small compared with CO2 emissions, even
when factoring in the relatively larger global warming potential of CH4 and N2O.
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Direct operational CO2 emissions were calculated using URBEMIS 2007, Version 9.2.4 (Rimpo
and Associates 2008). Indirect operational emissions associated with electricity consumption
were estimated according to methodologies of the CCAR’s General Reporting Protocol (CCAR
2009). Indirect operational emissions associated with water consumption were estimated using
information provided by CEC (CEC 2007) and CCAR’s General Reporting Protocol (CCAR
2009).
A summary of the operational GHG emissions were estimated for full buildout of the Project in
the Year 2035 and are presented in Table 4.5-1. The annual operational emissions level under
the Project was estimated using the best available methodologies and emission factors
available at the time of writing this PEIR. However, for many operational GHG emission
sources, GHG emission rates for future years are not yet developed, in part because regulations
continue to evolve under the mandate of AB 32. The URBEMIS model and other GHG
estimation protocols do not yet account for the impact reductions of the future regulatory
environment and future technological improvements that will result in GHG efficiencies. Thus,
this analysis uses the emissions estimates modeled for full buildout in place of evaluating GHG
emissions associated with implementation of the Project.
As shown in Table 4.5-2, estimated GHG emissions associated with operation of the land uses
proposed under the Project would total approximately 191,000 metric tons per year. At full
buildout, the size of the residential population accommodated by the Project would be
approximately 14,750 residents, and the number of jobs supported by the Project would be
approximately 5,200. When estimated CO2e emissions are normalized with respect to service
population, the average annual efficiency rate of operations under full buildout of the Project
would be 9.6 metric tons CO2e/SP/year. The statewide target of 6.6 metric tons CO2e/SP/year is
based on the AB 32 goal of reaching 1990 emissions levels by 2020 while accommodating
population and economic growth. Thus, a project that accommodates additional population and
employment while staying under the 6.6 metric tons CO2e/SP/year target would be consistent
with AB 32 goals. The threshold establishes additional context for the project’s GHG emissions
as opposed to evaluating the magnitude of emissions only. The metric also evaluates the
efficiency with which the project accommodates population and employment. Thus, the metric
helps evaluate whether the project’s emissions may have a significant impact on the
environment and whether it would conflict with the state’s plan for reducing GHG emissions.
The trip rate for the Plan includes reductions to account for pass-by and non-auto trips based on
various sources including information in the ITE Trip Generation publications, Year 2000 US
Census Journey to Work, and empirical studies of transit mode split in Downtown Long Beach
(Iteris 2010). The Project includes some “smart growth” concepts, such as a mix of uses
configured for convenient bike and pedestrian access, a network of bike and pedestrian
connections, and integration of transit infrastructure. The transportation model used in the traffic
analysis functions at a regional scale, so all the nuances of the land use planning under the
Project are not necessarily reflected in their respective estimates of net trip generation. In
addition, the emissions rates used to estimate mobile-source GHG emissions do not account for
GHG reductions that would result from the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, which was adopted as a
discrete early-action measure of AB 32, or the CAA waiver that California received from EPA
allowing the state to adopt more stringent fuel efficiency standards for passenger vehicles and
light trucks (AB 1493, which is discussed above in the Regulatory Framework section).
With regard to the other largest category of operational GHG emissions shown in Table 4.5-1,
indirect GHG emissions related to the consumption of fossil-fuel-based electricity, these
estimated emissions do not account for reductions that would result from future regulatory
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changes under AB 32. The estimate of these emissions is not discounted to reflect the
alternative-energy mandate of SB 107, which requires Southern California Edison (SCE) and
other electric utilities to provide at least 20 percent of its electricity supply from renewable
sources by 2010 and 30 percent by 2020; this mandate would be fully implemented before full
buildout of the Project. In addition, SB 1368 requires more stringent emissions performance
standards for new power plants, both in-state and out-of-state, that will supply electricity to
California consumers. Thus, implementation of SB 1368 will also reduce GHG emissions
associated with electricity consumption. Rates of energy consumption will be further reduced
with implementation of the 2010 Green Building Regulations, which will replace Title 24 building
standards with more stringent, energy-efficiency requirements.
Further reductions are also expected from other regulatory measures that will be developed
under the mandate of AB 32, as identified and recommended in ARB’s Scoping Plan (ARB
2008b). In general, the Scoping Plan focuses on achieving the state’s GHG reduction goals with
regulations that improve the efficiency of motor vehicles and the production (and consumption)
of electricity. Thus, even with the implementation of no project-specific mitigation, the rate of
GHG emissions from development under the Project are projected to decrease in subsequent
years as the regulatory environment progresses under AB 32. Additionally, new technology
improvements may become available or the feasibility of existing technologies may improve.
Nonetheless, a complete picture of the future regulatory environment is unknown at this time.
GHG reduction measures promulgated under the AB 32 mandate may not be sufficient to cause
future development to achieve ARB’s recommended 30 percent reduction from business-asusual emissions levels projected for 2020 (as discussed in the Scoping Plan) or the
CO2e/SP/year goal discussed above.
Also worth consideration is that, for the moment, the total annual GHG emissions level
associated with implementation of the Project would exceed 25,000 metric tons of CO2 per year
throughout its operational life, which is the mandatory reporting level for stationary sources as
part of implementation of AB 32. In comparison to this reporting level, the amount of operational
GHG emissions of the Project (shown on Table 4.5-2 to be 191,352 metric tons) would be
considered substantial.
Because the total operational GHG emissions associated with Project implementation would be
considered substantial, and due to the uncertainty about whether the future regulations
developed through implementation of AB 32 would cause operational emissions to be 30
percent lower than business-as-usual emission levels or achieve the CO2e/SP/year goal,
implementation of the Project would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to a
significant cumulative impact related to long-term operational generation of GHGs.
Mitigation GHG-2(a) Implement Mitigation Measure AQ-2. Implementation of the
mitigation measures described in Section 4.2, which would reduce
operational emissions of criteria air pollutants and precursors,
would also act to reduce GHG emissions associated with
implementation of the Project. The operational mitigation
measures for exhaust emissions are relevant to the global climate
change impact because both criteria air pollutant and GHG
emissions are frequently associated with combustion byproducts.
Mitigation GHG-2(b) Implement Additional Measures to Reduce Operational GHG
Emissions. For each increment of new development within the
Project area requiring a discretionary approval (e.g., tentative
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subdivision map, conditional use permit, improvement plan),
measures that reduce GHG emissions to the extent feasible and
to the extent appropriate with respect to the state’s progress at the
time toward meeting GHG emissions reductions required by the
California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32) shall be
imposed, as follows:
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The project applicant shall incorporate feasible GHG
reduction measures that, in combination with existing and
future regulatory measures developed under AB 32, will
reduce GHG emissions associated with the operation of
future project development phases and supporting
roadway and infrastructure improvements by an amount
sufficient to achieve the goal of 6.6 CO2e/SP/year, if it is
feasible to do so. The feasibility of potential GHG reduction
measures shall be evaluated by the City at the time each
phase of development is proposed to allow for ongoing
innovations in GHG reduction technologies and incentives
created in the regulatory environment.



For each increment of new development, the project
applicant shall obtain a list of potentially feasible GHG
reduction measures to be considered in the development
design from the City. The City’s list of potentially feasible
GHG reduction measures shall reflect the current state of
the regulatory environment, which will continuously evolve
under the mandate of AB 32. The project applicant(s) shall
then submit to the City a mitigation report that contains an
analysis demonstrating which GHG reduction measures
are feasible for the associated reduction in GHG
emissions, and the resulting CO2e/SP/year metric. The
report shall also demonstrate why measures not selected
are considered infeasible. The mitigation report must be
reviewed and approved by the City for the project
applicant(s) to receive the City’s discretionary approval for
the applicable increment of development. In determining
what measures should appropriately be imposed by a local
government under the circumstances, the following factors
shall be considered:
o

The extent to which rates of GHG emissions
generated by motor vehicles traveling to, from, and
within the Project site are projected to decrease
over time as a result of regulations, policies, and/or
plans that have already been adopted or may be
adopted in the future by ARB or other public
agency pursuant to AB 32, or by EPA;

o

The extent to which mobile-source GHG emissions,
which at the time of writing this PEIR comprise a
substantial portion of the state’s GHG inventory,
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can also be reduced through design measures that
result in trip reductions and reductions in trip length;
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o

The extent to which GHG emissions emitted by the
mix of power generation operated by SCE, the
electrical utility that will serve the Project site, are
projected to decrease pursuant to the Renewables
Portfolio Standard required by SB 1078 and SB
107, as well as any future regulations, policies,
and/or plans adopted by the federal and state
governments that reduce GHG emissions from
power generation;

o

The extent to which replacement of CCR Title 24
with the California Green Building Standards Code
or other similar requirements will result in new
buildings being more energy efficient and
consequently more GHG efficient;

o

The extent to which any stationary sources of GHG
emissions that would be operated on a proposed
land use (e.g., industrial) are already subject to
regulations, policies, and/or plans that reduce GHG
emissions, particularly any future regulations that
will be developed as part of ARB’s implementation
of AB 32, or other pertinent regulations on
stationary sources that have the indirect effect of
reducing GHG emissions;

o

The extent to which the feasibility of existing GHG
reduction technologies may change in the future,
and to which innovation in GHG reduction
technologies will continue, effecting cost-benefit
analyses that determine economic feasibility; and

o

Whether the total costs of proposed mitigation for
GHG emissions, together with other mitigation
measures required for the proposed development,
are so great that a reasonably prudent property
owner would not proceed with the project in the
face of such costs.

In considering how much, and what kind of, mitigation is
necessary in light of these factors, the following list of
options shall be considered, though the list is not intended
to be exhaustive, as GHG-emission reduction strategies
and their respective feasibility are likely to evolve over
time. These measures are derived from multiple sources
including the Mitigation Measure Summary in Appendix B
of the California Air Pollution Control Officer’s Association
(CAPCOA) white paper, CEQA & Climate Change
(CAPCOA 2008); CAPCOA’s Model Policies for
Greenhouse Gases in General Plans (CAPCOA 2009);
City of Long Beach
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and the California Attorney General’s Office publication,
The California Environmental Quality Act: Addressing
Global Warming Impacts at the Local Agency Level
(California Attorney General’s Office 2010).
Energy Efficiency
o

Include clean alternative energy features to
promote energy self-sufficiency (e.g., photovoltaic
cells, solar thermal electricity systems, small wind
turbines).

o

Design buildings to meet CEC Tier II requirements
(e.g., exceeding the requirements of Title 24 [as of
2007] by 20 percent).

o

Site buildings to take advantage of shade and
prevailing winds and design landscaping and sun
screens to reduce energy use.

o

Install efficient lighting in all buildings (including
residential). Also install lighting control systems,
where practical. Use daylight as an integral part of
lighting systems in all buildings.

o

Install light-colored “cool” pavements, and
strategically located shade trees along all bicycle
and pedestrian routes.

Water Conservation and Efficiency

City of Long Beach
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o

With the exception of ornamental shade trees, use
water-efficient landscapes with native, droughtresistant species in all public area and commercial
landscaping. Use water-efficient turf in parks and
other turf-dependant spaces.

o

Install the infrastructure to use reclaimed water for
landscape irrigation and/or washing cars.

o

Install water-efficient irrigation systems and
devices, such as soil moisture-based irrigation
controls.

o

Design buildings and lots to be water efficient. Only
install water-efficient fixtures and appliances.

o

Restrict watering methods (e.g., prohibit systems
that apply water to non-vegetated surfaces) and
control runoff. Prohibit businesses from using
pressure washers for cleaning driveways, parking
lots, sidewalks, and street surfaces. These
restrictions should be included in the Covenants,
Conditions, and Restrictions of the community.
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o

Provide education about water conservation and
available programs and incentives.

o

To reduce storm water runoff, which typically bogs
down wastewater treatment systems and increases
their energy consumption, construct driveways to
single-family detached residences and parking lots
and driveways of multi-family residential uses, with
pervious surfaces. Possible designs include
Hollywood drives (two concrete strips with
vegetation or aggregate in between) and/or the use
of porous concrete, porous asphalt, turf blocks, or
pervious pavers.

Solid Waste Measures
o

Reuse and recycle construction and demolition
waste (including, but not limited to, soil, vegetation,
concrete, lumber, metal, and cardboard).

o

Provide interior and exterior storage areas for
recyclables and green waste at all buildings.

o

Provide adequate recycling containers in public
areas, including parks, school grounds, golf
courses, and pedestrian zones in areas of mixeduse development.

o

Provide education and publicity about reducing
waste and available recycling services.

Transportation and Motor Vehicles
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o

Promote ride-sharing programs and employment
centers (e.g., by designating a certain percentage
of parking spaces for ride-sharing vehicles,
designating adequate passenger loading zones and
waiting areas for ride-share vehicles, and providing
a website or message board for coordinating ridesharing).

o

Provide the necessary facilities and infrastructure in
all land use types to encourage the use of low- or
zero-emission vehicles (e.g., electric vehicle
charging facilities and conveniently located
alternative fueling stations).

o

At industrial and commercial land uses, all forklifts,
“yard trucks,” or vehicles that are predominately
used onsite at non-residential land uses shall be
electric-powered or powered by biofuels (such as
biodiesel [B100]) that are produced from waste
products, or shall use other technologies that do
not rely on direct fossil fuel consumption.
City of Long Beach
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Level of Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of Mitigation Measures
GHG-2(a) and GHG-2(b) would require project-specific mitigation measures that are
appropriate and feasible during each phase or increment of Project development, and
would respond to changes in the regulatory environment and to new GHG reduction
technologies that would continue to be innovated over time. However, it is unknown at
the time of writing this PEIR whether the selected project-specific measures during each
Project phase, in combination with the GHG reductions realized from the regulatory
environment that exists at that time, would result in attainment of the applicable CO2e/SP
goal. Therefore, because the precise level of reductions is difficult to calculate for all
phases of development, and would be speculative at this time, and because the GHGs
generated by operation of land uses envisioned under the Project could be considerable,
the incremental contribution of GHG emissions from Project operations would be
cumulatively considerable and significant and unavoidable.
c. Cumulative Impacts. As discussed above, the proper context for addressing this
issue in a PEIR is as a discussion of cumulative impacts, because although the emissions of
one single project will not cause global climate change, GHG emissions from multiple projects
throughout the world could result in a cumulative impact with respect to global climate change.
Implementation of the Project would lead to incremental construction- and operations-related
GHG emissions that are cumulatively considerable and significant and unavoidable.
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Figure 4.5-1
California’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Economic Sector (2002-2004 Average)

Source: ARB 2008b
GWP = global warming potential
MMT = million metric tons
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Table 4.5-1
California 2020 GHG Emissions, Population Projections
and GHG Efficiency Thresholds - All Inventory Sectors
All Inventory Sectors Greenhouse Gas Emissions Target

426,500,000 metric tons

Population

44,135,923

Employment

20,194,661

California Service Population (Population + Employment)

64,330,584

AB 32 Goal GHG emissions (metric tons CO2e)/Service Population1

6.6

Notes: AB = Assembly Bill; CO2e = carbon dioxide equivalent; GHG = greenhouse gas.
1
Greenhouse gas efficiency levels were calculated using only the “land use-related” sectors of ARB’s
emissions inventory.
Sources: BAAQMD 2009

Table 4.5-2
Summary of Modeled Greenhouse Gas Emissions (CO2e)
from Implementation of the Plan
Source

CO2e Emissions1

Construction Emissions over Buildout Period (2011-2035)
(metric tons)
Operational Emissions at Full Buildout (Year 2035) (metric tons/year)
Area Sources
Mobile Sources
Electricity Consumption
Water Consumption
Total Operational Emissions
Operational GHG Efficiency Metrics
Residential Population Accommodated by Plan
Employment Accommodated by Plan
Service Population (SP) Supported by Plan
Annual CO2e/SP (metric tons/year)
GHG Efficiency Benchmark - Annual CO2e/SP benchmark
that reflects statewide target for Year 2020 (metric
tons/year)

13,366
14,559
148,805
26,010
1,978
191,352
14,750
5,200
19,950
9.6
6.6

CO2e = carbon dioxide equivalent
1
The values presented do not include the full life cycle of GHG emissions that would occur over
the production/transport of materials used during the construction of development envisioned
under the project or used during the operational life of the project, solid waste that would be
generated over the life of the project, or the end of life for the materials and processes that would
occur as an indirect result of the project. Estimating the GHG emissions associated with these
processes would be too speculative for meaningful consideration and would require analysis
beyond the current state of the art in impact assessment, and may lead to a false or misleading
level of precision in reporting operational GHG emissions. Furthermore, indirect emissions
associated with in-state energy production and generation of solid waste would be regulated
under AB 32 directly at the source or facility that would handle these processes. The emissions
associated with offsite facilities in California would be closely controlled, reported, capped, and
traded under AB 32 and California ARB programs, as recommended by ARB’s Scoping Plan
(ARB 2008b). Therefore, it is assumed that GHG emissions associated with these life-cycle
stages would be consistent with AB 32 requirements.
Source: Modeling performed by AECOM in 2010
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4.6

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

4.6.1

Setting

a. Affected Environment. Downtown Long Beach contains a wide variety of residential
and commercial structures, some of which date from the 1920s or earlier. Many of these may
have had fuel storage tanks; contained uses that generated, stored, treated, or disposed of
hazardous materials; or are located on or near where a hazardous materials release or incident
occurred. As an example, the Press-Telegram Mixed-Use Development Project EIR (City of
Long Beach 2006) identified 44 sites within a one-half-mile radius of that project site at 604 Pine
Avenue that appear in various federal, state, and county lists. In addition to these known sites,
many more structures could contain asbestos and/or lead-based paints. The affected
environment for hazards and hazardous materials would primarily involve construction sites and
nearby properties, particularly those occupied by residences and schools.
b. Regulatory Setting. The federal government defines hazardous materials as
substances that are toxic, flammable/ignitable, reactive, or corrosive. Extremely hazardous
materials are substances that show high or chronic toxicity, contain carcinogenic or
bioaccumulative properties, persist in the environment, or that are water reactive.
Federal and State Regulatory Agencies
Regulatory agencies such as the U.S. EPA, the California Department of Toxic Substances
Control (DTSC), and the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment
(OEHHA) issue guidelines for concentrations of certain contaminants that pose a risk to human
health; maintain databases on storage, transport, and releases of hazardous materials; and
provide public education on toxic conditions and cleanups. EPA combines current toxicity values
of contaminants with exposure factors to estimate what the maximum concentration of a
contaminant can be in environmental media before it is a risk to human health. These
concentrations set forth by EPA are termed Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) for various
pollutants in soil, air, and tap water (EPA Region IX, Preliminary Remediation Goals Tables
2002). The DTSC provides information and data on the State’s implementation of the EPA’s
Toxic Release Inventory through the California Toxic Release Inventory Program (CalTRIP),
and maintains the Hazardous Waste Tracking System (HWST) database on hazardous waste
shipments, generators, transporters, and treatment, storage, and disposal facilities. OEHHA’s
overall mission is to protect and enhance public health and the environment by scientific
evaluation of risks posed by hazardous substances. The California Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (Cal/OSHA) enforces California laws and regulations pertaining to
workplace safety and includes regulation of hazardous lead exposure from paints and other
coatings that may be encountered during building demolition.
Soil Contamination Groundwater Protection
The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB) developed an interim
guidance document to be followed in investigating the presence of gasoline and volatile organic
compound (VOC)-contaminated soils. The document was developed to simplify the remediation
process by facilitating the selection of soil cleanup levels for gasoline and VOC-impacted sites.
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Recognized Environmental Conditions
A “Recognized Environmental Condition” (REC) is defined pursuant to the American Society of
Testing and Materials (ASTM) as the presence or likely presence of any hazardous substances
or petroleum products on a property under conditions that indicate an existing release, a past
release, or a material threat of a release of any hazardous substances or petroleum products
into structures on the project site or into the ground, groundwater, or surface water of the
property.
4.6.2

Impact Analysis

a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Hazards and hazardous materials
effects of the proposed Downtown Plan were evaluated in the Initial Study included with the
NOP prepared for the Project (see Appendix A) and would be considered significant if the
Project would:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials.
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment.
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.
d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a
significant hazard to the public or the environment.
e) Be located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, be within 2 miles of a public airport or public use airport and the project
would result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the Project area.
f)

Be located within the vicinity of a private airstrip and the project would result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in the Project area.

g) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan.
h) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving
wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands.
As discussed in the Project Initial Study, the proposed Project could result in significant impacts
related to criteria a), b), c), and d) listed above. As such, analyses of impacts related to these
hazards and hazardous materials significance criteria are included in this section of the PEIR.
The Initial Study also determined that the nearest boundary of the Plan area is located
approximately 3 miles from the nearest airport/airstrip; the Project would maintain accessibility
required by any adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan; and the
Project area does not contain wildlands nor is it adjacent to wildlands. Therefore, criteria e), f),
g), and h) listed above would not apply and these issues are not further discussed in this
section.
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b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Adoption and implementation of the
proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances would result in a significant adverse
impact related to Hazards and Hazardous Materials if the goals, policies, objectives, or
regulations established by the proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent development
in accordance with those documents, would cause any of the following impacts.
Transport, Use, or Disposal of Hazardous Materials
Impact Haz-1

The types of commercial and residential land uses envisioned for
the Project area would not typically contain businesses involved in
the transport, use, or disposal of substantial quantities of
hazardous materials. Therefore, hazardous materials impacts to
residences, schools, or other properties would not be expected to
result from transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials from
businesses anticipated to locate within the Downtown Plan Project
area. However, many future construction projects would involve
full or partial demolition of existing structures, some of which, due
to their age, may contain asbestos and lead-based paints and
materials. Compliance with mitigation measures identified herein
would reduce impacts to Class II, significant and mitigable.

Compliance with existing rules and regulations, including SCAQMD Rule 1403 (Asbestos
Demolition and Renovation Activities); CalOSHA regulations regarding lead-based materials;
and CCR Section 1532.1 requiring testing, monitoring, containment, and disposal of lead-based
materials, should avoid significant hazardous materials impacts. Implementation of the following
mitigation measures would avoid potential onsite impacts to construction workers, as well as
impacts from the release of hazardous materials from construction sites near residences,
schools, or other properties.
Mitigation Haz-1(a) Prior to issuance of a demolition or renovation permit, a leadbased paint and asbestos survey shall be performed by a licensed
sampling company. The lead-based paint survey shall be
prepared for any structures pre-dating 1982; an asbestos survey
shall be performed for asbestos-containing insulation for any
structure pre-dating 1986; and an asbestos survey shall be
performed for asbestos-containing drywall for all structures for
which drywall is to be removed. All testing procedures shall follow
California and federal protocol. The lead-based paint and
asbestos survey report shall quantify the areas of lead-based
paint and asbestos-containing materials pursuant to California and
federal standards.
Mitigation Haz-1(b) Prior to any demolition or renovation, onsite structures that contain
asbestos must have the asbestos-containing material removed
according to proper abatement procedures recommended by the
asbestos consultant. All abatement activities shall be in
compliance with California and federal OSHA and SCAQMD
requirements. Only asbestos trained and certified abatement
personnel shall be allowed to perform asbestos abatement. All
asbestos-containing material removed from onsite structures shall
be hauled to a licensed receiving facility and disposed of under
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proper manifest by a transportation company certified to handle
asbestos. Following completion of the asbestos abatement, the
asbestos consultant shall provide a report documenting the
abatement procedures used, the volume of asbestos-containing
material removed, where the material was moved to, and
transportation and disposal manifests or dump tickets. The
abatement report shall be prepared for the property owner or other
responsible party and a copy shall be submitted to the City of
Long Beach prior to issuance of a demolition or construction
permit.
Mitigation Haz-1(c) Prior to the issuance of a permit for the renovation or demolition of
any structure, a licensed lead-based paint consultant shall be
contracted to evaluate the structure for lead-based paint. If leadbased paint is discovered, it shall be removed according to proper
abatement procedures recommended by the consultant. All
abatement activities shall be in compliance with California and
federal OSHA and SCAQMD requirements. Only lead-based paint
trained and certified abatement personnel shall be allowed to
perform abatement activities. All lead-based paint removed from
these structures shall be hauled and disposed of by a
transportation company licensed to transport this type of material.
In addition, the material shall be taken to a landfill or receiving
facility licensed to accept the waste. Following completion of the
lead-based paint abatement, the lead-based paint consultant shall
provide a report documenting the abatement procedures used, the
volume of lead-based paint removed, where the material was
moved to, and transportation and disposal manifests or dump
tickets. The abatement report shall be prepared for the property
owner or other responsible party, with a copy submitted to the City
of Long Beach prior to issuance of a demolition or construction
permit.
Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measure Haz-1 would reduce
impacts from asbestos and lead-based paints and materials to less than significant.
Hazardous Materials near Schools
Impact Haz-2

A total of six schools are located within the Project area and three
others are within 1/4-mile. Demolition or renovation activities
within 1/4-mile of these schools could expose children to release
of hazardous materials, particularly while walking to and from
school and during time spent outside classrooms. Compliance
with Mitigation Measures Haz-1 would reduce impacts to Class II,
significant and mitigable.

Mitigation Measure Haz-1 would require that all demolition, renovation, and excavation projects
perform surveys to determine whether hazardous materials exist on the project sites and
remove the materials in accordance with proper abatement procedures. Excavation and
demolition projects are also required to prepare contingency plans should contaminants be
found or suspected at these sites.
City of Long Beach
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Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measure Haz-1 would reduce
potential impacts from demolition, renovation, or excavation near schools to less than
significant.
Soil or Groundwater Contamination
Impact Haz-3

Historic activity involving industrial uses and storage of
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and acids on properties within the
Project area may have contaminated onsite soils and/or
groundwater quality. Impacts relating to potential contamination
are considered Class II, significant and mitigable.

The Project area has been developed since at least the 1920s; therefore, many properties may
have contaminants present in the soil. Any disturbance to ground surfaces associated with new
development may disturb surface or near-surface contaminants if these are present. If
appropriate remedial actions are not taken, excavation and transport of such contaminants
could potentially result in exposure of workers or the public to health hazards.
Mitigation Haz-3(a) All excavation and demolition projects conducted within the
Project area shall be required to prepare a contingency plan to
identify appropriate measures to be followed if contaminants are
found or suspected or if structural features that could be
associated with contaminants or hazardous materials are
suspected or discovered. The contingency plan shall identify
personnel to be notified, emergency contacts, and a sampling
protocol to be implemented. The excavation and demolition
contractors shall be made aware of the possibility of encountering
unknown hazardous materials and shall be provided with
appropriate contact and notification information. The contingency
plan shall include a provision stating under what circumstances it
would be safe to continue with the excavation or demolition, and
shall identify the person authorized to make that determination.
Mitigation Haz-3(b) If contaminants are detected, the results of the soil sampling shall
be forwarded to the local regulatory agency (Long Beach/Signal
Hill Certified Unified Program Agency [CUPA], LARWQCB, or the
state DTSC). Prior to any other ground disturbing activities at the
site, the regulatory agency shall have reviewed the data and
signed off on the property or such additional investigation or
remedial activities that are deemed necessary have been
completed and regulatory agency approval has been received.
Mitigation Haz-3(c) If concentrations of contaminants warrant site remediation,
contaminated materials shall be remediated either prior to
construction of structures or concurrent with construction. The
contaminated materials shall be remediated under the supervision
of an environmental consultant licensed to oversee such
remediation. The remediation program shall also be approved by
a regulatory oversight agency (Long Beach/Signal Hill CUPA,
LARWQCB, or the state DTSC). All proper waste handling and
disposal procedures shall be followed. Upon completion of the
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remediation, the environmental consultant shall prepare a report
summarizing the project, the remediation approach implemented,
the analytical results after completion of the remediation, and all
waste disposal or treatment manifests.
Mitigation Haz-3(d) If during the soil sampling, groundwater contamination is
suspected or soil contamination is detected at depths at which
groundwater could be encountered during demolition or
construction, a groundwater sampling assessment shall be
performed. If contaminants are detected in groundwater at levels
that exceed maximum contaminant levels for those constituents in
drinking water, or if the contaminants exceed health risk standards
such as Preliminary Remediation Goals, 1 in 1 million cancer risk,
or a health risk index above 1, the results of the groundwater
sampling shall be forwarded to the appropriate regulatory agency
(Long Beach/Signal Hill CUPA, LARWQCB, or the State DTSC).
Prior to any other ground-disturbing activities at the site, the
regulatory agency shall have reviewed the data and signed off on
the property or such additional investigation or remedial activities
that are deemed necessary have been completed and regulatory
agency approval has been received.
Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measure Haz-3 would reduce
impacts from potential soil contaminants to less than significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development in the Downtown Plan Project area
would result in increased demolition of existing buildings that may contain lead-based paints
and/or asbestos-containing materials. However, implementation of Mitigation Measure Haz-1
would require surveys for the presence of these materials prior to issuance of any permits for
demolition or renovation. Haz-3 would require the preparation of a contingency plan for avoiding
impacts if contaminated soil, groundwater, or structural features are encountered during
renovation, demolition, or excavation. Therefore, potential cumulative hazards and hazardous
materials impacts would be significant and mitigable.
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4.7

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

4.7.1

Setting

a. Affected Environment. The Los Angeles River is located at the west boundary of
the Downtown Plan Project area and is the largest regional drain flowing through the City. The
river enters Long Beach at its far northern boundary and flows south to the Harbor. It has a
natural bottom with riprap side slopes adjacent to the Project area. Almost all drainage reaching
the stormwater system from the Project area would be deposited into the Los Angeles River.
The City is divided into 30 major drainage basins, with the Project area being primarily located
within Basin 03. In addition, Basin 02 captures drainage from 10th Street and from Martin Luther
King Jr. Avenue. According to the Long Beach Stormwater Management Plan (LBSWMP)
Manual (City of Long Beach 2001a), Basin 03 consists of 1,083 acres and contains 367 acres of
residential land use, 642 acres of commercial land use, 7 acres of industrial land use, 58 acres
of institutional land use, and 9 acres of open space. This would include land uses in portions of
Basin 03 that are outside of the Project area, such as areas located south of Ocean Boulevard
and in the Willmore District. Drainage flow in the Project area is from east to west with three
major storm drain systems that outfall to the Los Angeles River, two of which outfall by pumping
and one, at 3rd Street, that outfalls by gravity. The pump station at 6th Street is owned by the
City and has a maximum operating capacity of 109 cubic feet per second (cfs) and the station
south of Shoreline Drive that is owned by the County and has a maximum operating capacity of
109 cfs.
Surface water quality in the Project area has been affected in a way that is consistent with the
high level of urban development. Non-point-source pollution from urban impervious surfaces
such as parking lots, roadways, sidewalks, and rooftops is a major contributor to impairment of
streams and water bodies. Impervious surfaces direct runoff into water systems of grease, oil,
antifreeze, and other vehicle emissions; heavy metals from brake dust; pathogens; and food
waste, litter, and other debris. Landscaped areas contribute pesticides, fertilizers, animal
droppings, and other landscape waste into the stormwater system. These pollutants can have
damaging effects on both human health and aquatic ecosystems.
b. Regulatory Setting
Federal and State Regulatory Agencies
Direct discharges of pollutants into waters of the United States are only allowed if in accordance
with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program established in
Section 402 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). The major purpose of the NPDES program is to
protect human health and the environment by protecting the quality of water. Section 402(p) of
the CWA, as amended by the Water Quality Act of 1987, requires NPDES permits for
stormwater discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) to waters of the
United States. Section 402(p)(3)(B) states that MS4 permits:
(i) may be issued on a system- or jurisdiction-wide basis; (ii) shall include a
requirement to effectively prohibit non-stormwater discharges into the storm
sewers; and (iii) shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable, including management practices, control
techniques and system, design and engineering methods, and such other
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provisions as the Administrator or the State determines appropriate for the
control of such pollutants.
California’s primary statute governing water quality and water pollution is the Porter-Cologne
Water Quality Control Act of 1970 (Porter-Cologne Act). The Porter-Cologne Act grants the
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB) broad powers to protect water quality in accordance with the federal CWA. It grants
the SWRCB and RWQCBs the authority and responsibility to adopt plans and policies to
regulate discharges to surface and groundwater, to regulate waste disposal sites, and to require
cleanup of discharges of hazardous materials and other pollutants.
Regional Regulations
The protection of water quality in the watercourses within the City of Long Beach is under the
jurisdiction of the LARWQCB. Water quality assessments conducted by the LARWQCB
identified impairment of a number of water bodies in Los Angeles County. Pollutants found
causing impairment include: heavy metals, coliform, enteric viruses, pesticides, nutrients,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls, organic solvents, sediments, trash,
debris, algae, scum, and odor.
LARWQCB adopted the Water Quality Control Plan for the Los Angeles Region (Basin Plan),
which is designed to preserve and enhance water quality and protect the beneficial uses of all
regional waters. The Basin Plan designates beneficial uses for surface and ground waters; sets
narrative and numerical objectives that must be attained or maintained to protect the designated
beneficial uses and conform to the state’s anti-degradation policy; and describes
implementation programs to protect all waters in the region. The LARWQCB also establishes
discharge limits and water quality objectives through the City’s Municipal Stormwater NPDES
Permit.
City Regulations
On June 30, 1999, the City was issued NPDES Permit No. CAS 004003. The LBSWMP, which
is part of the NPDES Permit, is a comprehensive program of practices and activities aimed at
reducing or eliminating stormwater pollutants from new development to the maximum extent
practicable. The City is fully implementing the LBSWMP to meet the objectives of effectively
prohibiting non-storm-water discharges so that these discharges will not adversely impact the
beneficial uses of the City’s receiving waters.
The City’s NPDES permit specifies that all new development and redevelopment projects that
fall under specific priority project categories must comply with the Los Angeles County (County)
Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP). Guidance for compliance with the
SUSMP, including Best Management Practices (BMP) examples and design criteria, is provided
in the County’s Development Planning for Storm Water Management (County Department of
Public Works 2002). Certain categories of development are considered “priority” because the
RWQCB determined that they have the greatest potential to degrade water quality. Most future
development in the Downtown Plan Project area would be expected to be considered priority
projects and would be subject to the SUSMP requirements when they involve construction of
more than 10 housing units and parking areas larger than 5,000 square feet.
Chapter 18.95 of the City Municipal Code implements the City’s NPDES Permit and the SUSMP
mandated by the LARWQCB. The intent of the City’s NPDES and SUSMP regulations is to
City of Long Beach
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effectively prohibit non-storm-water discharges into storm drain systems or watercourses and to
require that development implement controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable. Chapter 18.95 includes requirements for Site Design BMPs,
Source Control BMPs, and Treatment Control BMPs. Site Design BMPs are features that are
incorporated into the design of the project to prevent discharge of pollutants. Source Control
BMPs are operational practices and maintenance procedures to control sources of potential
pollutant discharges. Treatment Control BMPs use physical, biological, or chemical processes
or devices to remove pollutants from stormwater. Section 18.95.040 contains specific
regulations applicable to automobile repair shops, gas stations, and restaurants; and also
contains requirements that are applicable to residential projects of 10 or more homes,
commercial developments that create 100,000 square feet or more of impermeable area,
including parking areas, hillside projects, and projects adjacent to or discharging to
environmentally sensitive areas. These requirements are as follows:


Post-development peak stormwater runoff discharge rates shall not exceed the
estimated predevelopment rate for developments where the increased peak stormwater
discharge rate will result in increased potential for downstream erosion.



For new development, 25 percent of required landscape areas shall be vegetated with
xeriscape.



During the subdivision design and approval process, the following items shall be
implemented to the maximum extent practicable:
o

Clustering

o

Native vegetation

o

Additional vegetation

o

Wetlands



Protect slopes and channels from erosion.



Provide storm drain stenciling and signage.



Properly design trash storage areas.



Provide proof of ongoing BMP maintenance.



Minimize stormwater pollutants of concern. This requires the incorporation of a BMP or
combination of BMPs best suited to maximize the reduction of pollutant loadings in
runoff to the maximum extent practicable.



Design post-construction structural or Treatment Control BMPs to infiltrate or treat the
volume of runoff produced from a 0.75-inch storm event before discharge to the
stormwater system.

Parking lots are also required to reduce impervious land coverage, infiltrate runoff to the
maximum extent practicable, and to treat the remaining runoff before discharge to the storm
drain system. Maintenance of the treatment systems and periodic removal of sludge and oil are
also required. Section 18.95.50 of the City Municipal Code also implements the NPDES
requirements that any construction activity disturbing 1 or more acres of soil must comply with
the State General Construction Activity Storm Water Permit (Water Quality Order 99-08-DWQ)
and must submit a Notice of Intent (NOI) to the SWRCB. For projects with a disturbed area of 5
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or more acres, a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) with construction BMPs is
required to be submitted to both the RWQCB and the City.
4.7.2

Impact Analysis

a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Hydrology and water quality effects of the
proposed Downtown Plan were evaluated in the Initial Study included with the NOP prepared for
the Project (see Appendix A) and would be considered significant if the Project would:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements.
b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the
local groundwater table level.
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
erosion or siltation on- or offsite.
d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or amount
of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or offsite.
e) Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or planned
stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff.
f)

Otherwise substantially degrade water quality.

g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood
Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map.
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede or redirect
flood flows.
i)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam.

j)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow.

As discussed in the Project Initial Study, the proposed Project could result in significant impacts
related to criteria a), b), c), d), e), and f) listed above. As such, analyses of impacts related to
these hydrology and water quality significance criteria are included in this section of the PEIR.
Future development within the Downtown Plan Project area would result in a net increase in
water demand due to the intensification of development on the site. Although the majority of the
City’s water supply consists of imported water purchased from the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California, a significant portion is extracted from the local groundwater basin. The
PEIR assesses the Project’s impacts to groundwater resources under Hydrology and Water
Quality criteria b) as part of the analysis of Project impacts to utilities and service systems in
Section 4.13, below.
The Initial Study determined that the City of Long Beach and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency Flood Insurance Rate Maps show that the Project area is not within the
100-year flood zone. In addition, there are no dams or levees located within the vicinity of the
Project area, nor are there any landlocked water bodies where impacts from a seiche would
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occur. The Project area is also substantially protected from inundation from a tsunami by its
elevation approximately 30 feet above mean sea level, as well as by the Long Beach Harbor
breakwater and existing development south of Ocean Boulevard. Therefore, criteria g), h), i),
and j) listed above would not apply and these issues are not further discussed in this section.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Adoption and implementation of the
proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances would result in a significant adverse
impact related to Hydrology and Water Quality if the goals, policies, objectives, or regulations
established by the proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent development in
accordance with those documents, would cause any of the following impacts.
Discharge of Urban Pollutants during Construction
Impact Hydro-1

Construction activities associated with future development of
residential, hotels, offices, and other uses could result in
discharges of urban pollutants into the City drainage system. This
would include runoff from grading and excavation; fuel, lubricants,
and solvents from construction vehicles and machinery; and trash
and other debris. This would result in a significant adverse impact
on water quality. Impacts would be Class II, significant and
mitigable.

Construction activities within the Plan area would be required to comply with all local, state, and
federal requirements pertaining to preservation of water quality and reduction of runoff, including
BMPs and compliance with the County SUSMP. Compliance with provisions of the City’s
regulations that protect water quality, including Chapter 18.95 of the Municipal Code, is required
during Project area construction activities. In addition, earthwork for construction projects that
would involve greater that 1 acre of land would require compliance with the City’s NPDES
permit.
Mitigation Hydro-1

Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the City Department of
Development Services shall determine the need for the developer
to prepare a SWPPP for the site. If required, the SWPPP shall be
submitted for review and approval by the Department of
Development Services prior to the issuance of any grading or
building permits. The SWPPP shall fully comply with City and
LARWQCB requirements and shall contain specific BMPs to be
implemented during project construction to reduce erosion and
sedimentation to the maximum extent practicable. The following
BMPs or equivalent measures to control pollutant runoff shall be
included within the project’s grading and construction plans, if
applicable:
Pollutant Escape: Deterrence
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Cover all storage areas, including soil piles, fuel and
chemical depots. Protect from rain and wind with plastic
sheets and temporary roofs.



Implement tracking controls to reduce the tracking of
sediment and debris from the construction site. At a
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minimum, entrances and exits shall be inspected daily and
controls implemented as needed.


Implement street sweeping and vacuuming as needed and
as required.

Pollutant Containment Areas


Locate all construction-related equipment and related
processes that contain or generate pollutants (i.e., fuel,
lubricants, solvents, cement dust, and slurry) in isolated
areas with proper protection from escape.



Locate construction-related equipment and processes that
contain or generate pollutants in secure areas, away from
storm drains and gutters.



Place construction-related equipment and processes that
contain or generate pollutants in bermed and plastic-lined
depressions to contain all materials within that site in the
event of accidental release or spill.



Park, fuel, and clean all vehicles and equipment in one
designated, contained area.

Pollutant Detainment Methods


Protect downstream drainages from escaping pollutants by
capturing materials carried in runoff and preventing
transport from the site. Examples of detainment methods
that retard movement of water and separate sediment and
other contaminants are silt fences, hay bales, sand bags,
berms, and silt and debris basins.

Recycling/Disposal


Develop a protocol for maintaining a clean site. This
includes proper recycling of construction-related materials
and equipment fluids (i.e., concrete dust, cutting slurry,
motor oil, and lubricants).



Provide disposal facilities. Develop a protocol for cleanup
and disposal of small construction wastes (i.e., dry
concrete).

Hazardous Materials Identification and Response

City of Long Beach
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Develop a protocol for identifying risk operations and
materials. Include protocol for identifying source and
distribution of spilled materials.



Provide a protocol for proper clean-up of equipment and
construction materials, and disposal of spilled substances
and associated cleanup materials.
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Provide an emergency response plan that includes
contingencies for assembling response teams and
immediately notifying appropriate agencies.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measure Hydro-1 would reduce
potential water quality impacts from construction activities to less than significant.
Discharge of Urban Pollutants during Operations
Impact Hydro-2

Future development would generate various urban pollutants such
as soil, herbicides, and pesticides that could adversely affect
surface water and groundwater quality in the Project area
watershed. This would result in a significant adverse impact on
water quality. Impacts would be Class II, significant and mitigable.

Although the Project area is substantially urbanized and improved with impervious surfaces,
future development permitted by the Downtown Plan would convert vacant property or lowintensity development that may contain landscaped areas and other pervious surfaces into more
intensely developed land uses with increased impervious surfaces. Potentially increased
quantities of runoff would be directed to the City’s stormwater collection system and would have
the potential to discharge pollutants and sediment. Measures to avoid or reduce discharge of
pollutants to the stormwater system could include installation of “Treatment Train” technology in
storm drains that would filter runoff through a bioretention filtration system or other type of water
quality treatment units designed to remove urban pollutants such as petroleum, heavy metals,
phosphorus, nitrogen, and bacteria prior to discharge into the storm drain.
Mitigation Hydro-2

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the Department of
Development Services shall determine the need for the developer
to prepare a SUSMP for the site. If required, the SUSMP shall be
submitted for review and approval by the Department of
Development Services prior to the issuance of any building
permits. The City’s review shall include a determination of whether
installation of pollutant removal technology in existing or proposed
storm drains adjacent to the project site should be required. The
City’s review is required to confirm that the SUSMP is consistent
with the City’s NPDES Permit No. CAS 004003 or a subsequently
issued NPDES permit applicable at the time of project
construction. A SUSMP consistent with the City’s NPDES permit
shall be incorporated into the project design plans prior to
issuance of any building permits.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measure Hydro-2 would reduce the
potential for discharge of urban pollutants to the City’s stormwater collection system to
less than significant.
Exceed Capacity of Storm Drain System
Impact Hydro-3
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The increased land use intensity of future residential and
commercial uses allowed by the proposed Downtown Plan could
increase pervious surfaces and result in an increased volume of
stormwater discharges into the existing storm drain infrastructure.
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This would result in a significant adverse impact on the local
hydrologic system. Impacts would be Class II, significant and
mitigable.
Although the Plan area is substantially urbanized, the proposed Project would convert areas of
relatively low-intensity development into more intensely developed land. This would result in an
increased volume of runoff that would be directed to the City’s stormwater collection system.
Storm drain infrastructure is generally in place in the Project area to accommodate planned
development, though some deficiencies in capacity may exist and require improvement. All
construction projects would require approval from the Long Beach Stormwater Management
Division to determine if proposed drainage would exceed the capacity of existing or planned
stormwater drainage systems and whether drainage improvements are required to be
constructed by the developer.
Mitigation Hydro-3

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the City Stormwater
Management Division shall determine the need for the developer
to conduct an analysis of the existing stormwater drainage system
and to identify improvements needed to accommodate any
projected increased runoff that would result from the proposed
Project. The evaluation conducted by the developer shall include a
determination of whether Low Impact Development (LID) practices
and strategies should be incorporated into the project to reduce
post-development peak stormwater runoff discharge rates to not
exceed the estimated pre-development discharge rates.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Mitigation Measure Hydro-3 would reduce
impacts from potentially increased volumes of stormwater discharges from new
development to less than significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development in the Plan Project area would result
in increased urbanization and alteration of relatively low-intensity development that may contain
landscaped areas and other pervious surfaces to more intensely developed land and increase
the volume of urban pollutants and increased stormwater runoff into the storm drain system.
Construction activities would also increase the potential for runoff from grading and excavation,
and discharges of fuel, lubricants, and solvents from construction vehicles. However,
implementation of Mitigation Measures Hydro-1, Hydro-2, and Hydro-3 would require
compliance with the City’s NPDES permit, preparation of a project-specific SWPPP and/or
SUSMP, and identification of any required improvements to the stormwater drainage system.
The cumulative projects listed in Table 3-1 are also required to comply with the City’s NPDES
permit, prepare a project-specific SWPPP and/or SUSMP, and identify required improvements
to the stormwater drainage system. Therefore, potential cumulative hydrology and water quality
impacts would be significant and mitigable.
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4.8

LAND USE AND PLANNING

4.8.1

Setting

a. Existing Land Use Conditions. The 719-acre Downtown Plan Project area is
intensively developed with urban land uses and community facilities. Commercial uses
constitute the predominant land uses, including retail centers, storefront shops and
restaurants, mid- and high-rise office buildings and financial institutions, low-rise motels and
high-rise hotels, and automotive service facilities. Residential uses primarily consist of two- to
six-story apartment buildings and modern high-rises, and also include a few areas of singleand two-family residences and neighborhood clusters. Governmental offices, schools, parks,
and churches are also located within the Project area.
b. Regulatory Setting. The Land Use Element of the Long Beach General Plan (1997)
designates the majority of the Plan area between Ocean Boulevard and 7th Street and
extending north along Long Beach Boulevard as Land Use District (LUD) No. 7, Mixed Use
District. This general plan designation provides for the adoption of planned development
districts to govern land uses and development standards within this mixed-use district. The
Downtown Planned Development District PD-30 (City of Long Beach 2007a) implements the
LUD No. 7 general plan designation and divides the PD-30 planning area into eight districts as
shown in Figure 4.8-1.
Existing PD-30 development regulations that are particularly relevant to the proposed
Downtown Plan are the existing Downtown Core and Downtown Mixed Use districts that allow a
mix of commercial and high-density residential uses; the Promenade District that allows
entertainment and visitor-serving commercial uses; the East Village Mixed Use District that
allows a mix of moderate density residential uses, ground floor storefronts, live/work spaces,
and arts-related uses; the West End Residential District that allows moderate to high-density
housing; and the East Village Residential District that allows low to moderate-density housing.
Also within the PD-30 district is the Institutional and Government District located along the north
side of Ocean Boulevard west of Pacific Avenue, and other areas of existing government
buildings, churches, and schools; and the Park District encompassing the Cesar E. Chavez
Park.
The PD-30 development regulations typically allow residential densities of 43 to 138 units per
acre and unlimited density for buildings taller than 150 feet in height in the Downtown Core
district. Incentives are provided to allow buildings up to 250 feet in height within the Height
Overlay District with LEED Silver Certification or if a minimum of 10 percent of the units are
deed restricted to households earning up to 150 percent of the County Median Family Income.
A portion of the Long Beach Boulevard Planned Development District (PD-29) between 7th and
10th streets is also within the Plan area. It is designated as Subarea 5 of PD-29, which is
intended to encourage a mix of living, shopping, and working opportunities. It permits building
heights up to 150 feet and residential densities of up to 108 dwelling units per acre based on lot
area and lot width (City of Long Beach 2007b). Other existing land use and zoning districts exist
within the Project area and allow a variety of moderate to high-density residential and
commercial uses. Upon adoption of the Downtown Plan, these planned development districts
and other land use and zoning designations would be replaced by the development regulations
and design guidelines of the Plan.
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4.8.2

Impact Analysis

a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Land Use and Planning effects of the
proposed Downtown Plan were evaluated in the Initial Study included with the NOP prepared for
the Project (see Appendix A), and would be considered significant if the Project would:
a) Physically divide an established community.
b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect.
c) Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan.
As discussed in the Project Initial Study, the proposed Project could result in significant impacts
related to criterion b) listed above. As such, an analysis of impacts related to this land use and
planning significance criterion is included in this section of the PEIR. With regard to criterion a),
the Initial Study determined that the Plan area is currently urbanized with existing street and
circulation patterns that are not proposed to be altered by the proposed Project. The proposed
Plan provides guidelines and standards for infill development that are intended to integrate
future development into the existing land use character of four distinct planning districts. Thus,
the Project would not physically divide the established community and further analysis of this
issue in the PEIR is not warranted. In addition, no habitat or natural communities conservation
plans apply to the Project area and further PEIR analysis of impacts under criterion c) is not
warranted.
The Downtown Plan includes protections for established neighborhoods through the designation
of those areas as Downtown Neighborhood Overlay zones. The large number of designated
landmark structures (see Table 4.3-2), the encouragement in the Plan for local historic
designation or adaptive reuse of a substantial number of eligible historic structures (see Table
4.3-3), and the establishment of the Height Incentive Area in the Plan, will serve to focus
development in the historic core of Downtown. Design guidelines within the Plan include
standards for infill development to consider and respect adjacent structures, which includes
residential buildings and historic structures. The stated intent of the Downtown Plan is for future
development projects to respect and fit into the existing urban fabric, and for those projects to
occur on the most readily available sites, such as existing surface parking lots, property owned
by the Redevelopment Agency, and other similar locations, and to protect established
neighborhoods. The Plan seeks to encourage higher design quality for new development
projects and create pedestrian-oriented ground floor activated spaces and enhanced
streetscapes to create a vibrant urban environment in Downtown Long Beach.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Adoption and implementation of the
proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances would result in a significant adverse
impact related to Land Use and Planning if the goals, policies, objectives, or regulations
established by the proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent development in
accordance with those documents, would cause any of the following impacts.
Impact Land-1
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A significant Land Use and Planning impact would occur if the
proposed Downtown Plan would conflict with any applicable land
use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the
project adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
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environmental effect. The City has sole land use jurisdiction within
the proposed Plan area and has the authority to replace existing
land use district and zoning regulations. Therefore, impacts would
be Class III, less than significant.
As stated above, development within the Project area is currently subject to consistency with the
Land Use Element of the Long Beach General Plan, which designates the majority of the
Project area between Ocean Boulevard and 7th Street and extending north along Long Beach
Boulevard as LUD No. 7, Mixed Use District. This general plan designation provides for the
adoption of planned development districts to govern land uses and development standards
within this mixed-use district. The PD-30 zoning allows a mix of commercial and high density
residential uses, entertainment and visitor-serving commercial uses, and a mix of other
moderate to high-density residential uses with ground-floor storefronts, live/work spaces, and
arts-related uses. The proposed Downtown Plan would continue this diverse mix of highly urban
land uses.
Existing height regulations per the PD-30 zoning allows unlimited height along Ocean
Boulevard, up to 100 feet between Pacific Avenue and Long Beach Boulevard, and up to 250
feet in the Height Overlay District. PD-29 allows buildings up to 150 feet in height north of 7th
Street. Overall, the Project would increase building heights throughout Downtown as a means to
increase residential density and employment intensity with the intent of providing “additional
housing, employment, shopping, and entertainment opportunities within a very vibrant mixeduse environment.” Since the Project involves the adoption of updated plans and development
regulations, future development would be required to be consistent with the proposed Plan and
with the existing PD-30 and PD-29 planned development district regulations. No other land use
plans or regulations adopted to avoid or mitigate an environmental effect exist within the Plan
area.
c. Cumulative Impacts. New development within the Plan area would be consistent
with the Land Use Element of the Long Beach General Plan, which designates most of the Plan
area as a Mixed Use District. In addition, new development is not anticipated to alter existing
street or circulation patterns, and no habitat or natural communities conservation plans apply to
the Project area. Therefore, potential cumulative land use and planning impacts would be less
than significant.
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4.9

NOISE

This section has been prepared based on an evaluation of existing noise levels and estimated
future noise levels that would result from increased traffic volumes identified in the Traffic
Impact Analysis prepared by Iteris (2010), which is included as Appendix F of the PEIR. In
addition, this section addresses potential temporary noise impacts associated with anticipated
future construction projects for new development consistent with the proposed Downtown Plan.
The Noise Impact Analysis prepared for the project by AECOM is attached as Appendix E.
Noise and Vibration Terms and Concepts
Noise is defined as sound that is loud, unpleasant, unexpected, or undesired and may therefore
be classified as a specific group of sounds. The effects of noise on people can include general
annoyance, interference with speech communication, sleep disturbance, and, in the extreme,
hearing impairment (Caltrans 2009).
Decibels and Frequency. In its most basic form, a continuous sound can be described by its
frequency or wavelength (pitch) and its amplitude (loudness). Frequency is expressed in cycles
per second, or hertz. Frequencies are heard as the pitch or tone of sound. High-pitched sounds
produce high frequencies; low-pitched sounds produce low frequencies. Sound pressure levels
are described in units called the decibel (dB).
Decibels are measured on a logarithmic scale that quantifies sound intensity in a manner similar
to the Richter scale used for earthquake magnitudes. Thus, a doubling of the energy of a noise
source, such as doubling of traffic volume, would increase the noise level by 3 dB; a halving of
the energy would result in a 3 dB decrease.
Perception of Noise at the Receiver and A-Weighting. The human ear is not equally sensitive to
all frequencies within the sound spectrum. To accommodate this phenomenon, the A-scale,
which approximates the frequency response of the average young ear when listening to most
ordinary everyday sounds, was devised. When people make relative judgments of the loudness
or annoyance of a sound, their judgments correlate well with the A-scale sound levels of those
sounds. Noise levels using A weighted measurements are written dB(A) or dBA. Table 4.9-1
shows the relationship of various noise levels to commonly experienced noise events.
Human perception of noise has no simple correlation with acoustical energy. The perception of
noise is not linear in terms of dBA or in terms of acoustical energy. Two noise sources do not
“sound twice as loud” as one source. It is widely accepted that the average healthy ear can
barely perceive changes of 3 dBA, increase or decrease and a change of 5 dBA is readily
perceptible.
Noise Propagation. From the source to the receiver, noise changes both in level and frequency
spectrum. The most obvious is the decrease in noise as the distance from the source increases.
The manner in which noise reduces with distance depends on the important factors described in
the following discussion.
Geometric spreading from point and line sources: Sound from a small-localized source
(approximating a “point” source) radiates uniformly outward as it travels away from the
source in a spherical pattern. The sound level attenuates or drops off at a rate of 6 dBA per
each doubling of the distance (DD) (FTA 2006). The movement of the vehicles makes the
source of the sound appear to emanate from a line (line source) rather than a point when
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viewed over some time interval. The sound level attenuates or drops off at a rate of 3
dBA/DD for line sources (Caltrans 2009).
Ground absorption: Hard sites (i.e., sites with a reflective surface between the source and
the receiver, such as parking lots or smooth bodies of water) receive no excess ground
attenuation, and the changes in noise levels with distance (drop-off rate) are simply the
geometric spreading of the source. Soft sites are sites that have an absorptive ground
surface such as soft dirt, grass, or scattered bushes and trees and receive an excess
ground attenuation value of 1.5 dBA per doubling of distance, i.e. 7.5 dBA/DD for point
sources and 4.5 dBA/DD for line sources (FTA 2006).
Atmospheric effects: Wind speed will bend the path of sound to “focus” it on the downwind
side and make a “shadow” on the upwind side of the source. At short distances, up to 165
feet, the wind has minor influence on the measured sound level. For longer distances, the
wind effect becomes appreciably greater. Temperature gradients create effects similar to
those of wind gradients, except that they are uniform in all directions from the source. On a
sunny day with no wind, temperature decreases with altitude, giving a shadow effect for
sound. On a clear night, temperature may increase with altitude, focusing sound on the
ground surface (Caltrans 2009).
Shielding by natural and man-made features, noise barriers, diffraction, and reflection: A
large object in the path between a noise source and a receiver can significantly attenuate
noise levels at that receiver location. The amount of attenuation provided by this “shielding”
depends on the size of the object and the frequencies of the noise levels. Natural terrain
features such as hills and dense woods, as well as fabricated features such as buildings and
walls, can significantly alter noise levels.
Noise Descriptors. The intensity of environmental noise fluctuates over time, and several
different descriptors of time-averaged noise levels are used. The selection of a proper noise
descriptor for a specific source depends on the spatial and temporal distribution, duration, and
fluctuation of both the noise source and the environment. The noise descriptors used in this
PEIR to describe environmental noise are defined below.
 Lmax (Maximum Noise Level): The highest noise level occurring during a specific period
of time.
 Lmin (Minimum Noise Level): The lowest noise level during a specific period of time.
 Peak: The highest weighted or unweighted instantaneous peak-to-peak value occurring
during a measurement period.
 Ln (Statistical Descriptor): The noise level exceeded n percent of a specific period of
time, generally accepted as an hourly statistic. An L90 would be the noise level
exceeded 90 percent of the measurement period, which is also representative of
background noise levels.
 Leq (Equivalent Noise Level): Leq represents an average of the sound energy occurring
over a specified period. Effectively, the varying sound level over a specified period
contains the same acoustical energy as a steady-state sound level that in that same
period.
 Ldn (Day-Night Noise Level): The 24-hour Leq with a 10-dB “penalty” applied during
nighttime noise-sensitive hours, 10 p.m. through 7 a.m. The Ldn attempts to account for
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the fact that noise during this specific period of time is a potential source of disturbance
with respect to normal sleeping hours.
Vibration
Ground-borne vibration consists of oscillatory waves that propagate from vibration sources (e.g.,
heavy truck traffic, pavement breaking, pile driving) through the ground to adjacent structures.
The frequency of a vibrating object describes how rapidly it is oscillating. The number of cycles
per second of oscillation is the vibration frequency, which is described in terms of hertz,
abbreviated Hz. The normal frequency range of most ground-borne vibration that can be felt
generally starts from a low frequency of less than 1 Hz to a high of about 200 Hz.
Perception of Vibration at the Receiver. While people have varying sensitivities to vibrations at
different frequencies, in general they are most sensitive to low-frequency vibration. Vibration of
building components can take the form of an audible low-frequency rumbling noise, which is
referred to as ground-borne noise. Ground-borne noise is usually only a problem when the
originating vibration spectrum is dominated by frequencies in the upper end of the range (60 to
200 Hz), or when foundations or utilities, such as sewer and water pipes, connect the structure
and the construction activity.
Although ground-borne vibration is sometimes noticeable in outdoor environments, groundborne vibration is almost never annoying to people who are outdoors (FTA 2006). The primary
concern from vibration is the ability to be intrusive and annoying to local residents and other
vibration sensitive land uses.
Vibration Propagation. Vibration energy spreads out as it travels through the ground, causing
the vibration level to diminish with distance away from the source. High frequency vibrations
reduce much more rapidly than low frequencies, so that low frequencies tend to dominate the
spectrum at large distances from the source.
Vibration Descriptors. Vibration levels are usually expressed as single-number measure of
vibration magnitude, in terms of velocity or acceleration, which describes the severity of the
vibration without the frequency variable. The peak particle velocity (ppv) is defined as the
maximum instantaneous positive or negative peak of the vibration signal, usually measured in
inches per second. Since it is related to the stresses that are experienced by buildings, ppv is
often used in monitoring of blasting vibration. Although ppv is appropriate for evaluating the
potential of building damage, it is not suitable for evaluating human response. It takes some
time for the human body to respond to vibrations. In a sense, the human body responds to an
average vibration amplitude (FTA 2006). Because vibration waves are oscillatory, the net
average of a vibration signal is zero. Thus, the root mean square (rms) amplitude is used to
describe the "smoothed" vibration amplitude (FTA 2006). The rms of a signal is the square root
of the average of the squared amplitude of the signal, usually measured in inches per second.
The average is typically calculated over a 1-second period. The rms amplitude is always less
than the ppv and is always positive. Decibel notation is used to compress the range of numbers
required to describe vibration. The abbreviation VdB is used in this report for vibration decibels
to reduce the potential for confusion with sound decibels.
4.9.1

Setting

a. Affected Environment. Noise impacts would generally be limited to noise sensitive
receptors within the Downtown Plan area and surrounding the Plan area. Noise-sensitive
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receptors are generally considered humans engaged in activities or utilizing land uses that may
be subject to the stress of significant interference from noise. Activities usually associated with
sensitive receptors include, but are not limited to, talking, reading, and sleeping. Land uses
often associated with sensitive receptors include residential dwellings, mobile homes, hotels,
motels, hospitals, nursing homes, education facilities, and libraries.
Existing noise-sensitive human receptors in the project vicinity of the project site include all
residential land uses, schools, hospitals, and medical centers within and adjacent to the Plan
area. It is likely that some phases of the Plan would be built out while construction of other
phases continues. Therefore, residents and occupants of land uses developed as part of the
Plan could be exposed to noise from ongoing development and would be considered sensitive
receptors.
Existing noise level measurements were conducted on March 4, 2010, and March 5, 2010.
Short-term measurements were conducted on March 4, 2010, between 9:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
A 24-hour measurement was conducted near Cesar Chavez Park in the western portion of the
Plan area, which began on March 4, 2010, at 9:00 a.m. The weather was partially cloudy to
clear and dry with moderate breezes from the west averaging 1 to 3 miles per hour with
occasional gusts of up to 8 miles per hour.
Noise measurements were taken with two Larson Davis 820 sound level meters set on “slow”
response and “A-weighting.” The meters were positioned 5 feet above the existing ground
elevation at all measurement locations. The noise measurement locations are shown in Figure
4.9-1. The results of the short-term noise measurements are summarized in Table 4.9-2 and the
24-hour measurement is summarized in Table 4.9-3. Detailed measurement data are provided
in an appendix to the noise report (AECOM 2010b).
The predominant noise source in the Plan area was from vehicles on local roadways. Other
sources include aircraft overflights, Metro Blue Line operations, animal vocalizations,
pedestrians, and general activities associated with local businesses. Measured noise levels are
typical for an urban environment. As shown in Table 4.9-3, the Ldn noise level is approximately 1
dBA higher than the highest hourly Leq noise level.
b. Regulatory Setting
Noise Element of the General Plan
The City adopted a General Plan Noise Element in March 1975. The Noise Element recommends
“that the Long Beach Planning Commission and the Long Beach City Council continue to take
affirmative action to preserve the City’s quietness and to reduce and control noise.” Table 4.9-4
shows the recommended criteria for maximum acceptable noise in Long Beach. The Noise
Element establishes criteria based on three separate parameters, including existing ambient
levels; existing land use patterns; and existing health, communication, and physical setting needs,
to provide an acceptable noise environment for the city (Long Beach 1975). Based on these
parameters, categorical recommendations were made to achieve the goals and objectives of the
City of Long Beach.
City of Long Beach Municipal Code
The City of Long Beach Municipal Code contains the City’s noise control ordinances (Long
Beach 1977 and as amended). Noise standards vary by land use districts identified by the noise
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control office. The proposed Plan area and surrounding areas are within District One. Some
municipal noise ordinances exempt construction noise levels from long-term exterior noise
limitations; however, the City does not make this exemption for construction noise.
Section 8.80.160 establishes requirements for exterior noise and states that “no person shall
operate or cause to be operated any source of sound at any location within the incorporated
limits of the city or allow the creation of any noise on property owned, leased, occupied, or
otherwise controlled by such person, which causes the noise level when measured from any
other property, either incorporated or unincorporated, to exceed:
 The noise standard for that land use district for a cumulative period of more than thirty
minutes in any hour; or
 The noise standard plus five decibels for a cumulative period of more than fifteen
minutes in any hour; or
 The noise standard plus ten decibels for a cumulative period of more than five minutes in
any hour; or
 The noise standard plus fifteen decibels for a cumulative period of more than one minute
in any hour; or
 The noise standard plus twenty decibels or the maximum measured ambient, for any
period of time.”
In addition, “if the measured ambient level exceeds that permissible within [the first four of the
above categories], the allowable noise exposure standard shall be increased in five decibels
increments in each category as appropriate to encompass or reflect the ambient noise level. In
the event the ambient noise level exceeds the fifth [category listed above], the maximum
allowable noise level under said category shall be increased to reflect the maximum ambient
noise level.” Exterior noise limits for District One are presented in Table 4.9-5; and interior noise
limits for District One are presented in Table 4.9-6
Section 8.80.200 regulates noise disturbances, including vibration. A violation of the noise
ordinance would occur if the operation of any device that creates vibration above the “vibration
perception threshold” of an individual cannot occur at or beyond the property boundary of the
source on private property or at 150 feet from the source on public space or right-of-way.
“Vibration perception threshold” is defined as the “minimum ground or structure-borne
vibrational motion necessary to cause a normal person to be aware of the vibration [through]
touch or visual observation of moving objects.” The perception threshold is .001 g’s in the 0–30
hertz frequency range and .003 g’s in the 30–100 hertz frequency range. Additional noise
disturbances include:
1.

Creating or causing the creation of any sound within any noise-sensitive zone, so as to
exceed the specified land use noise standards set forth in Sections 8.80.150 and
8.80.170; or

2.

Creating or causing the creation of any sound within or adjacent to any noise-sensitive
zone containing a hospital, nursing home, school, court or other designated use so as
to interfere with the functions of such activity or annoy the patients or participants of
such activity.
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Section 8.80.202(a) through 8.80.202(e) establishes construction activity-noise regulations for
weekdays, federal holidays, Saturdays, and Sundays. Construction activities are prohibited
between the hours of 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. the following day on weekdays and federal
holidays. In addition, construction activities are prohibited between the hours of 7:00 p.m. on
Friday and 9:00 a.m. on Saturday and after 6:00 p.m. on Saturday. No construction activities
may occur on Sunday unless a permit is issued from the noise control officer, and is limited to
the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Emergency work authorized by the building official is
exempt from these restrictions.
4.9.2

Impact Analysis

a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Noise impacts of the proposed Downtown
Plan are based on a noise impact analysis prepared for the project and is included as Appendix
E of this PEIR (AECOM 2010b).
Adoption and implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances
would result in a significant adverse impact related to noise if the goals, policies, objectives, or
regulations established by the proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent development
in accordance with those documents, would result in:
a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards established
in the Noise Element of the Long Beach General Plan or Municipal Code.
b) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive ground-borne vibrations or groundborne noise levels.
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above
levels existing without the project.
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project.
e) A project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport that would expose
people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels.
f)

A project located within the vicinity of a private airstrip that would expose people residing
or working in the project area to excessive noise levels.

As discussed in the project Initial Study, the proposed project could result in significant impacts
related to criteria a), b), c), and d) listed above. As such, analyses of impacts related to these
noise impact significance criteria are included in this section of the PEIR. The Initial Study
determined that the project site is located over two miles from the Long Beach Airport and
significant impacts related to aircraft noise are not anticipated. Therefore, criteria e) and f) listed
above would not apply and these issues are not further discussed in this section.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Adoption and implementation of the
proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances would result in a significant adverse
impact related to Noise if the goals, policies, objectives, or regulations established by the
proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent development in accordance with those
documents, would cause any of the following impacts.
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Construction
Impact Noise-1

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan would create
noise from construction activities that would expose local
residents to temporary or periodic substantial noise level
increases. While there is a potential for a significant adverse noise
impact, compliance with mitigation measures identified herein
would reduce impacts to Class II, significant and mitigable.

Noise impacts from construction are a function of the noise generated by the construction
equipment, the location and noise sensitivity of nearby land uses, and the timing and duration of
the noise-generating activities. Noise levels within and adjacent to the specific construction sites
would increase during the construction period. Construction would not cause long-term impacts
since it would be temporary and daily construction activities would be limited by the City’s Noise
Ordinance (Section 8.80.202) to hours of less noise sensitivity.
In general, construction activities are carried out in phases and each phase has its own noise
characteristics based on the mix of construction equipment in use. Typical maximum noise
levels at a distance of 50 feet from various pieces of construction equipment are shown in Table
9 of the project noise report, Appendix E.
Typical construction projects, with equipment moving from one point to another, work breaks,
and idle time, have long-term average noise levels that are lower than loud short-term noise
events. For purposes of analysis of this project, a maximum 1-hour average noise level of 80
dBA Leq at a distance of 50 feet from the construction area is assumed to occur. Noise levels of
other activities, such as framing or paving, would be less. Higher maximum noise events, 85 to
90 dBA Lmax, may occur during trenching and excavation, when there may be a combination of
noise from several pieces of equipment in close proximity, including the noise of vehicle backup
alarms.
Residences are located within some portions of the Plan area and at its periphery to the north,
east, and west. Commercial and governmental land uses are located throughout the project
area. Residences and businesses within, and in the vicinity of, the project area would be
affected by construction noise during buildout of the Plan.
Construction noise impacts primarily result when construction activities occur during noisesensitive times of the day (early morning, evening, or nighttime hours), the construction occurs
in areas immediately adjoining noise-sensitive land uses, or when construction durations last
over extended periods of time. Major noise-generating construction activities would include
removal of existing pavement and structures, site grading and excavation, building framing,
concrete pours and paving, and landscaping. For most areas that may be developed under the
Plan, the distance from these activities to noise-sensitive receptors would be less than 100 feet.
The highest construction noise levels during typical construction activities would be generated
during grading, excavation, and foundation work, with lower noise levels occurring during building
construction. Typical hourly average construction-generated noise levels would be 80 dBA Leq
measured at a distance of 50 feet from an active construction site during busy periods. Pile driving
may also occur at some development sites, particularly within the central core of the district where
higher structures would be allowed and encouraged. This type of construction activity can produce
very high noise levels on the order of 95-100 dBA at 50 feet, which are difficult to control (FTA
2006).
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The project site and surrounding areas are assumed to be acoustically hard, thus noise levels
from construction activities would drop off at a rate of about 6 dBA per doubling of the distance
between the noise source and the sensitive receptors. Additionally, intervening structures would
attenuate noise levels. Sound levels may be attenuated 3.0 to 5.0 dBA by a first row of
houses/buildings and 1.5 dBA for each additional row of houses in built-up environments
(FHWA 1978). These factors generally limit the distance construction noise travels and ensure
noise impacts from construction are localized.
Although construction noise would be localized to the individual sites during construction,
businesses and residences throughout the Plan area could be intermittently exposed to
temporary elevated levels of noise throughout the years of construction. This is a potentially
significant impact. Due to the potential for high short-term and instantaneous noise levels during
peak construction activity at nearby residential properties, measures have been identified that
would reduce noise levels associated with construction.
Mitigation Noise-1(a) The following measures shall be applied to proposed
construction projects that are determined to have potential noise
impacts from removal of existing pavement and structures, site
grading and excavation, pile driving, building framing, and
concrete pours and paving:

City of Long Beach
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All internal combustion-engine-driven equipment shall be
equipped with mufflers that are in good operating condition
and appropriate for the equipment.



“Quiet” models of air compressors and other stationary
construction equipment shall be employed where such
technology exists.



Stationary noise-generating equipment shall be located as
far as reasonable from sensitive receptors when sensitive
receptors adjoin or are within 150 feet of a construction
site.



Unnecessary idling of internal combustion engines (i.e., in
excess of 5 minutes) shall be prohibited.



Foundation pile holes shall be predrilled, as feasible based
on geologic conditions, to minimize the number of impacts
required to seat the pile.



Construction-related traffic shall be routed along major
roadways and away from noise-sensitive receptors.



Construction activities, including the loading and unloading
of materials and truck movements, shall be limited to the
hours specified in the City Noise Ordinance (Section
8.80.202).



Businesses, residences, and noise-sensitive land uses
within 150 feet of construction sites shall be notified of the
construction in writing. The notification shall describe the
activities anticipated, provide dates and hours, and provide
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contact information with a description of the complaint and
response procedure.


Each project implemented as part of the Plan shall
designate a “construction liaison” that would be
responsible for responding to any local complaints about
construction noise. The liaison would determine the cause
of the noise complaints (e.g., starting too early, bad
muffler, etc.) and institute reasonable measures to correct
the problem. A telephone number for the liaison shall be
conspicuously posted at the construction site.



If a noise complaint(s) is registered, the liaison, or project
representative, shall retain a City-approved noise
consultant to conduct noise measurements at the location
that registered the complaint. The noise measurements
shall be conducted for a minimum of 1 hour and shall
include 1-minute intervals. The consultant shall prepare a
letter report summarizing the measurements and potential
measures to reduce noise levels to the maximum extent
feasible. The letter report shall include all measurement
and calculation data used in determining impacts and
resolutions. The letter report shall be provided to code
enforcement for determining the adequacy and if the
recommendations are adequate.

Mitigation Noise-1(b) The City will require the following measures, where applicable
based on noise level of source, proximity of receptors, and
presence of intervening structures, to be incorporated into
contract specifications for construction projects within 150 feet of
existing residential uses implemented under the proposed Plan:
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Temporary noise barriers shall be constructed around
construction sites adjacent to, or within 150 feet of,
operational business, residences, or other noise-sensitive
land uses. Temporary noise barriers shall be constructed
of material with a minimum weight of 4 pounds per square
foot with no gaps or perforations. Noise barriers may be
constructed of, but are not limited to, 5/8-inch plywood,
5/8-inch oriented strand board, or hay bales.



If a project-specific noise analysis determines that the
barriers described above would not be sufficient to avoid a
significant construction noise impact, a temporary sound
control blanket barrier, shall be erected along building
façades facing construction sites. This mitigation would
only be necessary if conflicts occurred that were
irresolvable by proper scheduling and other means of
noise control were unavailable. The sound blankets are
required to have a minimum breaking and tear strength of
120 pounds and 30 pounds, respectively. The sound
blankets shall have a minimum sound transmission
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classification of 27 and noise reduction coefficient of 0.70.
The sound blankets shall be of sufficient length to extend
from the top of the building and drape on the ground or be
sealed at the ground. The sound blankets shall have a
minimum overlap of 2 inches.
Level of Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of Mitigation Measures Noise1(a) and Noise-1(b) would reduce construction noise levels to less than significant.
Construction Vibrations
Impact Noise-2

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan would include
construction activities that would include vibrations sources,
including pile driving. This would result in a significant adverse
impact on vibration. Impacts would be Class I, significant and
unavoidable.

Construction of projects implemented under the Plan would likely be located adjacent to existing
structures. Construction activities may include demolition of existing structures, site preparation
work, excavation of parking and subfloors, foundation work, and building construction.
Demolition for an individual site may last several weeks to months and may produce substantial
vibration. Excavation for underground levels could also occur on some project sites and
vibratory pile driving could be used to stabilize the walls of excavated areas. Piles or drilled
caissons may also be used to support building foundations.
The City Municipal Code has established criteria for vibration impacts based on acceleration
due to gravity (g) of 0.001 g’s in the 0–30 hertz frequency range and 0.003 g’s in the 30–100
hertz frequency range. Vibration levels generated by construction activities would vary
depending on project conditions, such as soil conditions, construction methods, and equipment
used. As with any type of construction, vibration levels during any phase may at times be
perceptible. However, non–pile–driving or foundation work construction phases that have the
highest potential of producing vibration (such as jackhammering, and other high-power tools)
would be intermittent and would only occur for short periods of time for any individual
construction site. By use of administrative controls, such as scheduling construction activities
with the highest potential to produce perceptible vibration to hours with least potential to affect
nearby properties, perceptible vibration can be kept to a minimum and as such would result in a
less-than-significant impact with respect to vibration perception.
Pile driving, however, has the potential to generate ground-borne vibration levels higher than
typical construction activities and is the primary concern for structural damage when it occurs
within 100 feet of structures. Vibration levels generated by pile driving activities would vary
depending on project conditions, such as soil conditions, construction methods, and equipment
used. Pile driving activities generate vibrations at various frequencies. The dominant frequency
of propagating waves from impact sources ranges mostly between 3 Hz and 60 Hz (Svinkin
2010). Using the middle range for illustration purposes, equipment operating at a frequency
range of 30 Hz would exceed the perceptible range at approximately 100 feet. Depending on
the proximity of existing structures to each construction site, the structural soundness of the
existing buildings, and the methods of construction used, vibration levels caused by pile driving
or other foundation work with a substantial impact component such as blasting, rock or caisson
drilling, and site excavation or compaction may be high enough to be perceptible within 150 feet
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and may be high enough to damage existing structures within 50 feet. This would be a
significant impact.
Mitigation Noise-2

The City shall review all construction projects for potential
vibration-generating activities from demolition, excavation, pile–
driving, and construction within 100 feet of existing structures and
shall require site-specific vibration studies to be conducted to
determine the area of impact and to identify appropriate mitigation
measures. The studies shall, at a minimum, include the following:


Identification of the project’s vibration compaction
activities, pile driving, and other vibration-generating
activities that have the potential to generate ground-borne
vibration; and the sensitivity of nearby structures to
ground-borne vibration. This task should be conducted by
a qualified structural engineer.



A vibration monitoring and construction contingency plan
to identify structures where monitoring would be
conducted; establish a vibration monitoring schedule;
define structure-specific vibration limits; and address the
need to conduct photo, elevation, and crack surveys to
document before and after construction conditions.
Construction contingencies shall be identified for actions to
be taken when vibration levels approached the defined
vibration limits.



Maintain a monitoring log of vibrations during initial
demolition activities and during pile driving activities.
Monitoring results may indicate the need for a more or less
intensive measurement schedule.



Vibration levels limits for suspension of construction
activities and implementation of contingencies to either
lower vibration levels or secure the affected structures.



Post-construction survey on structures where either
monitoring has indicated high vibration levels or complaints
of damage have been made. Make appropriate repairs or
compensation where damage has occurred as a result of
construction activities.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Vibration impacts from operation would be less
than significant. Implementation of Mitigation Measure Noise-2 would reduce vibrations
during construction; however, potential impacts would be significant and unavoidable.
Operational Vibrations
Impact Noise-3
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The proposed Downtown Plan would include land uses that would
create vibration sources. These sources typically do not generate
substantial vibrations at distance and would be required to comply
with the City’s Municipal Code. Impacts would be Class III, less
than significant.
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Heavy trucks used for delivery and distribution of materials to and from commercial sites
generally operate at very low speeds while on the commercial site. Therefore, the ground-borne
vibration induced by heavy truck traffic at commercial land uses is not anticipated to be
perceptible at distances greater than 25 feet (typical distance from roadway centerline to edge
of roadway right-of-way for a single-lane road).
Based on the operational characteristics of mechanical equipment and distribution methods
used for general commercial land uses, it is not anticipated that these operations would result in
ground-borne vibration levels that approach or exceed the LBMC vibration level limits. Thus,
vibration associated with operation would be less than significant.
Traffic Noise
Impact Noise-4

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan would generate
traffic noise level increases directly attributable to the project that
are estimated to be no greater than a 1 dBA increase over future
traffic noise without the project. This 1 dBA increase would not be
perceptible and, therefore, the project noise impact would be
Class III, less than significant.

The Plan would facilitate an increase in traffic along area roadways, which could permanently
increase existing traffic noise levels. Traffic noise levels were analyzed along several roadway
segments that would be affected by project-generated motor vehicle trips. As shown in Tables
4.9-7 and 4.9-8, while noise levels would increase by 3 dBA along segments of 7th Street, Pine
Avenue, and 3rd Street, the project would not cause this 3 dBA increase. The traffic noise level
increases directly attributable to the project are estimated to be no greater than 1 dBA, which
would not be perceptible and would be less than the 3 dBA significance criterion. Therefore,
traffic noise level increase due to the proposed project would be a less than significant impact
and no mitigation is necessary.
Traffic Noise and Land Use Compatibility
Impact Noise-5

The proposed Downtown Plan would allow the location of
sensitive receptors in areas that would exceed the standards
identified for the applicable land use by the Noise Element of the
Long Beach General Plan. While there is a potential for a
significant adverse impact related to noise compatibility,
compliance with mitigation measures identified herein would
reduce impacts to Class II, significant and mitigable.

The Plan would allow additional sensitive land uses in areas where noise levels could exceed
acceptable standards.
Modeled existing peak-hour noise levels. The Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Traffic
Noise Prediction Model (RD-77-108) was used to predict existing and future peak-hour traffic
noise levels at specific receptor locations within the project site. Traffic volumes were taken from
the project traffic report (Iteris 2010). Peak-hour traffic volumes in the project traffic report were
evaluated and the greatest peak hour volume was then used in the noise modeling. All
roadways were modeled as an acoustically hard ground type, which produces a drop-off rate of
3 dBA per doubling of distance, without an excess ground attenuation value of a soft, absorptive
ground surface such as soft dirt, grass, or scattered bushes and trees (see description of noise
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propagation under Noise and Vibration Terms and Concepts, above). The model outputs
include noise levels at 50 feet and distances to selected noise levels. Predicted existing peakhour noise levels for streets oriented north to south and streets oriented east to west are
presented in Tables 4.9-9 and 4.9-10, respectively. As shown, the project site is currently
exposed to noise levels ranging from 57 to 70 dBA Ldn and the highest noise levels occur along
Ocean Boulevard.
Modeled Future Peak-Hour Noise Levels. Tables 4.9-11 and 4.9-12 present predicted noise
levels for the future conditions with the Plan; noise levels without the project were not modeled
for compatibility analysis as no new development would occur and compatibility of new uses
would not be an issue. Future traffic volumes were taken from the project traffic report (Iteris
2010). All other parameters were unchanged from the existing conditions model.
Calculations based on projected increases in traffic volumes on area roadways with Plan
implementation show that the future noise environment throughout the Plan area would be
between 57 to 71 dBA Ldn at a distance of 50 feet from the centerline of local roadways. The 65dBA Ldn contour would be located a maximum of 217 feet from the centerline Ocean Boulevard.
The 65-dBA Ldn contour would be located less than 100 feet from the centerline of all other
roadways with the exception of portions of Broadway and 7th Street. Additionally, the 65-dBA
Ldn contour would fall within 50 feet of the centerline of Pacific Avenue, Pine Avenue, 10th
Street, and all but one segment of Magnolia Avenue, between Broadway and Ocean Boulevard.
Where exterior noise levels are below 65 dBA Ldn, interior noise levels for new construction
would typically meet the interior 45-dBA Ldn standard established in the California Code of
Regulations Title 24. Typical residential construction in California provides approximately 15
dBA of noise reduction from exterior noise sources with windows partially open, and
approximately 20 to 25 dBA of noise reduction with windows kept closed (Caltrans 2009).
Where exterior noise levels are below 65 to 70 dBA Ldn, interior noise can be mitigated with
standard wall and window construction, and the inclusion of mechanical forced-air ventilation to
allow occupants the option of maintaining windows closed to control noise. Where exterior noise
levels exceed 70 dBA Ldn, residential units would not normally be able to meet the 45-dBA Ldn
interior standard simply through typical construction methods. Thus, noise-sensitive uses
located along Ocean Boulevard may require additional noise reduction measures, such as
windows and doors with high Sound Transition Class (STC) ratings. Mitigation measures have
been identified that would reduce this impact to less than significant.
Mitigation Noise-5
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In areas where new residential development would be exposed
than Ldn of greater than 65 dBA, the City will require site-specific
noise studies prior to issuance of building permits to determine the
area of impact and to present appropriate mitigation measures,
which may include, but are not limited to the following:


Utilize site planning to minimize noise in shared residential
outdoor activity areas by locating the areas behind the
buildings or in courtyards, or orienting the terraces to
alleyways rather than streets, whenever possible.



Provide mechanical ventilation in all residential units
proposed along roadways or in areas where noise levels
could exceed 65 dBA Ldn so that windows can remain
closed at the choice of the occupants to maintain interior
noise levels below 45 dBA Ldn.
City of Long Beach
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Install sound-rated windows and construction methods to
provide the requisite noise control for residential units
proposed along roadways or in areas where noise levels
could exceed 70 dBA Ldn.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of Mitigation Measure Noise-5
would reduce residential noise levels from traffic to less than significant.
Stationary Noise Sources
Impact Noise-6

The Plan would allow the development of new residential uses
adjacent to existing commercial and retail uses. In addition, new
residential uses may be proposed adjacent to or sometimes within
the same building as noise-generating commercial uses. Noise
levels resulting from existing and proposed noise-generating uses
(i.e., office and retail uses) could expose such noise-sensitive
uses to noise levels in excess of the City’s or Noise Ordinance
limits. This would be a potentially significant impact and mitigation
measures have been identified that would reduce this impact to
Class II, significant and mitigable.

Development projects implemented under the Plan often include residential uses located in
proximity to commercial uses, and in areas served by public transit along major roadways. New
residential and mixed-use development that could occur with implementation of the proposed
Plan would potentially be constructed within the same building or adjacent to commercial land
uses.
Noise sources associated with commercial land uses include mechanical equipment operations,
public address systems, parking lot noise (e.g., opening and closing of vehicle doors, people
talking, car alarms), delivery activities (e.g., use of forklifts, hydraulic lifts), trash compactors,
and air compressors. Noise from such equipment can reach intermittent levels of approximately
90 dB, 50 feet from the source (EPA 1974). These elevated noise levels, which have the
potential to be generated by commercial uses within mixed use land use designations, would
expose nearby noise sensitive land uses (e.g., residential units) to excessive noise levels that
violate the City Noise Ordinance. Thus, point source noise levels associated with commercial
land uses could potentially expose nearby existing and future noise sensitive receptors to
excessive noise levels that violate the City Noise Ordinance. As a result, this impact is
potentially significant. Mitigation measures have been identified that would reduce this impact to
less than significant.
Mitigation Noise-6

In areas where new residential development would be located
adjacent to commercial uses, the City will require site-specific
noise studies prior to issuance of building permits to determine the
area of impact and to present appropriate mitigation measures,
which may include, but are not limited to the following:


City of Long Beach
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Require the placement of loading and unloading areas so
that commercial buildings shield nearby residential land
uses from noise generated by loading dock and delivery
activities. If necessary, additional sound barriers shall be
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constructed on the commercial sites to protect nearby
noise sensitive uses.
Require the placement of all commercial HVAC machinery
to be placed within mechanical equipment rooms wherever
possible.
Require the provision of localized noise barriers or rooftop
parapets around HVAC, cooling towers, and mechanical
equipment so that line-of-sight to the noise source from the
property line of the noise sensitive receptors is blocked.

Level of Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of Mitigation Measure Noise-6
would reduce residential noise levels from adjacent noise-generating commercial uses to
less than significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts. The cumulative study area for noise was determined to
include those roadway segments throughout the Plan area and the immediate community that
would have an increase in traffic as a result of the proposed project and, thus, a potential
increase in noise. Other noise sources, such as construction and operation of mechanical
equipment, are temporary and more localized and controlled at the source such that they do not
typically combine with other sources to create cumulative noise impacts. Additionally, mitigation
measures implemented for the Project would reduce these temporary and localized project
impacts to less than significant levels and, therefore, these noise sources are not considered in
the cumulative noise assessment. Cumulative future traffic noise levels were estimated using
future traffic volumes from the traffic report and are presented in Tables 4.9-7 and 4.9-8.
As shown in Tables 4.9-7 and 4.9-8, cumulative noise would increase by 3 dBA or more, along
Pine Avenue, Long Beach Boulevard, Alamitos Avenue, 7th Street, 3rd Street, and Broadway.
These cumulative noise impacts would include traffic generated by the cumulative projects
identified in Table 3-1. Specific segments with noise level increases of 3 dBA or more are
shown in Tables 4.9-7 and 4.9-8. Significant noise impacts were also identified for the Shoreline
Gateway and Golden Shore, Ocean Aire, Hotel Sierra, and Inn at Pike cumulative projects in
Table 3-1 of this PEIR. Thus, operational noise impacts associated the Plan would contribute to
a cumulatively significant impact from an increase in ambient traffic noise levels along these
roadways. No feasible mitigation exists to reduce traffic noise due to the level of existing
development along these roadways and the infeasibility of installing noise walls or other noise
attenuation measures without full or partial removal of existing development.
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Table 4.9-1
Typical Noise Levels
Common Outdoor Activities
Jet Fly-over at 300 meters (1,000 feet)
Gas Lawn Mower at 1 meter (3 feet)
Diesel Truck at 15 meters (50 feet), at 80 km/hr
(50 mph)
Noisy Urban Area, Daytime Gas Lawn Mower at
30 meters (100 feet)
Commercial Area Heavy Traffic at 90 meters
(300 feet)

Noise Level (dBA)
--110---100---90---80--

Food Blender at 1 meter (3 feet)
Garbage Disposal at 1 meter (3 feet)

--70--

Vacuum Cleaner at 3 meters (10 feet)

--60--

Normal Speech at 1 meter (3 feet)

Quiet Urban Daytime

--50--

Quiet Urban Nighttime

--40--

Quiet Suburban Nighttime

--30--

Quiet Rural Nighttime

--20--

Lowest Threshold of Human Hearing
Source: Caltrans 2009

Common Indoor Activities
Rock Band

--10---0--

Large Business Office Dishwasher in
Next Room
Theater, Large Conference Room
(Background)
Library
Bedroom at Night, Concert Hall
(Background)
Broadcast/Recording Studio
Lowest Threshold of Human Hearing

Table 4.9-2
Short-term Noise Measurement Summary
Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Location
Olive Avenue and 9th Street
Pacific Avenue and 7th Street
50 feet north of Broadway
75 feet east of Atlantic Avenue
50 feet west of Golden Avenue, Cesar Chavez Park
50 feet east of Magnolia Avenue
35 feet south of 5th Avenue

Start Time of
Measurement
9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Leq dBA
64
66
65
58
66
62
61

* The Site ID corresponds to locations shown in Figure 4.9-1.
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Table 4.9-3
24-hour Noise Measurement Summary – Cesar Chavez Park
Time
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00
Maximum Leq
Ldn

Noise Level
(dBA Leq)
58
57
56
58
59
61
65
67
69
66
65
65
66
66
66
67
68
67
66
66
64
60
60
58
69
70

Table 4.9-4
Maximum Acceptable Noise Levels in dBA1
Outdoor
Land Use Type
Residential5 7 a.m. 10 p.m.
Residential5 10 p.m. 7 a.m.
Commercial (anytime)
Industrial (anytime)

Max. Single
Hourly Peak
70
60
75
85

L102
55
45
65
70

Indoor
L503
45
35
55
60

Ldn4
45
35
--6
--6

1

Based on existing ambient level ranges in Long Beach and recommended U.S. EPA ratios and standards for
interference and annoyance.
2
Noise levels exceeded 10 percent of the time.
3
Noise levels exceeded 50 percent of the time.
4
Day-Night average sound level. The 24-hour A-weighted equivalent sound level with a 10-decibel penalty
applied to nighttime levels.
5
Includes all residential categories and all noise-sensitive land uses such as hospitals, schools, etc.
6
Since different types of commercial and industrial activities appear to be associated with different noise levels,
identification of a maximum indoor level for activity interference is infeasible.
Source: City of Long Beach 1975
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Table 4.9-5
Long Beach Noise Ordinance, Exterior Noise Limits
Time Period
Night: 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
Day: 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Noise Level (dBA)
45
50

Source: City of Long Beach 1977

Section 8.80.170 establishes standards for interior noise in various land use districts. Interior
noise limits for District One are provided in Table 4.9-6.
Table 4.9-6
Long Beach Noise Ordinance, Interior Noise Limits
Receiving Land
Use Designation

Type of Land Use

All

Residential

All

School

Hospital, designated quiet zones and
noise-sensitive zones
Source: City of Long Beach 1977
All

Time Interval
10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
(While school is in session)

Allowable Interior
Noise Level (dBA)
35
45
45

Anytime

40

Table 4.9-7
Modeled Peak-Hour Noise Level Increases in the Project Vicinity
– Streets Oriented North to South

Roadway

Magnolia
Avenue

Pacific Avenue

Pine Avenue

December 2010

Segment
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th St
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th St
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th St
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
Ocean Blvd to Shoreline Dr

Existing
62
62
62
62
61
61
63
63
63
63
63
63
61
62
58
59
58
59
60
59
61
60

Future Increase
without without
Project Project
62
0
63
1
62
0
63
1
63
2
63
2
65
2
64
1
64
1
64
1
64
1
64
1
62
1
63
1
58
0
59
0
59
1
60
1
61
1
62
3
62
1
60
0

Increase
Future Over Future
with
without
Cumulative
Project
Project
Increase
62
0
0
63
0
1
62
0
0
63
0
1
63
0
2
63
0
2
65
0
2
64
0
1
64
0
1
64
0
1
65
1
2
64
0
1
63
1
2
63
0
1
58
0
0
59
0
0
59
0
1
61
1
2
61
0
1
62
0
3
62
0
1
61
1
1
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Roadway

Segment
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th St
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th St
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th St
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th St
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 4th Street
4th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd

Long Beach
Boulevard

Atlantic Avenue

Martin Luther
King Avenue

Alamitos
Avenue

Orange Avenue

Existing
65
65
64
64
63
62
62
65
65
63
63
62
61
60
62
60
60
65
65
65
64
65
65
65
66
65
61
58
58
57
56

Future Increase
without without
Project Project
66
1
66
1
66
2
66
2
65
2
64
2
63
1
66
1
66
1
65
2
65
2
63
1
62
1
61
1
62
0
60
0
60
0
66
1
66
1
66
1
66
2
66
1
67
2
67
2
67
1
65
0
61
0
59
1
58
0
57
0
56
0

Increase
Future Over Future
with
without
Cumulative
Project
Project
Increase
67
1
2
67
1
2
66
0
2
66
0
2
65
0
2
65
1
3
64
1
2
66
0
1
66
0
1
65
0
2
65
0
2
64
1
2
63
1
2
62
1
2
62
0
0
60
0
0
60
0
0
66
0
1
67
1
2
66
0
1
66
0
2
67
1
2
68
1
3
67
0
2
67
0
1
66
1
1
61
0
0
59
0
1
58
0
0
57
0
0
56
0
0

Table 4.9-8
Modeled Peak-Hour Noise Level Increases in the Project Vicinity
– Streets Oriented East to West

Roadway

Magnolia
Avenue

Segment
Existing1
West of Magnolia Ave
67
Magnolia Avenue to
66
Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine
67
Avenue
Pine Avenue to
65
Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to
67
Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to
67
Martin Luther King Ave
Martin Luther King Ave
67
to Alamitos Avenue
East of Alamitos Ave
67

City of Long Beach
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Future
without
Project1
67

Increase
without
Project
0

Future
with
Project1
67

Increase
over
Future
No Project
0

Cumulative
Increase
0

66

0

66

0

0

67

0

67

0

0

65

0

65

0

0

67

0

67

0

0

67

0

67

0

0

67

0

67

0

0

67

0

67

0

0
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Roadway

10th
Street

7th Street

6th Street

3rd Street

Segment
Existing1
Magnolia Avenue to
60
Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to
61
Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to
62
Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to
64
Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to
64
Martin Luther King Ave
Martin Luther King Ave
64
to Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to
63
Orange Avenue
East of Orange Ave
62
West of Magnolia Ave
64
Magnolia Avenue to
64
Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to
65
Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long
64
Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to
64
Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to
64
Martin Luther King Ave
Martin Luther King Ave
68
to Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to
66
Orange Avenue
East of Orange Ave
69
West of Magnolia Ave
66
Magnolia Avenue to
66
Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to
66
Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long
66
Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to
66
Atlantic Avenue
West of Magnolia Ave
63
Magnolia Avenue to
63
Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to
63
Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to
63
Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to
62
Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to
62
Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to
63
Orange Avenue
East of Orange Ave
62

December 2010

Future
without
1
Project

Increase
without
Project

Future
with
Project1

Increase
over
Future
No Project

Cumulative
Increase

60

0

60

0

0

62

1

62

0

1

63

1

63

0

1

64

0

64

0

0

64

0

64

0

0

64

0

64

0

0

63

0

63

0

0

62
67

0
3

62
67

0
0

0
3

66

2

67

1

3

67

2

67

0

2

66

2

66

0

2

66

2

66

0

2

65

1

66

1

2

68

0

68

0

0

67

1

67

0

1

69
68

0
2

70
68

1
0

1
2

67

1

68

1

2

68

2

68

0

2

68

2

68

0

2

67

1

67

0

1

65

2

66

1

3

65

2

65

0

2

65

2

65

0

2

66

3

66

0

3

64

2

65

1

3

64

2

64

0

2

64

1

64

0

1

63

1

63

0

1
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Roadway

Broadway

Ocean
Boulevard

Segment
West of Magnolia Ave
Pacific Avenue to
Pine Avenue
Pacific Avenue to
Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to
Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to
Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to
Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to
Orange Avenue
East of Orange Ave
West of Golden
Shore Avenue
Golden Shore Avenue
to Magnolia Avenue
Magnolia Avenue to
Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to
Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to
Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to
Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to
Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to
Orange Avenue
East of Orange Ave

Existing1
66

Future
without
1
Project
68

Increase
without
Project
2

Future
with
Project1
69

Increase
over
Future
No Project
1

Cumulative
Increase
3

67

68

1

69

1

2

67

69

2

69

0

2

67

69

2

69

0

2

67

68

1

68

0

1

67

68

1

68

0

1

67

67

0

67

0

0

67

67

0

68

1

1

69

69

0

69

0

0

70

71

1

71

0

1

70

71

1

71

0

1

70

71

1

71

0

1

70

71

1

71

0

1

70

71

1

71

0

1

70

71

1

71

0

1

70

70

0

71

1

1

69

70

1

71

1

2

1

Noise levels presented represent the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) at 50 feet from the centerline of
the roadway segment.

Table 4.9-9
Existing Modeled Noise Levels
– Streets Oriented North to South

Roadway

Magnolia Avenue
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Segment
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd

Noise Level
at 50 feet
from
Centerline of
Roadway
62
62
62
62
61
61
63

Distance in feet
to Noise Level from
Roadway Centerline
70 dB
--------

65 dB
25
27
24
24
20
21
33

60 dB
78
84
75
75
63
67
106

55 dB
246
267
237
238
198
212
334
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Roadway

Pacific Avenue

Pine Avenue

Long Beach Boulevard

Atlantic Avenue

Martin Luther King Avenue

Alamitos Avenue

Orange Avenue

Segment
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
Ocean Blvd to Shoreline Drive
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 4th Street
4th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd

Noise Level
at 50 feet
from
Centerline of
Roadway
63
63
63
63
63
61
62
58
59
58
59
60
59
61
60
65
65
64
64
63
62
62
65
65
63
63
62
61
60
62
60
60
65
65
65
64
65
65
65
66
65
61
58
58
57
56

Distance in feet
to Noise Level from
Roadway Centerline
70 dB
-----------------------------------------------

65 dB
32
30
32
33
30
21
25
------20
-49
49
41
42
33
27
24
47
47
35
33
25
--23
--49
53
45
42
47
54
55
64
48
20
-----

60 dB
102
96
102
105
94
65
79
31
36
30
43
46
44
63
46
155
156
129
132
103
84
76
150
149
112
105
78
61
50
72
54
48
155
168
141
134
147
172
175
204
152
63
35
34
25
19

55 dB
323
304
324
333
299
206
251
98
114
96
137
145
138
198
145
489
495
409
417
326
266
240
473
471
353
333
245
194
157
228
170
153
490
531
447
422
466
543
553
644
481
199
111
106
80
62

Note: -- = Less than 20 feet, assumed to be within roadway.
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Table 4.9-10
Existing Modeled Noise Levels
– Streets Oriented East to West

Roadway

Anaheim Street

10th Street

7th Street

6th Street

3rd Street

Broadway

City of Long Beach
4.9-26

Noise Level
Distance in Feet
at 50 feet
to Noise Level from
from
Roadway Centerline
Centerline
Segment
of Roadway 70 dB 65 dB 60 dB 55 dB
West of Magnolia Avenue
67
24
75
237
748
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
66
22
70
222
703
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
67
23
74
233
737
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
65
-46
146
461
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
67
23
74
234
741
Atlantic Avenue Martin Luther King Avenue
67
24
76
241
761
Martin Luther King Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
67
27
86
271
855
East of Alamitos Avenue
67
26
83
261
827
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
60
-14
45
144
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
61
-22
70
221
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
62
-27
85
270
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
64
-38
119
376
Atlantic Avenue Martin Luther King Avenue
64
-36
113
356
Martin Luther King Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
64
-37
116
366
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
63
-31
99
314
East of Orange Avenue
62
-24
76
241
West of Magnolia Avenue
64
-37
117
368
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
64
-37
116
367
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
65
-50
158
501
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
64
-41
131
414
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
64
-44
138
437
Atlantic Avenue Martin Luther King Avenue
64
-44
139
440
Martin Luther King Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
68
29
91
287
908
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
66
22
68
217
685
East of Orange Avenue
69
37
117
370 1,170
West of Magnolia Avenue
66
-60
190
602
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
66
20
63
199
628
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
66
21
66
209
661
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
66
22
69
217
687
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
66
20
64
203
642
West of Magnolia Avenue
63
-32
102
324
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
63
-32
103
325
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
63
-28
89
283
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
63
-31
98
310
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
62
-27
87
275
Atlantic Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
62
-25
78
245
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
63
-29
93
294
East of Orange Avenue
62
-26
81
256
West of Magnolia Avenue
66
21
66
209
660
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
67
25
78
247
782
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
67
27
85
269
850
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
67
25
80
252
797
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
67
25
80
252
798
Atlantic Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
67
26
81
258
815
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
67
25
80
252
796
East of Orange Avenue
67
26
81
256
810
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Roadway

Ocean Boulevard

Segment
West of Golden Shore Avenue
Golden Shore Avenue to Magnolia Avenue
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
East of Orange Avenue

Noise Level
Distance in Feet
at 50 feet
to Noise Level from
from
Roadway Centerline
Centerline
of Roadway 70 dB 65 dB 60 dB 55 dB
69
36
115
363 1,149
70
53
166
526 1,662
70
54
170
539 1,703
70
48
152
480 1,519
70
51
160
507 1,602
70
51
160
505 1,598
70
49
154
487 1,541
70
45
143
451 1,425
69
42
132
418 1,321

Note: -- = Less than 20 feet, assumed to be within roadway.

Table 4.9-11
Future with Project Modeled Noise Levels
– Streets Oriented North to South

Roadway

Magnolia Avenue

Pacific Avenue

Pine Avenue

Long Beach Boulevard

December 2010

Segment
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
Ocean Blvd to Shoreline Drive
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd

Noise Level at
50 feet from
Centerline of
Roadway
62
63
62
63
63
63
65
64
64
64
65
64
63
63
58
59
59
61
61
62
62
61
67
67
66
66
65
65
64

Distance to Noise Level
from Roadway Centerline
(feet)
70 dB
65 dB 60 dB 55 dB
-27
86
273
-29
93
294
-27
86
271
-35
110
346
-34
109
344
-35
111
352
-53
168
532
-41
130
411
-39
124
392
-41
129
408
-48
151
478
-42
134
423
-29
93
293
-33
104
330
--31
98
--39
123
--42
132
--60
189
-22
70
220
-27
87
274
-24
75
236
--56
178
23
73
232
734
23
72
227
719
21
65
207
654
22
69
217
686
-56
176
555
-49
154
486
-37
117
369
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Roadway

Atlantic Avenue

Martin Luther King
Avenue

Alamitos Avenue

Orange Avenue

Segment
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
North of Anaheim Street
Anaheim Street to 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 6th Street
6th Street to 4th Street
4th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd
North of 10th Street
10th Street to 7th Street
7th Street to 3rd Street
3rd Street to Broadway
Broadway to Ocean Blvd

Noise Level at
50 feet from
Centerline of
Roadway
66
66
65
65
64
63
62
62
60
60
66
67
66
66
67
68
67
67
66
61
59
58
57
56

Distance to Noise Level
from Roadway Centerline
(feet)
70 dB
65 dB 60 dB 55 dB
21
66
209
660
21
66
208
658
-55
175
554
-52
163
516
-39
122
386
-29
92
290
-23
72
227
-23
72
228
--54
170
--51
162
22
69
219
692
25
78
245
775
22
69
218
690
21
67
212
669
26
83
262
828
28
90
284
899
27
86
273
864
28
88
279
883
20
63
200
632
-20
63
199
--36
115
--35
110
--26
81
--22
68

Note: -- = Less than 20 feet, assumed to be within roadway.

Table 4.9-12
Future with Project Modeled Noise Levels
– Streets Oriented East to West

Roadway

Anaheim Street

10th Street

City of Long Beach
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Segment
West of Magnolia Avenue
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue Martin Luther King Avenue
Martin Luther King Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
East of Alamitos Avenue
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue Martin Luther King Avenue
Martin Luther King Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
East of Orange Avenue

Noise Level
Distance to Noise Level
at 50 feet
from Roadway Centerline
from
(feet)
Centerline
of Roadway 70 dB 65 dB 60 dB 55 dB
67
24
75
237
748
66
22
70
222
703
67
23
74
233
737
65
-46
146
461
67
23
74
234
741
67
24
76
241
761
67
27
86
271
855
67
26
83
261
827
60
--49
155
62
-25
78
247
63
-30
94
296
64
-40
125
395
64
-38
121
383
64
-38
121
384
63
-32
100
317
62
-24
76
241
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Roadway

7th Street

6th Street

3rd Street

Broadway

Ocean Boulevard

Segment
West of Magnolia Avenue
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue Martin Luther King Avenue
Martin Luther King Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
East of Orange Avenue
West of Magnolia Avenue
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
West of Magnolia Avenue
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
East of Orange Avenue
West of Magnolia Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
East of Orange Avenue
West of Golden Shore Avenue
Golden Shore Avenue to Magnolia Avenue
Magnolia Avenue to Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue to Pine Avenue
Pine Avenue to Long Beach Blvd
Long Beach Blvd to Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue to Alamitos Avenue
Alamitos Avenue to Orange Avenue
East of Orange Avenue

Noise Level
Distance to Noise Level
at 50 feet
from Roadway Centerline
from
(feet)
Centerline
of Roadway 70 dB 65 dB 60 dB 55 dB
67
24
75
238
753
67
23
71
226
714
67
24
75
238
753
66
20
62
198
625
66
-61
192
608
66
-56
178
563
68
34
107
339
1,072
67
27
85
268
849
70
47
148
467
1,477
68
32
101
320
1,010
68
29
92
290
919
68
29
91
287
907
68
30
94
296
935
67
24
77
244
772
66
-57
181
571
65
-56
176
556
65
-54
171
541
66
21
66
209
660
65
-45
141
447
64
-41
131
413
64
-38
119
376
63
-34
107
337
69
36
113
356
1,127
69
39
123
389
1,231
69
40
127
403
1,275
69
42
133
421
1,330
68
35
111
351
1,110
68
33
106
334
1,056
67
28
89
280
886
68
29
91
286
906
69
43
137
433
1,368
71
65
206
653
2,064
71
69
217
688
2,174
71
63
199
630
1,992
71
68
213
675
2,135
71
67
212
669
2,115
71
65
206
651
2,058
71
60
189
598
1,891
71
56
178
564
1,782

Note: -- = Less than 20 feet, assumed to be within roadway.
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4.10

POPULATION AND HOUSING

4.10.1 Setting
a. Affected Environment
Population
Currently, the City of Long Beach is the fifth largest city in California. The past 50 years have
seen extensive growth, with population increasing from approximately 250,000 persons in 1950
to more than 461,000 by 2000. Table 4.10-1 depicts population growth within the Project site
and Long Beach from 1980 through 2035.
As shown in Table 4.10-1, the City population increased from 358,145 residents in 1980 to
429,433 residents in 1990, a 19.9 percent increase. This growth was fueled by high rates of
immigration into Long Beach and an increase in fertility rates. Employment growth in the region
also contributed to population growth. However, according to the State Department of Finance,
housing construction and population growth slowed considerably during the 1990s due to the
real estate market depression and economic conditions (City of Long Beach 2009). SCAG
estimates that the City can expect population growth to be 6 percent during 2005 to 2015 and
increase another 3 percent during 2015 to 2020. This represents an annual growth rate of less
than 1 percent per year over the next two decades. According to projections from SCAG (2008),
the City of Long Beach is expected to increase in population to approximately 503,251 residents
by 2010 and exceed 572,000 residents by 2035; and the Plan area is expected to increase in
population to approximately 70,091 residents by 2010 and nearly 80,000 residents by 2035.
Housing
The City of Long Beach reported that it had 170,388 housing units in 1990. In 2000, the housing
units increased to 171,659 (about 0.7 percent) and in 2007, the housing units increased to
174,547 (about 1.7 percent). With limited new housing development over the past 15 years, the
mix of housing has remained relatively constant, comprised predominately of single-family
detached homes (40 percent) and larger multi-family buildings (40 percent), followed by
duplexes, triplexes, and fourplexes (13 percent), single-family attached units such as
townhomes and condominiums (6 percent), and mobile home units (1 percent). However, 2,888
net new housing units were constructed since 2000 compared to fewer than 1,300 net new units
produced during the entire 1990s. SCAG anticipates that the City of Long Beach will have a
total of 194,284 households and 572,614 residents by 2035 (SCAG 2008). The Plan area has a
2010 estimate of 14,198 dwelling units. Of these, approximately 11% are affordable units per
Section 8 vouchers, deed restrictions, or other housing affordability programs. Between 2000
and 2007, there were approximately 5 units built for each of the 669 units lost citywide to
demolition. The demolition rate, although higher than in many communities, is not unusual for
an older and highly urbanized community such as Long Beach, which has older, substandard
buildings that are periodically demolished and replaced with new housing (City of Long Beach
2009).
b. Regulatory Setting. The primary documents affecting population and housing in the
Plan Project area are the Land Use (City of Long Beach 1997) and Housing (City of Long Beach
2009) elements of the Long Beach General Plan. Existing zoning regulations, in particular the
PD-30 District regulation, implement the General Plan. Additional information on planning and
zoning in the Plan Project area is provided in Section 4.8, Land Use and Planning, of this PEIR.
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Regional Housing Needs Allocation
SCAG calculates future housing need based on household growth forecasts and allocates a
share of the region’s housing needs to each jurisdiction. SCAG is required by law to consider
several planning considerations: (1) the market demand for housing; (2) the type and tenure of
housing; (3) employment opportunities; (4) commuting patterns; (5) suitable sites and public
facilities; (6) loss of assisted multi-family housing units; (7) special housing needs; and (8)
reducing the impact on lower-income households.
In 2007, SCAG developed its Regional Housing Need Allocation (RHNA) based on forecasts
contained in their Regional Transportation Plan. This included population, employment and
household forecasts from 2006-2014. These growth forecasts are the basis for determining
housing demand for each subregion. A portion of this growth is allocated to each community
within the Gateway Cities subregion, of which Long Beach is a part. Once household growth is
determined for the region and SCAG makes the vacancy and replacement unit adjustments for
each subregion, SCAG applies a “fair share proportion” formula to determine the units to be
affordable based on State mandated income levels – very low, low, moderate, and above
moderate income. Table 4.10-2 provides the City’s RHNA allocation for the 2008-2014 planning
period (City of Long Beach 2009).
Housing Related City Policies and Programs
The City would implement codes and policies for relocation assistance, unit replacement, and
creation of affordable housing within the Downtown Plan Project area. For projects within the
Coastal Zone, there would be an additional requirement to provide one-for-one replacement of
housing units or pay an in-lieu fee (LBMC Section 21.61).


Relocation Assistance for Displaced Tenants
o

Developers are required to pay relocation assistance to tenants displaced as a
result of condo conversion, demolition, or code-related activities, such as illegal
conversions (LBMC Sections 21.60 and 21.65).

4.10.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Population and housing effects of the
proposed Long Beach Downtown Plan were evaluated in the Initial Study included with the NOP
prepared for the Project (see Appendix A) and would be considered significant if the Project
would:
(a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension
of roads or other infrastructure).
(b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere.
(c) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere.
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As discussed in the Project Initial Study, the proposed Project could result in significant impacts
related to criteria a) through c) listed above. As such, analyses of impacts related to these
population and housing significance criteria are included in this section of the PEIR.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Adoption and implementation of the
proposed Long Beach Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances would result in a
significant adverse impact related to Population and Housing if the goals, policies, objectives, or
regulations established by the proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent development
in accordance with those documents, would cause any of the following impacts.
Impact Pop-1

The proposed Downtown Plan is intended to accommodate
substantial population growth in the Downtown Project area.
Although the area is presently zoned to permit densities of up to
and exceeding 138 dwelling units per acre under the existing PD30 zone, the impact of this growth would be Class I, significant
and unavoidable.

Project objectives of the proposed Long Beach Downtown Plan include increasing the
residential population and promoting job growth in Downtown. Based on the City average of
2.90 persons per household (California Department of Finance 2009), the proposed 5,000
dwelling units would generate a net increase of approximately 13,500 new residents. As stated
in Section 2.6.1 of this PEIR, the purpose of the Downtown Plan is to replace the existing
planned development zoning for the Project area; provide more up-to-date guidance to respond
to Downtown’s current development context and trends; and to provide direction regarding the
type, character, and standard of quality desired for development in the Project area. The
existing PD-30 zoning allows a mix of commercial and high-density residential uses,
entertainment and visitor-serving commercial uses, and a mix of other moderate to high-density
residential uses with ground-floor storefronts, live/work spaces, and arts-related uses. The
proposed Downtown Plan would continue this diverse mix of highly urban land uses and would
facilitate population and employment growth that has been anticipated by the existing Long
Beach General Plan and by the regional population projections developed by SCAG.
Impact Pop-2

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan would occur over
a period of 25 years or longer and would result in the
displacement of existing housing and people, primarily housed in
medium density multi-family dwelling units. New development
would occur at higher densities and with more modern housing,
frequently as part of a mixed-use development. While many
residents would relocate into different dwelling units either within
or outside the Plan area, they would be displaced from their
existing dwelling units and may be unable to obtain similar
housing with respect to quality, price, and/or location. Therefore,
the Project would have an adverse effect on the housing supply
and may require construction of replacement housing elsewhere.
Impacts would be Class I, significant and unavoidable.

As stated above, the Project could result in removal of existing housing in older apartment
buildings not suitable for rehabilitation. While, implementation of the Long Beach Downtown
Plan could add approximately 5,000 new residential units over the existing conditions, the City
experienced a 7.5 percent increase in population during the 1990s, a 2.6 percent increase in
households, and less than a 1 percent increase in the housing stock (City of Long Beach 2009).
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This imbalance in population and housing growth has resulted in fewer vacancies, upward
pressure on housing prices, more people crowded into too few housing units, and reduced
opportunity for residents displaced during implementation of the proposed Project to find
equivalent housing in the local area. Although much of Downtown Long Beach is in either the
Central or Downtown RDA and many of the residential development projects may be subject to
20 percent set-aside requirements for affordable housing, there is no assurance that short-term
or long-term displacement of residents would not occur.
Therefore, the proposed Long Beach Downtown Plan would contribute to existing housing
deficiencies in the local area, which may cause a need to construct replacement housing
elsewhere for the displaced households.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Of the cumulative projects listed in Table 3-1 of this PEIR,
only the Superior Court Phase 1 – Gallery 421 (Lyon) Apartments involved property that
previously contained residences. These residences were removed during an RDA lot
consolidation project approximately five years prior to the redevelopment project. On a regional
level, the 3,087 new dwelling units from the built or planned projects listed in Table 3-1, would
have beneficial effects on the housing supply. Associated benefits of these projects and the
proposed Downtown Plan would be to increase the intensity and density of development in a
mixed-use setting with improved walkability, connectivity, the convenience of transit, and
improved access to business, shopping, and cultural attractions. Region-wide, this would have
beneficial effects in accommodating population growth in a form that would be less dependent
on use of personal cars for work trips.
While these benefits from buildout of the Long Beach Downtown Plan are acknowledged and
the resulting population is expected to be consistent with SCAG population projections, the
Project is intended to accommodate substantial population growth in the Downtown Project
area. The associated displacement of existing housing and people during implementation of the
proposed Project would contribute to a cumulative impact on housing opportunities in Downtown
Long Beach and on the adjacent communities as displaced residents search for housing where
recent conditions have not provided an adequate supply of new housing for the area’s increased
population. Therefore, the cumulative impact to population and housing would be significant and
unavoidable.
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Table 4.10-1
Plan Project Area and City Population – 1980 through 2035
Plan Area
Long Beach
Year
Population
% Change
Population
% Change
1980
N/A
N/A
358,145
N/A
1990
N/A
N/A
429,433
19.9%
2000
67,327*
370.0%
461,522
7.5%
2010**
70,091
4.1%
503,251
9.0%
2020**
74,132
5.8%
531,854
5.7%
2035**
79,891
7.8%
572,614
7.7%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1980-2000
N/A: Due to changes in census tract numbering, population of the project site is not available
*SCAG 2003 Population
**SCAG 2008

Table 4.10-2
Long Beach RHNA Allocation
Income Group
Very Low
Low
Moderate
Above Moderate
Total

December 2010

Number of Households
2,321
1,485
1,634
4,143
9,583

Income Distribution
24.2%
15.5%
17.1%
43.2%
100%
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4.11

PUBLIC SERVICES

This section analyzes potential impacts to public schools, police and fire protection, parks, and
public libraries.
4.11.1 Setting
a. Affected Environment
Schools
The Project site is within the boundaries of the Long Beach Unified School District (LBUSD).
The LBUSD operates 52 elementary schools, 23 middle and K-8 schools, and 12 high schools.
The total district (K-12) enrollment for the 2005/2006 school year was approximately 93,589
students (LBUSD 2006). There are nine schools serving the Project area. Table 4.11-1 lists the
schools and compares 2009/2010 enrollments for these schools to current school capacity. At
present, Polytechnic High School is operating over capacity. A map showing the schools within
the Project area is provided in Figure 2-1.
Operating revenue provided to school districts is funded by local property tax revenue accrued
at the state level and then allocated to each school district based on the average daily student
attendance. Because state funding for capital improvements has lagged behind enrollment
growth, physical improvements to accommodate new students come primarily from assessed
fees on development projects and local facility bonds. In 1986, the State Legislature approved
AB 2926 (Chap. 887), which authorized school districts to levy school impact fees on new
development projects and generally placed a cap on the total amount of fees that could be
levied. California Government Code Section 65995, School Facilities Legislation, was enacted
to generate revenue for school districts for capital acquisitions and improvements. This
legislation allows one-time fees on new development projects. These fees are divided between
the primary and secondary schools and are termed “Level One” fees.
The most recent adjustment to Level One fees occurred in January 2004, which brought the
rates to $2.24 per square foot of residential development and $0.36 per square foot of
commercial/industrial development. In the past, payment of development fees to school districts
were limited to projects that required quasi-legislative approvals, such as general plan
amendments, rezones, specific plans, and development agreements, as decided in the Mira,
Hart, and Murrieta State Supreme Court cases. In cases where projects required quasilegislative approvals, the courts allowed local agencies to collect additional fees as mitigation
measures under CEQA.
However, funding made available through the November 1998 passage of Proposition 1A
requires implementation of SB 50, and eliminated the additional funding allowed per the Mira,
Hart, and Murrieta court cases. SB 50 provides for Level Two and Level Three fees in
residential development in excess of the previous limitation of $2.24 per square foot. School
districts must demonstrate to the State their long-term facilities needs and costs based on longterm population growth in order to qualify for these additional funding sources. The LBUSD has
been determined eligible for Proposition 1A funding under the provisions of SB 50.
LBUSD prepared a district-wide Facility Master Plan in January 2008. It identifies physical
needs for all schools in the district, including a need for an additional elementary school within
the Polytechnic Planning Area, which includes the eastern portion of the Downtown Plan area.
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The western portion of Downtown is in the Cabrillo Planning Area catchment area. No specific
location has been selected for that new school facility.
Fire Protection Services
The Long Beach Fire Department (LBFD) provides fire protection service throughout the City. It
maintains 24 fire stations in addition to its headquarters near Long Beach Airport and its beach
operations facilities. The fire stations in or near the Project area are Station 1, located at 237
Magnolia Avenue; Station 2, located at 1645 East 3rd Street; and Station 3, located at 1222
Daisy Avenue. Station 1 maintains a staff of 14 fire fighters, Station 2 maintains a staff of six fire
fighters, and Station 3 maintains a staff of three fire fighters. The LBFD employs a total of 505
fire fighters, with 133 suppression fire fighters on duty at all times.
Based on a total population of 492,682 persons for Long Beach (California Department of
Finance 2009), there are approximately 1.03 firefighters per 1,000 residents. Structural fire
suppression in the Project area would receive response from four stations and approximately 27
firefighters (LBFD 2006). The standard established by the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) for response to emergency calls is 4 minutes for the first engine and 8 minutes for all
other units. The LBFD currently meets these standards (LBFD 2006).
Police Protection Services
The Long Beach Police Department (LBPD) provides police protection services to the City and
maintains mutual assistance programs with the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department and
the Signal Hill Police Department. The police headquarters and South Patrol Division Station,
located at 400 West Broadway, are in the Downtown Plan area. The LBPD divides the City into
eight beats and operates these beats on a 24-hour-per-day basis.
The LBPD currently maintains 40 sworn officers in the Plan area and approximately 930 sworn
officers in the entire City (LBPD 2006). Based on a total population of 492,682 persons for Long
Beach (California Department of Finance 2009), there are approximately 1.89 officers per 1,000
individuals. The LBPD does not use a formula for determining whether staffing levels are
adequate to serve the current population. Rather, staffing needs are based on calls for service,
identification of area-specific requirements, community input, and other means (LBPD 2006).
The Patrol Bureau is the department’s largest bureau, encompassing over 40 percent of the
organization’s budget and more than 50 percent of its personnel. The target response time to
priority one (emergency) calls is 5 minutes, and the average response time for the LBPD is 4.2
minutes (LBPD 2006).
Parks and Recreational Facilities
The Long Beach Parks, Recreation, and Marine (PRM) Department administers and maintains
the City’s parks and recreational facilities. PRM operates 94 parks in Long Beach,
encompassing 1,672 acres. Parks include mini, neighborhood, and community parks; regional
parks, including 6 linear miles of beach; and greenway parks. In addition to parks, the City has a
number of specialty facilities that provide recreational and leisure opportunities. These include a
riverfront campground, two historic ranchos, the Long Beach Museum of Art, two marine
biological preserves, two special events parks, the park at Colorado Lagoon, Shoreline, Santa
Cruz and Victory parks, and the El Dorado Nature Center Park and Trail. The City also
manages water recreation areas, including five public boat launches, Alamitos Bay, and Marine
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Stadium, and five public golf courses. In total, approximately 3,100 acres within the City are
devoted to recreation (City of Long Beach 2003a).
Parks within or near Downtown include Cesar E. Chavez Community Park, located at 401
Golden Avenue; Lincoln Park, located on Pacific Avenue between West Broadway and East
Ocean Avenue; Shoreline Aquatic Park, located between the Long Beach Arena and Downtown
Shoreline Marina; Marina Green, located on Shoreline Drive between Pine and Linden Avenue;
and Rainbow Lagoon, located on the north side of Shoreline Drive (between Shoreline Village
Drive and Linden Avenue). There are 16 parks and recreational facilities in the Downtown area,
including boat ramps, linear parks, and other facilities, totaling 111.2 acres.
The current parks and recreation acreage in the City equates to about 6.3 acres for every 1,000
residents. This is below the average of 7 acres per 1,000 residents for other high-density cities
(City of Long Beach 2003a). The 2003 Parks, Recreation, and Marine Strategic Plan establishes
a target of 8 acres of parkland for every 1,000 Long Beach residents. Approximately 820 acres
of parkland would be needed to meet this target for the current population, with an additional
927.6 acres of park land needed by 2010 to keep pace with projected population growth (City of
Long Beach 2003a). In recent years, several new facilities, including K-9 Corner, the Lincoln
Park dog park area, and soon-to-be-completed Rosa Parks Park have been added to the City’s
park network within the Downtown area.
Libraries
The Long Beach Public Library (LBPL) system is staffed by approximately 250 personnel who
provide library services to the City from the Main Library located in Downtown and 11 branch
libraries. LBPL provides a multimedia inventory, including collections of books, movies, music,
and magazines of over 490,000 items and 70 computer workstations with access to the internet
and electronic databases. The LBPL also maintains Long Beach History Archives; more than 25
international language books, tapes, and CDs; Special Collections that include sheet music,
genealogy, art books, auto manuals, and Federal and State government documents; specialized
online databases for history, biographies, magazine articles, genealogy, business, and other
topics; and newspapers.
The Main Library is located within the Downtown Plan area at 101 Pacific Avenue, adjoining the
Long Beach City Hall. This 132,000-square-foot branch was constructed in 1977 and serves as
the resource library for all of Long Beach and as a State and Federal Depository. It receives
selected materials from the state and federal governments including the Code of Federal
Regulations, other laws and regulations, and other documents from various governmental
departments. Library patrons also have access to these resources via the neighborhood
libraries.
While the Main Library serves the entire City, it is particularly convenient to the local population
of approximately 52,000 residents within a one-mile radius of the Library. The Main Library also
serves six different schools within the LBUSD, is open to the public 45 hours per week, and is
staffed by 50 to 80 employees and volunteers.
The Main Library includes a Family Learning Center that provides homework assistance for
students in grades kindergarten through 12th grade, facilities for Family and Pre-school
Storytime Programs, and a Children’s Film Program. The library offers public computer access,
wireless Internet and in-library laptop computer loans. During the 2007-2008 fiscal year,
approximately 500,000 items were circulated from the Main Library, 130,000 reference
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questions answered, and 134,000 computer sessions were activated. There are no planned,
funded, or scheduled improvements or library expansions for the Main Library or other libraries
that serve the Downtown area.
b. Regulatory Setting. Public schools serving the Project area are administered by the
LBUSD. As described above, the California Government Code regulates the collection of school
fees. Fire, police, parks and recreation, and library services are City departments and are
administered by the Long Beach City Council.
4.11.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds
Methodology
Information from the LBUSD was used to characterize existing conditions related to the current
enrollment in the City’s educational facilities and the student generation rate for residential
development. Information from the LBFD and LBPD was used to characterize existing
conditions related to fire and police protection. Information from the Long Beach PRM
Department and the PRM Strategic Plan was used to characterize existing conditions related to
parks and recreational facilities. Information from the LBPL was used to characterize existing
conditions related to current library services.
The following analysis of impacts to public services considers that projects built within the
Downtown Plan area would generate revenue to the City’s general fund in the form of net new
property tax, direct (i.e., from onsite commercial uses) and indirect (i.e., from household
spending) sales tax, utility user tax, gross receipts tax, real estate transfer tax on residential
initial sales and annual resales, and other miscellaneous revenues (e.g., user fees and parking
fines). From these sources, the proposed Project would generate revenues for the City’s
general fund that could serve to offset the Project’s incremental impact on public services. The
analysis also recognizes that the construction, expansion, or replacement of public structures
and facilities would not be expected to result in a greater impact than would occur from
commercial, civic, and residential structures addressed in this PEIR. Additionally, since specific
locations of new public service facilities are not known, it would be speculative and beyond the
scope of this PEIR to attempt to identify specific potential impacts.
Significance Thresholds
Public service impacts are considered potentially significant if the proposed Project would result
in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or physically
altered governmental facilities or the need for new or physically altered governmental facilities,
the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response time, or other performance objectives for:






Schools
Fire protection
Police protection
Parks and recreational facilities
Libraries
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b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Schools
Impact PS-1

The Downtown Plan would generate an estimated 670 school-age
students. This could adversely affect school facilities. However,
with payment of required school impact fees, impacts would be
reduced to Class III, less than significant.

Table 4.11-2 shows the projected number of students that would be generated by development
assumed by the Downtown Plan, based on student generation factors for residential
development used by the LBUSD to estimate students generated by new development. Student
generation factors were derived from LBUSD’s “School Mitigation Fee Justification Study for
Long Beach Unified School District” dated May 10, 2004. As indicated, the buildout of all
development potential in the Downtown Plan would generate an estimated 670 new students at
the LBUSD, assuming buildout of all of the 5,000 residential units estimated for the Downtown
Plan.
Given that all schools serving Downtown Long Beach are currently operating near or over
capacity, the increase in the student population associated with the proposed Project would
adversely affect school facilities if new facilities are not developed. However, as a condition of
development, each individual development project within the Plan would be required to pay the
applicable required State-mandated school impact fees under the provisions of SB 50. Pursuant
to Section 65995(3)(h) of the California Government Code per SB 50, the payment of statutory
fees “… is deemed to be full and complete mitigation of the impacts of any legislative or
adjudicative act, or both, involving, but not limited to, the planning, use, or development of real
property, or any change in governmental organization or reorganization.” Therefore, with
payment of school impact fees, the potential impacts to schools resulting from the proposed
Project are defined by statute to be less than significant.
Fire Protection Services
Impact PS-2

The proposed Project would incrementally increase demands on
the Long Beach Fire Department. However, this increase would
not require the construction of new fire protection facilities.
Therefore, this this impact is considered Class III, less than
significant.

The current LBFD ratio of the number of firefighters to population is approximately 1.03
firefighters per 1,000 residents. Complete buildout of the proposed Project would add
approximately 5,000 residential dwelling units, 1.5 million square feet of office development,
480,000 square feet of non-office retail and other types of commercial development, and 800
additional hotel rooms to the Downtown area over the next few decades, generating additional
demand for fire protection and emergency response services. This increased demand would
incrementally contribute to the need for additional firefighters, additional equipment, and/or
improvements to existing facilities.
The LBFD has indicated that staffing levels will require reassessment as more high-rise
developments occur in the Downtown Core that increase the density and intensity of Downtown
development. This trend would likely require additional personnel and equipment to meet
increased demand for fire department services. However, the LBFD estimates a response time
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of 4 minutes to the Project area, which is within department standards, can be maintained with
the Downtown service area (LBFD 2006).
All new projects built within Downtown would include fire alarm systems, fire sprinklers, fire
outlets on every floor, smoke detection systems, enunciator panels, and a Knox box entry
system, as required by the LBFD Fire Prevention Bureau and the Uniform Fire Code (LBFD
2006). LBFD requires emergency helipads on all buildings for which the highest occupiable floor
is more than 75 feet above ground.
In addition, the Fire Prevention Bureau reviews every new development proposal and may
suggest additional fire prevention features to be included in project design (LBFD 2006). Long
Beach allocates funding to the LBFD during the annual budget process, the amount of which is
based on cumulative development and the changing needs of the City. Through this process,
funding for additional staffing and equipment needs would be addressed as the needs arise.
Any proposed development within the Downtown Plan area would be required to pay fees
pursuant to the Fire Facilities Impact Fee, as amended, in Chapter 18.23 of the LBMC. These
fees would be used to finance the construction of additional fire facilities or improvements to
current facilities. Therefore, provided that additional funding is provided to the LBFD as needed,
new fire protection facilities would not be needed and the proposed Project would not
significantly affect fire protection or emergency services in Long Beach (LBFD 2006).
Police Protection Services
Impact PS-3

The proposed Project would incrementally increase demands on
the Long Beach Police Department and may require expansion
facilities or replacement of existing facilities. However, the
potential impact from construction of new police protection
facilities would be similar to the impact from construction of new
commercial, civic, and residential development that is addressed
in this PEIR. Therefore, this impact is considered Class III, less
than significant.

The current department ratio of the number of officers to population is approximately 1.90
officers per 1,000 citizens (LBPD 2006). Complete buildout of the proposed Project would add
approximately 5,000 residential dwelling units, 1.5 million square feet of office development,
civic, cultural, and similar uses, 480,000 square feet of non-office retail, restaurant, and other
types of commercial development, and 800 additional hotel rooms to the Downtown area over
the next few decades. This new development would incrementally increase the demand for
police protection services in the City.
Funding for additional staffing and equipment is allocated to the LBPD through the City’s budget
process and is not directly tied to individual development projects. The growth of the City over
time will require that increased funding be allocated to the LBPD to maintain adequate levels of
service. Given the location of the Police Headquarters and South Division within the Plan area,
no new facilities are currently required to serve Downtown. However, expansion or replacement
of existing facilities within the timeframe of the Plan is possible. Since no proposed location for
expanded or replacement facilities is known at this time, it would be speculative and beyond the
scope of this PEIR to identify potential impacts from construction and operation of these
facilities. Therefore, provided that additional funding is provided to LBPD to support any
expanded or replacement facility, the proposed Project would not significantly affect police
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protection services in Long Beach or require the construction of new facilities that would have a
significant environmental impact not addressed in this PEIR.
Parks and Recreational Facilities
Impact PS-4

The proposed Project would generate demand for parkland.
Although applicants for future residential development projects
would be required to pay park and recreation facilities in-lieu fees,
it would not be feasible to meet the City standard for parkland
acreage per 1,000 residents within the Downtown Project area.
Project impacts would, therefore, be Class I, significant and
unavoidable.

Based on the City average of 2.90 persons per household (California Department of Finance
2009), the proposed 5,000 dwelling units would generate a net increase of approximately
13,500 new residents. Based on the city PRM Department standard of 8 acres of parkland per
1,000 residents, the Project would generate demand for about 108 acres of parkland. The
Downtown Plan does not propose any specific park improvements, but does allow new
parklands within the Downtown area, and also provides for private open space within new
development projects through required compliance with the Plan’s development standards.
Parks that are located in the Project area to serve project residents would not be sufficient for all
the new development without the provision of new private or public open spaces that will be
needed to serve the expanded Downtown population. This need would include the creation of
new City parks using parkland fees collected from new residential developments. However, it is
not feasible for all of the estimated need for an additional 108 acres of parkland to be provided
in the Downtown Plan Project area. Within a dense urban environment such as Downtown, the
citywide goal for recreational open space cannot be achieved.
As discussed in Section 4.11.1a of the PEIR, Long Beach is currently deficient in parkland by
about 820 acres. With new development anticipated by the Downtown Plan, the deficiency
would increase with each new project. Therefore, the increased demand for recreational
opportunities associated with Project residents would place additional stress on the City’s
overburdened recreation system. As a condition of individual project approvals within the
Downtown Plan, these projects would be required to pay an in-lieu park and recreation facilities
impact fee. With collection of required fees, some additional parkland would be developed within
the Downtown Plan Project area, but it not expected to be enough to meet the established
standard of 8 acres of parkland per 1,000 residents. Therefore the impact on park and
recreation facilities from new development would be significant and unavoidable.
Libraries
Impact PS-5
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Buildout of the proposed Project would incrementally increase
demand for library services in the City, and may cause demands
for library services to exceed the capacity of the Main Library and
at branch libraries that serve the Downtown Plan area. Expansion
of the Main Library or development of an additional branch library
to serve the Downtown may be necessary during the life of the
plan. However, the potential impact from construction of new
library facilities would be similar to the impact from construction of
new commercial, civic, and residential development that is
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addressed in this PEIR. Therefore, this impact is considered Class
III, less than significant.
The 5,000 residential units allowed under maximum buildout of the Downtown Plan would
generate a population increase of approximately 13,500 new residents. The Main Library would
serve an additional population of 2,430, approximately 18 percent of the population increase
attributable to the proposed Plan. This population increase would result in the following impacts
to the Main Library:


Increased numbers of adults and youth in library programs;



Increased number of library visits per day/month/year;



Increased circulation, demand for resources, and requests for instruction and
assistance; and



Increased demand for public computers.

Funding for additional staffing and equipment is allocated to the LBPL system through the City’s
budget process and is not directly tied to individual development projects. The growth of the City
over time will require that increased funding be allocated to the LBPL to maintain adequate
levels of service. Projects built within the Downtown Plan Project area would generate revenue
to the City’s general fund that would serve to offset the Project’s incremental impact on library
services. However, the proposed Project would increase demand library services beyond its
existing capacity and construction of expanded or additional library facilities may be necessary.
The City has the authority to construct new facilities to serve the Downtown Plan Project area
and the environmental impact of such construction would not have a significant environmental
impact not addressed in this PEIR. Therefore, impacts related to expanded library services
would be less than significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts
In addition to the proposed Project, planned and pending development in the City would add
3,087 residential units, 875,000 square feet of office space, 456 hotel rooms, and more than
113,000 square feet of other nonresidential development (see Table 3-1 in Section 3.0,
Environmental Setting) beyond that anticipated in the Downtown Plan. This development would
increase enrollment by an estimated 413 students in the LBUSD beyond the 670 anticipated in
the Downtown Plan. As noted above, Downtown area schools are operating near or over
student capacity. However, as projects are approved they would be required to pay the full
statutory fees allowed by the provisions of SB 50. With the collection of these fees for all new
developments, cumulative impacts to schools would be deemed to be mitigated.
Projected population and employment growth in the City would add new residents and workers
to the existing population in Long Beach. The cumulative increase in population stated above
would increase the demand for emergency and other services from the fire and police
departments. However, the need for new City facilities to accommodate this increased demand
is not anticipated to result in additional environmental impacts not addressed in this PEIR. In
addition, compliance with building and site development standards required by the city for new
residential and commercial development would reduce cumulative impacts to fire and police
services to a less-than-significant level.
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The cumulative increase in population would also increase the demand for parks and
recreational facilities. However, all new developments in the City are either required to provide
onsite park facilities or pay in-lieu fees to offset this increase. With collection of required fees on
all new development and use of these fees to provide needed new facilities, cumulative impacts
to parks and recreation would result in new park and open space amenities, but not in sufficient
quantities to meet the citywide goal of 8 acres of open space per 1,000 residents. Therefore, the
cumulative parkland impacts are considered significant and unavoidable.
The cumulative increase in population would also increase the demand for library services. The
new development would spur additional direct and indirect revenue to the City’s General Fund
to offset provisions for this increased demand; however, there are no planned, funded, or
scheduled improvements or library expansions for the Main Library. The City has the authority
to fully mitigate the cumulative impact by expanding existing library facilities or construction new
facilities as demand for service increases. The environmental impact of such construction would
not have a significant environmental impact not addressed in this PEIR. Therefore, the
cumulative impact to public services would be less than significant.
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Table 4.11-1
Enrollment and Capacity for Schools Serving the Plan Area

Schools
Chavez Elementary School
Edison Elementary School
International Elementary School
Stevenson Elementary School
Franklin Classical Middle School
George Washington Middle School
Cabrillo High School
Polytechnic High School
Renaissance High School

District Master
Planning Area
D – Cabrillo
D – Cabrillo
E – Polytechnic
E – Polytechnic
E – Polytechnic
D – Cabrillo
D – Cabrillo
E – Polytechnic
E – Polytechnic

Capacity
678
893
796
765
1,608
1,296
4,434
4,290
810

2009-2010
Enrollment
560
748
731
676
959
967
3,510
4,496
472

Current
Capacity
Utilization
83%
84%
92%
88%
60%
75%
79%
105%
58%

Source: LBUSD- Decision Insite 2010 Moderate Study and 2009 October California Basic Educational
Data System (CBEDS) data.

Table 4.11-2
Long Beach Unified Generation Factors and Student Generation

Grade Level
Elementary School
Middle School
High School
Total

Generation Factor
(Students/Household) by Grades
K-6
7-8
9-12
0.074

Students Generated by the
a
Proposed Project
K-6
7-8
9-12
370

0.021
0.039

105
195
670

Source: Carri Matsumoto, LBUSD, May 1, 2006.
a
Based on 5,000 residential units
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4.12

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC

This section includes an analysis of the existing and future traffic operations for the key
intersections and roadways in Downtown Long Beach, provides a review of traffic volume
forecasts with buildout of the Downtown Plan, and identifies intersection and roadway
improvements that would be required to accommodate the buildout traffic volumes. The primary
source of information presented in this section is summarized from the Traffic Impact Analysis
by Iteris (2010) (“TIA”), which is included as Appendix F of the PEIR.
4.12.1 Setting
The Downtown Plan Project area is located in the central business district of Long Beach. It
encompasses the Downtown Core, and residential areas, totaling 719 acres, or approximately 1
square mile. The boundaries are roughly I-710 to the west, Ocean Boulevard to the south,
Alamitos Avenue to the east, and 10th Street on north. Downtown Long Beach is situated in the
southwest portion of Long Beach. It is directly east and northeast of the Port of Long Beach, is
about 3 miles south of I-405, and is the terminus of the Blue Line light rail line, which runs from
Downtown Long Beach to Downtown Los Angeles (Iteris 2010). Figure 4.12-1 depicts the Plan
area in its regional context.
a. Affected Environment
Existing Roadway System
Figure 4.12-2 illustrates the locations of the study intersections and the traffic study zones.
Based on consultation with City staff and the experience and expertise of the traffic consultants
who prepared the TIA, 53 key intersections were selected for analysis. These intersections were
deemed most likely to experience increased traffic from the Project and, therefore, warranted
detailed analysis. All 53 study intersections are currently signalized. The existing roadway lane
configurations and traffic control at the study intersections are illustrated in Figures 4.12-3, 4.124, and 4.12-5. Following is a description of the existing street system within the Plan area:
Shoreline Drive is a Regional Corridor in the Long Beach Transportation Element, is a
major east/west access route for Downtown Long Beach, and provides direct access to
and from I-710. It has three lanes in each direction with a raised median and the posted
speed limit is 45 mph. On-street parking is allowed along Shoreline Drive between
Chestnut and Pine avenues. Shoreline Drive is parallel to Ocean Boulevard and provides
direct access to the convention center, Shoreline Village, Long Beach Arena, and the
Waterfront shopping and restaurant areas.
Ocean Boulevard provides east/west linkage through Downtown and provides indirect
access to the I-710 and eastern Long Beach. It is classified as a Major Arterial west of
Alamitos Avenue and provides three lanes in each direction with a raised center median.
East of Alamitos it is a four-lane, Minor Arterial. Parking is allowed on both sides of the
street west of Magnolia Avenue and the posted speed limit is 30 mph.
Broadway is a three-lane, one-way eastbound Major Arterial between I-710 and Alamitos
Avenue, and a two-way Minor Arterial east of Alamitos. Currently, parking is allowed along
the north side of the street between Maine Avenue and Magnolia Avenue and between
Cedar Avenue and Pacific Avenue. Parking is also allowed on both sides between
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Magnolia Avenue and Cedar Avenue and between Pacific Avenue and Alamitos Avenue.
The posted speed limit is 30 mph.
3rd Street is designated as a Major Arterial between I-710 and Alamitos Avenue. West of
Alamitos Avenue, 3rd Street is one way and provides three lanes in the westbound
direction. Parking is allowed on both sides of the roadway. The typical posted speed limit
is 30 mph.
6th Street is a three-lane, one-way eastbound Major Arterial between I-710 and Alamitos
Avenue, and a two-way Minor Arterial east of Alamitos. Parking is allowed along some
sections of the street and the posted speed limit is 30 mph.
7th Street is a three-lane, one-way westbound Major Arterial between I-710 and Alamitos
Avenue, and a two-way Regional Corridor east of Alamitos Avenue. Parking is allowed
along some sections of the street and the posted speed limit is 30 mph.
Alamitos Avenue is a north/south Regional Corridor extending south from Pacific Coast
Highway to Shoreline Drive. In the Plan area it generally has two northbound lanes and
one southbound lane with exclusive turn lanes at most intersections. Alamitos Avenue is
an important gateway street for traffic coming into and out of Downtown. On-street parking
contributes to congestion along Alamitos Avenue, and along some blocks restricts the
southbound traffic to one through-lane, except between 7th and 3rd Streets where two
southbound lanes are provided between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. weekdays.
Atlantic Avenue is a four-lane, north/south Major Arterial that extends north from Ocean
Boulevard to north of I-405. On-street parking is allowed along most of Atlantic Avenue in
the Plan area.
Long Beach Boulevard is a north/south Major Arterial that extends north from Ocean
Boulevard to north of I-405. It has a wide median that accommodates the Metropolitan
Transit Authority (Metro) Blue Line light rail with midblock turns restricted at some
intersections to accommodate train movements and limit vehicles turning across the
tracks. Parking is allowed along Long Beach Boulevard within the Plan area. The posted
speed limit is 35 mph.
Pine Avenue is a two-lane, north/south Minor Arterial that primarily functions as an
entertainment corridor in Downtown with many shops, restaurants, and theaters. It extends
north from Shoreline Drive to Willow Street. Parking is allowed along Pine Avenue within
the Plan area. The posted speed limit is 35 miles per an hour.
Pacific Avenue is a north-south Major Arterial that contains the northbound portion of the
Metro Blue Line Downtown loop. Pacific Avenue has two travel lanes in each direction with
no or limited on-street parking depending on the location. The posted speed limit is 30
mph.
Magnolia Avenue provides north/south linkage to Downtown. It is classified as a Major
Arterial south of 3rd Street and a Minor Arterial to the north. It provides two lanes in each
direction south of Broadway and one through-lane in each direction to the north, with twoway left-turn lanes and on-street parking on both sides north of Broadway. The posted
speed limit is 25 mph.
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I-710 is a north/south Freeway and provides access to the Plan area from the
communities to the north, as well as the regional Interstate Highway system. In the Project
area, access to and from I-710 is provided at Shoreline Drive, at 7th Street for northbound
traffic, and from 6th Street for southbound traffic. North of the Project area, Anaheim
Street provides a full interchange with I-710. South of the Shoreline Drive interchange,
I-710 becomes Harbor Scenic Drive and serves harbor and port traffic. North of the Project
area, I-710 is part of the Los Angeles County Congestion Management Program’s regional
freeway system.
Existing Traffic Conditions
Table 4.12-1 shows existing intersection level of service (LOS) within the Plan area. These
volumes were taken from recent traffic counts conducted for Downtown Long Beach. Of the 53
intersections studied, new turning movement traffic counts were collected at 28 intersections
during the morning (7 to 9 a.m.) and afternoon (4 to 6 p.m.) peak periods during a typical
weekday in October 2009. For the remaining 25 intersections studied, traffic counts were
obtained from counts collected in July 2008. These counts have been determined to be a valid
representation of current traffic conditions in the Project area due to the fact that no substantial
new development has occurred within the Downtown Plan Project area. Due to the recent
downturn in the economy, new development has stalled and commercial activity has been
reduced in the Project area.
A summary of the existing AM and PM intersection traffic volumes and LOS are illustrated in
Figures 4.12-6, 4.12-7, and 4.12-8. The AM and PM peak-hour LOS analyses for the 53 study
intersections indicate that four of the 53 study intersections are currently operating at LOS E or
F during either the AM or PM peak hour or both. The remaining 49 intersections currently
operate at LOS D or better. The intersections that currently operate at LOS E or worse are:





Alamitos Avenue and Anaheim Street (#41)
Alamitos Avenue and 7th Street (#43)
Alamitos Avenue and Broadway (#47)
Alamitos Avenue/Shoreline Drive and Ocean Boulevard (#48)

Alternative Transportation
The City of Long Beach offers a variety of alternative forms of transportation, such as the free
Passport shuttle west of Alamitos Avenue to all of the Downtown and Shoreline attractions. The
Passport provides convenient travel to local destinations such as the Queen Mary, Belmont
Shore, Shoreline Village, Bixby Knolls, Long Beach City College and Cal State Long Beach.
Moreover, the Metro Blue Line train system and the Long Beach Transit bus system provide
convenient travel to more distant destinations.
The four transit agencies that provide service to Downtown Long Beach are Metro, Long Beach
Transit (LBT), Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) and Orange County
Transportation Authority (OCTA). Together, the four transit agencies run bus routes and a rail
line within and adjacent to the boundaries of the Plan area, as described below:
Metro Bus Service
Metro operates two bus lines daily through the 1st Street Transit Mall:
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Metro Line 6 (Long Beach Boulevard to Santa Fe Avenue)
Metro Line 232 (Long Beach Transit Station to L.A. International Airport Bus Center)
Metro Blue Line Rail Service
The Blue Line travels through Downtown Long Beach. The Metro Blue Line is part of the
Metro Rail Transit System that runs north/south from Los Angeles to Long Beach. The Metro
Blue Line starts at 7th Street/Metro Center in Downtown Los Angeles and travels south via Long
Beach Avenue, Willowbrook Avenue, and Long Beach Boulevard to its final destination at the
Long Beach Transit Mall. The train operates 7 days a week, including all major holidays.
Headways vary from 6 to 20 minutes.
Long Beach Transit Bus Service
Long Beach Transit operates 28 bus routes through the 1st Street Transit Mall. The bus routes
can be seen on Figure 4.12-9, Long Beach Transit System Map. Long Beach Transit Mall is a
transit hub and a station on the Metro Blue Line.
Passport Routes A, B, C and D:
In addition, LBT operates the Passport shuttle buses free of charge (west of Alamitos Avenue
only) trips in the Downtown area and between major attractions near Downtown: Route A
provides service between Catalina Landing and Alamitos Bay Landing via Ocean Boulevard and
Belmont Shore; Route B runs from Pine Avenue at 1st Street through Downtown’s East Village,
West Gateway, and various entertainment hotspots; Route C provides service between Pine
Avenue, Downtown Long Beach, and the Queen Mary; and Route D provides service between
Catalina Landing and Los Altos Market Center and continues to the Pacific Coast Highway
(PCH) traffic circle via the Veterans Administration Medical Center, the Japanese Garden, and
Cal State Long Beach.
Within the Plan area Routes A and D travel on Ocean Boulevard, operate throughout the day, 7
days a week, and typically with 30-minute headways. On weekdays, Route B’s Daily East
Village Tour only operates from 10:00 a.m. to 6:55 p.m. and Route B’s Daily West Gateway
Tour only operates from 9:40 a.m. to 7:15 p.m. Route C operates throughout the day, 7 days a
week.
During the AM and PM peak hour in the eastbound/westbound directions, Routes A and D
continuously circulate two buses in each direction. During the PM peak hour, the Route B’s
Daily East Village Tour circulates one bus and the Route B’s Daily West Gateway Tour
circulates two buses. During AM peak hour in the southbound/northbound directions, Route C
provides headways of four buses in each direction. During PM peak hour in the
southbound/northbound directions, Route C circulates six buses.
Los Angeles Department of Transportation Transit Service
The LADOT Commuter Express Line 142 (San Pedro/Terminal Island/Long Beach Express)
runs predominately east/west from Ports O’Call and Sampson in San Pedro to the Long Beach
Transit Mall via 10th Street, SR-47, Ocean Boulevard, and Long Beach Boulevard. It operates 7
days a week, including all major holidays. SR-47 connects Terminal Island to the mainland in
the Los Angeles area. Headways can range from approximately 5 to 12 minutes.
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Orange County Transportation Authority Transit Service
OCTA Route 60 (Long Beach to Tustin) operates through the 1st Street Transit Mall. It runs
east/west from the Long Beach Transit Mall to Larwin Square in Tustin via 7th Street,
Westminster, and 17th Street. It operates 7 days a week, including all major holidays.
Headways range from 30 to 60 minutes.
Bicycle Transit
Bikeways are described by Caltrans in Chapter 1000 of the Highway Design Manual as being
one of three basic types:
Class I Bikeway:

Variously called a bike path or multi-use trail. Provides for bicycle travel
on a paved right-of-way completely separated from the street or
highway.

Class II Bikeway: Referred to as a bike lane. Provides a striped lane for one-way travel on
a street or highway.
Class III Bikeway: Referred to as a bike route. Provides for shared use with pedestrian or
motor vehicle traffic and is identified only by signage (City of Long
Beach 2001).
The City promotes a healthy lifestyle and bicycle use by celebrating Bike to Work Day and by
establishing a City Bike Share program for City employees. The City is updating its Bicycle
Master Plan as a part of the Long Beach 2030 General Plan Update. The City of Long Beach
recognizes that a safe and effective bicycling environment enhances the quality of life for
residents and visitors to the City. The City and its residents have shown their support for a
Bicycle Master Plan that will create the foundation for bicycle-friendly roads and bikeways that
serve both commuter and recreational riders. The Bicycle Master Plan serves as a policy
document to guide the development and maintenance of bicycle-friendly roads and bikeways,
support facilities, and other programs for Long Beach over the next 20 years.
The specific recommendations of the Bicycle Master Plan includes completion of a roads and
bikeways network and new educational and promotional programs to be implemented over the
next 20 years. Short-term projects listed in order of preference are:














Bicycle Signage Program
Bicycle Parking Program
Bicycle Safety Awareness Program
Downtown-Alamitos Bay Bikeway
Los Angeles River Access
Midtown 10th Street Connection
Cal State Long Beach Bikeway
Alamitos Avenue-Orange Bikeway
Westminster Avenue Bikeway
Pacific Avenue-San Antonio Drive Bikeway
Del Amo Boulevard Bikeway
Pacific Center Boeing Site Bikeway
Harding Street Bikeway
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Lario Trail. This 29.1-mile Class I Bikeway provides access from the north to Downtown along
the east side of the Los Angeles River from north of the I-105 and extends to the Downtown
Marina and the Shoreline Aquatic Park Bike Trail.
Civic Center Bike Path. This Class I and Class III Bikeway connects the Lario Trail to the Civic
Center through the old downtown freeway loop underpass under Shoreline Drive and an onstreet path down 6th and 7th streets and Chestnut Avenue.
Alamitos Bay to Shoreline Village. This 3.1-mile Class I Bikeway is a 17-foot-wide concrete trail
on the beach, extending from Alamitos Avenue on the west to 54th Place on the east. Two 6foot-wide lanes are for bicycle traffic and one 5-foot-wide lane is for pedestrians.
Shoreline Pedestrian/Bicycle Path. This Class I Bikeway was initiated by citizens who wanted to
provide a link to the Lario Trail. City Capital Improvement funds were matched with a Los
Angeles County Transportation Commission grant, and the bike path was completed in January
1988 (City of Long Beach 2003a).
Bikestation Long Beach
The first facility of its kind in the U.S., Bikestation Long Beach is strategically located on the 1st
Street Transit Mall, a nexus for light rail, buses, pedestrians, and the Passport shuttle. Nearby,
more than 30 miles of dedicated shoreline and river bicycle paths, as well as Class II bikeways,
connect to other parts of the City. Bikestation Long Beach offers attended indoor bicycle parking
(free during regular business hours), professional repair services, a bike shop, and more.
Bikestation’s membership system allows cyclists paying a fee to have exclusive 24-hour access
to secure, indoor bike parking.
Bike lockers are also located at City Hall as part of City Bike Share, an employee bike share
program designed to reduce the number of local trips made by automobile, lessen traffic
congestion in the Downtown area, and help employees get active and healthy.
b. Regulatory Setting. The Transportation Element of the Long Beach General Plan
(Transportation Element) (City of Long Beach 1991) contains the following goal for future
transportation planning:
The City of Long Beach is to maintain or improve our current ability to move people and
goods to and from activity centers while reinforcing the quality of life in our neighborhoods.
The Transportation Element identifies the objective for the future transportation system of
maintaining an LOS D or at the 1987 LOS for those streets operating worse than LOS D. The
Transportation Element also classifies streets according to their functional classifications and
design criteria, as follows:
Freeways are intended to provide for travel within the region and for destinations outside
the region. Design criteria are determined by the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) and would typically have a minimum right-of-way width of 150 feet and a
minimum capacity for 100,000 average daily trips (ADT). I-710 is the local freeway nearest
the Project area and is under the jurisdiction of Caltrans for transportation planning and
improvements.
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Regional Corridors are intended to provide for intra-regional and inter-community
movement and would typically have a minimum right-of-way width of 100 feet and a
minimum capacity for 36,000 ADT.
Major Arterials are intended to serve as the major route for the movement of traffic within
the City and for connecting with neighboring cities and would typically have a minimum
right-of-way width of 100 feet and a minimum capacity for 30,000 ADT.
Minor Arterials are intended to provide for the movement of traffic to neighborhood activity
centers and to serve trips between neighborhoods and would typically have a minimum
right-of-way width of 80 feet and a minimum capacity for 12,000-30,000 ADT.
Collector Streets are intended to serve trips generated by the surrounding or adjacent
neighborhoods and would typically have a minimum right-of-way width of 60 feet and a
minimum capacity for 5,000-20,000 ADT. Through trips with no trip ends within the
neighborhood should be discouraged on a collector street.
Local Streets are intended to provide access to the adjacent properties and would typically
have a minimum right-of-way width of 56 feet and a minimum capacity for less than 5,000
ADT. Traffic on a Local Street should have a trip end on that street, on a connecting local
street, or to a collector.
4.12.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds
Methodology
Many of the streets in Downtown Long Beach are critical north/south and east/west arterials that
serve Downtown traffic, and also serve as either alternate routes to I-710 connecting Downtown
and coastal communities or as pass-through routes for east/west traffic. In addition to the
considerable number of commuter vehicles that drive on the arterial network, Downtown streets
also function as highly travelled transit corridors for Long Beach. There are many key traffic
generators in Downtown, and there will be more significant generators with the adoption and
implementation of the Downtown Long Beach Strategic Plan.
An extensive field study was undertaken by Iteris to verify existing traffic operations and
conditions within the Plan Project area. This included identification of population growth factors,
trip distribution patterns, intersections to be analyzed, and special issues to be addressed in the
study. A field inventory of intersection designs, traffic controls, and other roadway conditions
were completed.
Consistent with the City’s past studies and standard practices, traffic conditions in the vicinity of
the Plan Project area were analyzed using intersection capacity-based methodology known as
the Intersection Capacity Utilization Methodology (ICU Methodology).
The efficiency of traffic operations at a location is measured in terms of LOS, which is a
measure of average operating conditions at intersections during 1 hour. It is based on volumeto-capacity (V/C) ratio (the ratio of demand flow rates to capacity for a given type of
transportation facility). Levels range from A to F, with A representing excellent (freeflow)
conditions and F representing extreme congestion. The ICU Methodology compares the level of
December 2010
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traffic during the peak hours at an intersection (volume) to the amount of traffic that intersection
is able to carry (capacity). Intersections with vehicular volumes that are at or near capacity (V/C
1.0) experience greater congestion and longer vehicle delays.
Future Year Traffic Conditions and Analysis. The anticipated buildout year of the Cumulative
Projects and Downtown Plan is expected to be completed by 2035. The projection of year 2035
“Without Project” traffic consists of existing traffic plus growth in traffic generated by specific
cumulative projects expected to be completed by 2035. The year 2035 “With Project” traffic
consists of Without Project plus the Downtown Plan growth within the Plan area with the
buildout anticipated to be completed by year 2035. Per guidance from Long Beach staff, the
future year analyses are based on the existing intersection geometry.
Growth from Cumulative Projects and the Downtown Plan. The City provided a list of cumulative
projects to include in the Year 2035 Without Project scenario. The cumulative projects listed in
Table 3-1, are probable developments that would occur before buildout of the Plan. The
cumulative projects list includes residential, office, retail, restaurant, and hotel land uses. Traffic
resulting from these projects is used to assess conditions prior to the implementation of the
Downtown Plan. Traffic studies sometimes use a background ambient growth rate to account for
miscellaneous smaller projects and growth, plus area-wide growth that cannot be predicted by
the specified cumulative projects. In the case of the Downtown Plan, however, there is no need
to apply an ambient growth factor. In fact, use of an additional ambient background growth
factor would have resulted in an unrealistically high growth forecast for the following reasons:


The Plan itself accounts for all potential development and growth within the Downtown
Plan Project area, including residential, office, commercial, hotel, and other growth.



Due to the unique geographic location of Downtown, very little or no through-traffic
growth is anticipated within the Downtown Plan Project area. While some traffic today
passes through Downtown as through traffic (such as traffic from I-710 to the East Long
Beach area), very little growth in such traffic is projected to occur in the future. Also,
there is no through-traffic growth to the south, since Downtown is bordered by the
ocean, and to the west the growth is primarily port-oriented. Growth in port traffic would
primarily consist of heavy trucks that would use I-710 and I-110 and would not travel
within Downtown.

Thus, the use of the cumulative projects in combination with the estimated buildout of the
Downtown Plan is considered reasonably conservative for forecasting future conditions in the
Plan area.
Trip Generation. The trip generation analysis was completed in a two-step process. The first
step was to estimate the unadjusted trip generation rates for the cumulative projects and the
Downtown Plan using the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) trip rates. The Institute of
Transportation Engineers’ Trip Generation informational report provides trip-generation rates for
numerous land use and building types. The second step was to apply the trip-reduction
adjustments discussed above to the ITE trip rates to provide customized trip rates for the
Downtown Long Beach area. For example, the specific commercial land uses are not known
until actual projects come forward in the future. Commercial zoning allows many different types
of land uses including offices, various types of retail, and restaurant uses. Per guidance from
City staff, the restaurant land use density was calculated assuming it represents 20 percent of
the total retail land uses.
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The Downtown area is unique in that it has a wide mix of land uses, relatively higher density,
and is pedestrian and bicycle friendly. In addition, the transit service in Long Beach in general,
and especially within Downtown, provides more capacity for travel via transit than in most other
Southern California cities. Thus, it is important to make adjustments to the ITE trip rates to
reflect the types of trip interactions and mode share of transit and bike/walk that occur in
Downtown. ITE trip rates generally represent suburban locations with little mixed land use
interaction and very low transit, bike, or walk mode split; thus, they must be adjusted to reflect
the conditions with Downtown Long Beach. Reasonable trip reductions have been developed to
account for pass-by and non-auto trips based on various sources, including information in the
ITE Trip Generation publications, Year 2000 U.S. Census Journey to Work (U.S. Census
Bureau 2004) and empirical studies of transit mode split in Downtown Long Beach. The
following adjustments were made to trip generation to reflect the unique characteristics of
Downtown Long Beach:


Pass-by trip generation rate adjustments. Pass-by trips are those trips that are not made
specifically from home to a destination such as shopping, but instead are made as part
of another trip. For example, a trip from home to work may result in a “drop-in” trip to the
shopping area or to a grocery store. These are known as “pass-by” trips because they
occur when the driver is passing by the commercial area, en route to/from a different
origin/destination. Thus, they are not unique new trips but are part of another trip that is
already on the roadway system. These types of trips are documented in the ITE Trip
Generation Manual, and the ITE pass-by trip reduction adjustments were used in this
study for commercial and restaurant uses. For this study, the pass-by reduction was
assumed to be 50 percent applied to retail commercial uses, and a conservative 20 to 43
percent to restaurant land uses based on proximity to the Pine Avenue core commercial
district.



Transit service trip generation rate adjustment. Downtown has significant transit services
that are much more comprehensive than in most of southern California. The Downtown
area is served by many LBT bus routes, Metro bus routes, the Metro Blue Line, DASH
services from the LADOT, OCTA, and also by the Passport shuttle. An analysis was
completed of mode share (percent of trips via auto versus transit) based on review of
actual vehicle trips into and out of Downtown Long beach, plus data from the 2000 U.S.
Census Journey to Work. This analysis was used to develop a reduction in personal
vehicle trip rates to reflect the trips that will occur via transit. The transit mode share
adjustment that was applied is 26 percent. Note that it is applied only to home-to-work
trips, which are the most common type of trips to occur on transit. This is a conservative
assumption, since some of the commercial trips will also occur on transit, but are not
included as part of the transit mode share adjustment for this Project.



Other mode trip generation rate adjustments. Adjustments are applied for other modes,
including walk and bike, to account for the density in Downtown and the mixed-use
nature of the area. There is a strong initiative to increase bicycle ridership via both
bicycle facility expansion and also bicycle programs and education. In addition, both the
Downtown Plan and the City’s Framework Element strongly encourage and plan for
more walk and bike trips in the City and in Downtown. While there is no way to precisely
forecast the number of walk and bike trips that will occur, it is known that many people
currently walk from work to lunch, to shopping, and to other uses. As the residential
component in Downtown increases, there will be more trips from home to shopping and
work made without using autos. Thus, a conservative walk/bike mixed-use adjustment of
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10 percent is applied to office/work trips. This adjustment is not applied to commercial
trips, to be conservative, since the pass-by adjustment was already applied.
Performance Criteria – Level of Service Standards. For CEQA purposes, defined performance
criteria are utilized to determine if a proposed project causes a significant impact. Based on the
Long Beach Traffic Impact Guidelines, an impact is considered significant when the resulting
LOS with project traffic is E or F, and project-related traffic contributes a volume to capacity ratio
of 0.020 or more to the critical movements.
The Congestion Management Program (CMP) for Los Angeles County requires that the traffic
impact of individual development projects of potential regional significance be analyzed. A
specific system of arterial roadways plus all freeways comprise the CMP system. This analysis
was conducted according to the guidelines set forth in the 2002 Congestion Management
Program for Los Angeles County. For purposes of the CMP, a significant impact occurs when
the proposed project increases traffic demand on a CMP facility by 2 percent of capacity (V/C ≥
0.02), causing LOS F (V/C > 1.00). If the facility is already at LOS F, a significant impact occurs
when the proposed project increases traffic demand on a CMP facility by 2 percent of capacity
(V/C ≥ 0.02) (Iteris 2010).
Table 4.12-2 shows the changes in future LOS conditions at the 53 Project area intersections
that will occur from the total net future trips generated by the Cumulative Projects (Without
Project) and the total added trips that will occur from the Cumulative Projects plus buildout of
the Downtown Plan (With Project). Note that the trips are net trips and they account for all of the
adjustments described above. Table 4.12-3 provides a summary of trips based on type of land
use. The trip-generation forecasts for the cumulative projects and the Downtown Plan are
summarized as follows:


Downtown Plan Vehicle Trips – 91,439 daily trips, 5,338 AM peak hour trips (accounting
for all adjustments), and 6,273 PM peak hour trips (accounting for all adjustments).



Cumulative Project Vehicle Trips – 38,994 daily trips, 2,419 AM peak hour trips
(accounting for all adjustments), and 2,716 PM peak hour trips (accounting for all
adjustments).



Total Added Vehicle Trips – 130,433 daily trips, 7,757 AM peak hour trips (accounting
for all adjustments) and 9,034 PM peak hour trips (accounting for all adjustments).

At this point, due to the conceptual stage of the Downtown Plan, the precise locations of the
land uses are not known. Therefore, the Plan Project area was divided into a series of Traffic
Analysis Zones (TAZ) as shown in Figure 4.12-2. Trip generation and trip distribution are
determined for each Project zone based on the forecast land use within each zone. These
added trips were applied to the current traffic volumes on the Plan Project area roadway
system, and the resultant system level of service conditions was then analyzed.
Trip Distribution. The next step in the traffic study process was to apply the trips estimated in the
trip generation analysis to the roadway network. This requires an estimation of the geographic
distribution of trips and the direction and routes the added trips will take to, from, and within the
Plan area. Figures 4.12-10 and 4.12-11 illustrate the trip distribution assumptions for future
added Project trips. There are two sets of trip distribution assumptions, representing the western
and eastern portions of Downtown. The distribution differs for each of the two areas because of
proximity to the I-710, proximity to various major arterials, and other factors that influence route
City of Long Beach
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choice in east and west Downtown. In addition, a unique trip distribution pattern is applied in the
model for various traffic analysis zones based on which arterial roadways serve a particular
zone, the type of land uses, and proximity to the freeway.
Significance Thresholds
Adoption and implementation of the proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances
could result in a significant adverse impact related to Transportation/Traffic. According to
Appendix G, the Initial Study Checklist, of the CEQA Guidelines, a project would typically have a
significant impact on traffic and circulation if the project would:
a) Cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and
capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in either the number of
vehicle trips, the volume-to-capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections).
b) Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service standard established by the
county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways.
c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels or a
change in location that results in substantial safety risks.
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment).
e) Result in inadequate emergency access.
f)

Result in inadequate parking capacity.

g) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation
(e.g., bus turnouts, bicycle racks).
As discussed in the Project Initial Study, the proposed Project could result in significant impacts
related to the criteria a), b), e), and f) listed above. As such, an analysis of impacts related to
these significance criteria is included in this section of the PEIR. The Initial Study also
determined that the Project would not result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an
increase in traffic levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks; the
Project would not substantially increase hazards due to a design feature; and the Project would
not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation. As
such, criteria c), d), and g) would not apply to the Project and these issues are not further
discussed in this section.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Adoption and implementation of the
proposed Downtown Plan and implementing ordinances would result in a significant adverse
impact related to Transportation and Traffic if the goals, policies, objectives, or regulations
established by the proposed documents, or if anticipated subsequent development in
accordance with those documents, would cause any of the following impacts:
A significant impact would occur when the proposed Project increases traffic demand on
a CMP facility by 2 percent of capacity (V/C > 0.02), causing LOS F (V/C > 1.00). If the
facility is already at LOS F, a significant impact occurs when the proposed Project
increases traffic demand on a CMP facility by 2 percent of capacity (V/C > 0.02).
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Increase in Traffic
Impact Traf-1

The proposed Downtown Plan, in combination with cumulative
traffic growth, would result in a significant impact at 16
intersections. Partial mitigation is available for that impact, but
physical constraints make expansion of the roadway crosssections difficult. This would result in a significant adverse impact
to traffic and transportation. Impacts would be Class I, significant
and unavoidable.

Planned future development would cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in relation to
the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system and would result in a substantial
increase in either the number of vehicle trips, the volume-to-capacity ratio on roads, or
congestion at intersections. The following mitigation measures would alleviate some of this
impact, but would not reduce the overall impact to below a level of significance.
Mitigation Traf-1(a) As the system’s capacity is reached, it will become important to
manage the street system in a more efficient and coordinated
manner. Improvements to the Project area transportation system
are proposed as part of the overall Downtown development,
including improvements that have been required of other area
projects previously approved by the City. Therefore, the mitigation
focuses on improvements that would not require significant
additional rights-of-way and are achievable within the life of the
Plan. There are five proposed mitigation measures for the
Downtown Plan, as follows:
1. Implement traffic control system improvements in
Downtown on selected arterials.
2. Improve the Alamitos Avenue corridor via removal of
selected parking spaces and the implementation of
additional travel lanes plus bike lanes in each direction.
3. Reconfigure the 6th Street and 7th Street intersections with
Martin Luther King Avenue and Alamitos Avenue for safety
and traffic flow enhancements.
4. Enhance freeway access to I-710 to and from Downtown
Long Beach.
5. Implement transit facilities and programs to encourage
public transit usage and Transportation Demand
Management Policies.
Mitigation Traf-1(b) A series of traffic signal system improvements are recommended
in Downtown to accommodate the anticipated growth in travel.
The following traffic signal system improvements are
recommended as part of this mitigation measure:
1. Implement Adaptive Traffic Signal Control System (ATCS)
improvements throughout Downtown consistent with
currently planned improvements on Ocean Boulevard and
City of Long Beach
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Atlantic Avenue. Streets that are proposed to be included
in the ATCS as a mitigation measure for the Downtown
Long Beach Strategic Plan include the following:


Alamitos Avenue north of Ocean Boulevard



Pine Avenue north of Ocean Boulevard



Pacific Avenue north of Ocean Boulevard



7th Street from I-710 to Alamitos Avenue



6th Street from I-710 to Alamitos Avenue



Broadway from I-710 to Alamitos Avenue



Ocean Boulevard from Shoreline to Alamitos
Avenue (to join the proposed system starting at
Alamitos Avenue)



Others as needed, to be determined by the City
Traffic Engineer and Public Works Director

2. Implement pan/tilt/zoom Closed Circuit Television Camera
(CCTV) surveillance and communications with power and
control capability to the Department of Public Works to
monitor real-time traffic operations from rooftops of
selected new buildings as needed and to be determined
based on the location of appropriate new high-rise
structures along the Alamitos Avenue, Shoreline Drive, and
Ocean Boulevard corridors.
3. Implement transit signal priority for Long Beach Boulevard
and upgrade traffic signal system equipment and
operations along the Blue Line light rail route.
4. Upgrade and improve traffic signal equipment throughout
Downtown for safety and operational enhancements.
Adaptive traffic control is a versatile mode of traffic operations in that signal timing parameters
are dynamically modified in real-time based on prevailing traffic conditions. The proposed ATCS
improvements that would be installed in the Project area uses algorithms that perform well in a
grid network such as a typical Downtown setting. However, for adaptive operation to function on
a grid network, it is essential that the adjacent intersections on the crossing corridors be
included in the system.
Mitigation Traf-1(c) As part of this mitigation measure, a number of intersections
would receive major or minor signal modifications, depending on
their current status. In addition to the enhancements listed, other
potential improvements that can be included are:
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Bicycle improvements (detection, signalization, etc.)



In-pavement LED crosswalk lights
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Automatic pedestrian detection (i.e., infrared, microwave,
or video detection)



Illuminated push buttons



Countdown pedestrian signals



Adaptive pedestrian clearance (increasing the flashing
DON’T WALK time based on location of pedestrians in the
crosswalk)



Enhanced signal equipment including mast arms, poles,
signal heads, and other necessary enhancements for
safety and operations



Communications enhancements as needed to tie the
system together with the Traffic Control Center in City Hall

Mitigation Traf-1(d) Traffic Calming and Pedestrian Amenities. Appropriate traffic
calming and pedestrian amenities shall be provided in conjunction
with development projects. Potential improvements include corner
curb extensions, enhanced paving of crosswalks, and pedestrianactivated signals at mid-block crossings to make it easier for
pedestrians to cross the street and to make them more visible to
motorists. Other potential improvements include wider sidewalks
in locations where the existing sidewalks are less than 10 feet
wide, pedestrian-scale streetlights, and street furniture (City of
Long Beach 2005).
Level of Significance after Mitigation. As discussed in the impact analysis,
implementation of the proposed Project would result in significant impacts at 16
intersections. Implementation of the improvements and programs identified above could
improve operations to LOS D or better at seven of the 16 intersections significantly
impacted by future traffic. However, there is no program currently in place to implement
these improvements and future development of individual projects would not be able
fully implement these mitigation measures. Therefore, the impact would remain
significant and unavoidable and no other feasible mitigation measures are available to
reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level.
Congestion Management Program Intersections
Impact Traf-2

The intersections of Alamitos Avenue with 7th Street and with
Ocean Boulevard are the only Plan area intersections that are part
of the CMP arterial monitoring locations. The results of the
capacity analysis indicate that the Project will increase demand at
both intersections by 2 percent percent (V/C >0.02) or more.
Therefore, the Project’s CMP impact at these intersections would
be Class I, significant and unavoidable.

Alamitos Avenue/7th Street. With implementation of the proposed ATCS retrofit along Alamitos
Avenue, this intersection is anticipated to operate at LOS E during the AM and PM peak hours.
To mitigate the Project impact at this location, the following additional improvements would be
required:
City of Long Beach
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Addition of eastbound through lane
Addition of two westbound through lanes and right-turn and left-turn lanes

Implementation of these improvements would require right-of-way acquisition, signal
modification, sidewalk realignment, removal of parking, and addition of another receiving lane in
the eastbound direction. These improvements would improve intersection operations to LOS D
during the AM and PM peak hours.
Avenue/Shoreline Avenue/Ocean Boulevard. With implementation of the proposed ATCS retrofit
along Alamitos Avenue, this intersection is anticipated to operate at LOS F during the AM and
PM peak hours. To mitigate the Project impact at this location, the following additional
improvements would be required:



Addition of westbound through lane
Overlap the northbound right-turn phase with the westbound left-turn phase.

Implementation of these improvements would require right-of-way acquisition, signal
modification, sidewalk realignment, and removal of parking. These improvements would
improve intersection operations to LOS E during the AM and PM peak hours.
Due to right-of-way constraints and the location of existing structures that would need to be
removed to provide additional travel lanes, it is not considered to be feasible to add physical
capacity via widening due to significant secondary impacts at these two intersections.
Furthermore, due to significant pedestrian and bicycle activity in this area, modification of the
intersections could increase accident occurrence and other safety concerns to pedestrians,
bicyclists, and motorists. Therefore, the impact at the CMP intersections remains significant and
unavoidable.
Result in Inadequate Emergency Access
Impact Traf-3

The Downtown Plan would not alter through-traffic operations for
emergency vehicles nor would it eliminate existing roads or cause
more circuitous access conditions. Therefore, impacts would be
Class III, less than significant and mitigation is not required.

Downtown Long Beach is served by a standard grid roadway system that provides multiple
alternative emergency access routes. The Downtown Plan does not propose alteration to the
roadway system and, therefore, emergency access would continue as it does under the existing
conditions and there would be no additional impacts to routes of travel for emergency vehicles.
Result in Inadequate Parking
Impact Traf-4
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With more than 30 parking garages and numerous places to park
on the street, there is an adequate supply of Downtown parking
spaces. The Parking and Access Strategic Plan describes parking
management issues and strategies identified from stakeholder
input to promote and complement transit and other alternative
transportation modes so that there will continue to be adequate
parking in the Project area. Therefore, impacts would be Class III,
less than significant and mitigation is not required.
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Per the Parking and Access Strategic Plan, the goal for parking entails the implementation of
the Strategic Parking and Transportation Action Plan based on community-developed Guiding
Principles for Downtown Long Beach that supports the development of a vibrant, accessible,
24-hour center city (City of Long Beach 2008). The plan will meet the needs of commercial,
retail, recreational, and residential uses. The parking system will be organized to be “vertically
integrated,” with responsibility for:


On-street parking



Off-street parking



Parking enforcement



Parking planning



Parking demand management being managed by one department or entity

Parking and transportation resources would be planned and managed to promote and support
multiple access modes into and around Downtown. Primary access modes include automobile,
transit, bike, and pedestrian. Parking management strategies and programs should support and
complement other access modes as a means to better facilitate the accessibility and userfriendliness of Downtown Long Beach as a preferred regional destination. Parking management
would work toward developing a parking system that is self-supporting and sets aside funds for
maintenance reserves and future capital asset funding.
The Downtown Parking and Access Strategic Plan promotes a “park once” strategy that
emphasizes “linkages” to other forms of transportation. The Downtown Core should provide an
access system that supports its role as the central point from which customers and visitors are
connected to all the Downtown districts. Access linkages include parking, transit, and
pedestrian/bicycle systems.
c. Cumulative Impacts. The traffic analysis in this section analyzes projected
conditions in year 2035 “Without Project,” which consists of existing traffic plus growth in traffic
generated by the specific cumulative projects identified in Table 3-1 that are expected to be
completed by 2035. Significant traffic impacts were identified for the Golden Shore, Ocean Aire,
Aloft, Hotel Sierra, Inn at Pike cumulative project in Table 3-1 of this PEIR. The year 2035 “With
Project” analysis assumed buildout of the Downtown Plan land uses identified in Chapter 2.0 of
this document. With implementation of the cumulative projects and the Downtown Plan, the
capacity of the street system will become more intensely utilized. Regional programs such as
the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) prepared by the Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority, the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the Regional
Transportation Improvement Plan (RTIP) prepared by SCAG, and the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Plan (STIP) prepared by Caltrans are all intended to address the cumulative
mobility needs of Los Angeles County. The LRTP recommends high-occupancy vehicle (HOV)
lanes, transit, and demand management improvements, and identified funding sources and
implementation schedules. The RTP forecasts long-range transportation demands for the fivecounty SCAG region and identifies policies, actions, and funding sources to accommodate
these demands, including construction of new transportation facilities, transportation system
management strategies, transportation demand management strategies, and land use
strategies. The RTP and STIP are programming documents listing all of the funded and
programmed regional transportation improvements.
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Implementation of various transportation improvements, including those indentified by regional
transportation programs and by mitigation measures Traf-1(a) through Traf-1(d), as well as
public transit, pedestrian, and bicycle lane improvements that would enhance opportunities for
increased use of alternative transportation modes, would reduce impacts to Downtown area
intersections and street segments during Project implementation. However, impacts of the
proposed Project and the cumulative projects would cause increased delay at area intersections
and the impact on transportation and traffic would be cumulatively considerable and significant
and unavoidable.
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Figure 4.12-3
Existing Lane Configuration & Traffic Control
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Figure 4.12-4
Existing Lane Configuration & Traffic Control
December 2010
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Figure 4.12-5
Existing Lane Configuration & Traffic Control
City of Long Beach
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Figure 4.12-6
Existing Peak Hour Volumes & Level-of-Service
December 2010
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Table 4.12-1
Existing Intersection Levels of Service
Existing
AM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Intersection
Ocean Blvd / Golden Shore Ave
Magnolia Ave / Anaheim St
Magnolia Ave / 10th St
Magnolia Ave / 7th St
Magnolia Ave / 6th St
Magnolia Ave / 3rd St
Magnolia Ave / Broadway
Magnolia Ave / Ocean Blvd
Pacific Ave / Anaheim St
Pacific Ave. / 10th Street
Pacific Ave / 7th St
Pacific Ave / 6th St
Pacific Ave / 3rd St
Pacific Ave / Broadway
Pacific Ave / Ocean Blvd
Pine Ave / Anaheim St
Pine Ave. / 10th Street
Pine Ave / 7th St
Pine Ave / 6th St
Pine Ave / 3rd St
Pine Ave / Broadway
Pine Ave / Ocean Blvd
Shoreline Dr / Pine Ave
Long Beach Blvd / Anaheim St
Long Beach Blvd / 10th St
Long Beach Blvd / 7th St
Long Beach Blvd / 6th St
Long Beach Blvd / 3rd St
Long Beach Blvd / Broadway
Long Beach Blvd / Ocean Blvd
Atlantic Ave / Anaheim St
Atlantic Ave / 10th St
Atlantic Ave / 7th St
Atlantic Ave / 6th St
Atlantic Ave / 3rd St
Atlantic Ave / Broadway
Atlantic Ave / Ocean Blvd
Martin Luther King Ave / Anaheim
Martin Luther King Ave / 10th
Martin Luther King Ave / 7th
Alamitos Ave / Anaheim St
Alamitos Ave / 10th St
Alamitos Ave / 7th St
Alamitos Ave / 6th St
Alamitos Ave / 4th St
Alamitos Ave / 3rd St (*)
Alamitos Ave / Broadway
Alamitos /Shoreline Ave / Ocean
Orange Ave / 10th St
Orange Ave / 7th St
Orange Ave / 3rd St
Orange Ave / Broadway
Orange Ave / Ocean

LOS
A
C
A
B
A
A
B
D
A
A
B
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
C
B
B
C
A
A
A
B
C
A
D
B
B
E
A
A
C
C
F
C
C
A
A
B

PM
V/C
0.47
0.72
0.42
0.67
0.57
0.58
0.61
0.82
0.58
0.49
0.66
0.40
0.52
0.39
0.75
0.56
0.46
0.57
0.44
0.58
0.42
0.54
0.33
0.55
0.59
0.71
0.45
0.53
0.32
0.70
0.65
0.67
0.73
0.47
0.45
0.24
0.61
0.77
0.52
0.83
0.63
0.68
0.92
0.36
0.55
0.74
0.78
1.06
0.78
0.75
0.51
0.47
0.70

LOS
B
C
A
A
B
A
A
C
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
A
B
B
A
B
A
B
B
D
B
A
A
A
A
A
C
B
B
E
B
C
A
D
D
E
F
C
C
A
B
C

V/C
0.63
0.71
0.46
0.48
0.64
0.43
0.54
0.71
0.69
0.51
0.50
0.67
0.42
0.69
0.62
0.66
0.43
0.39
0.69
0.31
0.67
0.67
0.49
0.70
0.66
0.56
0.64
0.42
0.61
0.67
0.81
0.69
0.48
0.58
0.37
0.58
0.58
0.74
0.66
0.69
0.93
0.65
0.75
0.40
0.88
0.88
0.91
1.02
0.75
0.71
0.38
0.66
0.72

Signalized Intersection - ICU Methodology - Volume to Capacity (1,600 vehicles per lane per hour)

December 2010
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Table 4.12-2
Future Project Intersection Levels of Service
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Intersection
Ocean Blvd / Golden Shore Ave
Magnolia Ave / Anaheim St
Magnolia Ave / 10th St
Magnolia Ave / 7th St
Magnolia Ave / 6th St
Magnolia Ave / 3rd St
Magnolia Ave / Broadway
Magnolia Ave / Ocean Blvd
Pacific Ave / Anaheim St
Pacific Ave. / 10th Street
Pacific Ave / 7th St
Pacific Ave / 6th St
Pacific Ave / 3rd St
Pacific Ave / Broadway
Pacific Ave / Ocean Blvd
Pine Ave / Anaheim St
Pine Ave. / 10th Street
Pine Ave / 7th St
Pine Ave / 6th St
Pine Ave / 3rd St
Pine Ave / Broadway
Pine Ave / Ocean Blvd
Shoreline Dr / Pine Ave
Long Beach Blvd / Anaheim St
Long Beach Blvd / 10th St
Long Beach Blvd / 7th St
Long Beach Blvd / 6th St
Long Beach Blvd / 3rd St
Long Beach Blvd / Broadway
Long Beach Blvd / Ocean Blvd
Atlantic Ave / Anaheim St
Atlantic Ave / 10th St
Atlantic Ave / 7th St
Atlantic Ave / 6th St
Atlantic Ave / 3rd St
Atlantic Ave / Broadway
Atlantic Ave / Ocean Blvd
Martin Luther King Ave / Anaheim
Martin Luther King Ave / 10th
Martin Luther King Ave / 7th
Alamitos Ave / Anaheim St
Alamitos Ave / 10th St
Alamitos Ave / 7th St
Alamitos Ave / 6th St
Alamitos Ave / 4th St
Alamitos Ave / 3rd St
Alamitos Ave / Broadway
Alamitos /Shoreline Ave / Ocean
Orange Ave / 10th St
Orange Ave / 7th St
Orange Ave / 3rd St
Orange Ave / Broadway
Orange Ave / Ocean

Without Project LOS
AM
PM
A
B
C
C
A
A
D
C
E
C
C
B
C
B
E
C
B
C
A
A
D
B
A
D
B
A
A
D
D
B
A
B
A
A
C
A
A
D
C
A
E
B
B
B
A
A
B
C
B
C
E
C
B
D
C
B
A
C
D
C
C
D
C
C
D
B
A
B
A
A
A
B
B
B
C
C
A
B
E
C
F
C
C
C
F
E
A
A
F
C
F
D
E
D
F
F
C
C
D
C
A
A
A
C
C
D

With Project LOS
AM
PM
B
C
C
C
A
A
E
C
E
D
D
B
C
C
F
D
B
C
A
A
D
C
A
D
B
A
E
A
E
C
A
B
A
A
C
A
E
A
D
A
F
C
C
C
A
A
B
D
C
C
E
D
B
D
D
C
A
D
E
D
C
D
C
D
D
B
A
C
B
A
A
C
C
C
C
C
A
B
E
D
F
C
D
C
F
F
A
A
F
D
F
D
F
E
F
F
C
C
D
D
A
A
A
C
D
D

Signalized Intersection - ICU Methodology - Volume to Capacity (1600 vehicles per lane per hour)
Bold = LOS E or LOS F Without Project
Bold = Change to LOS E or LOS F With Project
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Table 4.12-3
Future Peak Hour Trips by Land Use Type

Cumulative
Projects

Downtown
Plan

December 2010

Land Use
Residential
Office
Retail
Restaurant
Hotel
Subtotal
Residential
Office
Retail
Restaurant
Hotel
Subtotal
Grand
Total

Total AM
Trips
796
900
286
208
228
2,419

In
135
792
175
108
121
1,331

Out
661
108
112
100
107
1,087

Total PM
Trips
963
842
511
176
269
2,761

In
645
143
251
104
143
1,285

Out
318
699
261
72
126
1,476

Total Daily
Trips
15,325
4,632
11,321
2,888
4,828
38,994

1,563
1,812
749
875
340
5,338

266
1,595
457
455
180
2,952

1,297
217
292
420
160
2,386

1,855
1,768
1,469
709
472
6,273

1,243
301
720
418
250
2,932

612
1,468
749
291
222
3,341

28,153
8,797
31,767
12,205
10,517
91,439

7,757

4,284

3,474

9,034

4,217

4,817

130,433
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4.13

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

This section analyzes Project impacts to water supply and demand, wastewater treatment, and
solid waste disposal. Please also see Section 4.7, Hydrology and Water Quality, for an analysis
of potential Project impacts to the City’s storm drain system. A Water Availability Assessment
(WAA) for the Downtown Plan was prepared by the Long Beach Water Department, and
adopted by the Water Board on August 12, 2010. The WAA is provided in Appendix G of this
PEIR.
4.13.1 Setting
a. Affected Environment
Water Supply and Demand
Water for the Long Beach service area is supplied by groundwater, imported water, and
reclaimed wastewater. Average citywide water demand has been approximately 75,000 acrefeet per year (AFY) (Long Beach Water Department [LBWD] 2005, revised 2007). The City
pumps groundwater from the Central Basin, which is monitored by a court-appointed water
master, the Department of Water Resources (DWR). DWR identifies 41 water wells within the
City, of which 31 have been producing water in recent years. The City has a right to extract a
total of 32,684 AFY from the basin. The remainder of the City’s water needs is currently met by
the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) of Southern California. MWD delivers water imported
from the Colorado River and State Water Project for purchase by the City. Additionally, a small
supply of treated wastewater from the Long Beach Reclamation Plant (LBRP), which is owned
and operated by the Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts, is used in the City for landscape
irrigation and indoor plumbing.
This section summarizes the findings of the WAA that was prepared pursuant to Water Code
Section 10910 et seq., for the Downtown Plan. In addition, the WAA was prepared by the LBWD
in compliance with SB 610. Table 4.13-1 lists the amount of water supply purchased from MWD,
produced from City groundwater wells, gained from recycled water, and projected future
desalinated seawater through 2030 according to the LBWD’s Urban Water Management Plan
(UWMP) (2005, revised 2007).
MWD is the “supplemental” supplier of water for LBWD and the other 25 MWD member
agencies that supply water to the 18 million people of the Southern California coastal plain. The
amount of water purchased annually from MWD is based on the amount of groundwater
available to the City. With significant infrastructure investments and long-term planning, MWD
expects to fulfill its obligations as the supplemental supplier by being 100 percent reliable
through the year 2030 (LBWD 2005). LBWD has a right to the imported drinking water it expects
to purchase wholesale from the MWD. However, as noted in the WAA, the imported water
supply is less reliable than was anticipated when the UWMP was prepared in 2005. The LBWD
entitlement from MWD is embedded in State law (Section 135 of the Metropolitan Water District
Act) and comes in the form of a preferential right to MWD supplies except during times of
extreme emergency. The MWD recalculates each of its member agency’s preferential rights on
an annual basis. LBWD’s right to MWD imported water, according to the 2005 calculation, is
shown in Table 4.13-2.
A portion of LBWD’s water supply is treated groundwater pumped from the Central Basin
aquifer. The basin was adjudicated in 1965 and limited the amount of water to be extracted in
December 2010
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any given year and assigned rights, or “Allowable Pumping Allocation” (APA), to extract that
water to specified parties. LBWD was awarded certain APA rights at that time and has since
purchased additional APA, which now totals 32,684 acre-feet APA per year. As shown in Table
4.13-3, LBWD has extracted less than its APA of 32,684 acre-feet per year in each of the last 6
fiscal years.
LBWD extracts virtually all of its groundwater from the Central Basin, and it is reasonable to
assume that no difficulties would be encountered extracting this groundwater over the next 20
years based on the following combination of factors:


The Central Basin adjudication prevents over-drafting by imposing strict limits on
extraction from the basin;



The adjudication has imposed upon the Water Replenishment District of Southern
California (WRD) the mandate to provide for the continual replenishment of the basin;



WRD has fulfilled this mandate well, increasing the amount of water stored in the basin
since the time of adjudication; and



WRD is expected to continue to maintain the groundwater level in the basin in the future,
given its mandate and access to resources, through the fee it imposes whenever water
is extracted.

Tables 4.13-4 and 4.13-5 show current and future LBWD water supplies and demand. These
projections indicate that sufficient supplies can be reasonably relied upon to meet projected
demands for the entire LBWD service area under single and multiple dry years, average years,
and wet years. Table 4.13-6 shows the estimated water supply needs for buildout of the
proposed Downtown Plan area.
It is not anticipated that production from the groundwater basin will change as a result of cones
of depression, changes in direction and amount of groundwater flow, movement and levels of
contaminants, projected average annual recharge, salinity/total dissolved solids (TDS) levels, or
other factors. The LBWD has a long history of successfully operating at a high level of
production in the Central Basin without developing significant cones of depression or changing
the direction and amount of groundwater flow. The portion of the basin that LBWD uses is free
of contaminants, in large part because that portion of the basin is isolated from surface
contamination by several layers of impermeable clay soil zones. Recharge of the basin is not
expected to change because the recharge is managed for the express purpose of maintaining
the proper level of replenishment. The revenue required to fund this recharge operation is
provided by a tax on the extraction of groundwater. Sources of increased salinity, primarily from
the Pacific Ocean, are prevented from entering the groundwater basin by an artificial seawater
barrier of injected fresh water.
The City implements a number of water conservation programs, including public information and
education programs, irrigation programs, commercial and industrial programs, turf removal
programs, and other water conservation best management practices (BMPs). BMPs are
established and generally accepted practices among water suppliers that result in more efficient
use and conservation of water. The City requires various BMPs for all new construction as part
of the plan review process. These BMPs include installation of water-efficient plumbing fixtures
and drought-tolerant landscape. In addition, the City may require water demand mitigation fees
to offset estimated total projected water demand.
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The LBWD conservation initiatives have been aggressive and effective in reducing potable
water demand. Conservation efforts by businesses and residents have reduced demand to 10year lows as recently as November 2009.
The LBWD is also involved in a national pilot program with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) to develop viable desalination facilities.
This technology is anticipated to provide up to 10 percent of the potable water supply for Long
Beach in the future.
LBWD receives reclaimed water from the Long Beach Reclamation Plant, which is not owned by
the City, and has rights to approximately 22,000 AFY of reclaimed water. The LBWD currently
uses approximately 6,000 AFY of reclaimed water, and has plans to increase that use to 18,600
AFY by 2030. Reclaimed water output is not dependent on climate and because the output of
the existing reclamation plant exceeds current and forecast demand, this is considered a
reliable water supply. The City, primarily the LBWD and the PRM Department, has made use of
recycled water for golf courses and other larger landscaped areas. This and other uses for
reclaimed water will continue to expand as the reclaimed water distribution network is expanded
and additional uses for the reclaimed water are identified.
Wastewater Treatment
The Downtown sewage collection infrastructure conveys wastewater to treatment facilities
operated under the authority of the Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts (LACSD). The
LACSD is a partnership of 23 independent special districts that provide wastewater and solid
waste management services for about 5.7 million people in Los Angeles County. Its service
area covers approximately 800 square miles that includes 78 cities and unincorporated areas in
the County. The majority of the City’s wastewater is conveyed to the LACSD Joint Water
Pollution Control Plant (JWPCP), which has a design treatment capacity of 400 million gallons
per day (mgd), and the 2009 average daily flow at the plant was 284 mgd. The JWPCP is
located at 24501 South Figueroa Street in the City of Carson and serves a population of
approximately 3.5 million people throughout Los Angeles County. The JWPCP treats
wastewater containing a higher industrial contribution and also treats the solids removed at the
upstream plants. Wastewater received at the JWPCP is too high in salts to economically recycle
and reuse and, therefore, its treated water is discharged to an ocean outfall.
The remaining portion of the City’s wastewater is processed by LACSD’s Long Beach Water
Reclamation Plant (LBWRP), which provides primary, secondary, and tertiary treatment for 25
mgd of wastewater. The LBWRP is located at 7400 East Willow Street and serves a population
of approximately 250,000 people who reside within and outside the City. The purified water from
the plant is used for irrigation and industrial uses, as well as for groundwater recharge and to
serve as a fresh water barrier that prevents the intrusion of seawater into the basin’s water
supply. This basin recharge reduces the volume of imported water that would otherwise be
needed for this purpose.
Solid Waste Disposal
An estimated 511,046 tons of residential, commercial and industrial waste are generated in the
City of Long Beach each year. The City has one of the highest landfill diversion rates of any
large city in the United States, with an estimated 69 percent of the City’s trash diverted from
disposal through recycling, reuse, and waste reduction as of 2006 (the most recent year
reported).
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Local residents and businesses receive a comprehensive range of refuse disposal and waste
management planning services from the City’s Refuse Collection Division of the Environmental
Services Bureau. The Refuse Collection Division currently provides service to approximately
109,000 residential customers and 5,600 businesses. Refuse collection occurs weekly by
automated refuse trucks, which are equipped with a mechanical arm that lifts and empties a
specially designed refuse cart. In accordance with California’s waste reduction law, monthly
service charges for waste collection are based on the size and number of containers used.
Certain types of items cannot be disposed of through the City’s automated collection system.
These items include rocks, concrete, dirt, hot ashes, heavy items, and debris from construction,
remodeling or demolition. Instead, the City provides Special Collections and Oversized Items
service to manage such items. Residential accounts are provided with two free special
collections per year; however, fees are assigned for items requiring special handling. After solid
waste is collected, it is disposed at either a Class III landfill, which accepts non-hazardous solid
waste, or an unclassified (inert) landfill, which accepts construction waste, yard trimmings, and
earthen waste.
Following collection, refuse within the City is transported directly to landfills or to landfills
following combustion in the Southeast Resource Recovery Facility (SERRF), a publicly owned
solid waste management facility. SERRF applies mass burn technology to reduce the volume of
solid waste entering landfills by 80 percent, while generating electricity for operation of the
facility as well as for purchase by Southern California Edison (SCE) for use throughout the City
and State. SERRF processes an average of 1,290 tons of municipal solid waste per day with a
daily capacity for 1,380 tons. It has processed over 3.5 million tons of solid waste since it first
opened and has reduced the volume of solid waste entering landfills by over 4 million cubic
yards.
The LACSD operates a comprehensive solid waste management system that includes sanitary
landfills, recycle centers, materials recovery/transfer facilities, and energy recovery facilities.
This includes the SERRF, which is owned under a joint powers agreement consisting of the
LACSD and the City of Long Beach. As shown in Table 4.13-7, the City is served by a total of
15 Class III landfills. The Class III landfills and waste-to-energy facilities serving Long Beach
can process a total of 88,554 tpd of solid waste and have a remaining total capacity of 497.4
million cubic yards. In addition to the Class III landfills listed in Table 4.13-7, the Azusa Land
Reclamation Company Landfill is an unclassified landfill used by the City. This unclassified
landfill has a maximum daily capacity of 6,500 tpd with an estimated remaining capacity of 34.1
million cubic yards and an estimated closure date by the year 2025.
LACSD’s primary local landfill site is the Puente Hills Landfill near Whittier, and two other sites
are the Calabasas Landfill near Agoura Hills and Scholl Canyon Landfill in Glendale. The
Puente Hills Landfill includes a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) to recover recyclable
materials; and is completing an intermodal facility for transfer of non-recyclable waste to rail
cars for transport by train to the LACSD’s Mesquite Regional Landfill in Imperial County, which
is permitted to handle up to 20,000 tons per day for approximately 100 years.
In order to meet future disposal needs and address global climate change, the LACSD is
actively investigating the use of conversion technologies that would be capable of converting
post-recycling residual solid waste into useful products and chemicals, green fuels such as
ethanol and biodiesel, and clean renewable energy. The County has recently launched the
Southern California Conversion Technology Demonstration Project, which seeks to promote,
evaluate, and establish a demonstration facility for the conversion of solid waste into clean
energy. Additionally, the LACSD recently completed its final Phase II Conversion Technology
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Evaluation Report, which provides a comprehensive study of existing technology suppliers and
materials recovery facilities throughout southern California. The County has established a goal
of implementing the demonstration project facility by December 2011.
The Sanitation Districts are also a national leader in utilizing biogas as an energy source, which
is produced by anaerobic digestion or fermentation of biodegradable materials such as biomass,
manure, sewage, municipal waste, and plant material. The Sanitation Districts operate biogas
facilities at Puente Hills and other operating and closed landfills. Through a joint powers
agreement with the City of Commerce, the Sanitation Districts operate the Commerce Refuseto-Energy Facility, which is the first of its kind in California. The facility burns an average of 360
tons of trash per day and generates ten megawatts (net) of electricity for sale to Southern
California Edison Company. This is enough electricity for 20,000 southern California homes.
b. Regulatory Setting
Water supply goals, policies, and regulations applicable to the Project area are contained in the
LBWD’s UWMP; the Long Beach 2010 Strategic Plan; Long Beach 2030 (General Plan
Update); MWD rules and regulations; Technical Support Documents (TSD) rules and
regulations; and Title 22, Division 4 of the California Administrative Code, which addresses the
use of reclaimed wastewater. On October 9, 2001, SB 221 and SB 610 were signed into law.
Effective January 1, 2002, SB 221 prohibited a city or county from approving development
agreements, parcel maps, or tentative tract maps for certain projects, including any subdivision
with more than 500 dwelling units, unless a sufficient water supply is, or will be, available for the
subdivision prior to its completion. SB 610 requires cities and counties to consider water supply
assessments when considering approval of applicable development projects in order to
determine whether projected water supplies can meet the project’s anticipated water demand.
This includes whether a sufficient water supply exists to meet project and cumulative water
demand in normal, single-dry, and multi-dry years for 20 years.
Title 15 (Public Utilities) of the Long Beach Municipal Code includes regulations governing
wastewater line connections and development of new wastewater facilities. Chapter 15.20
(Sewers – Use Regulations) lists various materials that cannot be discharged into any public
sewer systems in the City. These materials include food processing waste, volatile substances,
and stormwater runoff. Chapter 15.20 includes regulations on sewer line locations, sewer
maintenance, backflow prevention, and damages to sewer infrastructure. Chapter 15.24
regulates sewer infrastructure installation, and Chapter 15.28 sets forth requirements for sewer
system inspections.
The California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (AB 939) established an integrated
waste management system to guide local agencies in the implementation of source reduction,
recycling, composting, and environmentally safe waste disposal. Each county is required to
establish a task force to coordinate the development of Source Reduction and Recycling
Elements for cities and a countywide siting element. AB 939 also required each county to
prepare, adopt and submit an Integrated Waste Management Plan to the California Integrated
Waste Management Board, which was established by AB 939 to ensure the monitoring and
enforcement of the AB 939 mandates. Through source reduction, recycling and composting
activities, AB 939 required each city and county to divert 50 percent of all solid waste by
January 1, 2000.
On January 1, 2010, California’s recycling and waste reduction efforts were streamlined into the
new Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery, known as CalRecycle. As part of the
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State’s Natural Resources Agency, CalRecycle merges the duties of the former California
Integrated Waste Management Board with the Department of Conservation’s Division of
Recycling to manage the State’s waste disposal and recycling efforts. The California Solid
Waste Reuse and Recycling Access Act of 1991 (SB 1327) requires all development projects to
provide adequate storage area for the collection and removal of recyclable materials. The size
of these storage areas is either determined by local ordinance or by CalRecycle directive if no
local ordinance is in place. The Construction and Demolition Waste Materials Diversion
Requirements established in 2002 (SB 1374) requires jurisdictions in their annual AB 939 report
to include a summary of the progress made in diverting construction and demolition waste.
4.13.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds
Water Supply and Demand
Impacts to water supply were determined based on input from the LBWD via the WAA prepared
for the proposed Project. The corresponding water supply impact analysis is based on the
findings of a Water Availability Assessment conducted by the LBWD in accordance with the
requirements of Water Code Section 10910 (SB 610) for the proposed Project. Water supply
impacts are considered potentially significant if the Project would not have sufficient water
supplies available from existing entitlements and resources.
Wastewater Treatment
Impacts to wastewater were estimated using wastewater generation factors from the LACSD.
Project impacts to wastewater processing infrastructure would be considered significant if the
project would:


Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality
Control Board (LARWQCB);



Require or result in the construction of new wastewater treatment facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects; or



Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider that it may not have
adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in addition to the provider’s
existing commitments.

Solid Waste Disposal
Impacts to solid waste generation were estimated using generation rates from CalRecycle.
Project impacts with respect to solid waste would be considered significant if the project would:


Not be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs; or



Not comply with federal, state, or local statutes or regulations related to solid waste.
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b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Water Supply and Demand
Impact Utilities-1

Buildout of the proposed Project would incrementally increase
water demand in the City. However, LBWD water supplies are
sufficient to meet the projected demand. Therefore, the impact
on water supply and demand would be considered Class III,
less than significant.

All projects built within the Downtown Plan would be required to comply with all applicable City
ordinances and BMPs pertaining to water conservation. These may include the use of waterefficient plumbing fixtures, landscape water conservation, and payment of water demand
mitigation fees.
As shown in Tables 4.13-4 and 4.13-5 of current and future LBWD water supplies and demand,
LBWD would have the resources to meet the demand of the proposed Project during
hydrologically normal and dry-year events. Not shown in these tables but available, is LBWD’s
right to pump its carryover storage and to access other groundwater supplies in case of
emergency per the adjudication of the basin. The reliability of the supplemental supply reflects
MWD’s reliability and MWD’s commitment to regional water reliability. Table 4.13-6 shows the
impact of the proposed Project on future supplies and demand during multiple dry years. The
LBWD 2005 UWMP projected demand 20 years into the future and included the type of new
demand the proposed Project represents. Because of this 20-year projected demand, the “With
Project” sections of Table 4.13-6 show the same overall total demand for potable water in the
year 2025 as shown in Table 4.13-1. Therefore, the proposed Project would not have an impact
on the supply and demand for water in fiscal year 2025, as the demand expected from the
proposed Project was anticipated and planned for in the 2005 UWMP.
Development projects built within the Downtown Plan that conform to the provisions of the plan
have been anticipated by the LBWD and will not be required to prepare a project-specific Water
Availability/Supply Assessment during the development review phase of project entitlement.
This will be the case unless unanticipated water demand or significant changes in the
circumstances or conditions affecting the availability of the public water system to provide
sufficient supply of water for the proposed Project as noted in the WAA. These assessments are
prepared by the Water Department within 90 days of the request and must be completed before
project entitlement.
Wastewater Treatment
Impact Utilities-2

Buildout of the proposed Project would incrementally increase
wastewater treatment demand in the City. However, treatment
infrastructure serving the City has sufficient excess capacity to
meet anticipated peak flow demands. Therefore, the impact on
wastewater would be considered Class III, less than
significant.

As shown in Table 4.13-8, the proposed Project would generate an estimated 2.55 mgd of
wastewater per day at peak flow. This project-generated wastewater would account for
approximately 0.6 percent of the combined 400 mgd design capacity of the JWPCP and the
LBWRP’s 25 mgd capacity. Therefore, the added daily wastewater caused by the proposed
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Project would not result in citywide wastewater flows that would exceed total wastewater
treatment capacity. Therefore, impacts to the City’s wastewater treatment system would be
considered less than significant.
Solid Waste Disposal
Impact Utilities-3

Buildout of the proposed project would incrementally increase
solid waste disposal treatment demand in the City. Based on
LACSD’s operation of the Mesquite Regional Landfill, which is
permitted for up to 20,000 tons per day for approximately 100
years, adequate landfill capacity exists to accommodate solid
waste disposal needs of the proposed Project. In addition,
mitigation measures are identified that would reduce the
Project’s solid waste impacts. Therefore, the impact on solid
waste disposal systems would be considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

The following mitigation measures are recommended to ensure compliance with all state,
regional, and local regulations and programs to reduce potential solid waste impacts.
Mitigation Utilities-3(a) All construction related to Project implementation shall include
verification by the construction contractor that all companies
providing waste disposal services recycle all demolition and
construction-related wastes. The contract specifying recycled
waste service shall be submitted to the City Building Official
prior to approval of the certificate of occupancy.
Mitigation Utilities-3(b) In order to facilitate onsite separation and recycling of
construction related wastes, all construction contractors shall
provide temporary waste separation bins onsite during
demolition and construction.
Mitigation Utilities-3(c) All future developments in the Project area shall include
recycling bins at appropriate locations to promote recycling of
paper, metal, glass, and all other recyclable materials.
Materials from these bins shall be collected on a regular basis
consistent with the City’s refuse disposal program.
Mitigation Utilities-3(d) All Project area residents and commercial tenants shall be
provided with educational materials on the proper
management and disposal of household hazardous waste, in
accordance with educational materials made available by the
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works.
c. Cumulative Impacts. As shown in Table 3-1, planned and pending development in
the City would add 3,087 residential units, 875,000 square feet of office space, 456 hotel rooms,
and more than 113,000 square feet of other nonresidential development. The development
proposed by those projects identified in Table 3-1 as being located with the Downtown Plan, are
consistent with the type of development that is anticipated by the proposed Project.
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The LBWD has a preferential right to the imported drinking water it expects to purchase from the
MWD except during times of extreme emergency, per the Metropolitan Water District Act,
Section 135. LBWD has an Allowable Pumping Allocation to extract groundwater from the
Central Basin aquifer. LBWD anticipates development projects’ demand for water through
projected increases in factors that influence projections of water demand, such as increases in
housing, population, and employment. The current adopted UWMP-projected water demands
are based on a number of factors, including a citywide increase in multi-family housing from
89,703 units in 2005 to 112,716 units by 2030, and an increase in commercial/retail square
footage as a result of increased employment from 200,200 jobs in 2005 to 244,400 jobs in 2030
(LBWD 2005). Based on UWMP forecasts, water demand associated with projected growth can
be met with existing and planned water supplies. As described in Section 4.10, Population and
Housing, the growth associated with the proposed Project is within City and SCAG population
projections for Long Beach and, therefore, would not add significantly to the demand for water
resources beyond current projections through 2025, and the cumulative impact on water supply
would be less than significant.
The City’s total wastewater treatment capacity is 410 mgd with current daily wastewater flows of
347.7 mgd. Therefore, the City has an excess capacity of over 62 mgd. The proposed project
would only add approximately 2.55 mgd demand even at peak flow rates. As discussed in
Section 4.10, Population and Housing, growth associated with the proposed project is within
City and SCAG population projections for Long Beach and, therefore, would not add
significantly to wastewater treatment system demand beyond current projections through 2025.
Therefore, cumulative impact on wastewater treatment infrastructure would be less than
significant.
Solid waste generation from cumulative projects would increase the need for waste disposal
capacity. Future development projects would be required to participate in recycling programs as
identified above, thus reducing the amount of solid waste to be disposed of at landfills.
However, the precise solutions to meeting the need for additional landfill capacity are not known
and are the responsibility of other agencies, Therefore, the incremental contribution of solid
waste from development within the Plan, in addition to solid waste generated by related
cumulative projects, would be cumulatively considerable even after implementation of the
mitigation measures. Therefore, even with implementation of the prescribed mitigation
measures, cumulative solid waste impacts are considered significant and unavoidable.
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Table 4.13-1
Current and Projected Water Supplies for the City of Long Beach (AFY)
Water Supply Sources
2005
2010
2015
Purchased from MWD
43,939
35,658
30,758
City-produced groundwater
25,955
32,684
32,684
Desalinated Seawater
-5,000
10,000
Total Potable
69,894
73,342
73,142
Reclaimed Water
5,210
6,458
8,058
Total
75,104
79,800
81,500
Source: Long Beach Water Department, 2005, rev. 2007

2020
31,912
32,684
10,000
74,596
9,604
84,200

2025
30,488
32,684
10,000
73,172
12,428
85,600

2030
29,516
32,684
10,000
72,200
14,400
86,600

Table 4.13-2
LBWD’s 2006 Preferential Rights to MWD Water
LBWD’s Preferential Rights of MWD’s Imported Water
2.61%
Minimum MWD Supplies (most severe and prolonged
1,500,000 AFY
hydrological conditions)*
LBWD’s Minimum Preferential Rights (most severe and
39,150 AFY
prolonged hydrological conditions)
* MWD dry-year supplies include imported water, stored water, water purchased on the
spot market, etc.

Table 4.13-3
Groundwater Extracted by LBWD - AF/Fiscal Year Ending Sept 30
Fiscal Year
2000
2001
Acre-Feet
24,582
24,326
Extracted
Source: LBWD 2006
* Estimate used in the 2005 UWMP

2002

2003

2004

2005*

25,803

23,003

25,639

25,955

Table 4.13-4
Current Potable Water Demands and Dry-Year Supplies (acre-feet)
Normal Year
1st Dry Year
2nd Dry Year
3rd Dry Year
4th Dry Year
Groundwater
32,684
32,684
32,684
32,684
32,684
Supplies
Wholesale from
37,316
38,724
38,724
38,724
38,724
MWD
Less Non-Project
(70,000)
(71,408)
(71,408)
(71,408)
(71,408)
Demand
Balance
0
0
0
0
0
Source: LBWD 2006
Assumes demands increase 2% due to dry-year conditions, worse-case scenario of consecutive dry weather without
extraordinary “dry-year conservation”
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Table 4.13-5
Future Potable Water Demands and Dry-Year Supplies (acre-feet)
Source
Groundwater Supplies
Wholesale from MWD
Desalinated Seawater
Less Non-Project
Demand
Balance

Normal Year
32,684
30,488
10,000

1st Dry Year
32,684
31,951
10,000

2nd Dry Year
32,684
31,951
10,000

3rd Dry Year
32,684
31,951
10,000

4th Dry Year
32,684
31,951
10,000

(73,172)

(74,635)

(74,635)

(74,635)

(74,635)

0

0

0

0

0

Source: LBWD 2006
Assumes demands increase 2% due to dry-year conditions, worse-case scenario of consecutive dry weather without
extraordinary “dry year conservation.” Normal year is projected supply and demand in 2025.

Table 4.13-6
Estimated Project Water Demand
Generation Rate
Land Use
Size
(AFY per unit)*
Office Use
1.50 million sf
224 per 1 million sf*
Retail/Restaurant
480,000 sf
224 per 1 million sf*
Commercial
Hotel/Motel
800 rooms
0.14 224 per room**
Multi-Family
5,000 dwelling units
0.25 per dwelling unit***
Residential
Total for Buildout of the Downtown Plan (acre-feet/year)
1,803

Total AFY
(Percent of Total)
336 (19%)
108 (6%)
114 (6%)
1,245 (69%)

Source: LBWD, WAA for Downtown Plan, August 12, 2010, Page 5
*Based on LBWD Comprehensive Sewer System Master Plan and Management Program.
**Based on average use of large hotels in Long Beach.
***Based on average use in Long Beach.
1 acre-foot = 325,851 gallons

Table 4.13-7
Class III Landfill Disposal Facilities
Utilized by the City of Long Beach in 2008
Landfill
Antelope Valley Landfill
Bakersfield Metropolitan Sanitary Landfill
Chiquita Canyon Sanitary Landfill
Cold Canyon Landfill
El Sobrante Landfill
Frank R. Bowerman Sanitary Landfill
Kettleman Hills
Lancaster Landfill
Mid-Valley Sanitary Landfill
Olinda Alpha Sanitary Landfill
Prima Deshecha Sanitary Landfill
Puente Hills Landfill
San Timoteo Sanitary Landfill
Simi Valley Landfill
Sunshine Canyon Landfill
Total

December 2010

Maximum Daily
Capacity (tons per
day)
1,800
4,500
6,000
1,200
16,054
8,500
N/A
1,700
7,500
8,000
4,000
13,200
1,000
3,000
12,100
88,554

Estimated Remaining
Capacity (million
cubic yards)
8.2
44.8
35.8
2.8
118.5
59.4
N/A
19.1
0.67
38.6
87.4
49.4
9.5
23.2
N/A
497.4

Estimated Closure
Date
2008
2038
2019
2012
2045
2022
N/A
2012
2033
2013
2067
2013
2016
2033
2013
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Table 4.13-8
Estimated Project Wastewater Generation
Land Use

Generation Rate

Average Flow

Peak Flow*

160 gpd**

800,000 gpd

1,360,000 gpd

Office/Public Uses
(1.5 million sq. ft.)

300 gpd per 1,000 sq. ft.

450,000 gpd

765,000 gpd

Retail
(384,000 sq. ft.)

80 gpd per 1,000 sq. ft.

30,720 gpd

52,224 gpd

Restaurant
(96,000 sq. ft.)

1,200 gpd per 1,000 sq. ft.

115,200 gpd

195,840 gpd

130 gpd per room

104,000 gpd

176,800 gpd

1,499,920 gpd

2,549,864 gpd

Residential
(5,000 Units)

Hotel
(800 rooms)
Total

*Peak flow is estimated to be 1.7 times average daily flow
**gpd=gallons per day
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
FOUND NOT TO BE SIGNIFICANT
5.1

INITIAL STUDY IMPACT ANALYSIS

Based on the Initial Study dated June 29, 2009 (see Appendix A), it was determined that the
proposed Long Beach Downtown Plan would have a less-than-significant impact without
mitigation to the following areas:


Aesthetics – Scenic vistas/resources



Agricultural Resources – Conversion of farmland, existing agricultural use zoning, and
Williamson Act contract lands



Biological Resources – Sensitive habitat or animal species; wildlife corridors, and
conflicts with local biological resource policies, ordinances, or habitat conservation
programs



Geology and Soils – Landslides, soil erosion, loss of topsoil, and the City’s sewage
disposal system



Hazards and Hazardous Materials – Airport safety hazard, emergency plans, and
wildland fire hazard



Hydrology and Water Quality – 100-year flood zone, flooding, dam or levee failures,
seiches, and tsunamis



Land Use and Planning – Divide an established community and conflict with local HCP



Mineral Resources – Loss of availability of known mineral resources and a mineral
resources recovery site



Noise – Aircraft noise



Transportation and Traffic – Air traffic patterns, roadway design, and alternative
transportation

5.2

PEIR IMPACT ANALYSIS

Based on this PEIR analysis, it was determined that the proposed Downtown Plan would have a
less-than-significant impact and no mitigation would be required for the following environmental
issues:


Aesthetics – Alteration of visual character



Air Quality – Local mobile-source CO emissions and odors and construction-related
diesel odors



Land Use and Planning – Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation



Noise – Increased traffic noise and operational vibrations



Public Services – Schools, fire protection services, police protection, and libraries
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Transportation and Traffic – Result in inadequate parking and result in inadequate
emergency access



Utilities and Service Systems – Increased water and wastewater treatment demand
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6.0 ALTERNATIVES
The CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(c) directs lead agencies that the “range of potential
alternatives to the proposed project shall include those that could feasibly accomplish most of
the basic objectives of the project and could avoid or substantially lessen one or more of the
significant effects.” Based on this guidance, this PEIR evaluates alternatives that would lessen
or avoid significant project impacts that have been identified in Chapter 4.0. The alternatives
analysis evaluates each issue area in comparison to the proposed Project and also discusses
the ability of each alternative to achieve the project objectives as listed below. Each alternative
is first described and then analyzed in comparison to the proposed Project and whether it would
avoid or substantially reduce at least one of the significant effects of the proposed Project.
CEQA requires consideration of the No Project Alternative and identification of the
environmentally superior alternative from among the project alternatives.
The following three alternatives to the proposed Project are evaluated in this EIR:




No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative
Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative
Reduced Non-residential Land Use Alternative

The environmental effects of the proposed Downtown Plan has been described and analyzed in
the previous chapters with an emphasis on potentially significant impacts and recommended
mitigation measures to reduce these impacts. Table 6-1 provides a summary of the significant
impacts of the proposed Project and compares the impacts of the alternatives to the proposed
Project.
6.1

PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The purpose of the Downtown Plan is to replace the existing planned development zoning for
the Downtown Plan Project area and provide more up-to-date guidance to respond to
Downtown’s current development context and trends; and to provide direction regarding the
type, character, and standard of quality desired for development in the Downtown Plan Project
area. As described in Section 1 of the proposed Plan, the guiding principles include:


Promote the development of a distinctive downtown skyline and a vibrant,
compact City core attracting cosmopolitan and creative people. An intense and
attractive Downtown is key to developing a vibrant City center and minimizing growth
pressures on surrounding existing mature neighborhoods. The increased residential
population and the mix of uses envisioned by the Plan, as well as the walkability,
connectivity, and the convenience of transit, will contribute to Downtown's vitality by
offering easy access to business, entertainment, dining, shopping, cultural attractions,
and residences. The urban design guidelines encourage unique and innovative
architectural design that contributes to the collection of buildings that make up the
distinctive skyline. The Plan calls for the use of high quality building materials that
embody permanence and encourage continued investment in Downtown Long Beach.
The vibrant urban environment envisioned for Downtown Long Beach includes a dense
mix of residential, commercial, institutional, and other uses. Having all of these uses
intertwined within the Downtown will create the vitality that the community has called for.
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This vibrancy will result in an urban environment that is unique within Long Beach. The
24-hour community that many people desire Downtown, therefore, will include conditions
within Downtown to be much more intense, with higher levels of traffic congestion,
parking, shared parking areas, ambient noise, including nighttime entertainment and
street activities, and shading from the taller structures that contain that intensity. These
are the likely and expected conditions within a vibrant compact City core.


Position downtown as the lively heart of the City, connecting with neighborhoods
and the coastline. Downtown Long Beach is the heart of Long Beach and is its
commercial, civic, and tourism center. With a strong historic street grid, and a rich multimodal transit system, the Downtown Plan will maintain and strengthen connections to
surrounding neighborhoods, the region, and the waterfront.



Develop in a way that is less dependent on fossil fuels and more focused on
walking, bicycling, and public transportation. The Downtown Plan intends to build on
concepts of smart growth to position Downtown as a pedestrian-friendly mixed-use
center. Walkable and bicycle-friendly streets, accessible transit, and pedestrian-oriented
uses are all crucial ingredients for creating a vibrant mixed-use community that allows
people to live, work, and play within the Downtown area. Regardless of how people
arrive in Downtown Long Beach, once there the desired experience is that of an
integrated compact neighborhood.



Support new industries to continue to diversify the economy and promote job
growth while strengthening the existing backbone of convention, tourism, and
port businesses. The Downtown Plan encourages a range of uses to support a diverse
economy and a wealth of jobs and housing in Downtown, while continuing to support the
hub of convention, tourist, and port activity for which Long Beach is known.



Encourage bold architecture, planning, and construction utilizing green building
technology and incorporating sustainable energy. Well-designed buildings are the
foundation for achieving great streets and neighborhoods. The Plan encourages
innovative buildings that are urban in nature, with high quality materials and designs.
The plan encourages the integration of green building design and energy efficiency. New
buildings will be constructed of long-lasting high quality materials as are the existing
historic structures that define Downtown Long Beach.



Demand quality in building practices in order to ultimately create historical
masterpieces. The design of new development projects should attempt to distinguish
their own place in time and ultimately achieve the same level of distinction as past eras
without replication. The Plan calls for the use of best practices for high quality design
and construction.



Value buildings of historic merit and seek to preserve or restore them through
adaptive reuse. Downtown Long Beach is composed of buildings that reflect a rich
history and a range of architectural periods, from Craftsman to Spanish, and Art Deco to
Modern. All of these styles represent design innovations and have a distinct place in the
history of Long Beach. The Plan encourages the retention of the many quality historic
properties within the Downtown Plan area.



Include the best aspects of an innovative global City: dynamic architecture, strong
public spaces and open space, celebration of this unique culture, and respect for
the natural environment. Downtown Long Beach will provide an intense, yet livable,
environment. The Downtown Plan provides direction for creating new public spaces and
incorporating accessible open space within new development and for strengthening and
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respecting the character of existing places and neighborhoods while encouraging
innovative new development.
6.2

RATIONALE FOR ALTERNATIVE SELECTION

In accordance with Section 15126.6(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, an EIR must contain “a range
of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly
attain most of the basic objectives of the project,” as well as an evaluation of the “comparative
merits of the alternatives.” In addition, Section 15126.6(b) of the CEQA Guidelines states that
“the discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to the project or its location which are
capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects of the project, even if these
alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the project objectives, or would be
more costly.”
This PEIR concludes that the proposed Project would result in significant impacts to aesthetics,
air quality, cultural resources, geology and seismicity, greenhouse gas emissions, hazards and
hazardous materials, hydrology and water quality, noise, parks and recreation, transportation
and traffic, and solid waste disposal. Mitigation measures would reduce impacts to less-thansignificant levels for all issue areas except impacts to aesthetics (shading), air quality, cultural
resources (historical resources), greenhouse gas emissions, noise (construction vibrations),
population and housing, transportation and traffic, and public services (parks and recreation),
which remain significant and unavoidable even after adopting all recommended feasible
mitigation measures. No significant impacts to land use and planning, public services (schools,
fire protection, police protection, and libraries), or utilities and service systems (water supply and
wastewater treatment) were identified in this PEIR.
Significant and unavoidable impacts associated with the proposed Project are primarily caused
by the estimated increase of 91,439 ADT from buildout of the proposed Project. This increase in
traffic results in impacts to air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, and noise. The alternatives
analysis, therefore, includes alternatives that would reduce the Project’s total ADT.
6.3

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED

6.3.1

Alternative Location

Although CEQA Guidelines recommend considering an alternative location to reduce potential
impacts of a proposed project, none of the alternatives involve an alternate location because the
purpose of the PEIR and the Downtown Plan is to study proposed land uses in the Project area,
which is the historic and contemporary Long Beach Downtown. The Project Objectives and
Guiding Principles could not be accomplished in an alternative location.
6.3.2

Increased Residential and Hotel Alternative

The NOP prepared for the Project (see Appendix A) included an increased estimate of
approximately 9,200 new residential units and 3,200 new hotel rooms. Office, retail, and
restaurant uses were the same as the proposed Project. The total project area of this alternative
would be 664 acres and would not include the portion of the proposed Project that is north of
10th Street. This alternative was rejected to avoid excessive traffic impacts and associated air
quality and noise impacts from the additional residential units and hotel rooms in comparison to
the proposed Project. It is not being carried forward for detailed analysis since it would not
reduce the environmental impacts of the proposed Project.
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6.4

ALTERNATIVES CARRIED FORWARD FOR DETAILED ANALYSIS

In addition to focusing on alternatives capable of either eliminating any significant environmental
effects of the proposed Project or reducing them to a less-than-significant level, the following
analysis examines variations of the proposed Project that may be considered further during the
public hearing process. Following is a description of the Project alternatives and an examination
of the potential impacts of each alternative compared to the impacts of the proposed Project. It
should be noted that the impact analysis presented in this document compares the proposed
Project impacts to the 2009 baseline condition. Table 6-1 provides a summary of the impacts of
the proposed Project and a comparison of the impacts of each alternative to the proposed
Project.
6.4.1

No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative

Unlike most master plan projects, the intent of the proposed Long Beach Plan is not to allow
increased residential density or intensity of permitted commercial uses, but rather to provide a
renewed focus on elements of exceptional urban design and neighborhood vitality. High
residential densities are currently allowed by the existing land use districts, which permit
residential densities from 30 dua to 108 dua, and two of the Plan Project area districts allow up
to 249 dua. The PD-30 district regulations that encompass most of the Plan Project area west of
Alamitos Avenue, allow densities ranging from 31 dua to 96 dua. The portion of the project that
is within the PD-29 district is located between 7th Street and 10th Street and generally between
Pine Avenue and Elm Avenue. The existing permitted density in this area is up to 108 dua. The
range and type of commercial uses allowed under the PD-29 and PD-30 regulations, and the
permitted height of buildings (as described in Section 4.8 of this PEIR) would not substantially
differ with adoption of the proposed Plan.
In comparison to the proposed Project, the land use intensity of development under the No
Project/Existing Zoning Alternative would not be expected to be substantially different than the
proposed Project. Household projections provided by SCAG in Table 4.10-2 of this PEIR
estimate that the Downtown Plan Project area would see an increase of approximately 4,230
households without considering any change in land use controls. The residential impact analysis
considered in this PEIR is based on 5,000 new dwelling units. Commercial development,
including offices, retail businesses, restaurants, and hotels, would be determined more by local,
national, and international economic conditions, which would not be expected to be influenced
by the relatively minor proposed change in land use regulations in the Downtown Project area.
Therefore, the impact analysis of the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative is not expected to
substantially differ from the proposed Project with respect ADT or other impacts related to the
permitted intensity of residential and commercial development.
6.4.2

Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative

This alternative would reduce building heights and density so as to potentially reduce total
Project trips by 30 percent. The lower profile of new development would be achieved by
reducing the size of the Height Incentive Area shown in Figure 2-4 by approximately 30 percent
and by reducing the 150-foot Height Area to a maximum height of 120 feet. The reduced
intensity would be achieved by reducing the maximum floor area ratio (FAR) to 4.5 in the
reduced 120-foot Height Area and to 6.0 FAR in the Height Incentive Area, with the potential for
an additional 3.0 FAR through the development incentives shown in Plan Table 2-2. This
alternative assumes that residential units would be reduced from 5,000 dwelling units under the
proposed Project to 3,500 dwelling units; office space would be reduced from 1,500,000 square
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feet under the proposed Project to 1,050,000 square feet; retail space would be reduced from
384,000 square feet under the proposed Project to 270,000 square feet; and restaurant space
would be reduced from 96,000 square feet under the proposed Project to 68,000 square feet.
Hotel uses would remain at 800 rooms per the proposed Project. This is projected to result in a
reduction of approximately 29,000 ADT in comparison to the proposed project.
6.4.3

Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative

This alternative would retain the proposed 5,000 dwelling units per the proposed Project and
would reduce the nonresidential uses as follows: office space would be reduced to 1,050,000
square feet; retail space would be reduced to 270,000 square feet; and restaurant space would
be reduced to 68,000 square feet. Hotel uses would also be reduced by 30 percent, from 800
rooms with the proposed Project to 540 rooms with this alternative. This reduction in
nonresidential land uses is projected to reduce traffic by approximately 25,500 ADT in
comparison to the proposed Project.
6.5

COMPARISON OF THE NO PROJECT/EXISTING ZONING ALTERNATIVE TO THE
PROPOSED PROJECT

6.5.1

Aesthetics

The Downtown Plan provides detailed development standards and design guidelines, as well as
illustrations of preferred building massing, architectural details, and streetscapes. New
construction in compliance with these standards and guidelines would improve the visual quality
of Downtown in comparison to compliance with the existing plans and regulations, though the
potential for new sources of light and glare would be similar to the proposed Project.
Allowed maximum building heights would not be significantly reduced under this alternative and,
therefore, shading impact, which would be significant and unavoidable under the proposed
Project, would also be significant and unavoidable under this alternative. Mitigation for light and
glare impacts identified in Section 4.1 for the proposed Project would also reduce impacts under
this alternative to less than significant.
6.5.2

Air Quality

Construction activities associated with the proposed Project would generate criteria air
pollutants of VOCs and NOX, which are both ozone precursors, as well as PM10 and PM2.5
emissions, which would exceed SCAQMD-recommended thresholds and would substantially
contribute to emissions concentrations that exceed the NAAQS and CAAQS. This would result
in a significant and unavoidable air quality impact. The No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative
would involve a similar level of construction and, therefore, air quality impacts associated with
criteria air pollutants would also be significant and unavoidable.
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in approximately 91,439 additional vehicle
trips per day (Iteris 2010), which would be a long-term source of regional emissions of criteria
air pollutants and ozone precursors. Natural gas consumption, landscaping, applications of
architectural coatings, and consumer products would also contribute to a significant and
unavoidable operational air quality impact. The No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative would
retain permitted densities ranging from 30 dua to 249 dua. Buildout of the Downtown area at
these densities would be expected to potentially cause the same increase in vehicle trips and
other sources of ozone precursors as the proposed Project. Therefore, operational air quality
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impacts associated with criteria air pollutants would also be significant and unavoidable with this
alternative.
The proposed Project would cause significant and unavoidable impacts from exposure to
emissions of TACs from the POLB and other offsite stationary sources, and from onsite mobile
sources. The No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative would be subject to a similar exposure to
TACs from offsite and onsite sources and the impact would also be significant and unavoidable
impact under this alternative.
Mitigation for odor impacts identified in Section 4.2 for the proposed Project would not be
adopted under the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative and, therefore, odor impacts from
construction projects would not be reduced to less than significant under this alternative.
6.5.3

Cultural Resources

A total of 63 properties within the Plan area are identified in Table 4.3-3 as historically significant
and eligible for adaptive reuse and/or local designation. Implementation of Mitigation Measure
CR-1 would provide a means for more thorough examination of these properties in comparison
to development review under the No Project/Existing Zoning condition which does not specify
historic review procedures. Similarly, the potential impact to archaeological and paleontological
resources would not necessarily be subject to monitoring during construction per Mitigation
Measures CR-2 and CR-3. Therefore, the potential impact to cultural resources could be greater
under the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative
6.5.4

Geology and Seismicity

Downtown Long Beach is subject to seismically-induced ground shaking, liquefaction, and
expansive or unstable soils. Implementation of mitigation measures identified in Section 4.4
represent standard construction practices and code requirements for new development that
would also be applied to the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative. Therefore, geology and
seismic impacts would also be reduced to less than significant under this alternative.
6.5.5

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The potential for significant cumulative impacts from greenhouse gas emissions during
construction and operation of the proposed Project would be significant and unavoidable. A
similar level of land use intensity would be anticipated under the No Project/Existing Zoning
Alternative since a similar level of increased traffic and other contributors to greenhouse gas
emissions would occur. Mitigation measures identified in Section 4.5 for the proposed Project
could reduce impacts under the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative, but the impact would
also remain significant and unavoidable.
6.5.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

The types of commercial and residential land uses envisioned for the Project area would not
typically contain businesses involved in the transport, use, or disposal of substantial quantities
of hazardous materials. However, many future construction projects would involve full or partial
demolition of existing structures, some of which, due to their age, may contain asbestos and
lead-based paints and materials. Compliance with mitigation measures identified in Section 4.6
would also reduce impacts under this alternative to less than significant.
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6.5.7

Hydrology/Water Quality

Implementation of mitigation measures to avoid discharge of urban pollutants during
construction and operation are identified in Section 4.7 for the proposed project. These
measures represent standard construction practices and code requirements for new
development that would also be applied to the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative.
Therefore, hydrology/water quality impacts would also be reduced to less than significant under
this alternative.
6.5.8

Land Use and Planning

The proposed Project would establish more detailed land development standards and design
guidelines. The No Project/Existing Zoning alternative would implement the existing planned
development district regulations and other existing zoning regulations that are consistent with
the Long Beach General Plan. Therefore, the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative would not
conflict with existing land use plans or regulations and the impact would be less than significant.
6.5.9

Noise

Construction of projects implemented under the Plan would likely be located adjacent to existing
structures and demolition at construction sites may produce substantial vibration over a period
of weeks or months. Excavation for underground building levels could also occur on some
project sites and vibratory pile driving could be used to stabilize the walls of excavated areas.
Demolition and construction vibrations could occur that exceed City Municipal Code criteria for
vibration impacts and would be a significant and unavoidable impact. The No Project/Existing
Zoning Alternative would also involve similar vibration impacts from demolition and construction
and, therefore, vibration impacts could also exceed City Municipal Code criteria and would be
significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation measures are identified in Section 4.9 for potentially significant Project impacts
associated with construction, and from traffic and stationary noise that is incompatible with
existing and planned land uses. These impacts would also occur under the No Project/Existing
Zoning Alternative. Not approving the Downtown Plan and not adopting the mitigation measures
for noise impacts identified in Section 4.9 could result in greater noise impacts under this
alternative.
6.5.10 Population and Housing
Population growth in Downtown Long Beach is projected by SCAG to occur with or without the
Project. The No Project/Existing General Plan Alternative would provide for a similar mix of new
housing as would the proposed Project. Therefore, the No Project/Existing General Plan
Alternative would have a similar impact on population growth and would result in the
displacement of existing housing and people, primarily housed in medium density multi-family
dwelling units and may require construction of replacement housing elsewhere.
6.5.11 Public Services
PEIR Section 4.11 addresses potential Project impact to schools, fire and police services, parks
and recreation facilities, and libraries. Payment of school impact fees would avoid significant
impacts to school services. Fire and police staffing and facilities would need to be incrementally
increased as development occurs; and the potential need to expand the Main Library or
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construct a new branch library would also occur with the no project alternative. Impacts to the
inadequate acreage of parks and recreation facilities would be the same as the proposed
project. The No Project/Existing General Plan Alternative would have a similar demand for
expanded services as the proposed Project and would also not avoid an increased impact to
park facilities from an increased Downtown population.
6.5.12 Transportation and Traffic
The proposed Project, in combination with cumulative traffic growth, would result in a substantial
increase in the number of vehicle trips, the V/C ratio on roads, and congestion at intersections.
Mitigation measures to improve traffic operations, as well as transit, bicycle, and pedestrian
improvements, would alleviate some of this impact, but would not reduce the overall impact to
below a level of significance. Implementation of the mitigation measures identified in Section
4.12 would enable a similar reduction in impacts under the No Project/Existing Zoning
Alternative, but impacts to transportation and traffic would remain significant and unavoidable.
Impacts to CMP intersections would also be significant and unavoidable under both the
proposed Project and the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative. Potential impacts from
inadequate parking and emergency access would be less than significant under the proposed
Project and this alternative.
6.5.13 Utilities and Service Systems
Impacts of the proposed Project to water supply were determined to be less than significant
based upon the findings of a Water Availability Assessment conducted by the LBWD in
accordance with the requirements of SB 610. Adequate capacity for wastewater treatment is
available in the two treatment plants that serve the city; and adequate long-term capacity is
available in LACSD’s Mesquite Regional Landfill. Projected population growth in Downtown
Long Beach under the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative would result in a similar increased
demand for utilities and services as the proposed Project and the impact would also be less
than significant with regard to water and wastewater services. The mitigation measures for
reducing landfill disposal of solid waste could also be implemented by City policy and
regulations under the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative.
6.5.14 Conclusion
Buildout of the Downtown area under the No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative would result in
a similar level of development pursuant to the existing planned district ordinances and existing
zoning but would not implement the detailed development standards and design guidelines for
building massing, architectural details, and streetscapes. New construction in compliance with
the proposed Downtown Plan standards and guidelines would improve the visual quality of
Downtown in comparison to compliance with the existing plans and regulations. For most future
projects proposing significant new development, project-specific environmental review would be
required and would provide an opportunity to impose mitigation measures similar to those
identified in this PEIR to reduce significant impacts to geology and seismicity, greenhouse
gases, hazards and hazardous materials, traffic, and solid waste disposal. Therefore, the No
Project/Existing Zoning Alternative would have a similar impact to these environmental issues
as the proposed Project.
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6.6

COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT TO THE LOWER PROFILE/LESS
INTENSITY ALTERNATIVE

6.6.1

Aesthetics

If this alternative is adopted, the Downtown Plan would be revised to conform to the Lower
Profile/Less Intensity Alternative and detailed development standards and design guidelines of
the Downtown Plan would apply to this alternative, as would illustrations of preferred building
massing, architectural details, and streetscapes. Allowed maximum building heights would be
reduced under this alternative and, therefore, adjacent properties would be subject to a reduced
shading impact, though the impact would remain potentially significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation measures for light and glare impacts identified in Section 4.1 for the proposed Project
would also reduce impacts under this alternative to less than significant.
6.6.2

Air Quality

Construction activities associated with the proposed Project would generate criteria air
pollutants that would exceed SCAQMD-recommended thresholds and would substantially
contribute to emissions that exceed the NAAQS and CAAQS. This would result in a significant
and unavoidable air quality impact. The Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative would reduce
the number of dwelling units, the maximum height, and the permitted floor area of land uses in
the Downtown Project area, which would reduce total ADT generated by buildout of the Project.
However, if the real estate market exists for 5,000 new residences and nearly 2 million square
feet of office, retail, and restaurant uses, the same total number of dwellings and the same total
amount of new floor area could still be achieved by construction of more lower profile/less
intensity buildings within or adjacent to the Project area. Therefore, it cannot be assured that
total ADT or other sources of criteria air pollutants and ozone precursors would be reduced to a
level that would avoid significant air quality impacts.
The proposed Project would also cause significant and unavoidable impacts from exposure to
emissions of TACs from the POLB and other offsite stationary sources, as well as from onsite
mobile sources. While a potentially lower population could result from the Lower Profile/Less
Intensity Alternative, Downtown residents would be subject to a similar exposure to TACs from
offsite and onsite sources and the air quality impact would also be a significant and
unavoidable.
Mitigation for odor impacts identified in Section 4.2 for the proposed Project would also reduce
impacts under this alternative to less than significant.
6.6.3

Cultural Resources

The properties within the Plan area that were identified as eligible for listing as local landmarks,
for inclusion in the National or California registers of historic resources, or identified in Table
4.3-3 for local designation and/or for adaptive re-use could be subject to additional pressure for
demolition or alteration if additional building sites are needed to accommodate the demand for
new housing and office, retail, and restaurant uses. Therefore, the potential impact to historic
resources under the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative would be similar to the proposed
Project.
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6.6.4

Geology and Seismicity

Downtown Long Beach is subject to seismically-induced ground shaking, liquefaction, and
expansive or unstable soils. Implementation of mitigation measures identified in Section 4.4
represent standard construction practices and code requirements for new development that
would also be applied to the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative. Therefore, potential
geology and seismic impacts would also be reduced to less than significant under this
alternative.
6.6.5

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The potential for significant cumulative impacts from greenhouse gas emissions during
construction and operation of the proposed Project would be significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation measures identified in Section 4.5 for the proposed Project could reduce impacts
under the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative, but the impact would also remain significant
and unavoidable.
6.6.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

The types of commercial and residential land uses envisioned for the Plan area would not
typically contain businesses involved in the transport, use, or disposal of substantial quantities
of hazardous materials. However, additional demolition to achieve the same number of dwelling
units and commercial floor area may result in more future construction projects that would
involve full or partial demolition of existing structures that may contain asbestos and lead-based
paints and materials. Compliance with mitigation measures identified in Section 4.6 would also
reduce impacts under this alternative to less than significant.
6.6.7

Hydrology/Water Quality

Implementation of mitigation measures to avoid discharge of urban pollutants during
construction and operation are identified in Section 4.7 for the proposed project. These
measures represent standard construction practices and code requirements for new
development that would also be applied to the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative.
Therefore, hydrology/water quality impacts would also be reduced to less than significant under
this alternative.
6.6.8

Land Use and Planning

If this alternative is adopted, the Downtown Plan would be revised to conform to the Lower
Profile/Less Intensity Alternative and detailed development standards and design guidelines of
the Downtown Plan would apply to this alternative. Therefore, the Lower Profile/Less Intensity
Alternative would not conflict with existing land use plans or regulations and the impact would
be similar to the proposed Project.
6.6.9

Noise

The Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative would reduce the number of dwelling units, the
maximum height, and the permitted floor area of land uses in the Downtown Project area, which
would reduce total ADT generated by buildout of the Project. This could result in reduced
roadway noise impacts. However, if the real estate market exists for 5,000 new residences and
nearly 2 million square feet of office, retail, and restaurant uses, the same total number of
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dwellings and the same total amount of new floor area could still be achieved by construction of
more lower profile/less intensity buildings within or adjacent to the Plan Project area.
Construction of projects implemented under the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative may
occupy more building sites than would the proposed Project if the increased demand for new
residential units and commercial floor area exceeds the reduced supply in the Downtown
Project area. Demolition activities and construction that may involve pile driving may also
produce substantial vibration impacts with this alternative. Therefore, the Lower Profile/Less
Intensity Alternative could also cause vibration impacts that also exceed City Municipal Code
criteria and the impact would be significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation measures are identified in Section 4.9 for potentially significant Project impacts
associated with construction and impacts from traffic and stationary noise compatibility with
existing and planned land uses. These impacts would also occur under the Lower Profile/Less
Intensity Alternative and would also be mitigated by implementation of mitigation measures
identified in Section 4.9.
6.6.10 Population and Housing
Population growth in Downtown Long Beach is projected by SCAG to occur with or without the
proposed Project. The Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative would reduce the supply of new
housing units in the Downtown Project area. Although substantial population growth has been
anticipated by population projections for the Downtown area, it may displace additional existing
housing units and residents by constructing a larger number of smaller buildings. Therefore, the
population and housing impact of the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative would be similar to
the proposed Project.
6.6.11 Public Services
PEIR Section 4.11 addresses the potential Project impact to schools, fire and police protection,
parks and recreation facilities, and libraries. The Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative would
require the same payment of school fees to avoid significant impacts to school services. Fire
and police staffing and facilities would also be incrementally increased as development occurs.
Payment of in-lieu park fees would also be required under this alternative, though the impact to
parks and recreation would also be significant and unavoidable. The Lower Profile/Less
Intensity Alternative would have a reduced demand for expanded services in comparison to the
proposed Project.
6.6.12 Transportation and Traffic
The Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative would result in a reduction of approximately 29,000
ADT in comparison to the proposed Project, which would have a lesser impact on the V/C ratio
on roads and congestion at intersections, though approximately 62,500 new trips would be
added to Downtown streets. Mitigation measures to improve traffic operations, as well as transit,
bicycle, and pedestrian improvements, would still be needed to alleviate some of this impact,
but would not reduce the overall impact of this alternative to below a level of significance.
Impacts to CMP intersections would also be a significant and unavoidable impact under both the
proposed Project and the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative. Potential impacts from
inadequate parking and emergency access would be less than significant under the proposed
Project and this alternative.
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6.6.13 Utilities and Service Systems
Impacts of the proposed Project to water supply were determined to be less than significant
based upon the findings of a Water Availability Assessment conducted by the LBWD in
accordance with the requirements of SB 610. Adequate capacity for wastewater treatment is
available in the two treatment plants that serve the city; and adequate long-term capacity is
available in LACSD’s Mesquite Regional Landfill. Projected population growth in Downtown
Long Beach under the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative would result in a reduced
increase in demand for City utilities and service systems in comparison to the proposed Project
and the impact would also be less than significant with the mitigation measures to reduce solid
waste disposal as required for the proposed Project.
6.6.14 Conclusion
The PEIR concludes that the proposed Project would result in significant impacts to aesthetics,
air quality, cultural resources, geology and seismicity, greenhouse gas emissions, hazards and
hazardous materials, hydrology and water quality, noise, population and housing, parks and
recreation, transportation and traffic, and solid waste disposal. If the Lower Profile/Less Intensity
Alternative were to be adopted, buildout of the Downtown Plan Project area would result in a
reduced density and intensity of development than would the proposed Project. The estimated
increase of 91,439 ADT under the proposed Project could be reduced by approximately 29,000
ADT under this alternative and would result in reduced impacts to air quality and noise.
Aesthetic impacts could also be reduced by lower profile buildings.
However, if the supply of housing and commercial space in Downtown does not meet the
market demand, additional building sites could be needed within or near Downtown and the long
term impact from increased traffic and associated air quality and noise impacts could still occur.
Impacts to historic buildings could also occur under this alternative and demolition for additional
building sites could potentially encounter more asbestos and lead-based paints. All potentially
significant impacts to geology and seismicity, hydrology and water quality, population and
housing, parks and recreation, and solid waste disposal would be similar to the proposed
Project. No significant impacts to land use and planning, schools, fire and police protection,
libraries, water supply, or wastewater treatment were identified in the PEIR.
6.7

COMPARISON OF THE REDUCED NONRESIDENTIAL LAND USE ALTERNATIVE
TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

6.7.1

Aesthetics

If this alternative is adopted, the Downtown Plan would be revised to conform to the Reduced
Nonresidential Land Use Alternative and new construction in compliance with the Plan’s
standards and guidelines would have a similar improvement in the visual quality of Downtown
as would the proposed Project.
Allowed maximum building heights would not be reduced under this alternative and, therefore,
shading impact, which would be significant and unavoidable under the proposed Project, would
also be significant and unavoidable under this alternative. Mitigation for light and glare impacts
identified in Section 4.1 for the proposed Project would also reduce impacts under this
alternative to less than significant.
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6.7.2

Air Quality

Construction activities associated with the proposed Project would generate criteria air
pollutants that would exceed SCAQMD-recommended thresholds and would substantially
contribute to emissions concentrations that exceed the NAAQS and CAAQS. This would result
in a significant and unavoidable air quality impact. The Reduced Nonresidential Land Use
Alternative would not reduce the number of dwelling units, but would reduce the maximum
permitted floor area of Nonresidential land uses in the Downtown Project area. This would
reduce by approximately 25,500 ADT the total amount of new traffic generated by buildout of
the Project. However, if the real estate market exists for 2 million square feet of office, retail, and
restaurant uses, the same total amount of new floor area could still be achieved by construction
of more commercial buildings within or adjacent to the Project area. Therefore, it cannot be
assured that total increased ADT or other sources of criteria air pollutants and ozone precursors
would be reduced to a level that would avoid significant air quality impacts.
The Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative would reduce the total square footage of
office and other commercial use. While the increase in vehicle trips (65,900 ADT) under this
alternative and other sources of ozone precursors would be reduced in comparison to the
proposed Project (91,439 ADT), operational air quality impacts associated with criteria air
pollutants would also be significant and unavoidable.
The proposed Project would cause significant and unavoidable impacts from exposure to
emissions of TACs from the POLB and other offsite stationary sources, as well as from onsite
mobile sources. The Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative would still increase traffic in
the Project area and exposure to TACs from offsite and onsite sources and the impact would be
significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation for odor impacts identified in Section 4.2 for the proposed Project would also reduce
impacts under this alternative to less than significant.
6.7.3

Cultural Resources

The properties within the Plan Project area that were identified as eligible for listing as local
landmarks or for inclusion in the National or California registers of historic resources would be
subject to a similar level of potential impact under the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use
Alternative. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 would provide a means for thorough
examination of these properties. Implementation of Mitigation Measures CR-2 for archaeological
resources and CR-3 for paleontological resources would require monitoring during construction.
Therefore, the potential impact to cultural resources would be similar to the proposed Project.
6.7.4

Geology and Seismicity

Downtown Long Beach is subject to seismically-induced ground shaking, liquefaction, and
expansive or unstable soils. Implementation of mitigation measures identified in Section 4.4
represent standard construction practices and code requirements for new development that
would also be applied to the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative. Therefore, potential
geology and seismic impacts would also be reduced to less than significant under this
alternative.
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6.7.5

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The potential for significant cumulative impacts from greenhouse gas emissions during
construction and operation of the proposed Project would be significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation measures identified in Section 4.5 for the proposed Project could reduce impacts
under the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative, but the impact would not be reduced to
less than significant under this alternative.
6.7.6

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

The types of commercial and residential land uses envisioned for the Project area would not
typically contain businesses involved in the transport, use, or disposal of substantial quantities
of hazardous materials. However, many future construction projects would involve full or partial
demolition of existing structures, some of which, due to their age, may contain asbestos and
lead-based paints and materials. Compliance with mitigation measures identified in Section 4.6
would also reduce impacts under the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative to less than
significant.
6.7.7

Hydrology/Water Quality

Implementation of mitigation measures to avoid discharge of urban pollutants during
construction and operation are identified in Section 4.7 for the proposed Project. These
measures represent standard construction practices and code requirements for new
development that would also be applied to the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative.
Therefore, hydrology/water quality impacts would also be reduced to less than significant under
this alternative.
6.7.8

Land Use and Planning

If this alternative is adopted, the Downtown Plan would be revised to conform to the Reduced
Nonresidential Land Use Alternative and detailed development standards and design guidelines
of the Plan would apply to this alternative. Therefore, the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use
Alternative would not conflict with existing land use plans or regulations and the impact would
be similar to the proposed Project.
6.7.9

Noise

The Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative would reduce the permitted floor area of
Nonresidential land uses in the Downtown Project area, which would reduce the Project’s traffic
generation from 91,439 ADT to approximately 65,900 ADT. This could result in reduced
roadway noise impacts. However, if the real estate market exists for 2 million square feet of
office, retail, and restaurant uses, the same total amount of new floor area could still be
achieved by construction of more commercial buildings within or adjacent to the Project area.
Construction of projects implemented under the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative
may occupy more building sites than would the proposed Project if the increased demand for
new commercial floor area exceeds the reduced supply in the Downtown Project area.
Demolition activities and construction that may involve pile driving may also produce substantial
vibration impacts with this alternative. Therefore, the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use
Alternative could also cause vibration impacts that also exceed City Municipal Code criteria and
the impact would be significant and unavoidable.
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Mitigation measures are identified in Section 4.9 for potentially significant Project impacts
associated with construction and impacts from traffic and stationary noise compatibility with
existing and planned land uses. These impacts would also occur under the Reduced
Nonresidential Land Use Alternative and would also be mitigated by implementation of
mitigation measures identified in Section 4.9.
6.7.10 Population and Housing
Population growth in Downtown Long Beach is projected by SCAG to occur with or without the
proposed Project. The Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative would provide the same
number of new housing units as the proposed Project and would facilitate substantial population
growth that has been anticipated by population projections for the Downtown area. While it
would accommodate population and housing growth, the reduction in nonresidential
construction would reduce the potential for displacement of existing housing in comparison to
the proposed Project. The impact of the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative would be
similar to the proposed Project with respect to population growth, though it may reduce the
potential for displacement of existing housing in comparison to the proposed Project.
6.7.11 Public Services
PEIR Section 4.11 addresses potential Project impact to schools, fire and police protection,
parks and recreation facilities, and libraries. Payment of school fees would be required under
the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative and would avoid significant impacts to school
services. Fire and police staffing and facilities would be incrementally increased as development
occurs. Payment of in-lieu park fees would also be required under this alternative, though the
impact to parks and recreation would also be significant and unavoidable. The Reduced
Nonresidential Land Use Alternative have a reduced demand for expanded services in
comparison to the proposed Project and would also not cause physical impacts from the
provision of new public service facilities.
6.7.12 Transportation and Traffic
The Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative would result in a reduction of approximately
25,500 ADT in comparison to the proposed Project, which would cause a lesser impact on the
V/C ratio on roads and congestion at intersections, though approximately 65,900 new trips
would be added to Downtown streets. Mitigation measures to improve traffic operations, as well
as transit, bicycle, and pedestrian improvements, would still be needed to alleviate some of this
impact, but would not reduce the overall impact of this alternative to below a level of
significance.
Impacts to CMP intersections would also be a significant and unavoidable impact under both the
proposed Project and the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative. Potential impacts from
inadequate parking and emergency access would be less than significant under the proposed
Project and this alternative.
6.7.13 Utilities and Service Systems
Impacts of the proposed Project to water supply were determined to be less than significant
based upon the findings of a Water Availability Assessment conducted by the LBWD in
accordance with the requirements of SB 610. Adequate capacity for wastewater treatment is
available in the two treatment plants that serve the city; and adequate long-term capacity is
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available in LACSD’s Mesquite Regional Landfill. Population growth in Downtown Long Beach
under the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative would result in the same increase in
demand for residential water and other utilities and services as would the proposed Project,
although the increased demand for nonresidential services would be less than with the
proposed Project. Therefore, the impact of this alternative would also be less than significant
with the mitigation measures to reduce solid waste disposal as required for the proposed
Project.
6.7.14 Conclusion
The PEIR concludes that the proposed Project would result in significant impacts to aesthetics,
air quality, cultural resources, geology and seismicity, greenhouse gas emissions, hazards and
hazardous materials, hydrology and water quality, noise, population and housing, parks and
recreation, transportation and traffic, and solid waste disposal. If the Reduced Nonresidential
Land Use Alternative were to be adopted, buildout of the Downtown Plan area would result in
the same residential density and population as the proposed Project. The reduction in
commercial floor area could reduce the proposed Project’s impact to housing displacement. The
estimated increase of 91,439 ADT under the proposed Project could be reduced by
approximately 25,500 ADT under this alternative. Potential Project impacts to air quality and
noise could be reduced; however, if the supply of housing and commercial space in Downtown
does not meet the market demand, additional building sites could be needed within or near
Downtown and the long term impact from increased traffic and associated air quality and noise
impacts could still occur.
Impacts to historic buildings could also occur under this alternative and demolition for additional
building site could potentially encounter more asbestos and lead-based paints if the demand for
commercial space is not accommodated by the proposed Project. All potentially significant
Project impacts to geology and seismicity, hydrology and water quality, to increased population,
and to solid waste disposal would be similar to the proposed Project. No significant impacts to
land use and planning, schools, fire and police services, libraries, water supply or wastewater
treatment were identified in the PEIR. The reduced intensity of development in the Downtown
Project area could result in reduced impact to the proposed Project’s significant environmental
effects; however, if an adequate supply of developable land is not provided in the Downtown
Project area, increased impacts could occur from additional growth to meet market demand in
or adjacent to the Project area.
6.8

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

Table 6-1 summarizes the potential environmental impacts associated with the different
alternatives and provides a comparison to the potential impacts of the proposed Project. CEQA
requires an EIR to identify the environmentally superior alternative among all of the alternatives
considered, including the proposed Project. If the “no project” alternative is selected as the
environmentally superior alternative, the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior
alternative among the other alternatives (CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6[e][2]).
The PEIR analysis for the proposed Project identifies mitigation measures that would reduce
impacts to less-than-significant levels for all issue areas except impacts to aesthetics, air
quality, cultural resources, greenhouse gas emissions, noise, population and housing,
transportation and traffic, and public services (parks and recreation), which remain significant
and unavoidable even after adopting all recommended feasible mitigation measures. As shown
in Table 6-1, each alternative evaluated in the PEIR, when compared to the proposed Project on
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an impact-by-impact basis, has a different combination of effects that results in an impact similar
to, greater than, or less than the proposed Project.
A project that encompasses 719 acres in a densely urbanized area and proposes to allow 5,000
new residential units, 1.5 million square feet of office and civic uses, 384,000 square feet of new
retail, 96,000 square feet of restaurants, and 800 hotel rooms, can be expected to have
significant traffic impacts and associated air quality and noise impacts. Therefore, the
alternatives analysis has been focused on project alternatives that would reduce ADT of new
development. The No Project/Existing Zoning Alternative would enable continued development
in accordance with existing land use and zoning designations that allow intense high-rise
development consistent with a modern metropolitan area. Therefore, impacts of the No
Project/Existing Zoning Alternative do not substantially differ from the proposed Project in
reducing ADT.
The environmental analysis of alternatives indicates, by comparing potential impacts from each
of the proposed alternatives to impacts of the proposed Project, that the Lower Profile/Less
Intensity Alternative would be considered environmentally superior because it would make the
most substantial reduction in ADT in comparison to the proposed Project and the Reduced
Nonresidential Land Use Alternative. By reducing dwelling units, the Lower Profile/Less Intensity
Alternative would also reduce public services and water utility requirements in comparison to the
proposed Project and the Reduced Nonresidential Land Use Alternative. Reduced building
heights under the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative would also reduce potential shading
impacts of the proposed Project.
However, the City envisions a vibrant live-work Downtown environment and reduction in
Downtown housing would be counter-productive to this effort. Therefore, the City does not
support the Lower Profile/Less Intensity Alternative as adequately meeting the Project
Objectives and Guiding Principles of the Downtown Long Beach Plan as listed in Section 2.6 of
this PEIR.
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Table 6-1
Comparison of Impacts of the Alternatives to the Proposed Project*

Proposed Project

No Project/Existing
Zoning Alternative

Lower
Profile/Less
Intensity
Alternative

 Visual character

Less than significant

Greater

Similar

Similar

 Light and glare

Mitigated

Similar

Similar

Similar

Significant and
unavoidable

Similar

Less

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Greater

Similar

Similar

Significant and
unavoidable

Greater

Similar

Similar

Mitigated

Greater

Similar

Similar

Mitigated

Greater

Similar

Similar

Mitigated
Mitigated

Similar
Similar

Similar
Similar

Similar
Similar

Mitigated

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Mitigated

Similar

Similar

Similar

Mitigated

Similar

Similar

Similar

Mitigated

Similar

Similar

Similar

Mitigated

Similar

Similar

Similar

Mitigated

Similar

Similar

Similar

Mitigated

Similar

Similar

Similar

Environmental Issue
Aesthetics

 Shading

Reduced
Nonresidential
Land Use
Alternative

Air Quality
 Criteria air pollutants
 Mobile CO
 TACs
 Odors
Cultural Resources
 Historical Resources
 Archaeological
Resources
 Paleontological
Resources
Geology and Seismicity
 Ground shaking
 Liquefaction
 Expansive or unstable
soils
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions
 Construction
 Operations
Hazards and Hazardous
Materials
 Transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous
materials
 Hazardous materials
near schools
 Soil or groundwater
contamination
Hydrology and Water
Quality
 Discharge of pollutants
during construction
 Discharge of pollutants
during operations
 Exceed capacity of
storm drains
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Significant and
unavoidable
Less than significant
Significant and
unavoidable
Mitigated

Significant and
unavoidable
Significant and
unavoidable
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Proposed Project

No Project/Existing
Zoning Alternative

Lower
Profile/Less
Intensity
Alternative

Less than significant

Similar

Similar

Similar

Mitigated
Significant and
unavoidable

Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

 Operational vibrations

Less than significant

Similar

Similar

Similar

 Traffic noise

Less than significant

Similar

Similar

Similar

Mitigated

Greater

Less

Less

Mitigated

Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Less

Similar
Similar
Similar

Less
Less
Less

Similar
Less
Less

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Less

Less

Similar

Less

Less

Environmental Issue
Land Use and Planning
 Conflict with plan,
policy, or regulation
Noise
 Construction noise
 Construction vibrations

 Traffic noise/land use
compatibility
 Stationary noise
Population and
Housing
 Induce substantial
growth
 Displacement of
housing and people
Public Services
 Schools
 Fire protection
 Police protection
 Parks and recreation
 Libraries
Transportation and
Traffic
 Increase in traffic
 CMP Intersections

Significant and
unavoidable
Significant and
unavoidable
Less than significant
Less than significant
Less than significant
Significant and
unavoidable
Less than significant

Significant and
unavoidable
Significant and
unavoidable

Reduced
Nonresidential
Land Use
Alternative

 Emergency access

Less than significant

Similar

Similar

Similar

 Inadequate parking

Less than significant

Similar

Similar

Similar

 Water supply and
demand

Less than significant

Similar

Similar

Similar

 Wastewater

Less than significant

Similar

Similar

Similar

 Solid waste

Mitigated

Similar

Similar

Similar

Utilities and Service
Systems

* Greater = Alternative results in greater impact than the proposed Project.
Less = Alternative results in less impact than the proposed Project.
Similar = Alternative results in similar impact as the proposed Project.
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7.0 SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
Section 15126.2(c) of the CEQA Guidelines requires the evaluation of impacts to nonrenewable
resources that would be irreversible should the proposed Long Beach Downtown Plan be
implemented. Nonrenewable resources generally include biological habitat, agricultural land,
mineral deposits, water bodies, and some energy sources.
As discussed in Section 5.0, approval of the proposed Project would not have any significant
irreversible impacts on biological, agricultural, or mineral resources. The Project site is an
urbanized area and no sensitive habitat or animal species are present. Also, the Project site
would not be conducive to agricultural production. No mineral resources sites are designated on
any City land use plan within the Project area.
No water bodies occur within the Project site. However, the Los Angeles River channel borders
the Project area on the west. As discussed in Section 4.7, Hydrology and Water Quality, of this
PEIR, implementation of Mitigation Measures Hydro-1, Hydro-2, and Hydro-3 would require
compliance with the City’s NPDES permit, preparation of a project-specific SWPPP and/or
SUSMP, and identification of any required improvements to the storm water drainage system.
Energy resources would be used during construction projects as the proposed Project is
implemented. Energy would also be consumed to provide lighting, heating, and cooling for
future development.
Construction projects resulting from implementation of the proposed Project would require
commitment of other nonrenewable resources associated with construction and long-term
operations. These resources include lumber and other related forest products; sand, gravel, and
concrete; asphalt; petrochemical construction materials; steel, copper, lead, and other metals;
and water. Use of these resources would represent an incremental effect on the regional
consumption of these commodities.
In addition to the traditional nonrenewable resources discussed above, the impacts to some
cultural resources would be irreversible as well. Although the potential demolition of historic
structures would be reduced through documentation prior to demolition, the loss of the buildings
themselves would represent an irreversible impact.
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8.0 GROWTH INDUCING IMPACTS
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(d) requires that an EIR discuss the growth-inducing impact
of the proposed Project. Growth-inducing impacts include, “…ways in which the proposed
project could foster economic or population growth, or the construction of additional housing,
either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding environment. Included in this definition are
projects which would remove obstacles to population growth.”
As stated in Section 2.6 of the PEIR, the purpose of the Long Beach Downtown Plan is to
replace the existing planned development zoning for the Project area and provide more up-todate guidance to respond to Downtown’s current development context and trends; and to
provide direction regarding the type, character, and standard of quality desired for development
in the Project area. High residential densities are currently allowed by the existing land use
districts, which permit residential densities from 30 dua to 108 dua; and two of the Project area
districts allow up to 249 dua. The proposed Plan would not increase the allowable density in the
Plan area and, as described in Section 4.10, an increase in the Downtown population has been
anticipated by SCAG forecasts.
However, the proposed Project would be considered growth-inducing, as full implementation of
the Downtown Plan would accommodate up to approximately 5,000 new residential units; 1.5
million square feet of new office, civic, cultural, and similar uses; 384,000 square feet of new
retail; 96,000 square feet of restaurants; and 800 new hotel rooms. Project objectives include
increasing the residential population to minimize growth pressures on surrounding existing
mature neighborhoods, and promoting job growth in Downtown. The role of the proposed
Project in promoting the development of new Downtown residential and commercial uses is
consistent with the Project Objectives and Guiding Principles of the Downtown Plan as listed in
Section 2.6 of the PEIR.
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